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P R E A M B L E 
The  Commission  ha..c:>  sent  to  the  Council  two  communications  on 
telecommunications.  At  the meeting of Ministers for Industry on  November 
4,  1983  the  Council  agreed  that  the  Commission  would  call  together  a 
Senior  Officials  Group  (SOGT),  which  would  work  closely  with  Ministers 
for  Industry  with  a  view  to  determining  - in  conjunction  with  the 
industrial circles concerned  and  with the  PTT  authorities - the basis for 
proposing  an  action  programme  for  the  balanced  development  of  the 
telecommunications sector. 
This  Group  met  six  times  between  November  24,  1983  and  March  13,  1984. 
Thanks  to its cooperation and  the highly constructive attitude  prevail~ng 
throughout its discussions,  the  Commission  was  able to assess the degree 
of  consensus  on  the  arrangements  for  implementing  the  six  action  lines 
proposed,  and  the following  communication sets  out its proposals to  the 
Council. 
009 I. 
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1.  In  earlier  cornmW1ications,  the  Commission  has  demonstrated 
the  increasing  importance  of  telecommunications  to  the 
economjc  development of the  Community. 
A. 
'.rhe  stakes  involved  and  the  challenges  with  which  Europe  is 
confront~d  in  this sector  are considerable.  The  capacity  to 
meet  these  challenges,  and  to  cope  in a  timely  manner with  the 
opportunities  born  out  of  the  development  of 
telecommunications,  is  outside  the  capability  of  national 
operators on  their own. 
If the  European  countries are  divided,  their weaknesses will 
increase  and  the  gap  between  them  and  the  United  States  and 
Japan  will  widen  irredeemably,  as  was  the  case  in  data 
processing ten years ago.  If Europe  takes concerted action on 
both  economic  and  technological  fronts,  it  is  capable  of 
exploiting  its  assets  and  potential  to  the  best  effect  in 
facing  up  to  this challenge. 
ECONOMIC  IMPORTANCE  OF  THE  SECTOR 
Telecommunications alreadl plays a  major role in the economies 
of  Member  States. 
:~.  The  direct  economic  importance  of  the  sector  can  be  gauged 
both  by  the  contribution  it makes  to  the  GDP  (some  2%  in the 
Commtm1 ty)  and  the  amount  of  investment·  it  requires 
(approximately  0.  7%  of  Community  GDP,  i.e.  over  16  000 
million  ECU  in  1981). 
The  importance of the  telecommunication sector  (both equipment 
and  services)  is comparable  to that  of the  largest industrial 
sectors,  such  as  aerospace,  electricity  generation  or  the 
electronics industry. 
Furthermore,  telecommunications  equipment  accounts  for  a 
substantial  proportion  of  the  production  of  the  electronics 
industry  in  the  majority of  the  Member  states  ( 12%  in France, 
17%  in Italy  and nearly  20%  in Belgium}. 
3.  The  indirect  impact  of  telecommunications  is  no  less 
significant.  The  multiplier  effect  of  telecommunications 
investments  is  one of  the highest,  equivalent  to  that of  the 
building  and  civil  engineering  industry  1  million  ECU 
invested  today  in  telecommunications  infrastructures  brings 
about  a  total increase  in activity of 1.5 million ECU. 
Telecommunications  constitutes  the  essential  vector  for 
information  flows  and  new  services  which  help  to  create 
industrial  Emd  commercial  activities.  It also  represents  a 
large market for electronics and data-processing components. 
010 1 
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B.  This  role w]ll  increase 
4.  New  technologies  will  ftJlf"il  a  pump-priming  role  in  the 
evolutionary  process  that is  taking place.  Such  technologies 
are at  work  not only  in  telecommunications  terminals,  but also 
in the  components  sphere$ 
These  technoJogies are,  in  particular: 
- digitization,  which  makes  it possible  to  process  much  more 
sophisticated data 
- the use  of optical fibres,  which  makes  it possible  to  trans-
mit  information at considerably higher rates  and  at much  lo·-
wer  cost  ; 
- the integration of micro-electronics  components  end  softwa.r"t 
- the  development or  cable  and satellite links. 
These  technological  advances,  which  will  sooner  or  later 
render  current  techniques  obsolete,  wilJ  bring  about  a 
decisiv0  improvement  in  the  way  in  which  the  human  voice, 
writing and  images  are  processed,  and  will  make  it possible  to 
make  the  interactive  use  of  communication  networks  more 
widespread. 
5.  The  resulting  convergence  of  telecommunications,  data 
processing  and  audio-visual  media  will  alter  the  nature  of 
telecommtmications  and  considerably  widen  the  range  of 
services proposed. 
These  technological  innovations  will  initially  make  it 
possible  to  improve  and  generalize  the  existing  serviceR, 
which  use  extent networks  :  the  telephone,  telex,  teletex  and 
low-speed  data  transmission.  However,  they  will  above  all 
lead  +-.o  t~e  creation  or  new  tPlecommunications 
infrastructure·,  especially in  the commercial  sector,  and  the 
development  of entireJy  new  services 
"second-generation"  services,  which  presuppose  tl1e 
improvement  of  the  existing  infrastructures  with  djgital 
data transmission.  Demand  for this category of services is 
alreaqy  making itself felt.  Such  demand  comes  from  busine53 
users  and  concerns  electronic  mail,  text  processing 
(including  electronic  storage  and  retrieval),  high-
resolution  videotex,  teleconferencing,  etc.  Demand  for 
services  o.f  this  type,  which  accounts  for  some  3%  of  toda.}' 's 
traffic,  should  grow  considerably  by  the  end  of  the  decade 
in order to reach  10%  of traffic around  1993  ; 
The  term  '
1generation"  used here does  not  imply  that  there is  any  break 
in  the  sequence  of generations  :  the  transition  from  one  generation  to 
an other  w1ll  ta~(. c  place  through  the  gradual  emergence  of new  types  of 
network0  ~nd  scrvi~es thRt  will  coexist  (and  somet.i;nes  be  superimposed 
on  the networks  and servjces of  the  preceding generation). 
01.1 .•..  --·  ~-·--------------
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- "third  generation"  or  broadband  services  (pereon-to-person 
video  communications  incorporating  text,  voice  and 
pictures),  the  introduction  of  which  will  require  new 
telecommunications  infrastructures  (cables  and/or 
satellites).  Some  of  these  services  are  being  offered  to 
business  or  residential  users  under  experimental  programmes 
designed  to  tes·t their impact  and feasibility  (the Biarri  tz, 
Bigfon  and  Milton  Keynes  Projects).  The  demand  for  third-
~eneration services  will  not  really  make  itself felt  until 
the  beginning  of  the  next  decade  and  will  initially  stem 
from  bus  j. nesses,  bef'ore gradually spreading to  homes,  where 
such  services  will  fulfil  various  functions  (education  and· 
leisure,  working  from  home,  household  management,  the safety 
of appliances,  day-to-day medical  supervision,  etc.). 
6.  In  the  last  few  years,  demand  for  telecommunications,  both 
equi.pment  and services,  has  seen especially vigourous  growth, 
as  evinced  by  the  1%  growth  rate in  GNP  being  matched  by  a  7% 
rise in Europe's  demand  for  telecommunications. 
'fht~  annual  growth rate of this  demand  could  be  further  boosted 
through  the  development  and  diffusion  of  new  services.  From 
now  on,  the strength of'  demand  for  second generation services 
:~nd ultimately  third generation  services) relies  on  a  speedy 
tmd  approprin te  response  (in  terms  of  the  cost  of  both 
e  tUipmenL  and  services  to  users,  not  to  mention  the 
availability  and  quality  of  the  services)  by  Community 
c  .. arriers  and  telecommunications  equipment  manufacturers. 
Without  this  response,  they  will  lack  the  wider  prospective 
necessary to develop  the  market,  as  was  the case  with sectors 
that  emerged  a  few  years  ago,  such  as  office  automation  and 
computer-aided  manufacturing  these  have  seen  significant 
growth  sinee  then,  mainly  to  the  greater profit  of suppliers 
from  outside  the  Community. 
7.  The  progressive  dissemination  of  new  services  wi J 1  make  it 
possi.ble  to  .improve  substantially  the  mane::~ement  of 
hus.ine~sen,  tc~·--I~~i:~~se _p-roductivft~- an'!  to  reinforce  the 
.?.Ot_Of?.~!.J:~iv~!::l_es_~  of the  economy  as  a  whole. 
Tllt~  introduction  of  new  colflmunications  and  management  and 
rl~··h:t-IJt"'ocessing  f'.y~-;tems  will  exert  a  consldera.bls  impact  on 
,·.L .. :  pi 0duc.t.i vi  ty  of  Lh£  information  services  ~.>t~c tor,  whose 
...tcti.vities  acco1_1nL  i'::n·  55%  of  added  value  and  occupy  62%  of 
ti.1e  Cormmmity  wo:d::..;··o.:-·ce. 
;·.·;;;~;·:.!.)~_<·:)  fur'  <~.K<'"wlph~,  to  i111px·r_.·V~.  stoch  m<.:.H;.'·:g~~,af~nt;-.  and  tLe 
!  -:;.l)j~i_t::;'  of  •:·fferjo~:s  c:usl.•.>mer!-~  '"- mor~··  Hc:phist..ir·;c:te(l 
cr:-rv!::e,  :,l'l':H-'Li:lH·c'l  in  r·:.'.t.J't'J.t  i.\11'  their·  C<)Operr:tion  (at 
.''··:(·l,'t··:"Jui,:  ·.:2,F.I1  d'. pdn-;e,··~;;,  l'or·  ::·yau,p!.:::)  ar.-·  al"i  1-Jxampl<':!S  of 
:i,Jl; iJ":i.:!U,·ns  wi.i·.',  ~_;f:H1F:r::;t-.e  bn; il  .i.n\:re:·:a.::.P~ti  pro"Citr-:  anJ 
s~.;M·-:;i  ..  :,nt:.i;~l  ~~<-1\lll;.:~>~  ~.-,w  bus.Lr,er:;He~  ..  Tb~·  Lol:.c:d  ,l'J'.·  tJenefit  for 
b:.m .L ness  u.::.;i ng  '.;J.(.::  .. ,e- new  sex· vices  cou.l. cl  be  five  t2.rues  greater 
th(:ll  the  co·,;ts  g~nt~ratcd  t_,y  introduciil~  them. 
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a.  The  telecommunications market will  gro\!_.9.._Ui~~~..l·  since  demand 
will relate to all of the  following  : 
infrastructures,  which will be  necessary  in  order  to  aat.isfy 
the needs  for extending first-generation  s~rvices (at a  cost 
of  20-30  billion  ECU  over  10  years  if  the  Community  is  to 
catch  up  on  the  level  of  residential  and  business 
penetration attained  in  the  United  States or  Sweden),  and  to 
prepare  for  the  introduction  of  second-and  third-generation 
services  (digital  switching,  cabling~  ground  networks, 
optical  fibres  and satellite communications); 
- tenn5.nals  (telephone receivers,  automated office equipment, 
VDUs  fitted with keyboards,  etc); 
-services,  which will  undoubt~dly constitute the sector with 
the highest added value,  in view of the  amount  of investment 
required in software. 
The  equipment  market,  which  currently  amounts  t.o  some  USD 
50.000  mllljon,  should  thus  represent by  1990  some  USD  100.000 
million  at  current  prices,  whereas  the  :forecast  for 
investment throughout  the world  in the eighties  devoted  to  the 
installation  of  new  networks  and  services  is  something  over 
USD  150.000 million. 
Of  these  figures,  Europe's  share  should  amount  to  20-25%  of 
the  world  total.  At  the  same  time,  the  growth  of capital 
expenditure  and  of  the  income  generated  by  network  operation 
will,  by  1990,  make  telecommunications  the  Community's  largest 
economic  sector,  overtaking the motor  industry.  On  the whole, 
the contrj bution of telecommunications  to  Communj ty  GOP  should 
rise  from  2%  to  7%  between  now  and  the year  2000. 
9.  _!h(:~ia_~~2ct represented  by  these  :funllameutal  changeR  i3 
initially  reflected  in  terms  of  new  .indirect  jobs  created  by 
the  development  of  services  and  the  design,  mnnu:facture  and 
installation of equipment  and  infrastructures.  To  these  jobs 
should  be  added  the  number  of  jobs  saved  or  maintained  as  a 
result  of  the  increased  competitiveness  of  firms  that  are 
threatened  today.  The  net  employment  balance  of  these 
transformations  is  obviously  difficult  to  assess.  It  wi 11 
nevertheless depend  on  the following factors  : 
- the ability of Community  operators  (telecommunications  firms 
and network carr  :i ers  )  to respond  to demand  ; 
- the  adjustment  of  education  and  training  to  the  new 
requirements  for qualifications 
- the  impact  on  employment  of  the  in~reased  productivity 
brought about  by  the  in traduction of new  services. II. 
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10.  Telecommunications  therefore  emerge  as  a  strategic  sector  for 
the  Community.  It  constitutes  a  special  tool  for  reviving 
r.he  economy  and  protecting  employment  in  the  Community  via 
productive  investment  thanks  to  their high  multiplier effect 
and stimulus  to  demand.  At  the  same  time,  the  development of 
teL.~co!'Mlunications  represents  a  key  factor  in  economic  and 
social change,  in view  of the  increasing impact  it will  have 
on  : 
- the  fabric  of  European  culture  (organization  of information 
networks,  the  content and  nature of  educational  or  leisure 
applicatjons,  etc); 
- the  territorial  location  of  activities  and  the  restoration 
of the  balance  between  regions  thanks  to greater  freedom  of 
location  c111d  the  prospects  held  out  by  working  from  home 
with  the aid of telematic equipment. 
The  expansion  of  t.elecon.munications  represents  a  quantum 
leap  thet.  wi 11  wreak  a  qualitative  change  on  the  type  of 
services  available  to  businesses  and  individuals,  and 
transform  the  means  of  production,  the  pattern  of 
.. 'JnHumption  and  lifestyles.  Europe  must  stake  its all  on  a 
Commw1ity  response  to these developments. 
T!:E;  STATUS  OF  THE  COMMUNITY'S  TELECOMMUNICATION  INDUSTRY  AND 
I  I'i~·· RAS TRACTURE  .. ___ _ 
A.  T,::lecommunications  is  one  information  technolo~-~~cto!:_whe.£!: 
the---~veraii-situation seems  most  favourable. 
--~-·------------
11.  The  Community  still  dominates  its  internal  market  in  the 
telecommunications  field.  A  total  of  a  dozen  European  firms 
satisf.y  most of  the requirements of a  market which,  taken  as  a 
whole,  accounts  for  approximately  20%  of the  world  market. 
Whereas  imports  account for only  15%  of production,  Community 
f.icms  succeed  in  exporting  30%  of  their  production,  thus 
achiPving  a  trade  surplus of 1.7 billion  ECU  in  1982. 
,fl. l 1  i.:he  sam8,  a  number  of factors  r·ender  this  f:li t.uation  more 
.._'~-og)lc  in  the  med:i.um  and  long--term,  especially  the  semi-
''ouductor  de fie  i l:.  'T'h is  weak  nest>  could  hamp~r  the  F.EC' s 
t'!'linmer-cj r.J  prospects  in  the  "syst~ms" sector.  Moreover,  as  far 
:1<:- rr·oduo:  t~:  f)·(;m  tT~d  i i. i onal  technologies  are  concerned,  the 
"~r.:c  i.s  vu :tnerai)lr'  ;·n~cause  of  the  Advent  of  compPti tion  from 
·  ~:->···I  y  · nJn.-; t.r· j  <::J  :i  ~·.E.•;:  countries  .in  i  L~.;  trad.1 ti  on  Ed.  r11<:H'k€ ts. 
,:"'  r·;_~~~~  'Lh<?  ~.~t-\,~2!tti~_;~~~  t:J~te  tef:t~•·to~l~l)~'l'i(''~et1  I:.1E-)f"for·rhf1Tlt.:t~  Of  t:.he 
..  ·.·~  .·.:(.H'~Ht1n.l\_[.:IH.:,n~.  :f::!GLO.t'  :i.t1  EHropr-·:  ·..~ar-.  ;,·emarke~)J.e  Tt  i!S  in 
:;iH=  r:ol.t~Jtr.ies  (d  1he  Cornmun.i.ty  that  time-8\li.:;clung  ~ystems 
·  ...  ~-:  -:iev~.].)p:.::d  r-1no  chen  put into se:rvi.c>.:  in  the  n(!tv.rorl<:.;,  Thi::; 
W·1S  e  crucia]  :-;tep  t.owcu··r:ts  digito:L  networ·ks.  i'1oreover, 
,··\,;nmunity  O[H~rc.U>t'S  (both  industrial:.ists  and  ... ur·riers)  lead 
·t·.
1v-'  fieJd  ~11  t;:be  de'.Jelopmenl.  ()f  broadband  networ·kr;. -------·  --------·-···.  -.-- ----- -------·  ---- . 
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B.  The  evolution .. taking  ..  place .. shows. weakneai,:_~~~-~isturbin& 
vulnerabilities that give cause for alarm 
13.  The  EEC  market  is  compartmentaliz~d  and  more  ,  __ 1  im.!_t~:-~ 
ther-efore.  The  proportion of homes  in  which  the  telepr,one  hn::; 
been  installed  is  considerably  lower  ( 25-40%)  than  tnat  of 
countries whose  cultural  standard  is comparable  (Switzerland, 
Sweden,  Japan  and  the  United  States).  This  oi tuatj on 
aggravates  the  handicap  of  national  telecommnnications 
carriers in  the EEC,  since the latter collect less revenue  in 
proportion to  GDP  than their American or Japanese  counterpPrc~; 
and  a  considerable proportion  of  th~ir resom--ces  will  have  to 
be  devoted  during  the  coming  decade  to  making  up  for  loat 
ground  in the installation of first-genez·a.ticn services to the 
detriment  of the  promotion of  new  ones.  The  gap  betwe~n the 
Commwi ty and  the  world leaders is liable to  widen: 
- data transmission accounts for only  3%  of'  traf:fic  i.n  Europe, 
as  compared  with  5%  in the United States; 
- above  all,  the  growth  of  the  equipment  market  appears 
likely,  on  the bas is of current trends,  to  be apprec taLly 
slower  in  Europe  ( +  5%  per  year)  than  in  the  rest  of  +;he 
world  o.r  the  United  States  ( +  8%).  Lastly,  the  Community 
market,  which represents 18-20% of the  world  market,  exists 
only in embryonic  form  because of its fragmentation into ten 
national markets. 
14.  The  Community's  position  is  particularly  vulnerabl~_in  -~he 
field  of  the  basic  technologies  which  determine  the 
development of networks  and services,  i.e.  micro-electz--onics 
and  data-processing  equipment.  The  EEC  imports  most  (83%)  of 
the  micro-electronic  components  which  will  be  usvd 
increasingly  in  telecommunications  eq11Jpment  (they  &lready 
account on  average  for  7%  of the cost equipment). 
Innovation in services and  in supporting  sys terns  and  networ·ks 
is  increasingly  reliant  on  performance in  ad·Janced  integrated 
circuits. 
Although  the  majority  of  European  firms  are  present  in  b:e 
field  of  the  critical  technologi.en  necessary  for  the 
development  of  the  second  and  third-generation  telecommuni-
cations services,  none  of them  is  in  the  position  of  havir1g 
realized  world-wide  technological  leadership  in  any  of those 
technologies. 
15.  'rh~  __  _g_£r~J.~_:~~-~~nf'rEnt~wi~:--~~~~-~~J...or 
difficulties: 
investment 
recovering  R&D  expenses  will  become  incr--easingly 
difficult to  guarantee;  this  will  adversely  affect  the 
development of new  products,  and their price; 
Europe  is  lagging  behind  as  far  as  investment  in 
equipment and infrastructure are concerned. 
The  cost  of  investment  in  R&D  will  be  increasingly  difficult 
to recoup as a  result of: 
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- the  amount  of  expenditure  to  be  allocated  (the  cost  of 
developing  a  new  generation  of  digital  switching  systems 
lies between  500  and  1  000  million ECU); 
- the shortening of the innovation cycle; 
- increasingly rapid obsolescence of equipment; 
- the  impossibility  at  the  present  time  of  manufacturing 
products  on  a  large  enough  scale,  due  to  the  lack  of  an 
adf~quate internal market.  The  minimum  market  volume  required 
to recoup  the  R&D  and  engineering  coats associated  with  the 
development  and  production  of  new  equipment  and  systems 
varies,  according  to  the  case  in point,  between  5%  and  10% 
of the  world  market,  which  is  greater than  the size  of  any 
national  market within the  EEC. 
Investment  in  telecommunications  equiement  is  markedly  lower 
in  Europe  than  in  the  countries  which  are  our  ma:i.n 
competitors.  Admittedly,  the  effort  devoted  to  the  PTT 
infrastructure  is  comparable  with  what  iG  made  in  the  United 
States  or  in  Japan.  But  the  total  expenditure  allocated  to 
infrastructure is distributed differently between  purchases of 
equipment  and  the  staff  expenditure  needed  to  put  the 
.inf::.'~st~''Jcture  into  service.  The  multiplier  effect  of 
infras  Lr~.lcture  expenditure  on  the  equipment  market  is  higher 
in  the  United  States and Japan  than  in  Europe,  as  witness  the 
v0lume  of  per  capita  equipment  purchases  (USD  32:  in  the  EEC, 
as  compared  with  USD  46  in  Japan  and  USD  80  in  the  United 
States). 
C.  Furthermore,  European  industry _is  hardly going  to  be  working 
under favourable conditions. 
16.  Th~  fras,mentation  of  markets  is  aggravated  by  national 
stand~dization  and  type-approval  policies  relating  both  to 
specific  PTT  equipment  and  apparatus  that  is  liable  to  be 
connected at some  time  to  the  telecommunication networks. 
The  lack  of  consultation  and  of  an  overall  standards  pol icy 
taking  into  account  the  technological  continuum  of 
telecommunications,  data  processing  and  audio-visual  media 
emphasizes  the  internal  walling-off  of  the  markets  and  leads 
to  the  independent  development  of  incompatible  equipment  and 
to narrow markets  that fall  below  the  economic  optimum. 
The  recent  adoption  in  the  ten  Member  States  of  three 
different  standards  for  mobile  communications,  in  which  the 
market  i~  limited  but  will  probably  expand  rapidly, 
illustrates  th~  difficulties  and  challenges  involved  in  a 
harmonized  standards pol icy. 
17.  Lastly,  one  of the  major  weaknesses  of the  Community  resides 
in  the pultiplier e'f:fect of the uncertainty  s~emming from  lack 
o:f  consultation  at  European  levels  between  telecommunications 
carriers  and  industrialists,  on  the  :future  development  of 
telecommunications.  Even  though  long-time  contacts  exist 
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between  national  administrations,  through  the  medium  of  UIT 
and  CEPT,  these  bodies  are  primarily  cancer  ned  wi. th  sorting 
out  technical  difficulties  arising  fi'om  international 
transmlssi.on  of  traditional  services,  such  FlB  telephone  and 
telex. 
The  "objective" uncertainties in each  Membe:c  State surrounding 
the  choice  of  technologies  (which  ones  wi 11  prove  to  be  the 
most  efficient  and  the  most.  profj table  in  term~  of 
operations?)  and  national  demand  (which  products?  in  which 
sectors?  when?)  are  compounded  by  uncertainties  associated 
with  J.nadequate  knowledge  of  the  strategies  of  agents  acting 
in  the  other  Member  States,  since  the  latter  can,  by  the 
decisions  they  take,  affect  the  forecasting  environment  and 
throw  into  doubt  technological  or commercial  choices  made  too 
early. 
The  lack of common  viewpoints  concerning  the  stra.tegie~ of the 
economic  operators,  market  potential  and  the  ways  of 
stimulating  demand  in  a.  coordinated  fashion reduces  the  scope 
of forecasts  and  increases  the risk  inherent  in  any  nationa'l 
devlopmen t  option  that  is  not  followed  by  other  countries  or 
partners,  be~ause of the narrowness of the natjonal  ~arkets. 
18.  Euro~  main  competitors  are  not  standing  sti  11  and  have 
taken action which bears  witness to their resolve  to establish 
their  technological  and  commercial  leadership  in  the 
telecommunications  field,  in  order  to  dominate  the  world 
market. 
Europe  is  faced  firstly,  as  far  as  the  United  States  are 
concerned,  ·,d th  the  challenge  present~d  by  the  deregulation 
that is  taking  place  on  the  other  side  of  the  Atlnntic.  The 
FCC's  decision  breaking  AT&T's  virtual  monopoly  in  the 
operation  of  networks  and  the  supply  of  equipment  has  opened 
up  the Amer.ican  telecommunications  market  to broad  competl tion 
and  has  led  American  firms  to  seek  to  extend  their  market 
outside the  United States. 
Japan's  current  and  medium-term  stratf.'gy  is  geared  more  to 
technologies  (integrated  circuits)  and  f'Jquipwent  (in 
particular  tne  consumer  audio-visual  sector).  Hcwever,  the 
decisions  taken  by  the  MITI  and  NTT,  as  illustrated  in 
particular  by  the  INS  (Information  Net,work  System)  project. 
reflect  the  desire  to  make  an  integrated  services  network 
available  as  quickly  as  possible  at  national  level,  NTT 
devoted  70%  of its investments  ir,  1982  to this end. 
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III.  The  particular si.tuation of carriers in this context 
19.  It shows  two  characteristics  : 
In  the first place,  telecommun~catiol}~  _  _!'tave  to  COffiPlY  ~tth the 
obligation~  applicable  to  public  services,  ~nd 
telecommunications services are provided in nine Member  States 
by  a  state monopoly.  In all  the  Member  States,  the  carriers 
(whether public or private)  strongly  influence the  development. 
of the  industry  (hardware  and  software  manufacturers)  and  the 
behaviow~  of  the  users  of  the  services  (businesses  and 
individuals) • 
They  exert this influence on  two  levels 
as  customers  of  the  in<tustry,  since  the  market  for 
switching  and  transmission  equipment  a.'ld  certain 
terminals  is  dominated  by  carrier  procurements,  which 
account for  70-90%  of the total; 
- as network carriers,  since they stipulate 
.  network configurations and  performance; 
•  the  conditions  under  which  access  to  the  network  is 
obtained; 
•  the  standards applicable; 
•  costs. 
2().  Secondly,  the  telecommunications  sector  (both  services  and 
networks)  is undergoing rapid  and  far-reaching change  and will 
- require  major  investments  in  R&D  (some  20%  of  annual 
turnover)  and  in infrastructure; 
- these  investments  involve  technologies  that  are  still 
being developed  and  that 
- generate products whose  life and  investment payback  time 
is generally much  shorter than before. 
21.  Carriers are therefore faced  with a  twin  challen~ 
- their  investment  requirements  are  increasing,  whereas 
their  tradi  tiona!  management  structure  and  constraints 
arising  from  their  public  service  role,  or  resulting 
from  general  economic  policy,  (tariff structure,  equal 
access  to  services  for  users  and  price  supervision  by 
the  au.thorities)are  adversely  affecting  their  revenue 
and  limiting  their  capacity  to  plough  back  profits  or 
raise  lob\Ils; 
- they  have  to  take  greater  commercial  and  technological 
risks.  Since we  are dealing with new  products,  the state 
of  the  market  and  the  receptiveness  of  demand  are 
J argely  unknown  factors  when  decisions  are  taken  to 
launch  a  product;  such  decisions  have  lead  times  of 
between  two  and five years. 
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The  simultaneous  growth  of  the  financial  neec1t>  and  of  the 
risks  will  not  have  the  counterpart  of  aubs t.8ntial  benefits 
for the carriers. 
Furthermore,  the  benefits deriving  from  the  introduction  of 
new  services  or of  a  new  system  will  be  shared  very  unevenly 
between carriers,  users  and  industrialists.  In  the  case  of 
second-generation  services,  the  thrust  wi 11  benefit  chiefly 
suppliers of terminals that are not specifically  dedicated  to 
telecommunications.  Studies  conducted  in  France  or  in  the 
United  Kingdom  appear to  demonstrate that  the  introduction of 
new  services  will  be  of considerable  benefit  to  users  (see 
point 7).  Taken  as  a  whole,  the  new  services  will  have  a 
greater overall  economic  impact  on'industrial  activities  and 
services  in  general  than  on  the  revenue  of  the 
telecommunications  sector,  since  80-85%  of  the  latter  will 
continue to come  from  the telephone  traf~ic in 1990. 
IV.  Objectives and strategy of the proposed  act~on programme. 
22.  The  above  analysis  has set out  the  key  :factors  affecting  the 
future of telecommunications,  namely 
- compartmentalized markets, 
- the  scale  of  investment  necessary,  the  difficulty  of 
funding it and of assuring an economic return, 
- Europe's enfeebled technological grasp on this area 
- strategic uncertainties 
'I'his  state  of  affair  is  contrary  to  the  interests  of 
users,  companies  and carriers in this sector;  they have  to 
confront the following problems  : 
- The  risk  of  lagging  behind  in  the  introduction  of 
networks  and services; 
- the fact that it is difficult  for the  European  industry 
to benefit from  the advantages deriving from large scale 
production,  which  correspondingly hampers its capacity 
to invest,  conduct research and  manufacture  competitive 
products; 
- the  uncertainty  surrounding  the  strategies  to  be 
pro100ted  and  the  chances  of  technical  and  commercial 
success,  even though  investment choicee and decj.sions to 
develop products and services cannot  be  postponerl. 
23.  The  Communit,y__risks  being unable to take full advantage of the 
~rtunities  made  available  by  developments  in 
·telecommunications and  by acceleration in two  associated areas 
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- the telematics markets 
- the market for wide  band services and networks 
Current  estimates  are  that  the  multiplier  of  infrastructure 
expenditure  (on  advanced second  and  third  generation networks 
up  to  1995)  will  be  o:f  the order of 1  to 10  ;  and  that this 
total  investment  (infrastructure  and  terminals)  will  in  turn 
generate  a  burst of economic  activity  equal  to  twice  the  sum 
invested  :in  equipment. 
Thus,  prolonging  the  present state of technological  weakness 
and  poli"i;:;ical  uncertainty means  that Europe  has  a  lot to  lose 
as  compared  with Japan  and the  U.S. 
At  this  point,  Europe's  more  sluggish  growth  rate  in 
telecommunications  (5%  agains  8%  in the  U.S.  or Japan)  means  ~ 
~tential loss  of 500  millions  ECUs  per  a~!~·  This  figure 
does not  take into account the  costs of the resulting  loss of 
competitive  edge to the Community's economy;  this is difficult 
to  assess,  but  will  be  caused  by  tardier take-up  by  European 
businesses of new  telecommunications networks and services. 
24.  ~'!ill  Europe,  with its industrial and technological  resources, 
be  capable  of stimulating  demand  and  coping  with  the  social 
ruld  cultural  impact  of  the  proliferation of networks  and  the 
dissimination of new  products and services  ?  or will it allow 
its market to be  dominated by non-European firms  and products, 
th:..  .... ough  failure  to  identify  what  is  at  stake  and  anticipate 
European  and world  demand at a  sufficiently early stage  ? 
·r:1e  Member  States,  acting alone,  are no longer able to take up 
these challenges  and master  the crucial  problems posed  by  the 
development of telecommunications. 
Europe's potential resides in its ability to use  the  Community 
framework  and  instruments. 
In view of the transformations that lie ahead,  it nevertheless 
has  little  time  to  preserve  the  favourable  positions  it 
currently  holds  and  to  endeavour  to  penetrate  new  world 
markets. 
Rapid  decision  are  necessary  and require  aims  and  proposals 
for  action  at  Community  level,  in  order  to  overcome  these 
handicaps  and  to  take  full  advantage  of  developments  in 
telecommunications 
25.  It  is  l.n  the  light  of  these  inherent  problems  that,  in 
September  1983,  the  Commission  presented  a  communication 
describing certain lines of action and approached  the Council, 
which  agreed  to set  up  a  group  of  senior officials  from  the 
Member  States.  Discussions  within  this  Group  proceeded  at  a 
steady  pace  (six  meetings  since  the  end  of  November)  and 
proved highly constructive.  In the light of these discussions, 
the  Commission  proposes  that  the  outline  set  out  in  its 
communication  of  29  September  1983  and  approved  by  the Senior 
Officials  Group  provide  the  broad  lines  for  an  initial 
Commtmi t;y  action programme. 
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26.  This action programme  must attain three objectives 
1)  placing  at  the  disposal  of  uaerP,  as  quickly  as 
possible  and  at  the  lowest  cost,  the  equipment  and 
::.>ervices  they  require  ln  order to  ensure that  they  are 
sufficiently competitive; 
2)  stimulating  European  production  of  telecommunications 
equipment  and  services in  order to  create a  climate  in 
whi.ch  the  Community  industry  can  ma1 ntain  its strong 
position  on  the European  market  and  stay in first place 
among  world  exporters; 
3}  allowing  carriers  to  take  up  the  technological  and 
industrial challenges  with which  they will be faced. 
27.  These  objec.tives  can  be  achieved  by  Community  initiatives  to 
overcome  the handicaps  whj.ch  beset the Community 
compartmentlized  market  which  stunt  supply  and 
demand; 
the  uncertainty  of carriers  and  compe.nies  over  what 
development strategies to put in hand; 
weakness  in  the  fundamental  technologies  of 
telecommunications; 
backwardness  of  less  favoured  areas  in  respect  of 
networks,  equipment,  and  advanced  telecommunications 
services. 
Detailed  elaboration  of  the  different  categories  of  action 
that  make  up  this Community  programme  formA  the annex  to this 
document.  Principle  elements  of  the  plan  of  action  are 
outlined below. 
V.  DESCRIPTION  OF'  PROPOSED  ACTION  IN  THE  FRAMEWORK  OF'  THE  COMMUNI 'l'Y 
PROGRAMME 
The  actions  proposf·d  are  intended  to  overcome,  through  Community 
invervention  and  wi  +.:h  regard  to  the  rules of  the Treaty  (especially 
the  cornpeti tion  rulf':S) ,  the  4  major  handicaps  (see  ~27 above)  which 
inhibit  the  development  of  telecommunications,  and  hinder  the 
Community  in  taking  full  adv&ntage  of  the  opportunities  offered  by 
this development. 
A.  Creation  and  stimulation 
telecownunications. 
a)  Terminals  market 
of  a  Communi~¥- wide  market  for 
28.  If thP.  Community  is to become  more  competitive,  it must  have  a 
common  termina.ls  market,  expanded  to cover  its entire area.  'l'he 
existence  of such  a  rt1arket  will  promote  the  development  of new 
services  in  that  it  wi 11  be  easier  for  user  tc.  select  the 
equipmer.t  best  suited  to  their  r-equirementsJ  at  the  most 
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Furthermore,  producers  will  benefit  from  a  larger  internal 
market  since  inherent econanies of scale will  then  permit them 
to  distribute  their  products  both  within  the  Community's 
internal market and abroad. 
In turn,  the dynamism of this market will stimulate the demand 
for  new  services,  which  in  itself  is  likely  to  encourage 
operators  to  transfonn  their  networks  more  rapidly,  thereby 
creating a  snowball  effect. 
29.  Broadening  of  the  tenninals  market  involves  two  cor.1plementary 
types of action concerning: 
standards, 
approval  procedures. 
With regard to standards,  suitable  proc&d~es should  be  adopted 
with  a  view  to ensuring the  uniform application  throughout the 
Community  of  either  international  standards  or  those  most 
widely  acknowledged at world level. 
As  far. aR  approval is concerned,  the eventual aim  should  be to 
achieve  mutual recognition by network operators of the approval 
certificates issued in respect of this terminal  equipment.  This 
should not,  however,  rule out the  possibility there  being  in 
future  some  form of Community  approval for certain types of new 
~1uipment.  This  last o~ifctive can only  be  achieved  in stages 
(see annex  §34  and note  below). 
In  addition,  it  is  proposed  that  operators  purchasing 
terminals,  either for their  own  use  or that of users,  should 
open  their invitations  to tender  to all  Member  States  of the 
Community. 
b)  Networ~ components 
30.  Any  broadening  of  the  market  in  this  equipment  to  Community 
scal.e  can  be  achieved  only  very  gradually,  given  certain 
inflexible  technological  and  institutional  factors,  as  shown 
:for  example  in  the  adoption  of  9  different  switching  systems 
within the  Community. 
'fhe  market  must,  however,  be  opened  up  in  order  to  allow 
carriers  greater  choice  of  equipment  at  the  lowest  possible 
cost.  At  the same  time,  if all Community  carriers are able to 
deal  with  a  gradually  expanded  market,  an  increasing 
convergence  of  technological  options  will  result and risks  be 
reduced. 
( 1 )  Th  C  .  .  .  t  ds  .  th  t  h  C  i 1  e  omm~ss~on 1n  en  o  propos1.ng  a  t  e  ounc  adopt  an  updated 
VF!rsion  of'  the  Recommendation  concerning  the  implementa"Gion  of 
h:•Pmonisation in the field of telecommunications  (COM( SO)  422). ----------------------------------------· -----·---------
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Producers  will  benefit  from  the  size  of  the  marke L  c.tnd  bt: 
encouraged  to seek cooperation on  the  basis of complementarity, 
a  factor  that  is  likely  to  pro  due~  ; mrP'oved  s true turc  :::; 
(together  wit:h  a  certain degree  of  specialL~ati.on).  The  u~-:.et~ 
should  r'ertrl  the  benefl  t  of thir:::  market  enlHrgf:rnen t  pul icy  (i.  (~. 
the  reduced  cost  of  services  and  the  increasingly  uniform 
conditions of network  use). 
31.  In  view  of  the  present  state  of  affairs,  characterized  by 
nationally  comparbnentalized  markets,type  appr·oval  procedures, 
R&D  efforts,  Rtandards  and network development strategies,  the 
Commission  considers  that  the  opening-up  of  national  markets 
wil1  only  be  achieved  gradually.  The  first step  towards  thi_s 
can  be  taken  immediately.  namely  asking  network  carriers  r.o 
extend  initiatives  to  tender' to  all  Member  States  of  the 
CommtD'li ty  for  a  minimum  percentage  to  be  determined  by  the 
value of their annual  procurement  (for  example  10%)  of 
;·  · ·  network  components.  With  the  assistance  or·  an 
advisory  liaison  group,  the  Commission  would  supervise 
implementation of these measures.  It will shortly  be  presenting 
~:•.  sui table  proposal,  based  on  the  text  of  the  draft 
Recommendation  concerning  the  first  pahse  of  opening-up  of 
public  telecommtmications  markets  (COM(80)  422)  and  on  the 
results  of  the Council's  discussions of the draft  (see  Council 
Document  EGO  55 ref.  10538 of 29  October  1982). 
The  existing  compartmentalization  should  break  down  gradually 
tmder  the combined  P.ffec ts of demand  for services,  evolution of 
networks  and  increasing realization of  the  significrmce  of the 
Communit-y-wide  dimension;  therefore  the  Commission  considers 
that  the  Community's  aim  should  be nothing  less than  the total 
openiftg-up  of  mai'kets  for  the  new  ne twurk  componcn ts, 
especially  tbird generation  types. 
Ho~·ever thj s  aim  can  onl,y  be  achieved gradually,  depending  on 
variables  such  as  equipment  types,  schedules  and  geographjcal 
locations  involved.  The  Commission  propos~s to  gear  the  speed 
of this process  to  the  implementation of the action  programme. 
B.  Reducing  the  uncertainties  (of  carriers  and  manu:facturer_s) 
concerning  th~ development strategies to  be put in hand. 
32.  ThreP.  types of action can contribute to this  aim: 
- the  broadening  o:f  the  market  and  a  Comr:1un i ty  pol icy  on 
stA.ndards,  which  will  reduce  commercial  risks  by  causing 
easier amortization  of R&D  costs and  by  lowePing  unit  price:~ 
(economies 0!' scale) 
Thi8  action is described  above,  in  A,  ( §  28  to  §  31); 
•·  the creation of a  common  study  and consultation t'ramework; 
- the  establishment  of  joint telecommunications  inf'rastructure 
projects. 
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33.  _1:h§.s...C.£t.ation  of a  common  {study  and consultation)  f'rantework  for 
the  development of services and  networks  (action line I  of the 
annex)  should enable the  Community  : 
- to  eotablish common  long-term objectives  for  the  development 
of telecommunications, 
- to  define  the  intermediate  stages  and  to  identify  problems 
tha.t  t:.""'hould  solved in order to attain these objectives, 
and  to  analyse  measures  likely  to  help  solve  these  problems 
at  the  various  decision-making 1 evels  (indus try,  car-riers, 
individual states,  Community). 
The  effort  to  achieve  converging  strategies and  approaches  in 
this  field  should  benefit  industry  by  giving  it  greater 
confidence  as  regards  its  forecasts  and  investments.  Users 
would  also  be  in  a  better position  to  plan  their  investment~ 
(especially if the study  and consultation also  e.mbracc  aspects 
such  as  price-fixing and  price  structures).  By  pooling  their 
best  skills  to  exploit  and  stimulate  the  most  favourable 
developments,  carriers  would  be  able  to  minimise  their 
uncertainties and  the risk of making  mistakes,  whilst  synergy 
wo1dd  be  effected  by  the  simultaneous  implementing  of jointly 
chosen options. 
Ju  order for  this  type  of joint  study  and  consultation  on  the 
development  of  telecommunications  in  the  Community  to  be 
successful,  the  Commission  proposes  the  creation  of  a 
mnltidisciplinary analysis and  forward  study group,  consisting 
of technologists,  economists and decision-makers. 
34.  Establishment  of  joint  telecommunications  infrastructure 
projects (action line IV  of the annex) 
Another  means  of  bringing  together  the  interests  of  users, 
producers  and  carriers  would  be  to  carry  out  transnational 
projects,  at pilot level or on  a  large scale.  Their mobilising 
effect would  be  beneficial  as far  as  the  implementation of new 
technologies,  market  expansion  and  industrial  competitiveness 
~re concerned.  A group of consultants,  closely connected with 
network  operators,  is currently considering the general concept 
of such  projects  and  the  full  results of  their study  will  be 
made  available in June of this year. 
35.  Such  projects  of  common  interest  will  provide  a  sui  table 
c..pportuni ty  for  implementing  joint  solutions  to  technical 
problems  and  will  lead  to  increased  standardisation.  They 
should also  permit cooperation  between  European  companies  thus 
contributing  to  market  expansion.  Lastly,  they  will  allow 
choices concerning technology to  be  made  on  a  joint basis. 
Three proJects cah already be  put forward  : 
- the,  _est!ibl ishment . of'  broadband  pilot  network  to  provide 
advanc~d  comm1mications  services  (video-conference, 
videophony,  data transmission)  to policy-makers in the  Member 
States  and  those  in  the  Community  insti  tutiona.  The 
Commission has initiated a  f'easability study,  as requested by 
th•~  Council  at  its  meeting  of  28  February  1984.  Project 
design,  Commtmity-lev~l consultations and  implementation will 
form  part  of  the  extended  INSIS  programme,  with  all  the 
bene:fi ts of the experience acquired under that heading; ,.., 
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-two other projects,  with results in  the  long.er  term,  should 
be  launched  : 
one  involves  the  setting-up  of  stcond-generat~.on_ 
transnational  cellular radio-telephony  services,  the  other, 
the  ~stablishment  of  main  trans-communJ..!;y_  lines  for 
integrated service broadband networks. 
The  Commission  proposes  to  begin  feasibility  ~tudies for  both 
projects  immediately.  The  results  could  be  exandned  by  the 
analysis and forward studies group,  whose  creation is proposed 
in §33  above. 
36.  In  order  to  carry  out  these  common  interest  projects  and 
mcbilize  the  investments  required  to  set  up  the 
infra:::;t.ructures,  the  Commission proposes  that the EIB  make  use 
of both its own  funds  and those of the  NCI. 
C.  _!mprov ~ng  basic  technology  skills  (action  line  II  of  the 
annex) 
37.  For  the reasons stated above  (see  §  14  and  15)  and in order to 
allow  optimum  use  of limited  resources,  whilst  reducing  the 
time  required  to master a  technology,  the  Commission considers 
it  necessary  to  implement  Community  R&D  activities,  in 
addition to those  performed  under  the  ESPRIT  programrne. 
The  Commission  has already  begun consul  tat1ons  with  a  view  to 
de t~rmj ning  the  R&D  sectors  likely  to  benefit  most  from  this 
Community  level  acti viti  es  and  from  exploitation  of results. 
During the  s~cond half of 1984,  the  Commission ~ill present a 
£I'Opos al  concern igg  an  R&D  programme  _in  the  field  of 
telecommunications  •  Moreover,  the creation of  tr~ansnational 
infrastructure  projects  described  in  §34  and  35  above  wil1. 
enable 
- easier identification of what  upstream research is needed 
- to  have  a  fixed applications  area  for  thes~ Community-scalf_ 
H&D  efforts  whose  effect1ve1!ess  will  thus  be  improved. 
JJ.  Aid  _ _fo_r  modernisation  a~-- strengthen~- o·~---~_!wor\(EJ  _. __ Lr_! __  !:F•e 
_leas_!  favoured_~~murd.~ cegi_~ (action line  V of  tht>  cmnex j 
.:J8.  The  density of telecommunications  network  and its perfor-mance, 
in  terms  of  cost  availability  and  access  to  more  0r  1 ess 
"sophisticated" services,  differ very  much  t'rom  one regi.on  tc 
another  wi thln  1;he  Community.  Network  mcdernization  and 
reinforc:-em8nt  in  the  least  favoured  EEC  regions  wil J 
contribute to  : 
a  stjmulation of their economic  development, 
- correcting the lr di sad  van taged status, 
- allow  them  to  taKe  advantage  more  quicld.y  of  the  benef'itE 
from  2nd  and  3rd generation services  (see  §5  above). 
c_'lhe  en timate  of  a  Ccmmun i ty  contr  ibutlon  t·:>  such  r-:t  }Jrogramme  could 
amount roughly  +I- 2S  MECUs  per year during  5  year::~. 
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JY.  Jmplern~--nt[llion  of  this  objective  implies  at  tht~  outf:--~t, 
overcoming  the  investment  problem.  This  problem  is  one  that 
will loom  large in  the next  decades as  the  infrastructure  and 
networks  required to  launch  the  new  services are installed. 
In  some  cases,  it will be  necessary,  for economic  reasons,  to 
nnl.icipate  the  demand  for  new  services  at  the  ri.L>k  of 
i.ncreasing  the  serious  financial  difficulties  already 
experienced  by  operators.  A  judicious  use  of  the  Community 
financial  instruments  (EIB),  NCI,  ERDF)  should  make  it 
possible  to  bridge  the  gap  between  the  investments  required 
jmmediately  and  the  longer-term returns  antic~pated as  demand 
gradually increases. 
This  general  problem  is  growing  increasingly  acute  in  the 
Community's least well-developed regions. 
40.  The  Commission  proposes  that  the  level of  financing  provided 
by  the  Community's  financial  instruments  with  respect  to  the 
development  of  telecommunications  infrastructure  in  such 
regions  remains  the  same  as  over  the  past  three  years,  i.e. 
720 million ECU.  Furthermore,  it proposes that the supported 
projects  be  designed  to  exploit  as  far  as  possible  the 
potential  of  the  new  telecommuni~ations  technologies  and 
combined  with projects of common  interest,  the objectives and 
content of which  are described in  §34  to  36  above. 
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VI  CONCLUSIONS 
The  Commission  requests the Council: 
1.  To  approve  the  implementation of  a  Community  programme,  aimed 
at  creating  a  consolidated  European  telecommW1ications 
terri  tory,  which  would  give  both  carriers  and  indust1··y  the 
benefits  and  added  dimension  of  working  on  thP.  Community-wide 
scale,  and  would  put at users'  disposal  the  services essential 
to promote  competitiveness,  through 
- creation  and  stimulation  of 
telecornmuni cations market, 
- reducing the strategic uncertainties, 
- mastery  of  technologies  necessary 
telecommunications, 
- helping  to  modernize  and  strengthen 
favoured  regions of the  Community. 
a  Community-wide 
to  the  development  of 
networks  in  the  least 
2.  To  approve  immediately  the following measures relating to 
2 .1.  the  creation  and  stimulation  of  a  Community-wide  market 
for  telecommunications 
2.1.1.  Broadening the  terminals market 
A.  as regards  standards 
to instruct the Commission,  assisted by an advisory liaison group  : 
(a)  to identify  the requirements  specific to  the Community  as  regards 
standardization in telecommunications; 
(b)  tC\  adopt  a  Community  standardization  programme  in  the  field  of 
telecommunications.  This  programme  would  cover  bC'th  the 
preparation  :)f  ''refined"  international  standards  and  the 
formulation of interim or provisional standards. 
It would  define  : 
- the  common  priorities; 
- a  timetable and  a  schedule  to be  complied  with; 
- the procedures for cooperation with  the  CEPT; 
- a  procedure for  moni taring,  evaluating and  updating the worl{. 
An  initial  Community  programme  should  be established  before the 
end  of 1984. 
B.  as  regards  type  approvals 
a)  t.o  request  the  operators  of  networks  under  the  conditions 
referred  to  in  this  communication  (see  §21-23  of  the  Annex  to 
this  Corrum.mj cation)  to  take whatever measures  ar-e  necessary with 
a  view  'Co  prog:c.~ssi  vely  achieving  mutual  recogni  U  on  of  type 
approvals  of  termj nal  P,quipment  connected  to  the  networks  ( j n 
certain  cases  such  approvals  may  be  delivered  at  Community 
027 2.1.2. 
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level),  the first stage to consist of mutual  recognition of test 
results  to  ensure  conformity  of  this  equipment  with  standards, 
such tests  to be  carried out by  approved  national  laboratories; 
the first results should be  achieved before July 1985. 
b)  to  instruct  the  Commission  to  request  the  CEPT  to  perform 
whatever  technical  work  is needed  to  attain this  objective  and 
to  negotiate  with  that  body  in  respect  of  the  procedures  for 
carrying out such work. 
Prosressive  broadening  of  those  parts  of  the  equipment  markets 
which  are dominated by carrier procurement 
(a)  as  regards  the  terminals  used  by  the  carriers or  placed by 
them  at  the  disposal  of  users,  1.n  particular  the  new 
terminals  for  computerized  telecommunications,  to  request 
the  operators  to  extend  their invitations  to  tender  to all 
member  states of the Community; 
This opening up of markets should  be  effective from  1984  and 
proceed  in  parallel with  the setting up  of  common  standards 
and  type approval  procedures 
(b)  as  regards the other categories of equipment,  to initiate an 
experimental  phase during which  the carriers would  be  called 
upon  to  extend  their  invitations  to  tender  to  all  member 
etates  of  the  Community  in  respect  of  a  minimum  percentage 
to  be  determined  (for  example  10%)  of  the  value  of  their 
annual  procurement of these types of equipments.  In parallel 
with  progressive  application  of  the  overall  programme 
outlined  in  the  present  proposal,  carriers  would 
increasingly  open  up  their  markets.  For  equipment  of new 
networks  (especially  wideband  networks) ,  the  Commission 
considers  that  the  goal  should  be  nothing  less  than  a 
complete opening up of markets. 
(c)  to instruct the Commission,  assisted by  an  advisory liaison 
group,  to ensure that these measures ere implemented  and  to 
supervise the application thereof. 
4.  to  reduce  the  strateaic  uncertainties  by  setting  up  a 
mul t:J.di_sciplinaE:Y.  group  for  analysis  B_!ld  forward  study,  under 
the conditions  set out  in  detail  in  action  line  I  of the  Annex 
to  this  communication,  which  will  conduct  analyses  and 
discussions  and  coordinate  work  on  the  setting  up  of  new 
services  and  new  telecommunications  networks  in  the  Community 
over the next  20 years. 
The  work  of that group would  initially cover three topics  : 
- the  development  of  new  services  through  the  rapid  setting-up 
of integrated-service digital networks  (narrow-band  ISDNs); 
- the  introduction cf cellular radiotelephony  services; 
- the  development  of video  communications  and  the  introduction 
of transnational  broad-band networks. 
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A  report  on  the  results  of  work  on  the  fi.rst  topic  should  be 
available  before  31  Dcember  1984  to  be  followed  by  a  second 
report on  the  two  other topics before  30  June  1985. 
3.  to  stress  the  importance  it  attaches  to  the  .lea.st  favoured 
regions of the  Community  being able,  through appropriate use of 
the  Community  instruments,  to  improve  their  telecommunications 
infrastructure  and  to  participate  in  adequate  measure  in 
Cownunity  projects~ 
4.  to r€:new  the mandate  of the Senior Officials  Group,  instructing 
it  to  assist  the  Commission  in  the  implementation  of  the 
decisions  referred  to in  points  2  and  3  above  and  in  performing 
the work  referred to in point 5. 
5.  to take note that 
(a)  the  Commission  will  shortly  put  forw~~d  ne~  proposals 
relating to harmonization  in the field of telecommunications 
and  to  an  initial  phase  of  calling  t·or  tendert~  in  the 
telecommunications  sector  on  the  basi~  of  draft 
recommendations  I  end  III set  out  in  document  COM ( 80)  422 
final,  fo~warded to the  Council  in  September 1980,  and  of 
the  results  ~f  the  Council  discussions  on  those 
recommendations; 
(b)  the  Commission,  in consultation with  the parties concerned, 
will  conduct  studies  for  the  purpose  of  defining  the 
research  sectors  which  are  suitable  t•or  cooperation  at 
Community  level  and  of recommending  the procedures  for such 
cooperation,  with  the aim  of placing  a  proposal  before  the 
Council  during the  second half of 1984. 
(c)  The  Commission  will  pursue  the  idea  of  setting  up  a 
Community  programme  to  further  telecommunications 
development  in  the  least favoured  regions  of'  the  Community~ 
within  a  revived  ERDF  framework. 
(d)  the  Commission  will  follow  up  the  feasibility  study  of  the 
videocommunications  broadband  network  between  poli  ti~al 
authorities.  Its first results are already available. 
y-----------------------
Cf.  Council  Document  ECO  55  Ref.  10538/82,  29th October  1982. 
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1.  INTRODUCTION 
The  programme  contained  in  this  annex  details  the  6  action  lines 
prepa1•ed  by  the  Comrnissi on  in  1 ts  communication  of  September  1983, 
namely  : 
1)  establishment  of medium  and  long  term objectives  at Community 
level  ; 
2)  definit:ion  and  implementation of an  R&D  programme  ; 
3)  broadening  of  the  terminals  market  and  development  of 
Commw1ity  solidarity towards  the outside world 
4)  joint  development  of  transnational  parts  of  the  future 
telecommunications  infrastructure within the Community 
5)  intensive  use  of modern  teleconununication  techniques  for  the 
advancement  and  development  of  infrastructure  in  the  last 
favoured  regions of the Conununity; 
6)  progressive  broadening  of  those  parts  of  telecommunications 
equipement markets which  are dominated by carrier pr·ocurement. 
Some  categories  of  action  have  already  been  developed  into  precise 
• 
proposals,  while  others  (action  line  II  and  V  for  instance)  must 
still be subject to additional study. 
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ACTION  LINE  I 
SETTING  MEDIUM- AND  LONG-TERM  OBJECTIVES  AT  COMMUNITY  LEVEL 
2.  The  emergence  of  11.ew  communication  services  and  the  expar1sion  of 
networks  over  the  next  20  years  are  bound  to  give  rise  to  many 
problems  (technological  choices,  standards to be used,  equipment  to 
be  rleveloped,  financing  of  investment,  etc.)  but  will  also  create 
vast oppc·rtuni tief:>  f'or  technological  and  j ndustrial development. 
A  Cc,rrununity  approach  to  these  problems  must  help  find  optimum 
solutions.  Similarly,  it will  be  easier  to  take  advantage  of the 
~conomic prospects  opening up  if industry  can  be  informed  as  rapidly 
Ds  vossible  of  coordinated  decisions  taken  in  a  joint  planning 
fram~work. 
_c~ _,nsE!quently,  the  Commission  proposes  the  setting-up  of  a 
D)  _ur' i  <l:~:>c  1 p}- inary  gr~up  _t_o __  a_n_a..;..l...~~Y~_s_e....t.., __  s_t_u_d--=y~-J~·  _o_i_n_t_l.:.y __  a_n_d  __  r_e_a_c_h 
coordinated  conclusions  on  the  development  of  telecommunications  in 
:~he  C~nity. 
·~!--d.s  group,  1nade  up  of  technical  people,  ecC'r.omists  and  decision-
mel--t::.r~.,  wou1 d  ancilYS~-"  the  interplay  he  tween  b~~chnica:i  or tion:::;,  the 
:::;erv l(  \~t.i  oJ '.f ered  r:mc.  thP  rh':!tworks,  the resultant econcr.1ic 1  ir~dustrial 
ar._:  .:  n~:;-~~:i  r.u '-;_on a~  i  sm  .. :es  and  prospects  and  fina.lly  tr.  ·:::  way  in  which 
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This  concerted  forward  analysis should  make  it possibi.e 
to  identify  and  define  the  problems  of  varicus  kinds  to  be 
solved  in order  to  ensure  that  the  new  services  and  networks 
can  develop  under  optimum  conditions,  especially  from  the 
viewpoint of the market,  the technologies  involved,  industrial 
competitiveness  and  investment  ; 
- to  define  measures  likely  to  overcome  these  problems  at 
different  decision-making  levels  (companies,  administrations, 
national governments,  the Community). 
As  far  as  the  Community  is  concerned,  the  work  of  this group  should 
help  to  define  activities  in  which  the  Community  dimension  and  the 
resources offered  by the  EEC  Treaty would  be useful  or.  even essential 
factors.1 
3.  Analyses  performed  by  the  Commission  and  confirmed  by  the  SOGT2 
1 
demonstrate  that,  in  view  of  the  increasingly  well-established 
convergence  of  telecommunications,  computing  and  audiovisual 
techniques  and  the  fast  development  of  new  service&  resulting  from 
the  combined  action  of  this  convergence  and  the  emergence  of  new 
technologies,  each  Member  State is at present assessing - against the 
background  of its  o~ economic  and  social  framework  - the  potential 
evolution of'  telecommunications at national,  European  and  worldwide 
level. 
These  facilities are numerous  and varied  : 
- implementation of cooperative research  programmes  (see  line 
II); 
- legislative measures  concerning the market  ; 
- launching of promotional  projects  (see  line IV); 
-use of the  Community  financial  instruments  (see  line V},  in 
particulru· where  the least favoured  regions  in the  Co~~unity 
are  faced  with specific difficulties  ; 
-- defini  U.on  and  harmonized  implementation of international 
standards  (see  line III); 
2senior Officials Group  in  Telecommunications. 
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4.  Current market fragmentation,  scattered development efforts  (notably 
R&D)  and  the  lack  of coordination in this field not only have  adverse 
effects on  Community's technological  and industrial  development,  but 
are  also  likely  to  hamper  the  emergence  and  deployment  of  new 
services  that  can  greatly  improve  the  competitiveness  of  companies 
and  generate new  markets  and fresh  employment opportunities. 
5.  Although  during  the  past 
featured  little  diversity 
decades,  telecommunications  servicas 
and  progressed  comparatively  slowly, 
disparities  be~ween countries could be  tolerated easily,  the same  is 
not  true  today.  With  the  establishment  of  worldwide  markets  and 
economic  relationships and the explosion of ne.w  services,  homogeneous 
and  modern  telecommunications  systems  throughout  the  world  have 
become  a  key  prerequisite for  the development of the economy. 
The  Commissl on  therefore  considers  it  necessary  that  a  forward 
anal.;sis  should  be  conducted  at  Community  level  to  investigate 
pot-.>s .l.  Lll~-:  development  scenarios  for  services  and  networks.  The 
nnalysis  should  concentrate on  : 
a)  interplays between  technical options,  the services offered,  types 
of  networks  and  users  and,  at  a  higher  level,  the  related 
economic,  industrial  and  institutional issues  ; 
b)  the  way  in  which  the  various  development  scenarios  interact  in 
the short-,  medium- and  long-term  time scales  ; 
c)  '»lays  and  means  of  ensuring  that  f::Conomic  activity  in  the 
Community  will  obtain  the  largest  possible  return  from  those 
dE.:ve lopments. 
SyPf;rgy  between  d(•mand  for  new  Sf-~rv ices  and  the  dy11.::~ntics  of 
infrastructure changes  cr·eate  three  main  lines of  dE·ve).()pm~J~I;s  : 
3 
lntegra•.ed  Servlces  Digi-t-al  Netvmrk. 
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business communications 
4 
- consumer  videocommunications. 
8.  The first line  (ISDN)  corresponds  to the evolution of public networks 
t~ meet the growing  demand  for narrow-band  IT services {text and data 
at low  bi.t rates)  from  professional users  and small business. 
9.  The  business communication  line is of immediate  concern.  There  is, 
indeed,  in this sector made  up of medium  to large companies,  public 
bodies and administrations,  a  convergence  in the nature of demand  for 
new  telecommunications  and  IT services  stemming from  internal. needs. 
By  its very nature,  this line is characterized by  a  strong interplay 
between  computing  and  office  automation 
strong pull  on  the IT  industry at large. 
it therefore  generates  a 
In  addition,  although  only  2  to  3  % of  main  telephone  lines  are 
involved,  business communications are potentially the  leading edge  in 
several  areas ,  e.g.  for  multi-service  technologies  evolving  from 
private  communication  infrastructure,  or  for  interpersonal 
videocommunications  and  for videoconferences.  (It  should  be  pointed 
out  here  that  business  communications  already  have  a  sufficient 
impact  on  transmission  capabilities  to  be  a  major  incentive  to  the 
development  of long-haul  optical  links  and  dedicated  satellites for 
data conununications). 
L:This  includes  : 
voice  and  data services of narrow band  ISDN  type, 
-- wide-b!Uld  services  for  large  businesses  and  administrations  using 
in  a  judicious  manner  satellite  and  terrestrial  systems  and  also 
mobile  communications systems. 
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10.  It is,  however,  the third line of development  that is the most  likely 
to  trigger  a  radical  move  by  public  networks  towards  broadband 
throughout consumer  interactive videocomrnunication.  In actual fact, 
the emergence  of the person-to-person video phone,  which  implies  two 
key  changes,  the  use  of  broadband  switching  and  a  large  traffic 
demand,  is unlikely  to come  about for another ten years.  This  period 
is necessary  both  to  bring the  new  generation  of exchanges  up to the 
industrial  stage  and  to  allow  the  development  of  a  significant  and 
viable demand. 
Meanwhile,  from  1985-1990 on,  a  first  phase of this development  is 
expected  to  lead  to  networks  able  to  support  interactive  television 
r~ct  designed  so  as  to  form,  in  the  long  term,  the  local 
, nfr· ·, ·'  .. rue ture  for  broadband networks. 
l.otnparf~d  to  the  first  two  lines,  consumer  videocommlUlications  will 
obvio1;r:~ y  requirE:~  a  high  level of  investment resulting  from  the  very 
nature  of  the  services  and  the  laying  down  of  new  infrastructures 
which  can make  little or no  use of equipment now  in service. 
11~.  The  issues  at  stake,  commercial  opportunities  and  operational 
arrangements  for  these three  lines have  yet to  be  studied  in detail. 
The  impact  on  markets  of the  concerted  and  fairly  rapid  development 
of all or some  of these lines,  the optimisation of these measures by 
implementing  them  from  the  outset  in  a  Community  context  and  the 
drive  that could  result from  the  launching  of European  projects have 
yet to  be  assessed. 
12.  The  Commission  has  initiated  a  forward  study  on  advanced 
telecommunication  structures  and  services  in  the  CommWli ty.  This 
study  is  intended  to  ~rovide  material  for  the  study  on  the 
development of Community  telecommunications,  and its results will be 
available by June  1984. 
13.  The  Group  for  Analysis  and  Forward  Study,  which  the  Commissj.on 
proposes,  should (its general  terms of reference are outlined at the 
start of this chapter)  initially tackle three main  themes  : 
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- theme  1  the  development  of  new  services  through  the  rapid 
launching  of  narrowband  ISDN  at  European  level  so  as  to  ensure 
transnational  compatible working for users.  The  problems  caused  by 
the  earliest possible  establishment of digital connectability  on  a 
Community  scale should be  examined  immediately  ; 
- theme  2  the  establishment  of  transnational  cellular 
radiotelephony  services of the first and  second  generations  ; 
- theme  3  a  study  of  the  development  of  videocommunications 
business  videocommunications,  interactive  television,  picture 
phones,  consumer  video  conununications)  and  the  establishment  of 
ti'ansnational  broadband networks. 
14.  In its work,  the  Group  for  Analys;_s  and  Foreward  Study  should  take 
into consideration  the result of the  work  and  studies carried  out by 
the Commission  and  the CEPT  on  these various subjects. 
The  results  of its  work will  be  given  in  reports  which  should  also 
set out proposals for action and  be available as  follows  : 
-for theme  1  :  by  31  December  1984 
-for themes  2  and  3  :  as soon  as possible,  but at all events  by  30 
June  1985. 
037 ~------------------- -----
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ACTION  LINE  II 
DEFINITION  AND  IMPLEMENTATION  OF 
COMMON  ACTION  ON  RESEARCH  AND  DEVELOPMENT 
15.  The  Commission  is now  holding consultations to determine the research 
and  development  fields  where  work  made  in  the  Community  and 
utilization  of results  could  be  done  more  efficiently  and  at  lower 
cost through Community  cooperation. 
Onr-:1:~  these  fields  have  been  identified  and  analysed,  the  most 
~~~~  _  _!:able_ cooperation arrangements will have  to be  determined,  bearing 
in mind  the  ESPRIT  programme  which,  although it is not  specifically 
geared  to  the  development  of  telecommunications, 
project~ that could be  u~eful in that field. 
supports  basic 
The  Conunission  will  present  a  proposal  on  a  R&D  programme  for 
teleco~nunications  durin~ the second half of 1984. 
16.  Although  R&D  expenditure  on  telecommunications  in  the  Community  is 
difficult to evaluate1,  it can nevertheless be  estimated that 1500 to 
2000  million  ECU  are  spent  yearly  on  R&D  in  telecommunication~, 
averaging  about  17%  of  the  total  sales  of  telecommunications 
1  The  main  reasons  for  this difficulty are as  follows  : 
- dif'ferences  in methods  of assistance  from  one  country  to another; 
- "1-.he  strategic importance  which  the  companies  accord to  them; 
- differing  definitions  of  what  should  be  included  under  the  heading 
telecommunications  R&D  in  view  of  the  interrelations  existing  between 
telecommunications  and  basic  technologies  developed  in  other  sectors 
(computing,  electronics). 
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equipment by  manufacturers.  This matches  the Japanese  figure  but is 
lower than that of the United States. 
17.  This  high  level  of  expend!  ture  seems  unlikely  to  fall  in  the  years 
ahead. 
On  the contrary,  increasing investment will be necessary to remain or 
become  competitive  in leading-edge  technoloaies.  One  of  the  main 
problems  for  the  Conmuni ty  is  therefore  to  obtain  maximum  benefit 
from  financial  resources  that will  remain  modest  in  comparison  with 
requirements  in  fields  (new  technologies)  where  work  in  common  would 
allow to save money,  to master technoloaies in a  shorter time,  and  to 
have  a  beneficial effect on  competitiveness and  market. 
18.  Implementation  of  this  line  of  action  will  require  the  gradual 
definition of  : 
a)  a  Community  view  of the  main  features  of future  broadband multi-
service networks  (see line I)  ; 
b)  common  understanding  of  the  relationship  between  R&D  on  the  one 
hand  and  standards and  industrial capability on  the other  ; 
c)  the  guidelines  for  a  Community  R&D  programme  specific  to 
telecommunications,  the  launching of which  would  be  justified on 
economic  grounds  and  for  reasons  of  lead  times  and  optimum 
eXploitation of results. 
19.  The  Commission  is  now  organizing  a  number  of talks  with  the  various 
parties  concerned  - PTT  research  centres  and  industry  - in  order  to 
identify fields  in which  a  Community  cooperative research  effort  for 
telecommunications  would  be  justified  alongside  the  research 
conducted at national  level  and  within  the Community  framework  (i.e. 
ESPRIT) •  The  Commwti ty  effort  required  could  take  different  forms 
depending  on  the  type of R&D  activity involved. 
039 1 
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20.  Four types  of possible  action in  this field  have  been  identified and 
are now  being investigated  : 
a)  exchange of  information and  coordination,  as  in the  case of the 
projects undertaken in the  COST1  framework  (concerted actions}  ; 
b)  support  for  precornpeti  tive  research  of  the  ESPRIT  type  (cost 
sharing actions)  ;· 
c)  technological  feasibility demonstration projects,  addressing the 
field between  development  and  production  ; 
d)  Demonl3tration  prospects,  showing  full  scale  tests  and  covering 
R&D  and  engineering  requirements  involved  in  the  realisation  of 
infrastruc·ture prospects in leading edge  technologies  (see Action 
LiT'~  IV). 
21.  In  the  definition  of  a  telecommunication  R&D  programme,  there  is  a 
need  to establish clearly the relationship with  the ESPRIT  programme, 
which,  although  not  specifically  geared  to  telecommunications, 
nevertheless  has  four  ~esearch  areas  of  great  interest  for  the 
development of that industry  : 
The  COST  programme  covers  a  limited  number  vf  projects  in  the 
telecommunications  field,  the most significant being 
- COST  Project  202  bis  research  on  broadband  local  ne tworh.  ·:l  (switching, 
network  arclri tecture,  transmission); 
- COST  Project 208  :  op·tj col  fibre  cornmuni~ation systems 
·- COS'l'  Project 211  bis  :  coding of vi  den  signals. 
Some  hal.f  dozen  other  COST  Projects  are also  in  prog·r·ess  on  t:opics  such  as 
phased  antennae  and  signal propagation through  the  atmospherew 
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- in  the  :field  of  microelectronics,  priority  is  given  to  silicon 
technologies  (bipolar  MOS)  which  are  of  great  importance  for 
telecommunications.  Although  some  activities  relate  to  II  I-V 
materials and opto-electronics,  the planned effort in this field is 
small.  It will have  to be  determined whether the opto-electronics 
resources  assigned  to  the  development of telecommunications  should 
be  increased within the ESPRIT  programme or outside it ; 
- the  chapter  on  office  automation  in  the  ESPRIT  programme 
specifically  refers  to  ISDN  concepts  and  local  area  networks  and 
covers  office  comnnmication  systems  and  workstations.  Here, 
coordination  with  the  telecommunications  R&D  projects  on  broadband 
systems  (networks  and  terminals)  is essential,  but the scope of the 
ESPRIT  programme  on  office  systems  would  have  to  be  excessively 
widened  if  it  were  to  include  all  network  and  terminal 
developments.  It would  be  better  to  give  consideration  to  a  new 
programme  specifically  concerned  with  broadband  telecommunication 
networks  and  to  coordinate  the  developments  under  Esprit's office 
systems section with the work  in the new  programme. 
·- The  sections  fn  Esprit  concerned  with  software  techno~  and 
advanced  information  processing  are  directed at  general objectives 
(software production methods  and  expert systems).  Consequently  the 
results  of the  Esprit programme  could  be  useful  in  the  development 
of software for specific telecommunications applications.  As  these 
developments  would  be  linked  either  to  the  micro- and  cpto-
electronics  aspects  of  the  telecomm\D"lications  programme  or  to  the 
broadband aspects,  they should be  tackled under  those  two  headings, 
every effort  being  made  to  put  the  Esprit results  to  optimum  use. 
In  addition,  however,  it might  prove useful  to  include  in Esprit 
the  study  of  software  or  dataprocessing  concepts  needed  in 
particular for  telecommunications applications. 
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22.  On  the  basis  of  its  talks,  the  Conuniasion  will  submit  specific 
proposals in the second half of 1984. 
23.  As  regards  the  financial assistance,  the activities  discussed above 
could involve  : 
- a  modest  use  of budget  resources  which  would  be  devoted  mainly  to 
precompetitive  cooperative  research  projects  and  demonstration 
projects on  equipment  i 
- more  extensive  use  of  the  Community's  financial  instruments  to 
finance pilot and  infrastructure projects. 
042 
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ACTION  LINE  III 
COMMUNITY  ACTION  AIMED  AT  OPENING  UP 
THE  TERMINALS  MARKET  AND  DEVELOPING  COMMUNITY 
SOLIDARITY  TOWARDS  THE  WORLD  AT  LARGE 
24.  The  Commission  proposes  expanding  the  market  for  terminal  equipment 
connected  to  networks  by  progressively  bringing  into  e~~ect  a 
procedure  for  the  mutual  recognition  o~  tyPe  approval  gran  ted  by 
carriers in respect of this equipment.1  The  first stage would  be the 
mutual  recognition by  carriers of the results of tests carried out  in 
approved  laboratories  to  verity the  conformity of  terminal  equipment 
with standards. 
The  Community  would  define  the  equipment  to  be  given  priority  for 
this procedure and  would  monitor its application,  while  the necessary 
technical  work  would  be  entrusted to  the  CEPT.  Discussions  between 
the  Commission  and  the  CEPT  should  continue  with  a  view  to 
establj.shing the precise details of this arrangement. 
The  Commission  also  intends  to  propose  that  the  Council  adopt  an 
updated version of reconunendation  COM(80)  422  on  harmonization  in the 
field of telecommunications. 
An  advisory  liai~on committee  consisting of experts  ~rom the  Member 
States should be set up  to  ensure that the procedures established for 
attaining the desired goals are properly applied. 
1  Such  type  o~ approval  could in some  cases  be granted at Community  level. 
043 2 
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The  expansion  of  European  markets  for  2  terminals  and  private 
installations,  which  are  mainly  geared  to  business  communications, 
merits priority because of  : 
the strategic importance of these markets 
- the  future  impact  on  Community  industry  that  this  liberalization 
measure  would have. 
26.  The  proposed action covers apparatus which,  in some  Member  States,  is 
allowed  to  be  supplied  to  the  end  user  by  private  suppliers  but 
which,  in  others,  must  be  supplied  exclusively  by  the  carriers. 
However,  it is not intended under this action line to cover apparatus 
- such  as  network  terminating  equipment  - which,  throughout  the 
Community,  is regarded  as part of public carriers networks.  That is 
~he province of action line  IV. 
The  Commission's  proposals  under  this  action  line  do  not  call  into 
question  the  different  supply  responsibilities  prevailing  in  the 
Member  States.  However,  if  the  Community  market  for  terminal 
apparatus  is  to  be  effectively  opened  up,  measures  must  be  taken 
which  apply  both  to  apparatus  supplied  under  PTT  monopolies  and 
privately supplied apparatus. 
This  establishes an  important link between action lines III and  VI. 
The  wnrd 
11terminal"  is understood here  to  include all apparatwJ  which  sends 
or  receives  communications  over  a  telecommunication system  (including simple 
and  complex  telephones,  PABXs,  data terminals,  telex terminals  Bnd  facsimile 
apparatus).  It also covers apparatus,  such  as certain modems,  used  to convert 
or process  communications  into  a  form  sui  table for  transmission or  reception 
via a  telecommunication  system. 
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27.  In  all  Member  States,  before it can  be  connected  to  communications 
network,  terminal  equipment  (the  number  and  diversity  of  which  are 
steadily increasing with  the introduction of computing techniques)  is 
subject  to  compulsory  type-approval  procedures  (sometimes  combined 
with  requirements  in  the  form  of  mere  recommendations)  which  are 
imposed  by  carriers,  mainly  on  grounds  of  security  and  the  proper 
functioning of the networks. 
Where  the  equipment is  to be  supplied in  quantity,  these  procedures 
include examination of the results of tests to verifY conformity with 
national  interface standard imposed  by carriers.3 
These tests are carried  out in national  laboratories  approved  by  the 
carriers. 
Obviously,  then,  the  enlargement  of  terminal  markets  at  Community 
level  will  be  greatly  eased  by  the  mutual  recognition  of  type 
approval  granted  by  carriers  and,  at  all  events,  the  mutual 
recognition  of  the  results  of  tests  to  verify  conformity  with 
standards  (which  in  turn  implies  the  harmonized  use  of  identical 
standards ) . 
28.  The  terminal  apparatus  referred  to  here  may  be  subdivided  into  two 
categories  on  the  basis  of  its  inherent  characteristics  and  its 
situation with regard to standards and  type-approval  procedures  : 
3  National  type-approval  procedures  may  include  verificatio~  of  quality 
control  during  manufacture  and  may  also necessitate preconnection  testing or 
the inspection of individual  installations. - 17 -
a)  New  apparatus,  mainly equipment  which  links  to a  public  carrier 
network  via  a  digital  interface  or  equipment  for  connection  to 
new  broadband  services.  This  category  includes  types  of 
apparatus  (sophisticated  IT  terminals)  which  will  support  and 
determine  the  future  development  fo  telecommunications  in  the 
Community. 
For  apparatus  in this category,  the aim is to harmonize  standards 
and  to arrive  at  mutual  recognition  of  the  results  of  tests  to 
verify  conformity  with these  standards  and  mutual  recognition of 
type  approval  granted by  carriers,  where  appropriate at Community 
level. 
b)  Existing  apparatus,  mainly  apparatus  which  links  to  a  public 
carrier netwurk  through an  analogue  interface.  This  type  makes 
up  a  major  part  of  the  terminal  apparatus  market  today  and 
therefore  should  not  be  neglected  in  the  effort  to  open  up  the 
Ft>t"  uppa-ratus  in  th.i.s  category,  and  especially  fo:r  those  which 
are already  linked  tv  a  digit~l  network,  every  cf~ort  shou~d be 
made  to  achieve all ·the  aims  f',_.,,.  ..  O.' tagory  (a)  appo;,!···:l.tLI& 1  but full 
harm~)r\ization  of  ~;+::-:tndards  could  prove  :i  mpractic~-1t le  t•ecause  of 
buil·~-in  di".l'ferent.~>-...:E  between  n;;d:;ional  carriers's nc :;.,rorks. 
In;.3te:ad  the  Comrnis~-::.i on  proposes that te!St  methods  :::.hou1c:  at least 
be  allgn~d.  so  ~~  to  permit  national  A.:tthori  t.i.es  >,.~,  grant  type 
approval  on  th4~  basis  of  t.estG  condu.ctecJ  ill  accroctited  test 
laboratories, 
,.·:s.  The  proposed  at:. t l(.Jfl  programme  has  a  se-:-:·U on  speci fie  t,J  '"'act•  type  c.f 
appa rat1JS  r-md  <-'no Lher  nee tion  common  to both  typ~s. 
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30.  Catagory  (a)  apparatus. 
a)  Where  an  international standard already exists,  action under  the 
programme  should  be  aimed  at  narrowing  down  the  options  and 
alternatives  offered  by  the  international  standard  so  as  to 
produce  a  common  version  for  use  in all  Member  States.  Where 
this is  different from  the version  already  implemented  in one  or 
more  Member  States,  transitional  arrangements  will  be  needed, 
based  on  the  mutual  acceptance  of  test results  along  the  lines 
proposed for category  (b)  apparatus. 
b)  Where  an  international  standard  has  not  yet  been  agreed  the 
Community  should adopt  an intercept strategy.  It should monitor 
relevant  international  work  that  has  already  been  carried  out 
and,  when  the content of the international standard can reliably 
be  foreseen,  implement  a  common  European  version  of  the  draft 
international standard throughout the Community  in agreement with 
the  national  carriers'  operational  and  commercial  plans.  This 
strategy  would  minimize  the  risk  of  market  fragmentation 
resulting  from  the  implementation  of  different  versions  of  the 
international  standard  within  the  Commwlity  and  would  exert 
pressure  on  other  countries  to  adopt  the  same  version  of  the 
standard,  thus increasing the opportunies for  Community  exports. 
31.  Category  (b)  Apparatus 
a)  An  essential  pre-condition  for  the  target  proposed  by  the 
Commission  is  the  publication  throughout  the  Community  of  the 
national standards for  the apparatus  included  in the programme.4 
4  The  Commission will  generally apply  the prescriptions  of directive  83/189, 
which sets up  an  information procedure between member  states,  in the field of 
standards  and  technical  regulations. 
0·1. 7 b) 
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Should harmonization of standards prove possible, 
procedures  will  be  the  same  as  for  category 
the target and 
(a)  apparatus. 
Otherwise,  once  the standards are all available,  an  attempt must 
be  made  to convert these standards into clear testing routines so 
that  any  competent  laboratory  can  Wldertake  the  necessary  test 
work.  Some  minor  amendments  to  the  national  standards  may  be 
possible at this stage,  to simplify  the work.  However,  the  task 
is a  difficult one,  and may  not prove  possible for  all kinds of 
category  (b)  apparatus. 
c)  Transparent procedures must  be  developed for making  type-approval 
applications,  submitting  test  reports,  carrying  out  quality-
(~ontrol verification (if required)  and other similar matters. 
32.  Action  common  to both categories of apparatus 
a)  Generally  speaking,  it is  important to  draw  a  clear distinction 
between  mandatory  requirements,  which  must  be  met  before  type 
approval  can  be  granted,  and  recommendations.  The  technical 
problems  of  opening  up  markets  will  be  simplified  if mandatory 
requirements  can be kept to a  minimum.  This  in turn will be made 
easier  if  suppliers  can  easily  obtain,  on  a  voluntary  basis, 
certification of compliance with the advisory parts of harmonized 
(or even  unharmonized)  standards. ·  The  Commission  proposes  that 
this question be  examined by  the advisory liaison group described 
in Point 11. 
b)  The  establishment  of  procedures  for  the  accreditation  of  test 
laboratories  will  be  an  important  part of  the  work  under  action 
line III.  Careful  account  must  be  taken  of  the  obligations  of 
national  approval  authorities  under  thier  national  law,  and 
bureaucratic procedures must  be kept to the minimum  necessary. 
048 
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33.  The  proposed  proced~re  and  arrangements  for  implementation  are 
described below  : 
34.  Definition of priorities 
The  proposed  targets can  only be  achieved through  a  series of steps, 
and  will be  achieved more  easily for some  kinds of terminal  apparatus 
than  for  others.  A  programme  of  priori  ties  must  be  worked  out, 
including  a  target  timetable,  according  to  the  type  of  apparatus 
concerned  and  the  sequence  of steps  to  be  taken.  These  priorities 
and  the  timetable  must  take account  of the  prioritiea of  users,  the 
Community  telecommunications  industry and national carriern,  as  well 
as the intrinsic difficulty in each case.  An  advisory liaison group5 
consisting  of  natio~al  experts  should  assist  the  Commission  in 
defining priorities. 
The  Commission  considers  that the  initial priorities selected should 
include  some  teclmically  straightforward  cases  so  that  action  1 ine 
III can  achieve its first practical results at an early stage.  This 
will  not  only  make  it  possible  to  maintain  the  momentum  of  the 
programme  and  increase  confidence  in  Community  action,  but  also 
enable early experience  to be gained and used later in the programme. 
Certain apparatus  for  connection to circuits leased from  carriers for 
private use  might be  chosen as  an early priority. 
5  This  group  could  also  be  given  the  task  of  assisting  the  Commission  in 
moni.toring the  implementation of action line VI. 
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3  .  Th•..;  work  referred  to  in  Points  7,  8  and  9  is  highly  technical  and 
mu::.;t  therefore be  carried out in a  suitable  framework.  It is closely 
related  to  work  being  undertaken  by  technical  organizations 
specializing  in  telecommunications,  in particular  the  CEPT  and  the 
CCIT'r. 
To  avoid  any  duplication  in  a  field  which  already  requires  a  great 
deal  of  work  by  experts  whose  number  is  limited,  the  Convnission 
proposes  that  the  Community  should  invite  the  CEPT  to  undertake  the 
technical  work  identified above  on its behalf.  The  Commission notes 
that,  since  the  meeting  of Directors-General  of Telecommunications 
Administrations  on  January  19,  1984,  the  CEPT  has  taken  steps  to 
sr~ed up  the  work  of the  CCH  on  mutual  recognition  of test results 
a~·~d  type  approvals.  This coincidence  and  the initial discussions that 
have  taken  place  hold  out  promise  that  an  arrangement  can  be  found 
b~tween the  Community  and  the CEPT  whereby  the latter would carry out 
the  technical  work  referred  to  above,  possibly  with  some  Community 
aid,  in  accordance  with  priorities  and  conditions  in  particular 
deadlines set by  the Commission after consulting the advisory liaison 
group. 
36.  The  Commission  will  closely  monitor  the  execution  of  the  programme 
entrusted to  the  CEPT  and will  take suitable  steps  to  ensure that it 
is  completed  by  the  agreed  deadlines,  with  the  assistance  of  the 
advisory  liaison  group.  Should  difficulties  hold  up  the  technical 
work  carried out by  the  CEPT  under  the  programme  entrusted to it, the 
Commission  would  seek  a  solution  in  consultation  with  the  other 
interested parties  and  refer  to  the  Council  any  differences  arising 
between  the Member  States. 
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More  generally,  it will  consult  the  advisory  liaison  group  on  the 
implementation of this action line and,  where  necessary,  will consult 
through  appropriate  channels  other  interested  parties  such  as 
Community  manufacturers  of  telecommunications  equipment  and  certain 
users  (for example  the members  of the  INSIS  Users  Committee). 
37.  Member  States'  administrations  account  for  less  than  half  of  the 
membership  of  the  CEPT,  most  of  the  other  members  being  the 
administrations  of  EFTA  countries.  These  countries  constitute  a 
significant market  in their own  right.  The  Commission  considers that 
it would  be  advantageous  to  the  Community  if the  targets  of action 
line III were also pursued by  the other CEPT  countries.  Moreover,  the 
necessary unity of the  Community  internal market  should be  watchfully 
preserved. 
The  Cononisslon  also underlines that the Community  will have  to define 
a  common  point of  view  (based  on  art.113  of  the  Treaty),  as  to  the 
impact  on  its relations,  particularly towards  GATT  and  OECD,  under 
the  condition  that  this  approach  meets  the  obligations  which  the 
Community  and  the Member  States have  subscribed to,  by  approving the 
Code  on technical obstacles to trade. 
38.  Following  the  consensus  in  the  Senior  Officials's  Group  on 
Telecommunications,  the  Commission  will also consider resubmitting an 
appropriately  amended  version  of  the  recommendation  concerning  the 
"implementation  of  harmonization  in  the field  of telecommunications" 
(ref.COM  (80)  422)6• 
6  This  recommendation stipulates  that  the  telecommunications  administrations 
of the Member  States should: 
a)  consult each  other before  they  introduce  any new  service,  with  a  view  to 
establishing common  guidelines; 
b)  ensure  that  new  servj.ces  are  introduced  on  the  basis  of  a  common 
harmonized approach,  so that the services offered are  compatible; 
c)  from  . . • . . .  onwar·ds,  order digital transmission and  switching systems  for 
ISDNs  consisting of harmonized  equipment. 
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ACTION  LINE  IV 
COMMON  DEVELOPMENT  OF  THE  TRANSNATIONAL  PART  OF 
THE  FUTURE  TELECOMMUNICATIONS  INFRASTRUCTURE 
IN  THE  COMMUNITY 
39.  Cooperation  between  European  companies,  the  broadening  of  certain 
markets,  joint solutions to technical problems  (especially standards) 
and  common  technological  choices will  be much  more  likely  to succeed 
i1'  they  are  given  practical  effe~t  as  part  of  major  catalytic 
projects launched on  a  Community-wide  scale. 
At  the  occasion  of  the  Council  meeting  of  28  February  1984,  the 
Ministers  for  Research  asked  the  Commission  to  conduct,  in 
consultation  with  the circles  concerned,  a  feasibility study  on  the 
establishment  of  a  broadband  network  providing  communications 
services  for  decision-making  centres  in  the  Member  States  and  the 
European  institutions.  This  project  is  to  be  considered  in 
conjunction  wiht  some  of the  projects  launched  or  planned  under  the 
INSIS  (Inter-institutional  Information System)  programme. 
In  the  longer  term,  the  Commission  feels  that  two  other  projects 
should be envisaged 
the  setting-up  of  transnational  cellular  radiotelephony  services 
of the second generation 
1~he  establishment  of  large  transcommuni  ty  axes  for  broadband 
~ntegrated services networks. 
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The  Commission  will  undertake, 
Analysis  and  Forward  Study, 
related to the  two  projects. 
in  coordination  with  the  Group  for 
the  preliminary  feasibility  studies 
40.  The  action recommended  in the area of transnational infrastructure at 
European  level  is  to  tackle  four  fronts,  with  the  following 
object:l.ves  : 
a)  to  speed  up  the  availability of  voice  and  data  services  of the 
narrow-band  ISDN  type  at  European  level  so  as  to  ensure 
transnational  compatible working  for users.  This  requires digital 
connectabi  1 i ty  to  be  established  as  quickly  as  possible  on  a 
Community-wide  scale  ; 
b)  to  promote  the  coordinated  development  of  broadband  business 
services  for  large  enterprises  and  administrations  through 
judicious use  of satellite and  land systems,  based in particular 
on  optical fibres  ; 
c)  to set up  mobile  communications  systems that can provide  the most 
advanced services throughout the Community  ; 
d)  to  prepare  for  the  creation  of  a  European  optical  fibre-based 
broadband integrated  communications  network  for  providing  multi-
purpose  videocommunications services. - 25 -
41.  The  Commission  has  underlined  in this  context the  potential value  of 
launching  joint  projects  of  Community  interest  geared  to  the 
development of  new  services with a  high technological  content.  The 
multiplying  effect  of  such  projects  should  have  beneficial 
rP-percussions  on  the exploitation of new  technologies,  the broadening 
of  markets  and  industrial  competitiveness.  The  approach  to  be 
adopted  by  these  projects  is  still  being  examined  by  a  group  of 
consultants  close  to  network  operators 
analysis will be available by  June  1984. 
the  full  results  of this 
42.  Meanwhile,  at  the  request  of  the  Ministers  of  Research,  the 
Commission  has  undertaken a  feasibility study on  a  project concerning 
"'  European  advanced  communications  network  including 
videocommunications  services  intended  in  particular,  to  improve 
c~)n:rnunication between  government  decision-making  centres  and  the  EEC 
institutions. 
43.  In addition,  it is  the Commission's  opinion that it could  be useful 
to  initiate  two  other  projects  in  the  mediwn  term,  . one  aimed  at 
setting  up  transnational  cellular  radiotelephony  services  and  the 
other  oriented  towards  the  establishment  in  the  Community,  in  the 
longer  term,  of large transnational  axes  for broadband  ISDNs. 
44.  The  Commission  considers  it useful  to  start  studying  the  procedures 
for  launching  a  project  whereby  second-generation  transnational 
cellular radiotelephony services could be set up  in the medium  term. 
The  harmonious  development of industrial society increasingly depends 
on  the  mobility  of  individuals,  whose  movements  are  closely 
associated  with  the  ~:-fficiency  of  economic  and  social  life.  This 
greater  mobility  makes  it all  the  more  necessary  to  ensure  that the 
corr.nn.mication  function  - all  too  often  interrupted  by  travel  - is 
maintained. 
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Mobile  conununications  systems,  by  their  very  nature,  call  for 
compatible  designs  which  enable uoers  to  communicate  irrespective of 
their location.  The  current situation  in  Europe  is  uhsatisfactory 
since  three  incompatible  standards  are  or  wi 11  be  used  in  the  EEC. 
Community  action therefore appears necessary  to  avoid  a  repetition of 
this  situation  when  the  next  generation  of  mobile  communications 
comes  into existence. 
Recent technological  progress now  makes  it possible to  consider  much 
more  attractive  solutions  for  meeting  new  needs  in  this  field. 
Cellular  radiotelephony  systems,  in  part:i.cular,  hold  out 
new  prospects  for  providing  communications  services  which  allow  a 
high degree of mobility. 
The  project  envisaged  should  take  account  of  the  fact  that if these 
new  services  are introduced  in a  sufficiently coordinated  manner  and 
in  specific  harmonization  conditions,  they  should  be  able  to  offer 
mobility  inside  the  Community  both  within  and  outside  the  frontiers 
of individual  Member  States. 
The  project  envisaged  should  therefore  be  aimed  at  the  following 
objectives  : 
a)  providing  mobile  radiotelephony  links with  the various  fixed  and 
mobile  services  throughout  the  Community.  This  will  require 
end-to-end  compatibility  and  a  degree  of  synchronization  in 
starting up  such services 
b)  guaranteeing  a  cross-border  service  integrity,  when  the  mobile 
moves  outside national  frontiers. 
c)  ensuring that these  links are digitized so  as  to  allow data to  be 
transmitted  and  enable  the  system  to  be  developed  to  incorporate 
new  services in the  future. 
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During  an  initial  phase,  the  technical  and  economic  feasibility  of 
such  a  project  should  be  examined  in  the  light of studies  conducted 
by  the  Commission  and  work  carried out by  the CEPT,  on  the one  hand, 
and by  the  Group  for Analysis  and Forward Study,  the setting-up of 
which  is  proposed  in  the  context  of  action  line  I,  on  the  other 
hand. 
45.  In  the  field  of  the  general  development  towards  the  integrated 
broadband networks of the end of this century,  a  choice will quickly 
have  to  be  made  between  : 
- relying  exclusively  on  national  developments  and  concepts  which, 
although useful  at the  R&D  and  pilot project  stage,  may  well  lack 
from  the  outset  the  advantage  of  market  scale,  thus  slowing  down 
the  .introduction  of  the  networks  and  leading  to  international 
link-ups between national networks  which  are suboptimal  ;  or 
- setting up  in  common,  from  the skeleton broadband structure between 
Member  States,  anticipating  national  developments.  Such  a 
transnational  network would  worl{  in the  Community  as  an  integrating 
concept,  promoting  common  standards  and  providing  the  necessary 
market scale,  while leaving the necessary  degree of flexibility for 
national  developments specific to different national  situations and 
regulatory concepts. 
The  latter choice  would  involve 
-- agr~  eing  on  a  framework  for 
advanced  high-speed  business 
the  international  development  of 
communication  services  in  the 
Community,  with  initial use  of satellite services to  allow  market 
development,  in cooperation with leading-edge users  ; 46. 
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- creating  a  future-oriented  optical  fibre  broadband  structure  for 
international  communications  in  the  Community  which  would  have  to 
bear  the  bulk  of  international  traffic,  as  soon  as  the  new 
broadband services take off on  a  large scale 
- subsequently  considering  the  most  appropriate  forms  of  Community 
participation  in  such  a  project,  both  with  regard  to  existing 
organisations in this field,  such as Eutelsat,  and  with regard to 
the  "development  groupings"  which  may  spring  up  between  Member 
States or network operators. 
The  Community's 
specific field, 
financial  instruments  could,  each  within  their 
play  an  important role in creating synergies between 
national  sub-programmes  and  supporting  projects  of  common  European 
interest. 
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ACTION  LINE  V 
MAKING  FULL  USE  OF  MODERN  TELECOMMUNICATIONS  TECHNOLOGIES  FOR 
PROMOTING  THE  COMMUNITY'S  LEAST-FAVOURED  REGIONS  AND 
DEVELOPING  THEIR  INFRASTRUCTURE 
47.  The  Commission  emphasizes  the  importance  of  telecommunications  for 
the  -:t.ev~1 opment.  of  the  Community's  le~st-favoured regions  and points 
0u L  th<.o. L  in  the  past  three  years  the  Community's  financial 
:instruments  (ERDF,  EIB  and  NIC)  have  .:;ontributed  an average  of some 
7?0  mill.ion  ECU  to  telecommunications  infrastructure  projects  in 
these  regiono.  The  Commission proposes  that  : 
-~the  CoHununi ty  poli  ct  es,  with  fu11  respect  to  their  own  aims, 
undertake  all  efforts  to  ensure  that  the  resources  provided  by  the 
Community  financiaJ  instruments  for  telecommunications  infrastructure 
in  i:hc  Community's  least  favoured  regions  be  increased  in  the  years 
ahee_'i  ; 
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- creating  a  future-oriented  optical  fibre  broadband  structure  for 
international  communications  in  the  Community  which  would  have  to 
bear  the  bulk  of  international  traffic,  as  soon  as  the  new 
broadband services take off on  a  large scale 
- subsequently  considering  the  most  appropriate  forms  of  Community 
participation  in  such  a  project,  both  with  regard  to  existing 
organisations in this field,  such as Eutelsat,  and  with regard to 
the  "development  groupings"  which  may  spring  up  between  Member 
States or network operators. 
The  Community's 
specific field, 
financial  instruments  could,  each  within  their 
play an  important role in creating synergies between 
national  sub-programmes  and  supporting  projects  of  common  European 
interest. 
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ACTION  LINE  V 
MAKING  FULL  USE  OF  MODERN  TELECOMMUNICATIONS  TECHNOLOGIES  FOR 
PROMOTING  THE  COMMUNITY'S  LEAST-FAVOURED  REGIONS  AND 
DEVELOPING  THEIR  INFRASTRUCTURE 
47.  The  Commission  emphasizes  the  importance  of  telecommunications  for 
the  ~ev~1  opment  of the  Community's  le~st-favoured regions  and points 
uuL  th<.~L  in  the  past  three  years  the  Community's  financial 
:i..nstrumcnts  (ERDF,  EIB  and  NIC)  have  .:;ontributed  an  average  of some 
7?0  milLion  ECU  to  telecommunicatiuns  infrastructure  projects  in 
thea:;e  regions.  The  Commission proposes that  : 
-~the  Community  pol  i c.:i. es,  with  full  respect  i:o  their  own  aims, 
undertake  all  efforts  to  ensure  that  the  resources  provided  by  the 
Community  financiaJ  instruments  for  telecommunications  infrastructure 
in  i:he  Community's  least  favoured  regions  be  increased  tn  the  years 
ahee'i  ; 
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48.  The  vital importance of telecommunications  for  the development of the 
Community's  least favoured  regions is widely recognized  :  this field 
therefore  emerges  as  an  essential  area  of  involvement  for  the 
Community•s  financial  instruments,  for  which  maximum  effectiveness 
must be sought. 
49.  The  resources  devoted  in  recent  years  by  these  instruments  to 
supporting telecommunications  investments in such regions are already 
substantial  : 
during  the  1981-83 period,  their involvement  amounted  to  an  average 
of  some  720  million  ECU  a  year,  of  which  approximately  7\f1,  was 
provided by  the  lending  instruments  (mainly  the EIB  and  the  NIC)  and 
30%  by  the budgetary  instruments  (the ERDF).  This amount  corresponds 
to  approximately  5%  of  total  investments  by  telecommunications 
carriers in the  Community. 
50.  The  Commission  stresses  the  major  contribution  such  investments  can 
make  to  attaining  the objectives  of the  Community  telecommunicat.1ons 
policy  (offering  modern  telecommunications  services  to  users  with  a 
view  to  stimulating  economic  development  and  maintaining  the 
competitiveness of the sector).  They  also constitute  a  powerful  tool 
for helping the  economic  development of the Member  States  to converge 
in  the  long  run.  The  Commission  accordingly  proposes  that  these 
interventions be  increased in this field. 
51.  In  order  to  ensure  that  these  investments,  carried  out  us.tng  the 
Community  financial  instruments,  bring  maximum  benefit  for  the 
economy  of the regions concerned,  the  Commission  proposes that  : 
- they be  geared  to the  future,  i.e. seek to exploit to  the greatest 
possible  extent  the  potential  of  the  new  telecommunications 
technologies  ; -----------........-....,.......,~~~~~~-~~-~- .  -··  ·----~------ ----
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- they  be  appropriately  combined  with  projects  of  common  European 
interest,  as envisaged under action line IV. 
52.  In view of the  foregoing,  the  Commission  proposes that the Group  for 
Analysis  and  Forward  Study  mentioned  in  action line  I  devote  special 
attention  to  the  needs  of  regional  development  during  its 
proceedings.  It  will  carry  on  the  further  studies  which  are 
necessary to define this action line in detail. 
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ACTION  LINE  VI 
THE  PROGRESSIVE  BROADENING  OF  THOSE  SECTORS  OF 
THE  COMMUNITY  COMMUNICATIONS  EQUIPMENT  MARKETS 
THAT  ARE  DOMINATED  BY  CARRIER  PROCUREMENT 
53.  For  the reason set out earlier,  particularly in those  parts of action 
line III which are  devoted  to measures  aimed at broadening the market 
in  terminals,  the  Commission  proposes  that  contracts  concluded  by 
carriers  for  the  purchase  of equipment  which  is  intended  either  to 
form  and  integral  part of public  networks  or  to  be connected  to the 
latter  be  gradually  opened  up  to  all  Member  States  of  the  entire 
Community. 
This  broadening of the market would  be achieved 
a)  in  the  case  of terminals  used  by  carriers  or  placed  by  them  at 
the disposal of users  (particularly the new  telematics  terminals) 
by  extending  invitations  to  tender  for  such  equipment  to  all 
member  states of the  Community  ; 
051 1 
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b)  as  regards  the  other  categories  of  equipment,  by  requiring 
carriers  during  an  experimental  phase,  to  extend  their 
invitations  to  tender  to  all  the  Community  Member  States  in 
respect  of  a  minimum  proportion  to  be  determined  (e.g.  10%)  of 
the value of their annual  orders of such types of equipment.  In 
parallel  with  progressive  application  of  the  overall  programme 
outlined  in  the  present  proposal,  carriers  would  increasingly 
open  up their markets.  For equipment of new  networks  (especially 
wideband networks),  the Commission  considers that the goal  should 
be  nothing  less  than  a  complete  opening  of  markets.  Carriers 
would  be  invited  to  report  regularly  to  the  Commission  on  the 
steps they have  taken to implement this policy. 
The  Commission,  assisted by  an  advisory  liaison  group,1  would  monitor 
the  effecti~:e implementation of these measures,  report to the Council  on 
the subject at the  end of  a  two-year  period at  the latest and,  propose 
at  that  stage  additional  measures  aimed  at  gradually  broadening  the 
market. 
With  a  view  to introducing these measures  in detail,  the Commission  will 
submit  soon 
- an  appropriate  proposal  based  on  the  text  of  the  project  of 
recommendation  concerning "  a  first phase of the opening-up  of public 
telecommunications markets"(COM(80)422); 
This group could be the same  as the one described in action line III. 
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- and  on  the results of the  Council  decisions  on  thi.s  project  ( cf.  doc 
Council  ECO  55 ref.  10538 of 29-10-1982). 
54.  Total  investment by  network carriers  was  estimated  at 18  000 million 
ECU 
in  1983,  of  which  9  000-10  000  million  ECU  were  devoted  to  the 
purchase  of  equipment  intended  either  to  be  incorporated  in  public 
networks or to be  connected thereto. 
This market,  which  account for  75-90% of telecomm\mications  equipment 
purchases  in the  CommlUlity,  is fragmented  into national markets that 
are effectively closed-off in the majority of the Member  States. 
55.  The  telecommunications  revolution  which  is  taking place  may  make  it 
impossible  for  industrialists  to  recoup  their  expenditure  (in 
particular  their  development  costs)  if  this  market  situation 
continues.  If they  are  to  do  so,  they  will  very  quickly  need  a 
broader  base,  in  order  to  take  advantage  of  economies  of  scale, 
sustain  the  rapid  tempo  that  is  essential  for  innovation,  while 
shortening  investment  payback  times,  and  cope  with  Ltcreasing 
competition on export markets. 
56.  The  public  telecommunications markets cover a  range of products whose 
incorporation  in  networks  subjects  the  C'lrriers  to  constraints  of  a 
different  type,  which  have  repercussions  on  the  methods  of 
procurement. 
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These  products can  be  classified into four  main  categories 
a)  consumer  terminals  (in particular basic telephone receivers); 
b)  business terminals  (modems,  terminals,  telex equipment,  etc); 
c)  transmission systems  (using cables,  optical fibres and  microwave 
links); 
d)  switching systems  (electromechanical,  space or time switching). 
57.  The  nrocurement  policy  pursued  by  carriers  must  take  account  of the 
objective  constraints  imposed  by  the  co-existence  of  different 
products within the same  network  ;  the components of a  network must  : 
a)  be  compatible  with one  another as  regards their basic functions, 
such as  interconnectability.  These  problems are solved,  as far as 
international  telecommunications  are  concerned,  by  the  CCITT 
recommendations  ; 
b)  mesh  with  the  method  of  operation  of  the  network  under 
consideration; 
c)  be  able  to  be  covered  by  pre-existing  maintenance  schemes  and 
arrangements under favourable  economic  conditions. 
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58.  Irrespective of  the  industrial  policy  standpoint,  the  dialectic of 
the  diversification  of  public  telecommunications  procurements  must 
therefore  give  due  regard  to  objective  arguments  springing  from 
technical,  economic  and  organizational considerations. 
59.  It will be  possible to  open up  the markets  for consumer  and  business 
terminals to  Community  competition  when  the  technical  specifications 
concerning  connection  to  networks  have  been  harmonized  sufficiently 
to  ensure  compatibility  between  receivers  and  public  automatic 
switching units  in a  "standardized" area  covering a  major proportion 
of public  procurements  made  by  the  carriers  in  the  Community.  The 
procedures proposed  in action line III»  whereby  the results of tests 
to  verify  conformity  with  standards  and  type  approval  would  be 
recognized on  a  reciprocal basis,  ~hould make  it possible to satisfy 
this requirement. 
60.  Transmission systems 
With  the  transmission function,  we  leave  the realm  of "sine;le-cell" 
products  and  enter that of systems,  which  ar·e  by  de:fini  tion composed 
of a  number  of sub-systems. 
If we  look at complete  long-haul  transmission systems,  including the 
transmission medium  in the case of cable systems,  it can  be  concluded 
that  the  technical  obstacles  standing  in  the  way  of  diversified 
procurement  for  a  given  tdlecomrnunications  network  are  relatively 
small. - 37-
It is  technically possible  in  the  short  term  to  open  up  the  markets 
at this product level. 
Nevertheless,  setting  up  a  complete  system  - even  if only  partly 
equipped  - is a  major project,  which  places a  limit on  the number  of 
such  systems  and  may  therefore  make  it difficult  to  open  up  the 
markets  completely. 
It  would  therefore  be  desirable  to  extend  the  opening-up  of  the 
markets  to the  procurement of  sub-systems,  which  are by  nature much 
more  rlumerous  than  the  complete  transmissions  systems  of which  they 
rurm  part.  At technical and  functional  level,  thanks  in particular 
-~ l)  wor-<  carried  out  by  international  standardization  organizations 
such  as  the  CEPT  and  the  CCITT,  this  appears  in  theory  to  be 
practicable  especially in  modular sub-systems  multiplex.  For  the 
sub-systems  which  make  up  on  line  equipment,  the  interdependance 
between  sub-systems  themselves  and  between  sub-systems  and  support 
systems  does  not  appear  to  be  sufficient  on  existing  systems  to 
permit  them  to be  separated. 
In  the  medium  term,  by  contrast,  the  effective  interchangeability 
between  modular  sub-systems  which  make  up  the  transmission  systems 
must  be an objective to be  obtained within the Community,  especially 
for fibre optics systems. 
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This  objective  could  be  attained  provided  that  a  body  of  common 
standards  based  on  the  CCITT  standards  can  succeed  in  making 
fUnctional  sub-systems,  including  line  equipment,  effectively 
interchangeable. 
61.  Switching systems 
The  situation in this area is complex,  not only  because the amount  of 
turnover  at  stake,  but  also  and  especially  as  a  result  of  the 
industrial  standing  of  European  manufacturers,  their  strategy, 
Europe's position with respect to the United States and  Japan and  the 
difficulties  involved  in  developing  future  systems.  The  Member 
States  realized  at  a  very  early  stage  the  importance  of  electronics 
and  computer  technologies  in  the  future  generations  of  switching 
systems.  After the  era of  space switching  in the  sixties,  R&D  has 
been  directed towards  time-switching systems.  Firms  became  involved 
without  fully  realizing  the  difficulties  to  be  overcome  in  order  to 
master  the  electronics,  produce  the  necessary  complex  software  and 
train the staff.  There  are nine switching systems  in the Community  ; 
when  i.t  is  borne  in  mind  that  the  development  of a  switching system 
for between  5  000  and  30  000  lines,  for  a  given network,  costs  some 
150-300 million  ECU,  it comes  as no  surprise that firms  are not svre  # 
of being  able to  recoup their  development costs.  It has become  all 
the more  difficult to do  so,  because,  in the countries in which  one 
or more  systems have been developed,  the market has  been reserved  for 
industrialists  whose  development  effort  had  been  supported  at 
national level. 
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If these  circumstances  continue,  it appears  hardly  likely  that  the 
situation  could  quickly  be  changed  so  that  a  smaller  number  of 
switching  systems  would  be  available  on  a  unified  Community  market 
and  development costs could be recouped. 
The  solution  must  therefore  be  sought  as  part of  a  gradual  process, 
which  would  rely  on  the  development  of  switching  for  broadband 
networks  and  would  involve  deliberate  re-shaping  of  the  industrial 
structure,  in  particular  through  cooperation  between  manufacturers 
for  the development of the future generation of switching systems. 
62  The  considerations  set  out  in  the  foregoing  lead  to  the  conclusion 
·::.hat  only  a  gradual  process  is  likely  to  enable  the  market  for 
telecommunications  equipment  procured  by  network  carriers  to  be 
hroarlened. 
The  Commission  proposes that this gradual  expansion of  the market  be 
attained  : 
a)  in  the  case  of  consumer  and  business  terminals  purchased  by 
carriers (particularly  new  telematics  terminals),  by  asking  the 
carriers to extend their invitations to tender for such equipment 
to all member  states of the Community  ; 
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b)  for  any  other  category  of  equipment  and  in  view  of  the  present 
state  of  the  affairs,  characterized  by  nationally 
compartmentalized  markets,  R&D  efforts,  procedures  of  type 
approval,  standards  and  network  development  strategies,  the 
Commission  considers that the opening-up of national markets will 
only  be  achieved gradually. 
The  first  step  towards  this  can  be  taken  immediately,  namely 
asking network  carriers to  extend their  invitations to  tender  to 
all  the  Community  Member  States  in  respect  of  a  minimum 
proportion  to  be  determined  (for  example  10%)  of  the  value  of 
their annual  orders of network components. 
The  existing  compartmentalization  should  break  down  gradually 
under the  combined  effects of demand  for services,  evolution  of 
networks  and  increasing  realization  of  the  significance  of  the 
Community-wide  dimension;  therefore the Commission  considers that 
the Community's  aim  should  be nothing less than  the total opening 
up  of  markets  for  the  new  network  components,  especially  third 
generation types. 
However  this  aim  can  only  be  achieved  gradually,  depending  on 
variables  such  as  equipment  types,  schedules  and  geographical 
locations involved.  The  Commission  proposes to gear the speed of 
this process  to the implementation of the action programme. 
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Carriers  would  be  invited  to  report  regularly  to  the  Commission  on 
the  measures  they  have  taken  to  implement  this  policy.  The 
Commission,  assisted by  an  advisory liaison group,  which  could be  the 
same  as  the  one  mentioned  in  action  line  III,  would  monitor  the 
effective application of these measures,  report to the  Council  on  the 
subject at the  end of a  two-year period and,  :1t. the  late!]~,propose at 
that  stage  additional  measures  aimed  at  gradually  broadening  the 
market. 
With  a  view to introducing these measures,  the  Commission  intends to 
submit to the  Council  a  new  version,  amended  along the lines set out 
in the  foregoing,  of its proposal for  a  recommendation concerning the 
first  phase  of  the  opening-up  of  public  telecommunications  markets 
(COM(80)4221 
1  this recommendation  broadly provides that 
- for at ·least 10%  of the  total  value  of their  annual  equipment purchases, 
nationa.l  carrie"S should call for  tenders  from  firms  established in other 
Member  States  ; 
- for their purchases of "new  telematic  terminals",  network  carri~rs should 
call for  tenders  in other Member  States  ; 
- a  liaison  group  should  be  established  to  oversee  and  guarantee 
implementation of these  plans. 
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COUNCIL 
COUNCIL RECOMMENDATION 
of  12  ~ovennber 1984 
concerning  the  implementation  of  harmonization  in  the  field  of 
telecommunications 
(84/549/EEC) 
THE  COUNCIL OF  THE  EUROPEAN 
COMMUNITIES. 
Having regard  to  the Treaty establishing the European 
Economic  Community,  and  in  particular Article  235 
thereof, 
Having regard  to  the proposal from  the Commission, 
Having  regard  to  the  opinion  of  the  European 
Parliament('), 
Having  regard  ro  tlw  opinion  of  the  Economic  and 
Social  Committee(!). 
Whereas  there  is  a  ne..-d  to  use  the  full  potential  of 
tejecommunications  in  order  to  assure  the  economic 
development  of  the  Community; 
Whereas  in  this  contl·xr  it  is  essential  to  achieve, 
amongst  others,  the  following  two  objectives : 
the- creation of  a range  of  harmonized telematic (') 
services  offering  users  throughout  Europe  the 
chance  to  communicate  efficiently  and  economi-
cally, 
the creation of a  dynamic  Community market  for 
telecommunications  equipment: 
Whereas  the  introduction  of  the  new  integrated 
services  digital  networks  (ISDN~). and  of  new  broad-
(')OIN-;c-144, !5.  6.  19!!1,  p.  71. 
(!)  0)  No  C  I  JM,  9.  ~·  198_1,  p.  2f>.  . 
(') The word 'tclcmatic  applt~s to :\II  thosl·  serv~ecs, syst~ms, 
apparatus and  products  ~luch arc  _h""'-"d  01~ the .combu~ed 
usc  of  <'ll·ctronic  technaques  of  tnformauon,  1.e.  d1gHal 
prol.·csl>in~-t and transmission. Thl· W\Hd  ·rl'l~.·m:uic' is  ''. ,gcn-
cri~·  t1.·nn  and  does  not  of coursl.'  r~.·kr  to  any  particular 
commercial  product  under  that  nanh'. 
band communication services, of special use  notably to 
business  users,  by all  telecommunications administra-
tions and  private operating agencies recognized  by  the 
Community and offering telecommunications services, 
hereinafter  referred  to  as  the  'telecommunications 
administrations',  offers  a  prime  opportunity  for  the 
harmonization  that  is  essential  to  achieve  these objec-
tives; 
Whereas  it  ~s  necessary  to  supporc  the  Community 
telecommunications administrations in  the implemen-
tation  of  the  urgent  harmonization  programmes 
established by  the  European  Confrrence of  Postal  and 
Telecommunications  Administrations  (CEP'I),  the 
European  Committee  for  Standardization  (CEN)/the 
European Committee for  Electrotechnical Sr"ndardiza-
tion  (Cenelec),  the  International  Telegraph  and  Trle· 
phone  Consultative  Committee  (CC111)  and  the 
International  Organization  for  Standardization  (ISO) 
and  to  assist  them  in  ensuring  that  the  nel:essary 
resources,  particularly  of  skilled  manpower,  are 
available  to  them, 
HEREBY  RECOMMENDS: 
that  the  Governments  of  the  Member  States  ensure 
that: 
the  telecommunications  administration~: 
I. consult each  otht•r,  preferably  m  the  framework 
of CEPT, before they  introdun· any new scrvit·c, 
notably  betwel'n  Member Stare  ...  witl•  :1  vil·w  10 
estaulishing  l.'ommon  guidelines  so  that  rhc 
necessary  innovation  takes  pl:lCt.:  under  lOildl-
tions  compatible  with  harmlmizarion ; 
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2.  ensure  that all  new services  that are  introduced 
from  1985 onwards are  introduced on the basis 
of  a  common  harmonized  approach,  notably 
with  regard  to seiVices  between  Member States, 
so  that  compatible  services  are  offered 
throughout  Europe,  taking  into  account  the 
progress  of  work  in  CEIYT',  CEN/Cenelec, 
CCITT and  ISO ; 
3.  from  1986  onwuds,  when  they  order  digital 
transmission  and  switching  systems  that  are 
designed  for  progre-ssive  integration  of services, 
do  so  taking  full  account  of  recognized  stan· 
dards  in  rhe  Community, 
- the  Commission  is  regularly  informed  of  the 
progress  of  work,  which  it  will  examine  periodi-
ca!Jy  with  the Senior Officials Group on Telecom-
munications set up by the Council on 4 November 
1983. 
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COUNCIL RECOMMENDATION 
of  12  November  1984 
concerning the first phase of opening up access to public telecommunications 
contracts 
(84/5  50/  E EC) 
THE  COUNCIL OF THE  EUROPEAN 
COMMUNITIES, 
Having regard to the Treaty establishing the European 
Economic  Community, and  in  particular  Article  235 
thereof, 
Having regard to the proposal from the Commission, 
Having  regard  to  the  opinion  of  the  European 
Parliament (1}, 
Having regard  to the opinion of the of the  Economic 
and  Social  Committee (2), 
Having  regard  to  the  communication  from  the 
Commission to the Council on telecommunications of 
18  May  1984, 
Having regard  to  the growing importance of telecom-
munications  for  the  economic  development  of  the 
Community, 
Whereas,  with  a  view  to  attammg  the  basic  Treaty 
objective  of creating  a  common  market,  the  Council 
Declaration  of  December  I 976  invited  the  Commis-
sion  to  propose  mc:ao:;ures  whereby  supply  contract~ 
awarded  by  the  bodies  in  Member States  responsible 
for telecommunications services can become subject to 
effective  competition  at  Community  level,  on  a 
reciprocal  basis ; 
Where.ts at the  pn:~ent ~tage of dcvc:lopment it seems 
appropriate to differentiate hetwc<:n  terminal apparatus 
on  the  one  hand  and  ~witching  and  transmission 
apparatus forming  part  of thc  public  networks on  the 
other  hand; 
Whereas the Commission and the Member States have 
taken steps to develop a common market for telecom-
munications equipment, in  p.•rticular  by contributing 
to  the  elimination  of  barriers  to  trade,  by  means  of 
measures  that should lead  progressively to the defini-
tion  of  common  type-approval  specifications  for 
terminal  apparatus  and  mutual  rc<.:egnition  by  admi-
nistrations  of  type  approvab  for  ::.uch  apparatus ; 
\'\/hereas  the  harmonization  programme  now  being 
undertaken  by  the  telecommunications  administra-
tions  within  the  framework  of  thl."  European  Confc-
(')OJ  No  C  144  15.  6.  1981,  p.  71. 
(~)  OJ  No  C  us:  9.  6.  1981.  p.  26. 
renee of Postal  and  Telecommunications Administra-
tions (CEP1)  should  open  up  increasing  possibilities 
for  cross-frontier  procurement during  the  1980s ; 
Whereas  for  the  purposes  of  this  recommendation : 
- 'telecommunications  administrations'  means  the 
administrations  and  recognized  private  operating 
agencies  recognized  by  the  Community  and 
offering  telecommunications  services, 
- 'terminal apparatus' means apparatus connected to 
the  extremities  of  a  public  telecommunications 
network  to  send,  process  or  receive  information, 
- 'conventional  terminals'  means  telephone  ap-
paratus  for  main  telephone sets,  private  automatic 
exchanges  (PABX}  for  conventional  telephony, 
ordinary  teleprinters  ~nd moderns, 
- 'new telematic terminals' means terminal apparatus 
other  than  conventional  terminals, 
- 'switching and  transmission  apparatus'  means  any 
apparatus  other  than  terminal  apparatus  that  is 
purchased  by  telecommunications  administrations 
for  use  in  their  networks ; 
Whereas  the  purpose  of  this  recommend:Hion  is  to 
develop  a  common  market  for  telecommunications 
equipment; whereas it  ~herefore aims to offer telecom-
munications  administ1ations  a  wider  choice  and  to 
meet the absolute  necessity to establish or consolidate 
a  European  industnal  potential  in  the  technologi<.:s 
concerned; 
Whereas it  is  therefore to the Community's adv:1ntage 
that  the  telecommunications  admimstrations  should, 
in  the  course  of  an  experimental  phase,  gradually 
contribute to  the creation  of this common  market by 
inviting tenders. in  the other Communir)r countries on 
a  non-discriminatory  basis  fer  at  least  a  rnm1mum 
proportion  of  their  supply  contracts, 
HEREBY  RECOMMENDS: 
that the Governments of the Member States cnsurc 
that  the  tclecommunica(ions  administrations 
provide opportunities  for  undertakings cstal>lishcd 
in  the other Community countries, following  their 
usual  procedures  and  on  a  non-discriminatory 
tiasis,  to  tender  for : 
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I. all  new telcmatic terminals and all  conventional 
terminals  for  which  there  are  common  type-
approval  specifications; 
2.  their  contracts  for  switching  and  transmiSSIOn 
apparatus  and  conventional  terminal  apparatus 
for  which  there  are  no  common  type-approval 
specifications for  at  least  10 %  in value of their 
annual  orders, 
-----------··-·---------··-···· 
that the Governml·nts of  the Member  St:~tcs report 
to  the Commission at  the  end of each  six-month 
period,  starting  at  the  end  of  I 984,  on  the 
mea!.ures  taken  bv  the telecommunications admi-
nistrations to impiement this policy, their  pr:~ctical 
effects,  the problems encountered and any  further 
action needed. These data will  be examined by the 
Commission  with  the  Senior  Officials  Group  on 
Telecommunications set  up  by  the  Council  on  4 
November  1983. 
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E  X T  R  A C  T 
fro•  the 
ORAf"T 
M  I  N  U  T  E  S 
of  tho  971lh •••t ing  of  lh•  Co~nc1l 
held  in  Brussels  on  Monday  17  Oece•ber  1884 
lelecommunications  <•co••unication  from  Mr  D•~•gnon  to  the 
Council  on  teleco••unications•  of  3.12.1184) 
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'l'he_Co.unci_l.  welcomed  the  Corm:•irsion  ccmmunic&.t!or.  sumn:arizint.;; 
progre3s  so  far  in  the  field of  tele·~oMmunjcatione and  &uggestine 
guidelines  for  the  continuation of this  work. 
'f!lc  Council  agr·eed  that work  in  thi~;  field  should  con~_ir.\.e  on  the 
b&3i!)  of  the  following principal  objectives: 
~-.d  t.l:t::  r;r•eatior:  of  ;,  Community  market  for·  t~l~ccmm•.wicatj(ln t'qaipmt'nt 
and  terminals  via: 
- a  standardizati~n policy  ai~ed at  the effective  impleffientation  in 
\.h~  Ccmmw1ity  of  comn:on  stand:irds derived  fron•  international 
s tandai•ds; 
- the  progressive application of procedures  for  th~ mutual 
recognition of  type approval  for  terminals; 
(~)  improving  th~ development  of advanced  telecom~unicaticn services 
and  network!i: 
(j)  bJ- upenin~ discus~:dons,  based  ori  the available studies,  C.'r•= 
- the  implementation of infrastructure projects of  common 
interest; 
- launchint:·a development  programme  for  ttw  t.echnolory  required 
in the  J ong  term  for  the  implement<Ation  o!.'  future  t.-:iue-band 
networlr~; 
( ii)  ;.,;;  defining and  progressively setting  u~ a  ·,fideo-communicat ions 
system  to  link  the various political authorities  in  the 
Comn•unity; 
(c)  improved  access  for  less-favoured  regions  of  the  Community,  through 
the  appropriate use of Community  finar~cial  instruments,  to  tt.c 
benefit of  the  development  of advanced  servi~es  a~1  ne~works; 
(u)  cc-<.-.rdinat;ion  of  negotiating  positior.~:  w)thin  t!.~  international 
or·ganizations  dealing with  telecommunj(:atiow-~,  based  on  di:;cussions 
carried out  jointly with  the  Working  Part.y  of  Senior Official3  on 
T~lccumrnunications. 
nr;s /T-iM/ 1 :-; 
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COUNCIL 
COUNCIL DECISION 
of 25  July  1.985 
on  a  definition  phase  for  a  Community  action  in  the  field  of 
telecommunications  technologies  - R  &  D  programme  in  advanced 
communications technologies  for  Europe (RACE) 
(85/372/EEq 
THE COUNCIL Of THE  EUROPEAN 
COMMUNffiES, 
Having regard to the Treaty establishing the European 
Economic Community, and in  panicular Article  235 
thereof, 
Having regard to the proposal from the Commission, 
Having  regard  to  rhe  opinion  of  the  European 
Parliament  (
1~ 
Having £egard  to  the  opinion  of the  Economic  and 
Social  Committee (2), 
Whereas  the  Community  has  as  its  task,  by  estab-
lishing a common  market and  progressively  approxi-
mating the economic policies of Member States  inter 
alia  to  promote  throughout  the  Community  a  har-
monious  development  of  economic  activities  and 
closer  relations  hetween  the  Member States ; 
Whereas  the  Heads  of  State  or  of  Government, 
ml:'eting  in  Stuttgart, Athens, Fontainebleau and  Brus-
sels,  emphasized  the  importance  of  telecommunica-
tions as  a major source for economic growth and social 
development ; 
Whereas the European Parliament, in  its assessment of 
the situation and development of telecommunications, 
stressed  the  key  role  of  telecommunications  for  the 
future  political,  social  and  economic  development  of 
the  Community ; 
Whereas on  17  December 1984 the Council agreed on 
the  main  elements of  a  Community  telecommunica-
(')OJ  No  C  175,  15.  7.  1985. 
(~ 0 J  No  C  188,  29.  7.  1985,  p.  16. 
tions  policy,  including  the  objective  of  developing 
advanced  telecommunications  services  and  networks 
by actions  at  Community  level ; 
Whereas, with the emergence of  new services and the 
progressive  convergence  of  telecommunications,  data 
processing  and  entenainment,  the  evolution  may 
develop  towards  a  Europe-wide  integrated  broadband 
networlc:  (integnt~ broadband communications, IBq 
capable of supporting a wide  range  of customers and 
service  providers ; 
Whereas  developments  in  telecommunications  will 
benefit the international competitiveness of the  Euro-
pean -economics in general and of the telecommunica-
tions  industries  in  panicular ; 
Whereas, in response to the requirement of using fully 
the economic and market potential of telecommunica-
tions, the Commission has  submitted a programme of 
action which has  been  recognized as  a base fN further 
work  by  the  Council ; 
Wh('reas  R  &  0  can  make  a  major  contribution, 
notably  by  facilitating  the  evolution  towards  future 
integrated  broadband  communications  in  terms  of 
transnational  connections,  and  also  at  regional  and 
local  levels ; 
Whereas the  Council  approved, in  its resolution  of  25 
July  1983.(1),  the  pnnople of  framework  programmes 
for  Communiry research, development and demonstra-
e)  OJ  No  C  208.  ~  8  19H3.  p  I. 
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tion,  the  scientific  and  tec-hnical  objectives  for  the 
period  1984 to 1987, and in particular the importance 
given to the goal of promoting industrial competitive-
ness; 
Whereas the Council, on 4 June 1985, recognized the 
importance of the  rapid  establishment of a definition 
phase  for  the RACE  prognmme (R  &  0  programme 
in  Advanced  Telecommunications  Technologies  for 
Europe) in order to prepare a general European frame-
work  for  the  development  of  advanced  systems  of 
communications for  the  future  and to  promote tech--
~jcal  and  industrial  cooperation ; 
Whereas the constitution or consolidation of a specifi-
cally European industrial  po~ntial in the technologies 
concerned  is  an  urgent  necessity ;  whereas  the 
beneficiaries  must  be  network  operators.  research 
establishments,  undertakings,  including  small  and 
medium-sized  enterprises,  and  other  bodies  in  the 
Community  which  are  best  suited  to  atuin  these 
objectives ; 
Whereas it will not be  possible to define and examine 
a  Community R  &:  D  programme in this sector until 
the  definition  phase  produces  the  relevant  conclu-
sions; 
Whereas  the  Treaty  has  not  provided  the  specific 
powers  necessary  for  the  adoption  of  this  Decision ; 
Where.as  the  Scientific  and  Technical  ~search 
Committee (Crest)  has  expressed  its  opinion, 
HAS  DECIDED  AS  FOU.OWS: 
Articlt  1 
1.  A  definition  phase  for  a  Community  action  in 
the  field  of  tel«ommunications  technologies  as 
desc.ribed  in  the  Annex  is  hereby  adopted  for  a 
maximum  period of 18  months beginning on  1 July 
1985. 
2.  The  actJVtty  is  designed  essentially  to  define 
precise objectives and to develop the approach to  tech~ 
nological coo~ration at Community level in concerta-
tion  with  public  ind  private  actions  in  the  field  of 
tc!ecommunications  technologies  undertaken  at 
national  and  international  levels. 
Article  2 
1.  TI1e  definition  phase  shall  consist  of  two  parts. 
Part  I  shall  comprise analytical  work  required  for  the 
formulation  of  a  rderence  model  for  integrated 
broadband communications (IBC) to be carried out by 
appropriate organizations, groups and other bodies and 
including,  where  required,  contract  work. 
Part  II  shall  compris-e  technology  evaluation  and 
exploration projects canied out by means of contracts, 
as  required to clanfy technology options and establish 
~chno-economic: feasibility  of  the  reference  model. 
The tontracts shall be  concluded with  network opera-
tors,  researc.h  establishments,  undertakings,  including 
small and medium-sized enterprises, and other bodies 
established in the Community,  hereinaf~r referred  to 
as  "partners'.  Th~ work  shall  be  carried  out  in  the 
Community. 
2.  The  projects  of  Part  II  shall  be  executed  by 
means of shared cost contracts. The contractors shall 
bear a substantial proportion of the costs. normally at 
least  SO 
0/o  of the  total  expenditure  on  any  project. 
In exceptional cases as specified in Article 6 (3~ differ-
ent conditions from  those  laid down in this paragraph 
may be  adopted in accordance with the procedure in 
Article  7. 
3.  The  activity  will  take  account  of  requirements 
regarding the  development of standards and common 
functional specifications to serve the interests of Euro-
pean industry, users and ~lecommunications operators 
in  this  field. 
Article J 
1.  Where contracts arc  required for  the implemen-
tation  of  Part  I,  they  shall  be  awarded  by  rcstricred 
tendering  procedure. 
2.  The  contracts  for  Part  II  shall  be  awarded  by 
open  tendering  procedure  and  involve  the  participa-
tion of at least two independent industrial partners not 
all  established  in the  same Member State.  The:  open 
invitation to tender shall be published in the Official 
]oumal of the  European  Communities. 
Article  4 
1.  The  Community  shall  contribute  to  the  per-
formance of the action within the lamits of the appro-
priations entered to this end in the general budget of 
the  European  Communities. 
2.  The  amount  of  the  appropriations  ~stimated 
necessary for  the Community's contribution  to  Part  I 
shall  be  calculated on  the  basis  of  Article  2  (1 ),  and 
charged  to the  relevant  part of  the general  budget of 
the  European  Communities. 
The  funds  estimated  necessary  for  Part  II  amount  to 
14  million  ECU,  i.ncluding  expenditure  on  a  staff  of 
12, and will be used  in accordance with the procedure 
laid  down  in  Article  6  (3). 
Article 
The  Commission  shall  ensure  that  the  definition 
phase  is  properly  performed  and  establish  the  appro-
priate  implementation  measures. 
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l.  TI1e  Commission  shall  be  assisted  in  the  per-
formance  of  the  task  referred  to  in  Article  5  by  a 
Committee. The Committte, consisting of two  repre-
sentatives of each· Member State, shall be set up by the 
Commission  on  the  basis  of  nomination  by  the 
Member States. 
Members of the Committee may be assisted by experts 
or  advisers  depending  on  the  nature  of  the  issues 
under consideration. 
The  Committee  shall  be  chaired  by  a  Commission 
representative. 
The ·proceedings of the Committee shall be confiden-
tial. The Committee shall adopt its own rules of proce-
dure. The secretarial services shall be  provided by the 
Commission. 
2.  The Commission may consult the Committee on 
any matter falling within the scope of this Decision. In 
addition, the Commission shall inform the Committee 
regularly  in  advance,  of  projects  falling  below  the 
thresholds referred to in paragraph 3, fourth  and fifth 
indents. 
3.  The Commission shall consult the Committee, in 
accordance with the procedure laid down in Article 7, 
on: 
- the work to be  undertaken in Pan II ; such consul-
. tation  will  have  to  be  completed  within  a 
maximum  period  of three  months following  this 
Decision, 
any  departure  from  the  general  conditions  laid 
down  in  Articles  2  and  3, 
- the  evaluation  of  work  undertaken  in  respect  of 
Part  I,  by  appropriate  organizations,  groups  and 
other bodies, 
the  contracts  which  may  be  necessary  for  the 
implementation of Part  I,  as  well  as the  resultant 
Community  fin:ancial  contribution  when  the 
contracts  require  a  Community  contribution 
exceeding  100 000  ECU,  · 
the assessment of the proposed projects relating to 
Part  II  and  the  proposed  level  of  cost-sharing 
referred to in  Article 2 (2)  as  well as  the Commu-
nity's  financial  contribution  to  their  execution 
when  these  projects  require a  Community contri-
bution  exceeding  400 000  ECU. 
.Artidt  7 
1.  Where the procedure laid down in this Article is 
to  be  followed,  the chairman shall  refer the  matter to 
the Committee, either on  his own  initiati~ or at  the: 
request  of  one  of  its  members. 
2.  The  Commission  representative  shall  submit  to 
the  Committee  a  proposal  for  the  measures  to  be 
taken. The Committee shall deliver its opinion on the 
proposal  within  a  period  that  may  be  decided  by  the 
chairman in the light of the urgency of the matler and 
which  shall  normally  be  one  month  and  shall  in  no 
case exceed two months. The opinion shall be  adopted 
by  a  qualified  majoricy.  Within  the  Comminee,  the 
votes  of  the  Member  States  shaH  be  weighted  in 
accordance  with  Article  148  (2)  of  the  Treacy.  The 
chairman  shall  not  vote. 
3.  The Commission shall  implement the  measures 
where its proposals are in accordance with the opinion 
of the  Committee. Where  the  proposal  is  not  in  ac-
cordance wim the opinion, or where no 5uch opinion 
is issued, the Commission may submit to the Council 
a  proposal  in  the  form  of  a  draft  Decision.  The 
Council  shall  act  by  a  qualified  majority. 
If the  Council  has  not  acted  within  a  period  which 
shall  normally  be  one  month  and  shall  in  no  case 
exceed two months from the date on which the matter 
was  referred  to  it : 
- the Commission  proposal  shall  be  deemed  to  be 
rejected  if  it  concerns  matters  falling  under  the 
second  and  third  indents  of Article  6  (3) 
- the Commission may take a  decision  correspond-
ing  to  its  proposal  if  it  concerns  matters  falling 
under the fourth and fihh indents of Article 6 (3). 
Articlt 8 
With rcpd to the concert.ation activities provided for 
in Article  1 (2~ the Member States and the  Commis-
sion  shall  exchange  all  appropriate  information  to 
which  they  have  access  and  which  they  are  free  to 
disclose concerning activities  in the areas  covered  by 
this  Decision, whether or not planned or carried  out 
under  their authoricy. 
Information shall  be .exchanged according to a  proce-
dure to be defined by the Commission after consulting 
the Committee, and will  be  treated  as  confidential  at 
the  suppl~r's request. 
Done  at  Brussels,  25  July  1985. 
Fo'  the  Coundl 
Tbt  Prtsident 
J.  POOS 
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and  teleco  ..  unications 
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COM(85)  230  final  081 PIESEITATIOI  OF  THE 
TWO  IIAFT  PROPOSALS  FOI  DIIECTIVES  C~ERNING 
STANDARDilATIOI  FOI_INFOIRATIOI  TECHIOL06Y 
AID  TELECORRUIICATIONS 
AND  THE  RUTUAL  IEC06NITIOI  OF  COIFORRANCE  TESTS 
FOR  TELECORRUIICATIOIS  TEIRIIAL  EIUIPRENT 
I.  ESSENCE  OF  THE  PROBLER 
Standardization  policy  has  always  played  an  i•porta"t  role  in 
the  ·organization  of  the  European  Econo•ic  Co••unity  and 
particularly  in  the  creation  of  a  true  internal  •arket. 
During  the  past  year,  the  necessity  of  proMoting  a  real 
standardization  policy  in  the  new  technologies,  and  in 
particular  in  infor•ation  technology  and  teleco••unications,  has 
beco•e  increasingly  i•perative. 
Yet  the  stakes  placed  on  standardization  in  these  areas  go  far 
beyond  the  technical  proble•s  of  drawing  up  standards  ·  the 
i•portance  of  the  issue  relates  to  the  objectives  to  be  Met, 
notably  as  regards  the  establishMent  of  the  internal  European 
•arket,  keeping  up  coMpetition  and  co•petitivity  while  providing 
support  for  European  industry,  and  making  optiMuM  use  of 
concurrent  research  and  developMent  progra••es. 
The  i•portance  of  this  policy  has  been  well  understood  ~v  the 
Ministers  of  Industry  who,  at  the  Council  •eetings  of  18  May 
1984,  16  July  1984  and  17  Oece•ber  1984,  have  approved  the 
direction  of  such  a  policy. 
This  i•portance  also  justifies  the  pragMatic  approach  and  the 
coMMon  discipline  required  which  characterize  the  two  druft 
Directives  proposed  by  the  COMMission  to  the  Council. 
I  Their  pragMatic  character  is  based  on  the  use  of  existing 
instruMents,  the  necessity  to  confront  a  new  situation  and  on 
a  staged  approach. 
I  The  necessary  coMMon  discipline  ensures  that  the  proposed 
Measures  and  procedures  are  applied  in  a  coherent  and 
efficient  •anner  at  all  decision-•aking  levels  in  the  MeMber 
States. 
083 For  these  reasons,  a  directive  is  required  as  the  appropriate 
legal  instruMent. 
The  proposed  approach  takes  into  account  the  current  situation 
in  inforMation  technology  and  teleco••unications,  particularly 
as  regards  the  character  and  res~onsibilities  of  the  bodies 
working  on  the  definition  of  techn  cal  specifications  'In  these 
sector  s ,  w  i t h out  c a ~l  i n g  1 n to  que  • t  i on  t he  p r i n c i p l e  ·  of 
reference  to  standards  adopted  by  the  Council  on  7  May  1985. 
FurtherMore,  the  need  to  ensure  terainal  interoperability  will 
point  the  way  to  detailed  co••on  technical  specifications  for 
aanufacturing. 
EFFECT  OF  THE  NEW  DIMENSION 
Standardizers  can  no  longer  rely  on  codifying  decades  of  'best 
practice'  to  produce  their  standards.  It  is  not  enough  for 
advanced  technologies  to  reflect  the  state-of-the-art  ;  one  has 
to  reach  forward  to  a  definition  of  systeas  architectures  and 
the  ti•ely  elaboration  of  the  co•plex  and  precise  technical 
~;,.,.,.  :fications  which  are  indispensable  to  guide  the  engineers 
responsible  for  organising  co••unication  between  syste•s.  If, 
through  a  lack  of  deteraination,  these  technical  specifications 
are  not  available  in  tiae  and  with  the  desired  quality  and 
prec1s1on,  the  official  standard  can  no  longer  succeed  and  the 
d_,  facto  standard  takes  over  i•poaing  constraints  which  are  •uch 
ao_re.""'fi"iivi ly  resented. 
Whent!ver  standardization  work  corresponds  to  clearly  expressed 
needs,  it  must  be  undertaken  with  greater  deter•ination  on  the 
basis  of  procedures  and  structures  which  are  better  adapted  to 
the  new  tasks  with  well  defined  and  identified objectives. 
USE  OF  EXISTING  TOOLS 
The  approach _selected  uses  existing •echanis•s  to  the  maxiMum. 
The  inforaatiot.  procedure  laid  down  in  the  Directive  83/89/EEC 
is  used  where  it  concerns  standards.  Only  in  its application  ~o 
technical  regulations  has  it  been  reinforced  in  order  to  ensure: 
a>  infor•ation  at  an  early  stage.  If  the  prevention  of  barriers 
is  to  be  considered  the  basic  objective,  it  is  evident  that 
the  conditions  necessary  for  a  co••on  agreeMent  are  better  at 
the  early  stage  of  the  work  which  is  to  be  undertaken  in 
co••on; 
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081 b)  the  application  of  the  status  quo  to  proMote  the  preparation 
of  co••on  technical  specifications  and  avoid  duplication,  at 
the  national  level,  of  the  work  undertaken  in  the  European 
fra•evork. 
The  Directive  77/62/EEC  cannot  provide 
ensure  the  1•pleaentation  of  standards 
because  it  excludes  teleco•aunications 
application  and  the  activity  of  Me•ber 
cannot  be  li•ited to  those  tenders  covered 
THE  NEED  FOR  SYNERGY  IN  THE  APPROACH 
an  adequate  basis  to 
in  public  contracts 
fro•  its  field  of 
States  in  this  area 
by  this  Directive. 
The  issue  of  standardization  is  a  co••on,  doMinant  factor  in  all 
aspects  of  inforaation  technology  and  teleco••unications.  This 
arises  fro•  the  reaarkable  break-through  in  digitalization, 
i.e.,  abandoning  analogue  in  favour  of digital  signals,  usually 
transaitted  as  binary  codes.  This  is  no  longer  liMited  to 
co•puting  but  has  penetrated  office  auto•ation,  aanufacturing, 
t he  new  d i g i t a l i sed  net  w  o.r k s  and  t he  t e l e • at  1  c  s e r v i c e s  and 
ter•inals. 
The  interdependence  of  infor•ation  technology  and 
teleco••unications  and  the  extensive  overlaps  between  the•,  are 
reflected  by  co••on  areas  of  standardization  which  it  would  be 
Mistaken  to  treat  separately. 
This  interdependence  aust  also  be  reflected  in  adequate  and 
effective  coordination  between  the  co••ittees  concerned  by  these 
directives,  including  the  co••ittee  concerned  by  directive 
83/189. 
THE  STANDARD  IS  BECOMING  THE  BASIS  OF  THE  COMMUNICATION  PROC~SS 
Modern  co••unications  depend  on  respect  for  conventions  which 
allows  thea  to  develop  satisfactorily. 
Non-co•~unication  for  certain  new  services  <TELETEX,  VIDEOTEX, 
cellular  radiotelephony~  etc.>  arises  when  standardization  has 
not  really  played  its  role,  and  penalises  exchanges  at  the 
Co••unity  and  international  levels.  Co••unity  progra••es,  such 
as  CADDIA  and  INSIS,  constantly  confront  such  obstacles  and  on~ 
begins  to  measure  the  cost  of  the  lack  of  standardization. 
085 THE  EASE  OF  IMPLEMENTING  STANDARDS  IS  A  CONDITON  OF  THEIR 
CREDIBILITY 
The  credibility  of  international  standardization  suffers  fro• 
the  difficulties  experienced  by  those  who  want  to  1•ple•ent 
standards  to  ensure  the  •ost  current  exchanges  of  infor•ation. 
Using  international  standards  has  often  been  co•plicated  by  the 
lack  of  means  to  verify  conforMance  of  products  to  these 
standards.  The  draft  Directives  have  taken  into  account  so•e 
aspects  which  contribute  to  a  better  application  of  standards  or 
co••on  technical  specifications  and  ensure  the  verification  of 
conforMance. 
II.  OBJECTIVES  Of  THE  TWO  DRAFT  DIRECTIVES 
The  two  draft  Directives,  taken  together, 
main  objectives 
have  the  following 
1)  to  instigate  satisfactory  procedures  for  establishing,  by 
technically  specialized  organisations,  standards  <for 
inforaation  technology)  and  coMmon  technical  specifications 
(for  teleco11munications>  whose  priority  has  been  recognized 
by  the  Co••unity  through  appropriate  procedures  and  allowing 
a  har•onized  iMpleMentation  of  international  standardization 
in  the  ComMunity  fraaework  ; 
2)  to  ensure  that  the  regulatory  •echanis•s  which  concern 
exchange  of  data  and  the  interoperability  of  syste•s  in 
infor•ation  technology  and  telecomMunications  are  subject  to 
procedures  which  coMplete  those  of  Directive  83/189/EEC,  and 
that  the  work  achieved  at  CoMMunity  level  is  not  duplicated 
and/or  impeded  by  work  undertaken  in parallel  at  the  national 
level  ; 
3)  to  see  to  it  that  European  standards  in  inforMation 
t e c h no logy  an"'  comMon  spec i f i c a t  i on s  i n  t e l e co  • • u n i c at i on s 
serve  as  refe.ences  in  public  purchasing  by  the  CoMMunity 
institutions  and  the  Member  States  ; 
4)  to  set  up  progressively  a  procedure  for  the  Mutual 
recognition  of  tests  for  telecommunications  equipMent  made  by 
laboratories  approved  in  the  Member  States,  on  the  basis  of 
comMon  specifications  adopted  at  ComMunity  level • 
• 
•  • 
086 
·,·  ., Co•ple•entary  •easures  of  a  technicaL  and  organisational  nature 
should  be  taken,  which  will  facilitate  their  application  and 
will  reinforce  their  i•pLe•entation. 
In  particular, it concerns  : 
the  application  of  new  concepts  such  ••  functional  standards 
and  develop•ent  of  experi•ental  standards  ; 
to  encourage  and  assist  European  organi•••  responsible  for 
publishing  standards  and/or  co••on  technical  specifications 
to  i•prove  their  organization  and  accelerate their work  ; 
to  establish 
procedures  and 
standards  ; 
ways  of  i•prov1ng  and  har•oniz1ng  test 
confor•ance  certification  of  products  to 
to  i•prove  the  •ethods  and  infrastructure  for  the  realisation 
of  tests. 
C 0  I  C  l  U S  I  0  I  S 
The  two  draft  directives  for•  a  coherent  set  of  ••asurea  and  an 
effective  contribution  along  the  guidelines  adopted  by  the 
Council  on  16  July  1984. 
In  each  of  the  areas  concerned,  the  two  directives  lay  the  basis 
for  organising  the  definition  of  the  1tandards  an~  the  co••on 
technical  specifications  neceasary  for  the  realisation  of  the 
Co••unity  ••rket  and  the  encourage•ent  of  a  •ore  co•petitive 
European  industry  in  a  prag•atic  ••nner  which  takes  accounL  of 
the  particular  aspects  of  each  ar••· 
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A - I  U R R A I  Y 
The  draft  Council  Directive  relating  to  atandardization  in  the 
field  of  infor•ation  technology  and  teleco••unications 
follows  the  traditional  approach  to  standardization  proble•s 
in  the  Co••unity  context  and  at  the  sa•e  ti•e  •akes  allowance 
for  the  specific  aspects  of  infor•ation  technology  and 
teleco••unications. 
The  growing  ;•portance  of  standarda  in  this  field,  and  in 
particular  the  role  they  play  in  enauring  the  exchange  of 
inforMation  on  the  basi•  of  agreed  conventions  and  the 
co•patible  working  of  syste•s  processing  and  co••unicating 
that  infor•ation,  provides  a•ple  justification  for  the 
Co••unity  to  step  up  the  activities  already  under  way  and  to 
supple•ent  thea  by  •ore  precise  action  including 
- alignMent  with  international  standardization, 
- the  perforaance  of  technical  work  to  be  entrusted  to  the 
co•petent  technical  bodies  as  the  need  e•erges  and  following 
consultation  with  a  Standing  Co••ittee, 
- due  consideration  given  to  standardization  when  drawing  up 
technical  rules, 
- the  stricter  application  of  standards  to  which  reference 
should  be  •ade  in  public  procure•ent  orders  • 
089 B.  E  X P  L  A N A T  0  I  Y  R I  R 0  I  A I  a U R 
I  N T  R 0  0  U C T  I  0  N 
In  the  context  of  the  1•ple•entat1on  of  a  Co••unity 
inforMation  technology  and  teleco••unications  strategy,  the 
question  of  standards  was  found  to  be  a  vital  factor  for  : 
the  establish•ent  of  a  Co••unity  infor•ation  technology 
•arket,1 
- the  establishMent  in  the  inforMation  technology  sector  of 
t .... tter  coordinated  industrial  strategies  betwee.n  Co••unity 
coMpanies, 
the  success  of  ·the  work  undertaken  under  the  ESPRIT 
progra••e, 
- the  i•ple•entation  of  a  European  teleco••unications  policy.
2 
The  implementation  of  a  Co••unity-wide  coordinated  strategy  is 
essential  because  of  the  special  role  played  by  infor•ation 
technology  and  teleco••unications  standardization  and  its 
urgency  for  the  future  of  IT  in  the  Co~'unity. 
,------------------- Council  •eetings  <Internal  Market>  on  26  October  and 
25  Nove•ber  1983  and  8  March  1984.  2  Com•unication  for  the  Co••ission  to  the  Council  on 
Teleco••unications.  Lines  of  action  - COM(83>573  final 
of  29  SepteMber  1983. 
Com•unication  fro•  the  Co••ission  to  the  Council  on 
Teleco••unications.  Progress  report  on  the  thinking  and 
work  done  in  the  field  •nd  initial  proposals  for  an  action 
progra••e  - COM<84>277  final  of  18  May  1984. 
Conclusions  of.the  Industry  Council  of  17  Oece•ber  1984. 
Conclusions  of  the  European  Council  of  29  and  30  March 
1985. A,, 
l  THE  IMPORTANCE  Of  STANDARDIZATION  IN  THE  FIELD  OF 
INFORMATION  TECHNOLOGY  AND  TELECOMMUNICATIONS 
1.  The  role  of  standarda  in  this  field 
Standardization  has  a  very  direct  iapact  on  the  operation  of 
co•puterized  equip•ent,  syateas  and  networks. 
In  the  early  days  of  coaputers,  coaputer  centres  vere  operated 
in  co•parative  isolation,  and  a  few  conventions  were 
sufficient  for  the  exchange  of  punch  cards,  •agnetic  tapes  and 
progra••es  written  in  high-level  progra•aing  languages. 
The  first  decisive  develop•ent  took  place  in  the  early  1970s 
when  data  bases  started  to  be  •ore  widely  used  and  ter•~nals, 
co••unicating  on  the  basis  of  aore  precise  conventions, were 
required.  This  develop•ent  was  intensified  with  the 
widespread  introduction  of  growing  nu•bers  of  •ini- and 
•icroco•puters  that  can  theoretically  use  a  wide  range  of 
progra••es  ;  in  actual  fact,  it  is difficult  to  use  software 
written  for  one  ••chine  on  hardware  •ade  by  a  different 
•anufacturer. 
More  recently,  with  the  advent  of  public  data  transaission 
networks,  it has  beco•e  possible  to  interconnect  a  wide  range 
of  equip••nt  perfor•ing  a  varied  range  of  functions,  exa•ples 
being  the  syste•s  installed  or  planned  in  banks,  travel 
agencies,  business  and  industry  (advanced  office  syste•s, 
co•puter-integrated  •anufacturing>. 
The  needs  of  users  and  •anufacturers  are  now  expressed  in 
ter•s  of  interoperabi lity  and  the  capacity  of  syste•s  and 
equip•ent  to  co••unicate  and  cooperate  with  each  other. 
091. 2.  Econoaic  repercussions  of  the  absence  of  a  Coaaunity  policy 
The  general  aia  of  standardization  in  inforaation  technology 
and  telecomaunications,  as  in  other  econoMic  sectors,  is  to 
remove  technical  barriers  that  iMpede  the  establishMent  of  an 
har•onized  internal  Market  and  distort  coMpetition  by  creating 
captive •arkets. 
The  situation  is,  however,  •ore  serious  in  the  field  of 
inforMation  technology  and  teleco••unications  than  in  other 
econo•ic  sectors. 
The  delay  in  tackling  standardization  and  the  large  nuMber  of 
de  facto  standards  <•anufacturers'  specifications>  which  are 
~~ither public  nor  stable  have  encouraged  the  establish•ent  of 
~apti~e Markets,  not  just  for  a  few  products  but  for  the  whole 
information  technology  and  telecoMMunications  field  because .of 
the  trend  towards  the  setting-up  of  co•puterized  syste•s  and 
networks. 
Because  the  cost  of  software  is  increasing  in  relation  to  that 
of  hardware,  independent  •anufacturers  are  tending  to  tailor 
their  products  to  th.e  equip•ent  having  the  largest  Market 
shares. 
A  Co•~unity  inforaation  technology  and  teleco••unications 
standardization  ~olicy •ust  therefore  help  to  : 
create  a  aarket  and  support  the  develop•ent  of  these 
technologies  while  at  the  saae  tiae  reMoving  barriers  to  the 
functioning  of  the  •arket  ; 
- bring  about  aore  efficient  exchanges  of  inforaation  which 
are  essential  to  the  proper  functioning  of  econoaic  life  ; 
092 - 11ve  individual  uaers  and  coapanies  pointless  converaion 
costs  owing  to  incoapat1b1l1ty. 
3.  The  specific  nature  of  infor•ation  technology  end 
teleco••unications  standard• 
The  nl!ture  of  the  stenderds  end  the  stenderdization  process 
in  the  field  of  infor•ation  technology  and  teleco••unicetions 
stand  out  as  a  very  apecial  field  by  virtue  of  three 
characteristics 
First  of  all  the  standards  are  perticularly  co•plex  because 
they  have  to  be  sufficiently  detailed  to  guarantee  data 
co••unication  and  in  so•e  ceses  the  interoperability  of 
syste•s.  This  eo•plexity  increeses  with  the  sophisticetion of 
the  hardwere  and  softwere.  It cells  for  extr••• precision  if 
the  require•ents  of  the  ver1ous  levels  of  interaction  of  the 
syste•s  are  to  be  •et. 
The  i nfor•at ion,  whether  it  eons i ats  of  the  actual  deta  or 
instructions  concerning  their  procesaing,  trans•ission  or 
presentation,  is  expressed  in  the  for•  of  groupe  of  sequences 
consisting  of  nou;hts  and  ones. 
They  are  interpreted  according  to  codea  and  their  exchange 
requires  interfaces  or  protocols  which  are  conventions  that 
are  often  also  expressed  end  coded  in  binery  for•. 
Because  of  the  density  of  this  infor•ation,  its  high 
throughput  rate  and  the  way  in  which  it  is  presented,  it  is 
beco•ing  •ore  and  aore  difficult  to  co••  to  grips  with  it. 
093 Data  processing  standards  are  a  closed  book  to  users,  unlike 
the  situation  in  other  sectors  where  a  standard  is  accepted 
and  understood  by  users  who  can  i•ple•ent  it  i••ediately 
without  prior  research,  aa  in  loading  a  fil•  in  a  c•••r•  or 
fitting  a  tyre  to  a  wheel  ••de  by  a  different  •anufacturer. 
The  diOitization  of  networks  and  the  develop•ent  of 
specifications  for  terMinals  required  to  equip  new 
computerized  teleco••unications  services  will  result  in  the 
sa•e  degree  of  complexity  in  future  in  the  teleco••unications 
sector. 
secondly,  infor•ation  technology  and  teleco•aunicationa 
~-tan~_:t_!diz_~tion  is  of  great  urpency  for  both  technological  and 
e~nnomic  r•a~ons.  Because  of  the  speed  and  nature  of 
te .. hnological  develop•ent  it  is  essential  to  reach  the 
required  degree  of  precision  in  atandards  very  rapidly, 
oth~rw~se  texts  arising  fro•  standardization  work  will  be 
obsolete  before  they  are  produced,  especially  when  different 
provisional  solutions  have  had  to  be  adopted  by  •anufacturers. 
The  standard  is  then  outdated  and  no  longer  offers  the 
stability  that  users  are  entitled  to  expect  of  it. 
EconoMically,  •any  fir•s  will  be  unable  to  survive  in  this 
industry  if  they  have  to  continue  to  operate  and  c~•pete  in 
the  market  on  the  basis  of  proprietary  co•pany  standards  and 
captive  software  ~vste•s. 
Finally,  the  infor•ation  technology  and  teleco••unications 
standardization  activities  aust  be  carried  out  in  the  context 
of  international  standardization. 
This  approach  ensures 
that  standardized  products  can  be  distributed  on  the  world 
market  ; 
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•  that  the  technical  capacity  is  available  to  cope  with  the 
gradual  a•alg•aat1on  of  data-processing  and  tele-
coa•unicationa  standards  as  required  by  the  convergence  of 
ayate••  with  the  developa•nt  of  IT  networks. 
The  international  OSI  <Open  Syateaa  Interconnection)  atandard 
nov  being  prepared  in  the  International  Standardization 
Organisation  <ISO>  provides  the  theoretical  basis  for  a  set  of 
standards  coaaon  to  both  systeas,  even  though 
telecoaaunication  has  a  standardization  body  of  ita own  in  the 
CCITT. 
II  - THE  OBJECTIVES 
1.  Helping  to  eatabliah  a  genuine  Coaaunity  infor•ation 
technology  and  teleco••unicationa ••rket. 
The  rapid  iaple•entation  of  a  Co•aunity-wide  coordinated 
strategy  for  standards  ia.eaaential  in  view  of  the  urgency  and 
i•portance  of  this  issue  for  the  future  of  infor•ation 
technology  and  teleco•aunications  in  the  Co••untty. 
The  adoption  of  coaaon  standards  is vital  to  : 
- the  establish•ent  of  a  •ore  transparent  and  coapetitive 
Co•aunity  inforaation  technology  and  teleco••unications 
aarket, 
the  ability  of  Coa•unity  industry  to  gain  aaxiau•  advantate 
froa  the  Co••un;ty  d;•ension  and  to  satisfy  the  pressure  of 
de•and  for  fast-developing  products  and  syste•a  that  are 
aore  and  aore  frequently  interconnected. 2.  I•proving  conditions  of  coapetition 
The  Co••unity  ••rket  is  today  divided  between  the  cuatoaers  of 
the  different  fir••·  Such  a  co••ercial  and  industrial 
strategy  requires  that  fir••  obtain  a  large  enough  aarket 
share,  either  on  the  basis  of  their  own  products  or  on  the 
bas;s  of  licensing  or  subcontracting  agreeaents  enabling  thea 
to  supply  all  the  products  and  service•  required. 
Very  few  co•panies  in  the  Coaaunity  are  in  this  position  and 
not  one  of  the•  is of  European  origin. 
Until  such  ti•e  as  the  work  on  the  OSI  aodel  achieves 
o  ....  '.~i"'!t
4 on~t  results,  there  will  be  a  risk  of  de  facto 
stan~k.•·ds  and  architecture  gradually  beco•ing  established  in 
order  to  •eet  •arket  requireaents. 
3.  The  efficiency of  infor•ation  exchanges  fn  the  Coaaunity 
Information  exchanges  are  increasingly  dependent  on 
conventions  established  between  data-procesaing  syateaa 
connected  by  networks.  Standardization  provides  an  essential 
basis  for  these  exchanges  and  their  efficiency  is  directly 
dependent  upon  it.  It •ust,  however,  be  effected  in  such  a  way 
that  IT  standards  and  co•aon  technical  apecifications  which 
apply  to  the  telE :o••unieltions  sectot  contribute  to  the 
efficiency  of  these  exchanges  throughout  the  Coaaunity. 
096 Users  are  faced  with  1nco•patibility proble•s  that  can  only  be 
solved  by  costly  conversions  and  that  reduce  the  reliability 
of  their  syste••·  User  require•enta,  especially  as  regarda 
the  coap1tible  working  of  syate•a,  •uat  be  t1ken  into  account 
so  th1t  they  can  aaae•ble  their equip•ent  as  1  function  of  the 
work  profiles  required. 
III  - THE  PRELIMINARY  WORK 
In  recent  years  the  Co••iasion  has  already  begun  preli•inary 
work  on  standardizltion  in  the  field  of  infor•ation 
technology. 
The  vital  role  played  by  standardization  in  the  f•ple•entation 
of  a  Co••un1ty  strategy  has  e•erged  very  clearly  in  recent 
•onths  and  as  a  result  the  Co••isston  proposes  that 
stan~ardization  activities  be  stepped  up  by  bringing  the• 
under  a  wider  and  •ore  vigorous  policy. 
In  May  1984  the  Co••ission  depart•ents  sub•itted  to  the 
Council  <Industry>  proposed  guidel1nes3  for  the  i•ple•entation 
of  the  •easures  necessary  for  the  drawing  up  of  a  joint  action 
progra•••·  Once  these  guidelines  were  confir•ed  the  Co••ission 
called  several  . ••etings  of  the  Senior  Officials  &roup  for 
Information  Technology  Standardization  and  consulted  it with  a 
view  to  continuing  its  exa•ination  of  the  proble••  raised  by 
the  definition  o~  a  co••on  standardization policy. 
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WI.\  ••. As  a  result  of  this  exa•ination it 
(a)  e•phasized  the  urgent  need  for  action  in  thia field  ; 
<b>  confir•ed  the  value  of  ••king  uae  of  the  expertiae  of  the 
European  standards  institutions,  which  were  asked  to state 
how  they  could  organize  the•selves  to  tackle  proble•s 
specific  to  IT  standardization  ; 
<c>  recognized  that  the  co••it•ent  of  the  joint  organization 
CEN/CENELEC  and  the  proposed  adaptation•  to  structures  and 
procedures  sub•itted  at  the  •eeting  of  25  July  1984 
satisfied  the  necessary  conditions  for  tackling  the 
specific  field  of  infor•ation  technology  ; 
<d>  took  into  consideration  the  growing  i•portance  of  the 
cr1~n•cn  areas  corresponding  to  technical  overlaps  between 
infor•ation  technology  and  teleco••unications  and 
confir•ed  that  the  association  of  CEPT  with  the  work  of 
CEN/CENELEC  would  strengthen  the  coherence  of  the 
standardization tffort; 
<e>  deter•ined  priorities  for  the  eatablish•ent  of  the  first 
work  progra••e  ; 
(f)  realized  the  need  to  eatabliah  confor•ance  testing 
facilities. 
098 With  the  availability of  all  theae  data  which,  thank•  to  the 
efforts  of  the  standard•  institutions  and  the  repreaentativea 
of  the  ad•inistrations,  were  •••••bled  in  a  relatively  short 
ti•e,  it  is  now  possible  to  define  proposals  for  the 
i•ple•entation of  a  strategy  1n  this  field. 
IV  - PRESENTATION  OF  THE  DRAFT  DIRECTIVE 
Standardization  proble•s  +have  always  been  one  of  the 
Co••unity's  •ain  concerns  since  its  establ1sh•ent  and  in  past 
years  satisfactory  solutions  have  been  found  in  various 
sectors. 
In  tackling  the  proble•  of  infor•ation  technology  and 
teleco••unications,  the  Co••unity  is  far  fro•  devoid  of 
reaources,  aince  it  already  has  a  fir•ly  baaed  tradition  in 
the  field  of  standardization  and,  in  addition  to  the 
experience  it  has  already  gained,  the  existing  instru•ents  can 
be  used  in  order  to· attain the  desired  results  •ore. rapidly. 
The  draft  directive  takes  this  situation  into  account  when 
proposing 
- align•ent  on  international  standardization, 
- the  use  of  existing directives, 
- the  allocation  of  responsibilities  on  the  basis  of  the  roles 
traditionally  played  by  the  Co••ission,  the  Standing 
Co••ittee  consisting  of  Me•ber  States•  representatives  and 
the  standards  institutions  responsible  for  the  technical 
work. 
In  order  to  benefit  fro• this  tradition,  however,  adjustaents 
•ust  be  ••de  in  the  light  of  the  aspects  specific  to  this 
sector  .. 1.  Deftnition  and  perfor•ance of the  necessary  activities 
The  activities  to  be  carried  out  are  essentially  designed  to 
ensure  har•onized  application of ·international  standardization 
within  the  Co•Munity.  They  are  not  intended  to  coMpete  with 
work  going  on  in  international  bodies,  but  aiM  to  increase  the 
efficiency  and  encourage  the  align•ent  of  this  work  and  to 
fill  the  gaps  which  often  prevent  the  direct  use  of 
international  standards  and  reco••endations 
common  exchanges  of  inforaation. 
for  the  •ost 
In  pursuing  these  objectives  a  nuMber  of  activities  aust  be 
properly  coordinated. 
1.1  laking  require•ents  into  account 
Stanrlardization  work  is  g'tnerally  undertaken  as  a  result  of 
require~ents  expressed  by  Manufacturers,  users  and  other 
interested parties.  The  harMonized  application  of  standards 
must  satisfy  requireaents  that  govern  the  choice  of  priorities 
and  this  •eans  that  at  a  later  stage  it  is  necessary  to  verify 
that  the  standards  prod~ced  have  properly  satisfied  these 
requireMents. 
1.2  Carrying  out  the  technical  work 
The  technical  work  necessary  to  restore  the  credibility  of 
international  standards  is  in  principle  aasigned  to  the 
European  standards  institutions  and  the  CEPT  in  accordance 
with  the  now  traditional  procedures  in  European 
standardization  which  have  already  proved  their  worth  in 
practical  application. 
It  must  be  •ade  clear  that  the  work  to  be  carried out  for••  a 
chain  in  which  each  link  is of  i•portance,  for  exaMple 
100 1., Thf  list of  projects 
The  list of  projects  attached  to  the  draft  directive  vas  drawn 
up  in  order  to  : 
Ca>  provide  a  •ore  detailed  description  of  the  projects 
planned  for  the  initial period; 
(b)  allow  a  periodic  review  which,  after  the  Standing 
CoMMittee  has  been  consulted,  will  take  into  account  any 
developMents  in  require•ents  and  the  rapid  changes  that 
are  typical  of  inforMation  technology  and 
telecoM•unications; 
<c>  ensure  greater  ManageMent  flexibility  by  enabling  budget 
est i •ates  to  be  geared  to  the  type  and  volu•e  of  the 
projects,  the  financing  arrange•ents  which  are  illsuited 
to  the  •ore  rigid definition of  a  •ulttannuel  plan. 
2.  The  best  us~  of  standardization  within  the  regulatory 
framework 
Nu11erous  technical  specifications  are  drawn  up  in  the  course 
of  the  regulatory  activities  of  the  Me•ber  States  and  often 
produce  inco•patibilities  that  seriously  handicap  any  atte•pt 
Such  har•oni zat ion  has  little  chance  of 
succeeding  in  the  Co•Munity  or  in  t'he  wider  international 
fra•ework  as  it  comes  at  too  late  a  stage  and  the  investMent 
already  Made  drastically  coMproMises  the  chances  of  any 
align•ent  proposals  succee.d?;ng. 
The  proposals  •ade  are  not  designed  to  restrict  the  regulatory 
pow e r  of  t he  Me • be r  S  t a..t e. s  but  to  ens  u r e  t hat ,  1  n  1 tea  d  of 
haMpering  standardization,  their  regulatory  activities  beco•e 
an  effective  way  of  pro•oting  it. 
101 It  has  been  found  that  •any  technical  rules  specify  aspects 
that  could  easily  be  covered  by  existing  standardization  if 
reference  were  ••de  to  the  nu•ber  of  the  standard  and  to  the 
test  aethod  described  in  a  sta~dard on  te1ting.  The  failure 
to  refer  to  the  standard  and  the  current  practice  of 
redefining  in  each  and  every  case  aspects  that  coulC:  aore 
easily  and  aore  correctly  be  described  by  the  standard 
necessarily  encourage  the  frag•entat1on  of  the  aarket  and 
deprive  the  Co•aunity  of  one  of  the  aost  effective  ways  of 
applying  international  standards. 
Where  European  standards  institutions  or  the  CEPT  have  been 
given  standardization  briefs,  these  should  be  taken  into 
account  in  the  drafting  of  technical  rules.  Clearly  the 
standardization  work  is  jeopardized  if .the  experts  responsible 
for  it  know  that  regulations  in  the  process  of  for•ulat1on 
p. ~judice  the  outcoae  of  the  convergence  process  that  is 
necessary  to  carry  out  their  task. 
The  case  of  technical  specifications  that  could  be  _covered  by 
standardization  work  carried  out  rapidly  represents  a  change 
in  coaparison  to  the  existing directives. 
The .need  to  act  at  this  early  stage  has  already  been ·aenttonPd 
~ith  reference  to  tnforaation  technology  and  it  adequate 
justification  for  the  proposals  that  strengthen  the  aachinery 
set  up  by  Article  7  •nd  8  of  Directive  83/189/EEC. 
Notification  of  a  draft  technical  rule  coaes  at  a  stage  when 
several  aonths  of  work  have  already  been  devoted  to  its 
drafting  and  since  aanufacturers  have  often  aade  •  start  in 
the  design  of  products  in  line  with  the  preliainary  draft  the 
conditions  for  align•ent  are  far  fro•  ideal.  It  is therefore 
proposed  that  at  the  preliainary  stage,  i.e., when  there  is  an 
intent;on  to  draw  up  technical  rules,  an  opportunity  should  be 
provided  to  see  whether  the  technical  work  cannot  be  carried 
out  jointly  and  to  take  advantage  of  Co•aunity  solidarity at  a 
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tiat  when  it  has  the  best  prospects  of  succeedinQ.  This  kind 
of  reasoning  is  particularly  valid  in  the  telecoaaunications 
sector,  since  the  digitization  of  networks  results  in 
convergence  being  achieved  in  the  early  stages,  and  experience 
has  shown  that  it  is  very  difficult  to  •ake  corrections  once 
large  investaents  have  been  •ade  in  the  infrastructure.  It 
should  be  noted  that  in  the  event  of  failure  the  application 
of  Directive  83/189/EEC  is  still  valid  and  that  at  a  later 
stage  the  notification  of  the  draft  technical  rule  reaains 
applicable. 
3.  The  use  of  standards  in  public  procureaent 
The  application  of  standards  in  public  procure•ent  is  an 
inseparable  part  of  the  proposed  approach  and  is  justified by 
a  dual  relationship 
Ca>  the  preparation  of  specifications  referring  to  standards 
allows  genuinely  coMpetitive  tendering  and  the  lack  of 
standards  that  can  be  directly  used  for  this  purpose  is  a 
serious  obstacle  to  the  opening-up  of  the  aarket  ; 
(b)  the  use  of  standards  for  public  procure•ent  helps  to 
proaote  the•  and  •any  users  outside  the  public  sector 
readily  follow  the  e-a•ple  given  once  they  know  that  these 
standards  are  :n  coa•on  use. 
When  co•puters  were  used  in  isolation  the  application  of 
standards  could  •ore  easily  be  confined  to  the  probleas  of 
•anaging  a  co•puter  centre  and  was  essentially  •  aatter  for 
techn;cians.  The  inforMation  technology  boo•  has  radically 
changed  this  situation  and  coaputer  systeas  are  now  used  for 
exchanges  of  infor•ation  essential  to  the  functioning  of  a 
aodern  society.  It  •ust  be  possible  to  carry  out  such 
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exchanges  on  the  basis  of  officially  standardized  conventions 
that  are  independent  of  the  choice  of  supplier  as  was  the  case 
earlier  with  the  Morse  or  teleprinter  codes. 
At  present  the  technical  specifications  used  in  tender 
docu•ents  for  •ost  official  contracts  rarely  Mention 
international  standardization  <or  its national  equivalent>  but 
refer  to  Manufacturers'  specifications  although  these 
references  do  not 
access  or  aerely 
existing  systeMs. 
have  a  status  ensuring  everyone  of  free 
pay  lip  service  to  coMpatibility  with 
This  situation  is  particularly  worrying  in  view  of  the  fact 
that  many  infor•ation  systeMs  financed  fro•  public  funds  are 
set  up  to  provide  inforMation  to  a  very  wide  public  and  the 
specifications  for  such  systeMs  affect  the  ordering  of 
terMinals,  for  which  it  is  iMpossible  to  refer  to 
international  .,~ndards. 
Directive  77/62/E£t4  applicable  to  data  processing  since  1981, 
does  net  provide  an  adequate  basis  as  far  as  standardization 
is  concerned. 
- It  •erely  stat's  in  Article  7  that  technical  specifications 
•ay  •ake  reference  to  standards. 
- The  nuMber  of  contracts  for  IT  published  in  the  Official 
Journal  of  the  European  CoMaunities  is  extre•ely  low. 
- The  i•ple•entation  of  standards  should  not  be  linked  to  the 
•ini•u•  financial  value  for  which  the  Directive  is 
applicable,  as  it  is  relevant  to  all  equip•ent. 
It  does  not  cover  the  teleco••unications  sector  which  •eans 
that  the  application  of  European  standards  and  co••on 
technical  specifications·can  be  pro•oted  without  difficulty. 
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0J  No.  31  of  15  January  1977. It  is  therefore  proposed  that  the  use  of  international 
standards  should  be  applicable  in  public  procure•ent  orders. 
The  application  of  standardization  in  this  context  naturally 
calls  for  a  progressive  approach  : 
the  standards  that  can  currently  be  used  for  this  purpose 
are  not  yet  very  nuMerous  if  only  because  there  is  a 
desperate  shortage  of  confor•ance  testing  facilities  and 
these  are  essential  for  haraonized  iaple•entation  ; 
the  standards  applicable  on  a  priority  basis  are  those 
governing  exchanges  in  open  aode,  in  particular  through 
public  networks,  and  applying  to  only  one  part  of  the 
inforMation  technology  coMplex. 
the  coa•on  technical  specifications  required  in  the 
teleco••unications  sector  have  a  particular  bearing  on 
future  co•puterized  teleco••unications  services,  iae.,  on 
the  digitization of  networks  and  on  the  new  generations  of 
ter•inals. A~~ 
The  proble•s  raised  by  IT  standardization  do  not  call  into 
question  international  standardization  but  directly  concern 
the  possibility  of  easy  iapleaentation  of  these  standards  to 
solve  practical  proble•s. 
Applications  requiring  exchanges  of  in1oraation  in  open  aodE, 
for  which  international  standardization  is  obviously  ideal, 
are  increasingly  nu•erous  and  •ake  the  case  for  a  aini•u•  of 
tvn-.entions,  inevitable  in  any  organized  society,  based  on 
·nternational  standards.  The  Co••ission's  proposals  are 
designed  to  ensure  that  activities  relevant  to  this  objective 
are  henceforth  better  coordinated  by  the  Me•ber  States  in  the 
Co••unity  .. .  .  . 
Proposal  for • 
COUNCIL  DIRECTIVE 
on  standa~ization 1n  the field of  1nfo~ation technology 
and teleca..unicationa 
(subMitted  to the  Council  by  the  C~ission> 
107 PROPOSAL  fOR  A 
COUNCIL  DIRECTIVE 
ON  STANDARDIZATION  IN  THE  FIELD  Of  INFORMATION 
TECHNOLOGY  AND  TELECOMMUNICATIONS 
THF  COUNCIL  OF  THE  EUROPEAN  COMMUNITIES, 
Having  regard  to  the  Treaty  establishing  the  European  Econo•ic 
Community,  and  in  particular  Articles  100  and  213  thereof, 
Having  regard  to  the  proposal  fro•  the  Co••ission, 
Having  regard  to  the  Opinion  of  the  European  Parliaaent1, 
Having  regard  t  J  the  Opinion  of  the  Ec~no•ic  ~~d  S~~{~l 
C  .  2  o•m1ttee  , 
1 
2 
OJ  No. 
OJ  No. 
, 
, 
108 Whereas  the  standards  applicable  in  the  field  of  infor•at·fon 
technology  and  the activitiea  necessary  for  their  preparation are 
of  a  special  nature  and  involve  the  following  : 
the  coMplexity  of  the  technical  specifications  end  the 
p r e c i s i on  r e q u i red  t o  ensure  t he  ex c nang  e  of  d at  a  a-nd  t he 
co•patible  operation  of  syste•s  ; 
- the  need  to  ensure  rapid  publication  of  standards  so  that  undue 
delays  do  not  result  in  the  early  obsolescence  of  texts  that 
have  been  overtaken  by  the  speed  of  technological  change  ; 
- the  need  to  ensure  the  application  of  international  standards 
on  a  basis  which  will  guarantee  their  credibility  fro•  thtt 
standpoint  of  practical  i•ple•entation  ; 
- the  econo•ic  i•portance  of  the  role  played  by  standardization 
in  contributing  to  the  creation  of  a  Co••unity  aarket  in  this 
field  ; 
Whereas  Council  Directive  83/189/EEC1  enables  the 
Comm1ssion,  the  Me•ber  States  and  the  standards  institutions  to 
be  informed  of  the  intentions  of  standards  institutions  to  draw 
up  or  to  a•end  a  standard,  and  whereas  under  the  ter•s  of  that 
Directive  the  Co••ission  •ay  establish  ter•s  of  reference  for 
work  on  standardization  of  co••on  interest  to  be  undertaken 
jointly  and  at  an  early  stage  ; 
1  OJ  No.  L  109,  26.4.1983,p.  8 Whereas  that  Directive  •ust  be  expanded  so  that  in  the  field  of 
inforMation  technology  and  telecoaaunications  the  Co•Mission  and 
the  Memb~r States  are  infor•ed,  fro•  the  very  beginning,  of  the 
drafting  of  technical  rules  and  whereas  the  standstill  procedure 
which  is  applicable  to  the•  •ust  be  Modified  to  enable  the 
~~ompetent  technical  organizations  to  draw  up  co••on  technical 
sp~cifications or  European  standards  ; 
Whereas  the  telecoMMunications  sector  is  of  economic  iMportance 
beth  from  the  point  of  view  of  industrial  activity  in  :his sector 
(jnd by reason of its contribution to the efficient exchange of informaticn 
1  ro~"'vughout  the  Co••unity  and  in  the  light  of  the  conclusions  of 
tl'e  c,)uncil  of  17  DeceMber  1984  on  a  Co•Munity  teleco••unicat;ons 
poticy  ; 
Whereas  the  increasing  a•ount  of  technical  overlap  between  th~ 
different  fields  of  standardization,  particularly  in  ~he  case  of 
' n t o r· m  a t  i on  t e c h no l o g y  and  t e l e coM • u n i c at  i on  s ,  i s  s u c h  as  to 
iu~tify  close  cooperation  between  standardization  bodies,  which 
should  collaborate  in  order  to  deal  with  these  ••tters  of  coa•on 
~~·eas  the  agreeMents  recently  concluded  by  the  Co•Miss1on 
·  •;thin  the  fra•ework  of  the  MeMoranduM  of  Understanding  signed 
w·ith  the  European  Conference  of  Postal  and  Teleco••unications 
fdMinistrations  (CEPT>, 
11.0 - and  in  the  context  of  the  general  guidelfnea  agreed  with  the 
joint  European  standardization organization  CEN/CENELEC 
now  •ake  it possible  to  assign  responsibility  for  the  drafting of 
co••on  standards  and  technical  specifications particular  to  those 
two  fields  to  those  specialized  technical  organizations,  without 
prejudice  to  any  further  procedures  that  ••Y  need  to  b•  set  up  ; 
Whereas  application  of  the  CoYncil  Directive  on  the  initial  stage 
of  implementation  of  the  mutual  recognition  of  type  approval  for 
telecommunications  terminal  equipaent1  will  necessitate  the  planning 
of  work  on  the  drawing-up  of  com•on  technical  specifications  in  the 
telecommunications  sector  ; 
Whereas  the  field  of  public  sector  procure•ent  constitutes  a 
particularly  suitable  ar~•  for  the  application  of  standards  and 
technical  rules  and  whereas  Council  Directive  77/62/EEt2  needs  to  be 
supple•ented  so  as  to  reinforce  the  reference  ••de  to 
standardization  ; 
Whereas  a  Standing  Co••ittee, 
appointed  by  the  Me•ber  States, 
co•posed  of  representatives 
should  be  set  up  to  help  the 
Co••ission  to  draw  up  guidelines  and  to  define  priorities  in 
respect  of  the  proposed  activities  ; 
2 
Directive  proposed  on  the  same  date. 
O.J.  No  L  13,  15.1.1977,  p.1 
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..4_  • .L HAS  ADOPTED  THIS  DIIECTIVE  : 
Article One 
·For  the  purposes  of  this  Directive  : 
1>  "t~chnical specification•  aeans  a  specification  contained  in  a 
'  «1ocument  which  lays  down  the  characteristics  required  of  a  product, 
such  as  levels  of  quality,  performance,  safety  or  dimensions, 
including  the  requirements  applicable  to  the  pooduct  as  regards 
terminology,  symbols,  testing  and  test  Methods,  packaging,  marking 
~.·r  tabetling  ; 
2>  ~common  technical  specification"  •eans  a  technical 
-;pecification  which  has  been  drafted  with  a  view  to  unifor• 
application  in  all  the  Me•ber  States  of  the  Co••unity  ; 
3)  "standard"  •eans  a  technical  specification  a~proved  by  a 
recognized  standards  body  for  repeated  or  continuous 
•  application,  coapliance  with  which  is  not  coapulsory  ; 
4>  "test  standard"  nteans  a  standard  concerned  exclusively  with 
tP-st  ntethods,  soaeti•es  su_ppleaented  by  othe.r  provi  .. sions. 
relating  to  the  test  in  question  and  covering  such  •atters  as 
s~mpling,  the  use  of  statistical  Methods  and  th•  test 
~equr.nce  ; 
~;  •international  standard"  aeans  a  standard  adopted  by 
a  r~cognized international  standards  body  ; 
(.  ·  ,.fur"pean  standard  ..  •eans  a  standard  which  has  been  approved 
r··,u·suant  to  the  statutes  of  the  standards  bodies  with  which 
the  Co••unity  has  concluded  agr~e•ents  ; 
112 7)  "develop•ent  standard"  •eans  a  standard  with  a  satisfactory 
degree  of  stability,  proposed  by  the  standards  bodies  with 
which  the  Co••unity  has  concluded  agree•ents  and  which  has 
been  tried  out  in  practice  before  being  foraally  adopted  ••  a 
furopean  standard; 
8)  "functional  standard"  •eans  a  standard  that  has  been  drawn  up 
for  the  purpose  of  fulfilling  a  •ore  coaplex  function  such 
as  is  required  in  order  to  ensure  systeas  interoperability, 
that  is  generally  obtained  by  linking  together  several 
reference  standards  which  have  already  been  adopted,  and  that 
has  been  approved  pursuant  to  the  statutes  of  the  standards 
bodies  with  which  the  CoMMunity  has  concluded  agreeaents  ; 
9)  "harMonization  docuMent"  •eans  a  docuaent  approved  as  such 
pursuant  to  thf'  statutes  of  the  standards  bodies  with  which 
the  Co••unity  has  concluded  agree•ents  ; 
10)"technical  regulation"  means  the  technical  specifications, 
including  the  relevant  administrative  provisions,  the  observance 
of  which  is  compulsory,  de  jure  or  de  facto,  in  the  case  of 
marketing  or  use  in  a  Member  State  or  a  major  part·thereof~ 
except  those  laid  down  by  local  authorities  ; 
11)  "certification  of  conforMity"  Means  the  activity  whereby  the 
confor11ity  of  a  product  or  service  to  given  standards  or 
other  technical  specifications  is  certified  by  Means  of  a 
certificate or  mark  of  conformity  ; 
12>  "information  technology"  aeans  the  systeas,  equipMent, 
components  and  software  required  to  ensure  the  transMission, 
processing  and  storage  of  inforMation  in  all  centres  of  human 
activity  (hoMe,  office,  factory,  etc.)  whose  application 
generally  requires  the  use  of  electronics  or  siMilar 
technology. 
113 Article  2 
In  the  field  of  the  standardization  of  inforMation  technology  and 
telecom•unieations,  and  particularly  that  part  of  it  which  is 
concerned  with  the  preparation  and  application  of  standards  and 
com111on  technical  specifications  pursuant  to  the  procedures  laid 
down  in  Articles  4,  5  and  6,  the  following  Measures  shall  be 
implemented  at  Co•mun1ty  level  : 
1.  regular,  at 
international 
least  annual,  deterMination  on  the  basis  of 
standards,  draft  international  standards  or 
~quivalent  docuMents  of  priority  standardization  require•ents 
"', th  a  view  to  the  preparation  of  work  progra••es  and  the 
commissioning  of  such  European  standards  and  co•mon  technical 
specifications  ••  •ay  be  dee•ed  necessary  to  ensure  the 
exchange  of  inforMation  and  syste•s  interoperability  ; 
2.  on  the  basis  of  international  standardization  activities 
a>  the  clarification  ~nd  supple•enting  of  existing 
international  standards  and  reco••endations  so  as  to  ensure 
that  the  quality  of  their  definition  guarantees  the 
precision  required  by  u,ers  for  th~ exchange  of  infor•ation 
and  systeMs  interoperability,  having  recourse,  i.f 
necessary,  to  the  drafting  of  functional  standards  ; 
b)  direct  action  to  ensure  the  preparation  of  technical 
specifications  which  ••Y  for•  the  basis  of  European 
standards  in  the  absence  of  international  standards,  or 
when  such  action  is  justified  by  excessive  delays  ; 
1 i  t\ 
.,N  • • J ...  J.. c)  •easures  to  facilitate  the  •pplic•tion  of  the  at•nd•rds  and 
co••on  technical  spec1f1c•t1ons,  in  particul•r  by  •eans  of: 
- the  verification  of  the  confor•ity  of  products  and 
services  to  t6e  standards 
specifications,  preferably 
end 
on  th4 
co•aon  technical 
basis  of  test 
standards; 
- the  certi1ication of  confor•ity  to  standards  and  co••on 
specifications  in  accordance  with  properl~  haraonized 
procedures  ; 
the  organization  of  de•onstrations  of 
standards  are  being  developed  so 
credibility  ; 
ways  in  wh;ch 
as  to  ensure 
d)  proMotion  of  the  application  of  standards  and  co•mon 
technical  specifications  relating  to  inforaation  technology 
and  telecoa•unications  in  public  sector  procureMent. 
The  specific  objectives  and  the  activities  proposed  are  detailed 
in  the  Annex.  That  Annex  may  be  revised  by  the  Co•aission 
following  consultation  of~ the  CoMmittee  referred  to  in 
Article  6  ;  it  shall  be  upd3ted  at  least  once  every  three  years. 
Article  3 
1.  When  technical  regulations  are  being  drawn  up  in  the  fi~lds  covered 
by  this  Directive,  the  Member  States  shall  refer  to  European 
;,tandards  and  comMon  technical  specifications  when  they 
relate,  even  partly,  to  the  technical  specifications  necessary 
for  the  establishment  of  those  technical  regulations. 
2.  The  Me11ber  States  shal.l  refrain  from  drafting ter.hnical regulations 
in  the  fields  covered  by  this  Directive  when  the  technical 
specifications  correspond  to  aspects  cov•red  either  by  the .A~4 
tasks  or  approved  standardization  progra••es  entrusted  to  the 
f.•Jropean  standards  i nst  i tut ions  or  by  the  work  ent rus tf'd  to 
the  specialized  technical  bodies  in  the  telecomMunications 
sector  with  a  view  to  drawing  up  coa•on  technical 
specifications. 
3.  If  no  European  standard  or·  coatMon. technical  specification 
exists  and  if  the  European  standards  inst;tutions  or  the 
specialized  technical  bodies  in  the  telecoatmunications  sector 
are  not  working  on  one,  the  Member  States  shall  com•unicate  to 
the  CoMmission  their  decision  to  comaence  work  on  the  draft1ng 
of  technical  rules,  if  necessary  in  the  form  of  programMes, 
in  the  sectors  which  aake  up  the  field  covered  by  this 
Oirective  with  a  view  to  ensuring  the  ner:essary  exchange  of 
i~formation  and  syste•s  inter-operabilityand  which  correspond 
to  the  priorities  laid  down  by  the  Commission  after 
consultation  of  the  Co••ittee  provided  for  ~n  Article  6. 
The  Co11uaission  shall  inforM  the  other  Me~nbeor  States  without 
delay  and  invite  theiR  to  state  whether  they  wish  to  see  a 
European  standard  or  a  docuMent  resulting  in  common  ter.hnical 
specifications  prepared. 
Within  three  •onths  of  being  notified  of  the  intentions  of  a 
Member  State,  and  after  consulting  the  CoMmittee  provided  for 
in  Article  6,  the  Co••ission  May  assign  the  task  to  the 
European  standards  institutions  or  ask  the  speciali~e4 
technical  bodies  in  the  telecoa•unications  ser:tor  to 
u n de  r t a k e  t  h e  w  o r k  of  d r a f t i n g  c o  1111 on  t e e h n ; c &  ·-
specifications. 
4.  If,  at  the  end  of  the  peri~d  laid  down  for  th~  tasks  assigned 
to  the  standards  institutions  or  for  the  drafting  of  common 
technical  specifications,  the  technical  specificati(.•n!a 
r~quested have  not  been  prepared or 
if,  at  the  end  of  the  three-month  period  referred  to  in  the  third 
subparagraph  of  paraQraph  3,  no  decision  has  been  taken  on  whether 
to  assign  the  task  of  preparing  European  standards  or  com•on 
technical  specifications  to  the  European  standards  institutions  or 
to  the  specialized  technical  bodies  in  the  telecommunications 
sector 
the  Member  State  will  be  free  to  prepare  the  technical  rules 
referred  to  in  paragraphs  2  and  3  in  accordance  with  the 
obligations  laid  down  in  Directive  83/189/EEC. 
Article 4 
The  Commission,  taking  into  account  the  information  procedure 
laid  down  in  Directive  83/189/EEC  and  in  consultation  with  tht: 
Committees  referred  to  in  Article  6,  shall  determine  the 
priority  needs  of  the  Community  in  the  fields  covered  by  this 
Directive  on  the  question  of  standards  and  comMon  technical 
specifications  and  the  verification  of  conformity  with  the 
st~ndard~ or  common  technical  specifications.  It  shall  draw  up 
programmes 
technical 
in  line  with  these  needs  with  a  view  to  assigning  the 
work  to  the  competent  technical  organizations  in 
accordance  with  the  following  procedures  : 
a)  In  the  inforMation  technology  sector  covert!d  by  the  E.uropean 
standards  institutions,  the  Commission,  after  consult;ng  the 
Committee  provided  for  in  Article  6,  shall  entrust  the 
technical  work  to  these  organizations  requesting  the•,  if 
necessary,  to  draw  up  corresponding  European  standards. 
117 b>  ln  the  teleco••unications  sector,  the  toa•ission  after 
consulting  the  Co••ittees  provided  for  in  Article  6,  shall 
request  the  specialized  technical  bodies  in  the 
telecoaaun1cations  sector  to  draw  up  coa•on  technical 
specifications  within  an  agreed  period  in  acc~rdance  with  the 
procedure  laid  down  in  Article  5  of  Dir~ctive
1 .~··· 
c)  In  the  field  coa•on  to  infor•ation  technology  and  to 
teleco~aunications,  the  Co••ission,  after  consulting  the 
Conuaittees  provided  for  in  Article  6,  shall  request  the 
European  standards  institutions  and  the  specialized  technical 
bodies  in  the  telecoaaunications  sector  to  subm~\  tb  it within 
a  period  of  three  •onths  a  joint  prop~sal  for  th~ organization 
of  the  work  which  will  take  into  account  : 
- the  level  of  convergence  to  be  ensured, 
- the  participation of  experts  fro•  associated  sectors, 
a  definition  of  the  fra•ework  in  which  theo  work  w;ll  be 
carried out. 
After  receiving  this  proposal,  the  CoMMission  r.hal i.  entrust 
the  work  to  be  carried  out  to  these  ~r~an•zdtions  io 
accordance  with  the  procedures  deoscribed  in  poin(&  a)  and  h) 
as  a  function  of  the  need  to  draw  up  either  Europeoan  standards 
or  co•aon  technical  specifications. 
Article  5 
ihe  ~ommission shall  ensure  that  the  standard&,  thP  har~~nizaticn 
<ioc.u~tents  and  the  coamon  technical  specificat 'on~  oef ined  in 
ttlis  way  are  applied  in  the  case  of  all  Co~~taun1ty  orojects  and 
Oirective  proposed  on  the  same  ~~t~. 
118 progra••es,  including  public  procureaent  orders  financed  fro•  the 
Co••unity  budget. 
Me•ber  States  shall  take  all  necessary  steps  to  ensure  that 
reference  to  European  standards,  har•onization  docu•ents  and 
co••on  technical  specifications  is  •ade  in  public  procure•ent 
orders  relating  to  infor•ation  technology  and  teleco••unications 
and  that  those  standards  or  co••on  technical  specifications  are 
used  as  the  basis  for  the  exchange  of  infor•ation  of  public 
interest. 
Application  of  this  Article  snall  take  account  of  th•  need  for 
the  continuity  of  operation  of  existing  syste•s  and  their 
extension  during  the  transitional  period  required  for  their 
adaptation  to  technical  progress. 
These  provisions  a•end  the  application  of  Article  7  of  Directive 
77/62/CEE  to  public  supply  contracts  in  respect  of  inforaation 
technology  equipment. 
Article  6 
A Standing  Committee  with  the  task  of  assisting  the  ComMission  in 
attain;ng  the  objectives  and  conducting  the  activities  l~id  down 
by  this  Dir~ctiv~,  coMposed  of  representatives  appointed  by  the 
Member  States,  who  May  be  assisted  by  experts  or  advisers,  is 
hereby  established  under  the  Chair•anship  of  a  representative  of 
the  Co••ission. 
119 lne  Coelftission  shall  consult  the  Co••ittee  on  the  definition  of 
general  guidelines,  the  analysis  of  require•ents,  the 
~etermination  of  Community  priorities,  the  drawing  up  of 
programmes,  the  verification  of  conformity  with  standards  and 
~ith  com~on technical  specifications  and  other  subjects  connected 
with  standardization  in  the  field  of  infor•ation  technology, 
tet~communications and  fields  in  which  they  overlap. 
T~~  Commission  shall  coordinate  the  activities  o1  this  Committee 
w1th  those  of  Committees  existing  in  related  sectors  - where  necessar) 
an  the  ba~is of  joint  meetings  - particul4~~Y  in  areas  of  technical 
ov~rlap. 
Article  7 
1.  The  Committee  shall  meet  at  least  twice  a  year. 
2 ..  The  Com m  i t t e e  s h a t l  draw  up  i t s  own  r u l e s  of  p r f\ c e d u r e ~ 
3.  The  activities  of  the  Com•ittee  and  the  inforaation  submitted 
to  ·it  shall  be  confidential. 
the 
Nevertheless, 
Co••ittee  and 
sul,ject  to  the 
rne  nat;onal  r.ecPc;sary 
nuthnr;tles 
precautions, 
may  seek  the  expert  advice  of  n~tural  or  leg~l 
~er~ons  in  the  private  sector. Article 8 
Every  two  years  the  Co••ission  shall  sub•it  a  progress  report  to 
the  European  Parlia•ent  and  the  Council  on  standardization 
activities  in  the  ;nfor•ation  technology  sector.  This  report 
shall  refer  to  the  impleMenting  arrangeMents  adopted  within  the 
Co•munity,  the  results  obtained,  the  application  ot  those  results 
in  public  procurement  contracts,  and,  in  particular, 
practical  significance  for  certtfication. 
Article  9 
Member  States  shall  take  the  measures  necessary  to  coMply  with 
this  Directive  by  ••••••  1  at  the  latest  and  shall  forthwith 
inform  the  CoMmission  thereof. 
Article  10 
This  o:rective  is  addressed  to  the  MeMber  States. 
--------------------
1  Three  months  after  the  adoption  of  the  Directive. 1.  A I  AS 
ANNEX  (1) 
STANDARDIZATION  REASURES  IN  THE  FIELD  OF 
tNFORRATION  TECHNOLOGY  AND  TELECORNUNICATIONS 
a)  to  contribute  to  the  integration  of'  the  internal  Co•aunity 
market  in  the  inforMation  technology  and  telecomMunications 
sector  ; 
b~  to  improve  co•petitive  conditions  by  enabling  Manufacturers 
to  ensure  the  coMpatibility  of  their  equip•~nt  on  the  basis 
of  precisely  defined  international  standards  or  coMMOn 
technical  specifications  to  which  unrestricted  c.ccess  is 
guaranteed  ; 
c)  to  facilitate  t'h'e  exchange  of  inforMation  throughout  the 
CoMMunity,  by  reducing  the  obstacles  created  by 
incoapatibilities  arising  fro•  the  absence  of  standards  or 
their  lack  of  precision  ; 
• ;;  This  annex  reproduce&  soMe  of  the  tech,..;cal.  content  of 
~ections  1.1  and  1.2  (Standardization  p~licy  and  public 
~rocure111ent>  of  the  Annex  to  Council  Decision  8415)9/EEC  in 
respect  of  general  measures  in  the  field  of  deta  processing 
COJ  No.  L  308,  27.11.84). d>  to  ensure  that  user  requtre•ents  are  taken  into  account  by 
giving  users  greater  freedo•  to  asse•ble  their  syste•s  in  a 
•anner  guaranteeing  an  adequate  degree  of  operating 
coMpatibility  and,  consequently  iMproved  perfor•ance  at  a 
lower  cost  ; 
e>  to  pro•ote  the  application  of  standards  and  co••on 
technical  specifications  in  the  public  procure•ent 
sectors. 
2.  DESCRIPTION  Of  REASURES  AND  ACTIVITIES  TO  BE  UNDERTAKEN 
2.1  PREPARATION  OF 
PRIORITIES 
WORK  PROGRAMMES  AND  DEFINITION  OF 
The  dr•wing  up  of  ~ork  progra••es  and  assignMent  of 
priorities  takes  account  of  CoMmunity  reQuire•ents  and  the 
econoMic  i•patt  of  these  activities  fro•  the  standpoint  of 
both  users  and  producers.  The  tasks  to  be  perfor~ed  at 
this  level  include,  in  particular  : 
2.1.1  operations  designed  to  gather  detailed  information 
on  the  basis  of  national  and  international 
programmes,  presentation  of  that  information  i:1  a 
form  which  facilitates  coMparative  analysis  and 
preparation  of  the  SUMMaries  required  for  the  work 
of  the  CoMmittee  ; 
2.1.2  the  disseMination  of  that  information,  the 
exaMination  of  requireMents  and  the  consultation  of 
interest~d parties  ;· 
2.1.3  synchronization  of  the  work  progra••es  with 
international  standardization activities  ; 
12.3 2.1.4  th~  ••n•g••ent  of  work  progr•••••, 
specific  tasks  and  contr•cts, 
ti•etables  and  •on1tor1ng  of  their 
and  the  transposition  of  European 
national  standards  ; 
preparation  of 
drawing-up  of 
1•ple•entat1on 
atandarda  into 
2.1.5  the  preparation  of  reports  describing  the  execution 
of  the  activities  and  the  practical  results of  their 
iMpleMentation. 
?.  ..  2  THE  EXECUTION  OF  STANDARDIZATION  ACTIVITIES  IN  THE  FIELD 
OF  INFORMATION  TECHNOLOGY 
Execution  of  the  work  prograa11es  necessitat~s  the 
i~plementation  of  a  series  of  activities,  responsibility 
for·  which  is  generally  entrusted  to  CEN/CENELEC  and  to  the 
CtPT  and  which  correspond  to  the  different  stages  of 
activity  that  must  be  co•pleted  in  order  to  ensure  the 
cre~ibility of  standards. 
lhese  activities  include 
2.2.1  the  refine•ent  of  international  standards  in  an 
effort  to  re11ovt  the  a•biguities ·and  options  that 
distort  tht  function  of  standards  designed  to 
guarantee  the  exchange  of  infor•ation  and  the 
co•patibl•  o~eratiQn of  syste••  ; 
7.2.2  the  drafting  of  developMent  standards  in  cases 
justified  by  the  excessive  delays  c,f  international 
standardization  procedures,  or  of  stand~rds  required 
in  the  ComMunity  context  in  the  absence  of 
international  standards  ; 
~.2.3  the  definition  of  the  conditions  to  be  fulfilled  in 
~rder to  clai•  coMplete  confor•ity  to  a  standard  ; 2.2.4  the  develop•ent  of  sufficiently  detailed  operating 
standards  or  specifications  to  enaure  the  co•pat1ble 
working  of  ayat•••  which  operate  on  the  baa1s  of 
standards  ; 
2.2.5  the  ••nage•ent  of  public  enquiry  procedures  ;  the 
for•al  adoption  of  standards  and  •onitor1ng of  their 
transposition  into national  atandards  ; 
2.2.6  the  preparation  of  test  standards  and  the 
organization  of  procedures  and  structures  to  enable 
test  laboratories  to  check  confor•1ty  to  those 
standards  on  a  properly  har•onized  basts. 
2.3  ACTIVITIES  AFFECTING  THE  TELECOMMUNICATIONS  SECTOR 
The  standardization aeasures  which  concern  the  teleco••unications 
sector  include  two  typ~s of  activity  : 
- the  drafting  of  co••on  technical  apecifications  applicable  to 
teleco•aunications  networks 
indispensable  as  a  basis 
~hich,  in  'certain  cases,  are 
for  the  1nfor•at1on  technology 
standards  which  depend  on  these  networks  for  the  lonq-distance 
exchange  of  infor•ation..  This  work  co•es  under  the 
~~r•onization activities  carried  out  in  the  teleco••unications 
sector  ; 
- the  work  to  be  carried  out  in  the  field  co••on  to  inforaation 
~echnology  and  to  telecoaaunications  requires  increased 
cooperation  between  the  co•petent  technical  bodies.  It  should 
raise  the  degree  of  convergence  so  that  the  standards  and 
co•aon  technical  specifications  can  be  applied  in  as  •any  ways 
as  possible  and  ;n  a  har•onized ••nner. 
1?r; 
..i.  ....  t.J 2.4  COMPLEMENTARY  MEASURES 
This  part  of  the  progr•••e  covers  measures  taken  in  direct 
support  of  the  above-•entioned  activities  and  includes 
2.4.1  specific  metrological  activities  relating  to 
- test  and  validation  instruMents, 
- formal  description  techniques, 
recourse  to  references,  particularly  in  the  cas~ 
of  applications  requiring  the  use  of  functional 
standards  based  on  a  nuibtr  of  standards  1n 
combination  ; 
2.4.2  the  provision  of  guidance  11anuals  for  the  final 
user  ; 
2~4-3 the  organization  of  demonstration~  in  rP~pe(t  of  the 
operating  compatibility  achieved  a~  a  result  of  the 
application  of  a  standard..  The  main  ai•  of  this 
action  will  be  to  make  thE'  t~st  itr'd  mt"trological 
instruiftents  defined  in  2.4.~  available  for  u1e  in 
different  projects  and  to  ~nsure  that  developMer.t 
standards  ire  experimented  with  ; 
2.4.4  the  crestion  of  a  suitable 
arrangements  that  go  b~yond  the 
!->truc:.tur~ 
fram~"'or'k 
for 
of 
industrial  standardizatinn,  depend  on  agreeMents 
concluded  in  particular  fietds  of  prof~s~ionai 
activity  and  contribute  to  the  effic:ient  P;,r.:-.;:,ange  of 
information  <travel  agency  transactions, 
of  •oney  transactions, 
docu•ents,  etc.J  ; 
co~~tputeri:lation 
automation 
of  customs 
126 (4) 
2.4.5  •easures  to  be  taken  in  respect  of  production 
auto•ation,  office  auto•ation  and  •icro-co•puting 
which  will  affect  interface  staRdardization  in 
particular  ; 
2.4.6  studies  and  projects  relating  specifically  to 
standardization  in  the  field  of  inforMation 
technology. 
3.  IIEASURES  RELATING  TO  THE  APPLICATION  Of  STANDARDS  II  THE 
PUBLIC  PROCURENENT  SECTOR 
3.1  Oeter•ination  of  the  •ost  efficient  •ethods  of  ensuring 
the  rapid  application  in  the  public  procure•ent  sector  of 
the  standards  and  technical  specifications  drawn  up  in 
the  context  of  the  above-Mentioned  activities. 
3.2  Exa•ination  of  the  effects  in  the 
sector  of  the  co•plete  application 
public  procure•ent 
of  the  relevant 
Co••unity  rules,  involving  in  particular 
a  comparison  of  the  progress  •ade  by  the  European 
industry  in  the  light  of  the  •easures  taken  by  the 
Member  States  in  connection  with  public  proeure•ent  in 
the  data-processing  field  ; 
- colle~tion of  the  necessary  statistics  ; 
- proMotion  of  equal  conditions  of  access  to  Co••unity 
public  procure11ent  contr.acts  for  undertakings  within 
the  framework  of  Council  Directive  77/62/EEC  of  21 
December  1976  coordinating  procedures  for  the  award  of 
public  supply  contracts. 
127 3 • .3  Coordination  of  national  •easures  in  respect  of  general 
systems  evaluation  and,  in  conjunction  with  national 
research  centres  in  the  data-processing  field,  the 
adoption  of  principles  with  a  view  to  the  definition  of 
evaluation  criteria. 
3.4  Examination  of  the  possibility  of  establishing  a  nu•ber 
of  principles  to  be  applied  in  evaluating  proposals. 
3 .. 5  Examination  of  the  possibility  of  establishing  c<>••on 
principles  for  the  definition  of  specifications. 
3.6  Coordination  of  the  exchange  of  technical  experience 
between  national  bodies  responsible  for  public 
~ r ocu -~~~~nt  and  the  pro•otion  of  such  ex  chang~  through 
~oordination  of  the  activities  of  the  national  research 
centres  in  the  data-processing field. 
3.7  identification  of  topics  likely  to  lead  to  the 
develop•ent  of  projects  of  co•aon  interest  to  public 
procure•ent  agencies. FINANCIAL  RECORD 
1. Budget ......  ing 
7717  Standardization  Infor•ation and  Teleco..unications Technologies 
2.  Legal Basis 
- Article 100 
-Conclusions of  the  Council  •eet~ng on  standardization of  16  July,  1984 
- Council  Directive 83/189/EEC  of  28  March,  1983,  laying down  a  procedure  for  the provision 
of  infor•ation  in  the field of  technical  standards and  regulations  <OJ  L.109 of  26.4.83> 
- Council  Directive  on  standardization  in the  field of  infor•ation technology  <draft  under 
preparation) 
J.  Proposed classificatfCft as obligetory/non-obl  i ..  tory spending 
Non-obligatory  spending 
4.  Description and justification 
The  project  proposed  consists  of  standardizaHon  work  spec;fic  to  infor•ation  technology 
and  covering  so•e  areas  of  overlap  b~tween  infor•ation  technology  and  teleco  ..  unications. 
The  relevant  technical  bodies  <e.g.  :  CEN/CENELEC  and  CEPT)  will  be  responsible  for  the 
work,  with  a  view  to defining  European  standards  <EN)  derived fro•  international  standards 
or,  in  the absence  of  such  international  standardization,  defining the  required  standards 
in the  Community  context. 
These  act ions  also  include  the  work  required  to  allow  users  to  apply  these  standards, 
notably  in  the  area  of  public  procure•nt,  i.e.  detailed  definition,  user-guides  to 
iMPleMentation,  confor•ity testing and  certification. 
4.1  Objectives 
'These  actions  ai11  at  the deHnition  of  the  necessary  standards  for  inforMation  exchange 
and  interoperabil'ity between  heterogeneous  systeMs,  i.e.  essentially at  the  interfaces 
for  both  hardware  and  software. 
They  are  also designed  to encourage  : 
- the  e5tablish11ent  of  a  co ..  unity  11arket  for  infor•ation  technology  and  network 
tPrl'llinals 
- U•e  implementation  of  more  convergent  industrial  strategies  between  Co••mity 
entrepdses 
greater  efficiency  in  the  inforMation  exchange  essential  to  successful  business 
management  and  the  reduct ion  of  the  overheads  paid  by  users  due  to  incoMPatible 
syste11s 
- the application of  standards  under  public  sector purchasing 
Tf-11T  (Standardization and  Type  Approval  Unit) 
5.  Type  of expenditure and ..  thod of calculation 
5.1  Type  of expenditure 
Contracts,  co ..  issioning of  standards,  provision of  experts'  services, etc ••• 
1  ;"' 0 
..o..  rJ tJ - orq•t1isat1on  of  consultations/Meetings 
- st~tndardhat •on  tontracts  <on  the  basts  of  order  foras  corresJ;Of\ding  to  detailed 
co~issions or  progra-.es - average cost  esti ..  ted at  ECU  120,000 per contract> 
~  establishMer.t  of  conforMity  testing procedures  ;  proaoting confor•ity testing centres 
and  org~trn~nng  df!•onstration~  of  interQPerabil1ty  based  on  the  application  of 
stdndard~  (contracts  drawn  up  with testing centres  following calls for  proposal> 
- ;~ux il1 ary  M!d  tf!'MP'>r&ry  staff 
- drafting ot  technical  specifications  with  a  view  to  publi«;  sector  purchasing  (studies 
~nd contracts  in the  fra•ework  of  the activities of the  PPSC  Coa.ittee,  public  sector 
purch~sing/data-processing> 
- fLlta-·prnl:fL;;S inS?  equiPMent 
publ it~t \f11l  an1  di:oseadnation of  inforution 
6.  financi•l  1wplications of the project in respect of approprtattone for expenditure 
Payaents  <MioEcu) 
1985  1986  1987  19ii  1989 
19t\t,  6.G  --n  T.r  r.tr  --- -
19RI  7.0  3.0  2.0  2.0 
~  3.5  4.5 
•!  ~ F'  3.5 
3.0  1.0 
... ,·."· ...  ,  ..  , ..•  :  .:11t~red  un.:tr  chapter 100> 
'  •• '  c;,., ... ,.e  o!  <:.-..anity  financing  (I)  in the overall coat of tiM project 
.. ·;·rt·,  · ..  \ y  fir  ..... cu. inq  to cover  100%  of  the  work  requhed  by  tho Co_..Hy. 
I:.  work  ,.,  pre'->ared  after  consultation  with  the  SP.n1or  OHicht  'I  Group  for  lnfor•at ion 
Tc: .• ~nul.Jgy  Standardization  <SOGITS).  It  takes  into  account  the  oc;t.tte  of  progress  of 
·,;·1 Pri'Mt ;nnal  standardization and  the  needs of  the Co•unlty  1n  this  are~. 
lt,~  w1;d.  undertaken  in  this  context  replaces  the  standardhation  progra  ... covered  by  tht-
•u'  t  i . .c!IOI'lUal  dllta-processing  progra•me  1979-1983.  During  the  transit  ion  period  (end  of 
1'~8'- .~r.d  1905>,  iniHiil  vork  will  b~ financed  under  budget  head'\ng  7702  (Council  Decision 
~ i  2?  f•ove•be;  1Ql.14  :  84/5~9/EEC), 
~  l~nantial iaplications in respect 6f staffing and  rYnntng  costs 
.iL  ~  ~hff r~ired full-tiM' 
~~  A  7/6  - 2  B  .S  C 
:1_  '.  8.  '•  Necessary  ~ropriations Proposal  for  a 
COUNCIL  DIRECTIVE 
concerning the first  phase of  the establishMent of  the mutual 
recognition of  type  ~proval for  telecOM.unications 
ter•inal equipMent 
<submitted  to  the  Council  by  the Com.ission> .210 
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TERMINAL  EQUIPMENT A.  SUMMARY 
In  accordance  with  one  of  the  objectives  approved  by  the 
Council  of  Ministers  on  17  December  1984,  the  Commission 
is  proposing  a  Directive  concerning  the first  stage  of 
the  establishment  of  the  mutual  recognition  of  type 
approval  for  telecommunications  terminal  equipment.  This 
f1rst  stage  consists  of  the  mutual  recognition  of  the 
results  of  conformity  tests  on  terminal  equipment 
carried  out  by  approved  laboratories  on  the  basis  of  a 
common  conformity  test  specification.  Th.ls  Directive 
w1ll  help  to  establish  a  European  telecommunications 
area  that  will  contribute  towards  the  harmonious 
development  of  the  Community's  economic  activities;  it 
has  two  object.1ves 
- to  ensure  that  telecommunications  terminals 
e~change information  and  allow  interworking; 
··  to  ensure  that  tests  to  verify  conform1ty  with  a 
common  technical  specification  are  carried  out  only 
oncl•  to  obtaln  type  approval  in  the  ten  Member  ~tates 
(type  approval  at  this  stage  st1ll  being  granted  by 
the  competent  authority  in  each  Member  State). 
The  proposed  O~rect1ve  endeavours  to  cover  all  the 
necessary  to  attain  the 
obJeCtl.ves,  i.e. 
(a)  The  choice  of  types 
prior1.ty. 
of  terminals 
(b)  The  drawing  up  of  common  technical 
abovementioned 
to  be  given 
sp•cifications 
for  conformity  tests  on  these  terminals. 
(<.)  Th~ adoption  of  these  specif1cations. (d)  The  approval  o~ test laboratories. 
(e)  The  use  of  common  conformity  test  specifications  for 
recognition  of  the  results  of  conformity  tests  on 
terminals. 
Cf)  The  use  of  common  conformity  test  specifications  in 
public  procurement  contracts . 
• 8.  EXPLANATORY  HEHORANDUM 
I)  INTRODUCTION 
In  the  conclusions  of  its meet1ng  of  17  December  1984, 
the  Council  approved,  on  the  basis  of  a  communication 
from  the  Comm~ss~on,  the  main  objectives  of  a  Community 
telecommunications  policy.  These  were  : 
(a)  the  creat1on  of  a  Community  market  for 
telecommunications  terminals  and  equipment: 
(b)  ~mproving  the  development  of  advanced 
telecommun1.cation  services  and  networksi 
(c)  improved  access  for  the  less-favoured  regions  of  the 
Community,  through  the  appropriate  use  of  Community 
financial  instruments,  to  the  benefits  of  the 
development  of  advanced  services  and  networks; 
(d)  coordinat1.on  of  negotiating  positions  within  the 
internat1onal  organizations  dealing  with 
telec.ommuru.catl.ons.  based  on  diSCUSSl.Ons  held 
JOl.ntly  Wl.th  the  Sen1.or  Officials  Group  for 
Telecommunications. 
The  oraft  D1r~ct1ve  presented  to  the  Counc1.l  today 
concerns  the  f1rst  obJeCtl.ve  whl.ch  tne  Counc1.l  agreed  to 
attain  by  : 
-·  a  standard12dlJon  policy  a1.med  at  the 
1.mplementation  1.n  the  Community  of  common 
der1veo  from  1.nternat1.onal  standards; 
effectl.ve 
standards - the  progressive  application  of  procedures  for  the 
mutual  recognition  of  type  approval  for  terminals. 
11)  THE  AIH  Of  !HE  PROPOSED  DIRECTIVE 
fhe  proposed  Directive  proposes  the  implementation  of  a 
first  stage  towards  the  mutual  recognition  of  type 
approval  for  terminals,  i.e.  the  mutual  recognition  of 
the  re~ults of  conformity  tests  on  terminals  carried  out 
by  approved  laboratories.  At  present  type  approval  for  a 
telecommunications  terminal  i.e.  authorization  to 
connect  it to  the  telecommunications  network  - is  given 
ln  each  Member  State  on  the  basis  of  the  results  of 
tests  to  verify  conformity  with  a  national  technical 
specification,  and  in  most  cases  these  tests  are  carried 
out  by  a  national  laboratory. 
maJor  disadvantages  : 
This  situation  has  two 
(a)  If  the  various  national  technical  specifictaions  are 
not  1dentical  for  a  terminal  providing  a  given 
service  - and  this  is generally  the  case  - terminals 
given  type  approval  in  two  different  States  cannot 
generally  communicate  with  each  other. 
Cb)  With  the  present  system,  the  industrialist  who  wants 
to  market  a  terminal  in  the  ten  countrie~  of  the 
Commun1ty  has  to  practically  recommence  tho  tests  10 
t\~es  in  order  to  obtain  type  approval,  wh{ch  causes 
delays  and  considerable  expense. The  system  proposed  in  the  Directive  has  two  objectives: 
- to  ensure  that  telecommunications  terminals  can 
exchange  information  and  allow  interworking; 
- to  ensure  that  the  tests  to  verify  conformity  with  a 
technical  specification  are  carried  out  only  once  to 
obtain  type  approval  in  all the  Member  States  (type 
approval  at  this  stage  still  being  granted  by  the 
competent  authority  1n  each  Member  State). 
Ill)  THE  APPROACH  ADOPTED 
To  obtain  these  results it is  necessary  to  have  a  common 
J2..i.a  :  this  w1.ll  be  provided  by  a  procedure  for  the 
drawing-up  of  common  technical  specifications.  There  are 
three essential  requirements  to  be  covered  in  the  field 
of  telecommunication  terminals 
- user  safety 
- network  safety 
interwork1ng  of  terminals. 
137 Saf~ty  requ~rements  ~or the  us•r  are  already  covered  by 
the  "Low  Voltageq  directive  (1).  As  they  concern 
~isential requirements  constituting  network  security  and 
anterworking  of  terminals,  1t  is  necessary  to  define 
tnam  to  include  an  important  quantity  of  detailed 
t~chnical specifications  of  construction  for  each  type 
of  terminal.  The  fact  that  previous  specifications  were 
c:laborated  in  organizations  which  did  not  have  the 
~tatute of  a  recognized  standard  organization  makes  it 
1~poss1b\a  ~t  the  present  time  to  adopt  the  appro~ch  of 
reference  to  standards . 
.Ib..!!--'..QlDmon  base  ensuring  interworkl-ng  of  terminals  and 
allow1ng  recognition  by  all  Member  States  of  conformity 
t~~t.~  Garried  out  by  approved  laboratory  in  any  one  of 
t  tH>m  is  _t..h.LJ;.Qmmoo  conformJ..ty  test  specification. 
Ovnng  to  tho  fact  that  t.his  specifi(~ation  is  drawn  up  by 
bo~Les which  do  not  have  the  status  of  recogn1zed 
·:t••ndards  instJ.lUtl.ons,  a  Qroc.;egure  for  the  adootion  of 
the  Gommon  specifications  has  to  be  provided.  To  bring 
~b(ut  a  situation  in  which  contormity  tests  on  a  given 
t~rminal are  carried  out  only  once  1n  the  Communit~.  it 
'~  necessar~·  t.o  1 ntroduce  mytuaJ.  .J~.n.,itioo  of 
.sc..QJlfg_rmitv ~  carr·1ed  out  by  auoroved __l..a_b.oratorJ,as. 
lh1~  01rect1ve  establ1shes  the  cha1n  of  act1vities 
.r·an\).\ng  from  international  $tandardl.zation  to  the  mut\:lal 
iflc.cynit1on  of  conformity  tests. 
(1)  ref.  73/23/EfC  of  19  February  1973 
1.38 The  Commission  took  the  view  that  a  Directive  was  the 
most  suitable  way  of  establishing  this 
Although  the  propos  ad  actiyities  are 
procedure. 
dtolqyed 
pr~gmaticallv on  the  basis  of existina orgaoizatigns  and 
procedures,  this  does  not  alter  the  fact  that  for 
practical application  a  minimum  of  common  discipline  is 
necessary  and  this discipline must  be  accepted  at  all 
levels  in  the  bodies  having  responsibilities  in  the 
field  of  telec.ommunica tion s.  The  Directive  is  an 
instrument  enabling  common  provisions  to  be  incorporated 
in  the  laws 
fleKibil.lty 
of 
J.n 
each 
the 
Hember  State, 
attainment  of 
thereby  allowing 
the  different 
operationa~ levels  concerned. 
The  proposed  Directive  endeavours  to  cover  all  the 
operation~ necessary  to  attain  the  objective$.  These 
are: 
(a)  The  choice  of  types  of  terminals  to  be  given 
prior1ty. 
(b)  The  drawJ.ng-up  of  common  technical  specifications 
for  ~onformity tests  on  these  terminals. 
(c)  The  adoption  of  these  specifications. 
(d)  The  avproval  of  test laboratories. 
(e)  The  use  of  common  conformity  test  specif1cations  for 
recogn.1t1on  of  the  results  of  conformity  tests  on 
termini:ils. 
(f)  The  use  of  common  conformity  test  specifications  in 
publ1c  procurement  contracts. 
for  implementat1on  of  the  Directive  the  Comm1ssion  will 
be  assisted  by  a  Committee  consisting  of  the  Senior 
Officials  Group  for  Telecommunications  set  up  by  the 
Council  on  4  November  1983. 
1~9 JVt  .IJiLQ10ICE  Of  'TYPES  Of  TERMINALS  TO  BE  GIVEN  PRIORITY 
Th~ first  thing  is  to  choose  the  types  of  terminals  to 
L~  g1ven  priority  for  the  estab1ishment  of  common 
technlcal  specifications  which  w1ll  serve  as  a  basis  for 
the  mutual  recognition  of  conformity  tests. 
The  Commission  can  provide  guidance  by  means  of  its  own 
studie~.  on  the  basis  of  criteria  relating  to  the 
d~vE>lopment of  serv1ces,  the market,  the  situation  of 
LOmpetitors.  etc.  Jt  will  also  consult  the  circles 
concerned  (carriers,  industry,  users).  On  that  basis, 
an~  1n  consultation with  the  Committee,  which  can  give 
lhP  vi~w~  of  the  circles  concerned  in  the  Member  States, 
1t  w1ll  draw  up  a  l1st  of  priority  terminals  and  of  the 
~tandards  and  techn1cal  specifications  needed  to  define 
th~ndl  terrnir,.-ls.  ihl.S  list will  be  updated  every  year 
<1t1d  is  accompanied  by  a  timetable. 
V)  QRAWING-UP  Of  COHftON  TECHNICAL  SPECIFICATIONS 
lnP  draw1ny-up  of  t~chnical  sp~cifications  for  terminals 
can  be  us~d  by  all  network  carriers  in  the 
C0mmunity  so  a'>  to  ensure  interworking  of  terminal5  is  a 
co~pJPx terhn1cal  operation  that  has  to  be  cartied  out 
by  compet~nt  ~x~erts  in  spec1.alized  ~echnic~l 
The  organization  is  selected  by  the 
'.r ·man 1  .:;  s 1. on  l. n  con s u 1 t  a t ion  w i t h  t he  Commit tee  .  I n  a c t u a 1 
) ·  ~  '. ,., e  wo r  k  h a s  a 1 r o ad y  s t  .:l r t  ~  d  on  the  b a s ~  ~  of  ~ n 
;.lJi.iaJ  l.l~t  of  technl.ccal  spocif1.ca~ions  and  priority 
~~~~1.nal~  ~dopled  by  the  Commission  in  consultat1on  with 
: t.••  '\eni~•r  Of'fl.cial5  Group  for  Telecommunications.  The 
"
1
"" •·  h:-.s  been  entrusted  to  the  CEPT  under  a  Memorandum 
··i  11 11<h•r:;t.311'l·::;lng  signed  between  the  Commission  and  the CF.PT  in  July  1984. 
The  CEPT  has  introduced  the  Commission's  priorities  1nto 
its work  programme  and  has  to  draw  up  common  technica~ 
specif1cations  for  these  termina~s.  The  work  is  to  be 
based  on  the  technical  specifications  recommended  at 
inernational level  (by  the  CCITT,  ISO,  IEC,  etc).  These 
specifications  often  leave  options  open,  are  sometimes 
incomplete  and  generally  do  not  stipulate  the  conformity 
tests.  Consequently  the  CEPT  must  eliminate  the 
ambiguities,  add  the  missing  characteristics  and  specify 
in  precise  terms  the  tests  to  be  carried  out  in  order  to 
verify  that  the  term~na~s  conform  to  a  specification.  As 
the  O~rect1ve  aims  at  the  mutual  recognition  of 
conform~ty tests,  the  Commission  is  asking  the  CEPl  to 
g1vo  priority  to  drawing  up  ~ommon  specifications  for 
~form1tv tests  on  termina~s.  In  addition  to  the  common 
test  core,  these  specifications  may  include  the 
definition  of  any  tests  justified  by  national  network 
peculiarities  1n  each  Member  State.  These  additional 
provisions  would  gradua~ly have  to  be  discarded  as  the 
nat1onal  networks  become  more  homogeneous  following  the 
1mplementat1on  of  new  services.· 
To  carry  out  th~s work  close  coordination  has  to  be 
eslabl1shed  between  the  CEPT  and  CEN-CENELEC,  to  which 
the  Comm1ssion  has  given  a  similar brief  for  information 
technology.  Since  there  are  areas  that  are  common  to 
both  .i.n format ton  technology  and  telecommunications,  it 
is  ~mportant  to  ensure  harmonization  of  the  work  done  by 
the  two  organ1zat1ons.  For  this  purpose  the  CEPT  and 
CEN-CENELEC  have  alre~dy  set  up  a  common  Steering 
Committee.  In  add~t1on joint meetings  will  be  organized 
whenever  necessary  between  the  two  committees  that  will 
assist  the  Commission  in  its work  in  these  two  fields. J.io 
Vl)  AQOPTION  OF  COMMON  spECIFICATIOHS  FOR  CONFORMITY  TESTS 
As  the  CEPT  does  not  have  the  status  of  a  recognized 
~tafHial·ds  1.nstitution,  a  procedure  lor  adopt1on  of  the 
common  specif1cat~ons  is  necessary.  The  Directive 
proposes  this  procedure.  It  makes  provis1on  for  the 
Commission  to  submit  to  the  Committee  proposals  for 
common  conformity  test  specifications  basad  on  the  work 
of  the  CEPT.  The  Committee will deliver  an  opinion  by  a 
qualified maJority  on  the  suitab1lity  of  these  common 
specificatLons  to  serve  as  a  basis  for  mutual 
recogn1t~on.  When  the  Comm1ttee's  opinion  is  favourable, 
the  Commission  will  adopt  the  common  specificat1ons  and 
publish  them  in  the  Official  Journal.  When  it  is 
un~avourable,  there  is  a  procedure  for  submitting  the 
mrittor  to  the  Council. 
ln  Lts  work  the  Committee  may  be  assisted  by  a  technical 
committee. 
After  adoption,  the  common  technical  specif1cations  for 
~onform1ty tests  on  a  term1nal  have  to  be  used  by  the 
approved  laboratories  in  carrying  out  these  tests. 
~Ill ~O~Of  TEST  LABORATORIES 
To  ensur~ that  the  r~sults  of  tests  to  verify  the 
conforwity  of  a  terminal  with  a  given  spec~fic~tion, 
carried  out  by  a  laboratory  in  a  Hember  State,  can  be 
rf!1 oun.LzPd  in  another  Hembe1·  State  3nd  serve  as  a  base 
fc1  •1-;!rminal  type  approval,  a  climat-:.  nf  confidence  must 
i•e  t.t  ~taoll.shed  between  all  tho.!e  t;onclitrneo  national 
labol·atc:rl.P.S  and  national  authorities  empowered  to  grant 
type  u.pp.rov~l 
The  H~mber States  are  responsible  for  appointing  the 
" a .._,  ~" o v e d  1 a h o 1· a t or  i e s ..  t h a t  w 1 11  c a x r y  o u t  t he  t e s t  s  on ::  . 
I~) 
the  basis  of  the  common  specification•.  They  must  first 
verify  that  these  laboratories  meet 
competence  and  reliability  established 
criteria  of 
by  specialized 
bodies  :  ISO  guides  25  and  40  already  eMist  in  this 
field. 
Confidence  can  be  built  up  by  the  holding  of  seminars 
and  the  organization of  reciprocal viaits  by  membera  of 
the  laboratories. 
Community  resource• 
laboratories  so  as 
performance. 
can 
to 
The  period  prior  to  the 
Directive  could  be  used  to 
be  used 
harmonize 
to 
the 
equip  these 
level  of 
entry  into  force 
identify  approved 
laboratories  and  to  carry  out  confidence 
of  the 
national 
building 
operations. 
A  special effort  should  be  made  to ensure  that  there  is 
not  too  great  a  difference  in  the  costs  of  conformity 
tests  from  one  laboratory  to  another. 
VIII)  THE  USE  Of  COMMON  CONFORMITY  TEST  SfCCIFICAIIANS  FOR  TMI 
MUTUAL  RECOiNITION  Of  THE  RESULTS  QF  CQMFOIMITX  liSTS 
It  is  above  all  in  this  phase  that  there 
min1mum  of  Community  discipline in order  to 
purposes  of  the  Directive. 
must  be  a 
attain  the 
The  common  conformity  test  specifications  must  be  u1ed 
by  the  approved  laboratories  as  a  basia  for  testing  the 
terminals  submitted  to  them.  The  certificate  of 
conformity  issued  after  these  teata,  provided  the 
results  have  been  ~atisfactory,  must  be  recognired  by 
the  national  authorities  responsible  for  type  a~proval 
as  a  basis  for  granting  type  approval. 
There  is  a  safeguard  clause which  allows  a  Member  State 
not  to  recognize  a  certificate of  conformity  iaaued  for 
113 a  terminal  if it ha·s  good  reason  to.  believe  that  this 
terminal does  not  meet  one  or  more  of  the  essential 
rtiquirements  mentioned  in  sectio~ Ill.  Because  of  the 
w1de  variety  of  situations  that  may  occur  it  is 
ditficult  to define  more  precisely  the  circumstances  in 
whict'\  the  safeguard  clause  may  be  invoked.  However.  the 
obligation  on  the  Member  State  using  the  safeguard 
c.lause  to  inform the  Comrni5sion  and  the  other  Member 
Stete~.  stating  the  reasons  f~r it'  decision,  and  the 
procedure  that  follows  this  natifir.ation  should  prevent 
any  abuse  of  this  facility. 
The  Member  St&tes  must  also  recognize  certificates  of 
ronformity  w1th  their  national  standards  issued  by 
approved  laboratories  in other  Member  States  in  respect 
qf  terminals  for  wh~ch there  ar~  no  common  technical 
conformity  test  specifications. 
f)()  J.ttE  USE  Of.  COtJHON  CONfOIMJTX  TEST  SPECIFICATION$  JN 
~~_liQCUIEM£MI CONTRACTS  ; 
The  introductiou  into public  pJ'or.urement  contracts  of 
•·ef"erenc:es  to  common  conformity  test  specifications. 
where  the  cont~act~ are  for  termjnals  covered  by  such 
~pecifieation~.  j~  a  high1y  effeLtive way  of  promoting 
these  spec1fications  and  has  a  kn~ck-on  effBct  on  the 
~  r iva  t e  sector .  I t  .\. s  in  any  c a s e  on  1 y  nat  1..-t> a 1  that  t h • 
administ.ration$  C"f  tho  Member  States  should  snow  a  sense 
:'1  c;on,.uu"  CH•l·po~e  in  pursuing  ~h.,  ObJec.t.ive'  :.l.aid  down 
t•v  t.n~  ,"cvn~.l.l.  wjth  the  aim  :,1  ostablJs~·l:,g  411  vast. 
"•ten,;•l  mRr~et,  to  whict'  the  us•  ot  common 
spec~fir~ti~ns  and  st,ndar~s  in  thi~  field will  make  a 
.fft'lt  c:ont:.·if"\\.Jt:lvn. 
141 XI  'QNCLUSJONS 
The  attached  proposal  organizes  the first  stage  towards 
the mutual  recognition  of  type  approval  as  requested  by 
the  Council  of Ministers  on  17  December  1984.  In  the  two 
years  following  the  adoption  of  this  Directive,  the 
Commission  will  make  a  proposal  on  the  following  stage. 
The  Council  is  therefore  requested  to  adopt  the  attached 
proposal  for  a  Directive. 
1
·1~  r.  .;.  T"J PROPOSAL  FOR  A 
COUNCIL  DIRECTIVE 
ON  THE  INITIAL  STAGE  OF  IMPLEMENTATION  OF  THE 
MUTUAL  RECOGNITION  OF  TYPE  APPROVAL  FOR 
TELECOMMUNICATIONS  TERMINAL  EQUIPMENT 
THE  COUNCIL  OF  THE  EUROPEAN  COMMUNITIES, 
Having  regard  to  the  Treaty  establishing  the  European 
Economic  Community,  and  in  particular Articl•  100  thereof, 
Having  regard  to  the  p r op_o sal  from  the  C  ommi s s ion , 
Having  regard  to  the  opinion  of  the  ~uropean Parliament  (1), 
Having  regard  to  the  opinion  of  the  Economic  and  Social 
Committee  (2), 
( 1 ) 
( 2) Whereas  the  mutual  recognition  of 
telecommunications  terminal  equipment 
Communication  from  the  Commission  to 
type  approval 
features  in 
the  Council 
for 
the 
on 
lelecommunications  of  18  Hay  1984,  in  the  recommendations  of 
12  November  1964  concerning  the  implementat~on  of 
harmon~zat1on in  the  field  of  telecommunications  and  the 
f~rst  phase  of  opening  up  access  to  public  telecommunications 
ccntracts,  and  in  the  conclusions  of  the  Council  meeting  of 
17  December  1984  concerning  a  Community  telecommunications 
policy; 
Whereas  the  market  in  telecom•unications  terminal  equip•ent  and 
use  of  the  full  potential  of  t~e  new  telecommunications  services 
are  of  considerable  importance  for  the  econo•ic  develop•ent  of 
thf'  Contmunity; 
Whereas  it  is  absolutely 
con!)O..~.oidate  a  E~ropean 
technologies  ~oncerned; 
essential 
industrial 
to  establish 
potential  in 
or 
the 
Whereas  ~t  is  highly desirable  to  make  rapid  progress  towards 
~~tabl1shing a  common  market  in  this 
order  to  offer  the  industry  an 
sector,  in  particular  in 
improved  base  for  its 
operations  and  to  facilitate  the  adoption  of  a  joint  position 
with  respect  ~o  non-member  countr~es: 
WhR1eas  the mutual  recognition  of  type  approval  for  term~nal 
equipment  constitutas  a  major  step  towards  the  establishment 
of  a  common  market  1n  this  sector; 
Whex·ea s.  since  s1tuat.i.on-.  differ 
~dm1nistrat1ve  constraints  exist  in 
~-ogress  towards  this  objective  should 
'"hereas,  ~n  particular.  the  mutual 
and 
t.he 
be 
technical  and 
Member  States. 
madt'  ~n 
recognition 
stages; 
of  typ& 
1:18 approval  for  ter•inal  equipMent  produced  in  quantity  should  be 
prececed  by  an  interi• stage  during  which  there  is •utual 
recognition  of  conforaity tests  on  such  equip•ent; 
Whereas  such  an  approach  should  be  based  on  the definition of 
co•mon  technical  specifications  founded  on  international 
standards  and  specifications  and  on  the  harmonization  of 
general  technica1  requirements  for  testing,  measuring  and 
approval  procedures  in  the  areas  of  information  technology 
and  telecommunications; 
Whereas  a  general  standardization 
implemente\J  in  the  information 
telecommunications  sector; 
progr.-mme  is 
technology 
being 
and 
Whereas  Council  Directive  X/X/~EC of  ••••••••••  on  standardization 
in  the  field  of  infor•ation  ~echnology  and 
telecommunicationJ1)provides  a  general  framework  for  the 
drawing-up  of  standards  or  common  technical  specifications 
within  which  the  work  on  telecommunications,  because  of  its 
specific  nature,  shouid  be  organized  more  precisely  and  more 
fully  w1th  a  view  to  the  mutual  recognition  of  the  results  of 
conform1ty  tests  on  terminals; 
(1)  Directive  proposed  on  the  sa•e  date. 
149 Whereas  the  Council  Directives  73/23/EEC  (1)  of  February 
19th,  1973  on  the  harmonization  of  the  laws  of  the  Hemb•r 
States  rqlating  to  electrical  equipment  designed  for  use 
within  certain  voltage  limits  and  83/189/EEC  (2)  of  Harch 
28th,  1983  laying  down  a  procedure  for  the  provision  of 
information  in  the  field  of  technical  standards  and 
regulations  are  applicable  in  particular  to  information 
technology  and  telecommunications; 
Whereas  the  Memorandum  ol  Understanding  between  the  European 
Conference  of  Postal  and  Telecommunications  Administrations 
fCFPT)  and  the  Commission  concerning  standards  and 
type-approval  for  telecommunications  equipment  and  the 
genoral  guidelines  agreed  with  the  common  European 
standardization organization  CEN-CENELEC  henceforth  make  it 
poss~ble to  entrust  specialized  technical  harmonization  work 
to  those  bodies; 
Whereas  it  ~s  necessary  to  set  up  a  Committee,  with  the  task 
of  assisting  the  Comm~ssion in  ~mplemant~ng  this  Directive 
and  in  progressively  establishing  the  mutual  recognition  of 
type  approval  for  terminal  equipment; 
HAS  ADOPTED  THIS  DIRECTIVE 
t1)  OJ  ~o  L  77,  26.3.1973,  p.  29~ 
t2)  OJ  No  L  109,  26•.4.1983..,  p.  8. 
1SO Article 
The  mutual  recognition  of  type-approval  for 
telecommunications  terminal  equipment  produced  in  quantity 
shall  be  established  by  stages.  Its first  stage,  which  is  the 
mutual  recognition  of  the  results  of  conformity  tests  on 
terminal  equipment.  shall  be  attained  in  accordance  with  the 
provisions  of  this  Directive. 
Article  2 
For  the  purposes  of  this  Directive·: 
1.  "telecommunications  administrations·  means  the 
administrations  or  private operating  agencies  recognized 
in  the  Community  and  offering  public  telecommunications 
services; 
2.  ··terminal  equ1.pment ··  means  equipment  directly  or 
ind1rectly  conn&cted  to  the  extremities  of  a  public 
telecommunic~tions network  to  send, 
.tnformation· 
process  or  receive 
3.  'technical  spec.tf.tcat.ton"  means  a  specification contained 
Ln  a  document  wh.tch  lays  down  the  characteristics  required 
of  a  product  such  as  levels  of  quality, 
.safety  or  dimensions,  i.rtcluding  the 
performance, 
requirements 
appl~cable to  the  product  as  regards  terminology,  symbols, 
testing  and  test 
labell.tn~: 
4 ...  .tnternational 
methods. 
technical 
packaging,  marking  and 
specification  in 
telecommunicatio~s.»"  means  the  technical  specificat:•on  of • 
all or  some  characteristics of  a  product. 
such  organizations  as  CCITT  or  CEPT; 
recommended  by 
5.  common  technical  specification·  means  a  technical 
specification which  has  been  drafted  with  a  view  to 
uniform application  in all the  Meaber  States  of  the~Co•aunity; 
6.  -standard"  means  a  technical  specification  approved  by  a 
recognized  standards  body  for  repeated  or  continuous 
application,  compliance  with  wt.ich  is  not  compulsory; 
1.  "1nternational  standard"'  means  a  standard  adopted  by  a 
8. 
recognized  international  standards  body; 
~approved 
conformity 
testing  laboratory" 
of  which  with  the 
means  a  laboratory  the 
accreditation  criteria 
established  by  specialized  bodies  [see  in  particular  JSO 
guide$  25  and  40)  has  been  verified  by  t~9 appropriate 
Member  State  and  wh~ch is  approved  by  that  Member  State  to 
conduct  conformity  tests  on  terminal  equipment; 
9.  "'cortificat~ of  conformity"  means  the  document  cert1.fying 
that  a  product  or  s&rvice  conforms  to 
or  other  techn1cal  specifications: 
given  standards 
10.  "type  approval  of  terminal  equipment··  means  the 
authorization delivered  by  the  competent  authority  of  a 
Hember  State  to  connect  to  a  publ1c  network  ~erm1.nal 
equipment  which  has  been  recognized,  on  completion  of 
tests  carried  out  by  approved  laboratories,  as  being  in 
conformity  with  a  type-approval  specific•tion: lls 
Article  3 
The  Commission  shall 
(1)  draw  up  each  year,  after consulting  the  Committee  referred 
to  in  Article  4  and  with  due  regard  to  the  general 
programme  of  standardization  in  the  information  technology 
sector,  a  list  of  international  standards  and 
international  technical  specifications  in 
telecommunications  to  be  harmonized  and  a  list of  terminal 
equipment  for  which  common  conformity  test  specifications 
or  possibly  common  type  approval  specifications  should  be 
drafted  as  a  matter  of  priority;  it shall also  draw  up  a 
timetable  for  th1s  work; 
(2) request  a  specialized  organization,  selected  after 
consulting  the  Comm1ttee  referred  to  ir.  Article  4,  to 
carry  out,  within  the  specified  t~me limits,  the  technical 
work  needed  to  arrive  at  the  common  conf~rmity  test 
specifications  and  common  type  approval  specifications 
identified  in  the  list  of  priorities  referred  to  in 
point  1  above;  the  common  type  approval  specif1cation 
~onstLtuting  the  common  conformity  test  specification  • 
shall  be  drafted  as  a  matter  of  priority; 
(3) adopt  by  the  procedure  set  out  in  Article  5  the  proposals 
for  common  conform1ty  test  specifications  and  common  type 
approval  specif1cations,  and  publish  them  in  the  Official 
Journal;  this  publication  shall  include  w.1.thout 
mod1fication  the  requirements  made  necessary  in  a  given 
Member  State  by  h1storical  network  peculiarities 
establishsd  provisions  concernin~  the  use 
frequencies; 
of 
Ot' 
Tiad.lO 
1  r')  ~  ..... t.·u <4>  aft8r  consulting  the  Committee  referred  to  in  Article  4, 
establish  the  measures  necessary  to  fac11itate  the 
implementation  of  this  Directive:  those  measures  may,  in 
particular,  concern  the  period  of  time  allowed  for  the 
execution  of  the  additional  teats  mentioned  in  Article 
7 ( 1 ) • 
Artic1a  4 
1.  In  the  accomplishment  of  the  tasks  referred  to  in  Article 
3,  the  Commission  shall  be  assisted  by  a  Committee,  which 
for  the  purposes  of  this  Directive  shall  be  the  Senior 
Officials  Group  on  Telecommunications.  The  members  of 
the  Committee  may  be  assisted  by  experts  or  advisers, 
_._,:.Ji.ng  to  the  nature  of  the  questio~  under  discussion 
anll  the  Committee  shall  be  chaired  by  a  Commission 
r~presentative. 2.  The  Commission  may  consult  the  Committee  on  any  matter 
falling within  the  scope  of  this  Directive. 
The  Commission  shall  consult  the  Committee  on: 
(a)  the  broad  objectives  and  the  future  needs  of  the 
telecommunications  standardization  policy, 
(b)  problems  raised  by  the  approval  of  testing 
laboratories, 
(c)  the  adoption  of  proposals  for  common  conformity  test 
specifications  and  common  type  approval  specifications 
unde1·  the  conditions  laid  down  in  Article  5. 
3.  The  Committee  shall  adopt  its  own  rules  of  procedure. 
4.  The  secretariat  of  the  Committee  shall  be  provided  by  the 
Commission. 
Article  5 
The  procedure  for  the  adoption  of  the  common  ~onformity 
test  spec~f~cat~ons or  common  type  approval  specifications 
~hall  be  as  follows 
(1)  thP.  Commiss~on shall  submit  to  the  Committee  the  propo~al 
for  a  common  conform~tv test  spoc~fication  or  a  common 
type  approval  spec~f~cat~on drawn  up  on  the  basis  of  the 
work  referred  to  ~n  Article 3(2).  The  Committee  shall 
del~ver its  opin~on on  that  proposal  within  two  months, 
adopt~ng the  opinion  by  a  qualified majority.  The  votes  of 
Member  States  w~th1n the  Committee  shall  be  weighted  in 
accordance  with  Article  148(2)of  the  Treaty;  the  chairman 
shall  not  vote; (2)  where  the  proposal  is  in  accordance  with  the  Commtttee's  opinion 
as  thus  expressed,  the  Co••ission  shall  adopt  the  orovisions 
submitted  therein; 
( 3)  where the proposal  is  not  in  accordance with  the  opinion  of 
the  Committee,  or  in  the  absence  of  any  opinion,  the 
Commission  shall forthwith  submit  the  proposal  to  the 
Counc~l in  the  form  of  a  draft decision.  The  Council  shall 
act  by  a  qualified majority. 
If,  within  two  months  from  the  date  on  which  the  matter  was 
referred  to  it,  the  Council  has  not  acted,  the  proposed 
measures  shall  be  adopted  by  the  Commission. 
Artic1e  6 
Each  ~ember State  shall  inform  the  Commission  of  the 
~1~01  ty  or  authorities  competent  in  its  territory  to 
issue  type-approval  for  terminal  equipment.  The  Commission 
shall  publish  a  list of  these  authorities  in  the  Official 
Journal. 
2.  Each Member  St~tE· shall send the Comnnssion a  list of the laboratories 
which it has approved for the purpose  of  verifying  the 
conformity  of  terminal  equipment  w1th  the  common 
conform~ty test  specifications  and  shall  regularly  submit 
a  report  on  the  act1viti~s of  these  laboratories  in  the 
field  covered  by  this  Directive.  Such  Lists  and 
reports  shall  be  transmitted  t~  the  Committee  for 
1.nf'ormation. 
3.  The  common  conformity  test  specifications  shall  be  used  by 
thG  approved  laboratories  f'or·  the  conformity  tests  on  the 
tPrm1nal  equipment  concerned.  If  a  Member  State  considers 
1t  necessary,  it  may  request  that  the  part  of  the 
' ... 6 
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conformity  tests  relating  to  historical  network 
pecul~arities  or  established  national  provisions 
concerning  the  use  of  radio  frequencies  be  carried  out  by 
a  laboratory  under  its jurisdiction. 
4.  The  cert1ficate of  conform~ty with  a  common  type  approval 
or  confQrmity  test  specification,  accompanied  by  test 
data,  1ssued  by  the  competent  authority  on  the  basis  of 
tests  ~arriPd out  by  an  approved  laboratory,  shall  be 
c~cogn1zed 1n  each  Member  State  for  type  approval  of  the 
rel~vant terminal  equipment  by  the  competent  type  approval 
author1ty.  The  certificate  of  conformity  must  be 
a(companied  by  the  data  obtained  from  ~he  measurements 
performed  during  the  conformity  tests,  all the  1nformation 
ne~essary  for  precise  identification  of  the  terminal 
equipment  on  which  the  tests  were  made,  and  the  precise 
1ndication of  the  common  conformity  test  specification,  or 
part  thereof,  used  for  the  tests. 
~.  ThP  ~uthorlties empowered  in  the  Member  States  to  issue 
typ~  ~pproval  for  telecommunications  terminals  shall 
rf-:c,..,gnize  for  the  purposes  of  type_  approval  the 
certificate~  of  conformity  with  their  own  national 
:;t ltH1ards  .... ssued  by  approved  laboratories  in  other  Member 
::..  t  .1  l  ... >  w  he r e  t he r e  a r e  no  common  spec  i fica  t ion  s  for  such 
f  "" r.u n 11  1 s . 
~- Th~  Governments  uf  the  Member  States  shall  ensure  that  the 
~1mt~1strat1ons  make  reference  to  any  existing  common 
c on f en m  i  t  y  t e s t  s p e c i fica  t ion  s  a n d  c omrno n  type  a p pro  v a 1 
spPc1f1cat1ons  when  they  purchase  terminal  equipment 
norm~lly covered  by  such  specifications. 1.  The  Member  States  sha~l  consult  within  the  Committee 
referred  to  in  Article  4,  so  as 
progressive  alignment  of  the  costs 
same  series  of  conformity  tests 
laboratories. 
Artie1t  7 
to  bring  about  the 
for  carying  out  the 
in  all  the  approved 
1.  Where  a  Member  State  establishes,  on  the  basis  of  an 
examination  of  the  common  conformity  test  specification 
a.nd  the  test  results,  that  terminal  equipm&nt,  tests  on 
which  have  be~n carried  out  by  an  approved  laboratory  in 
al)oHHtr  Member  State,  does  not  meet  one  or  more  of  the 
e~~unt1al requirements  referred  to  in  Article  2(12),  1t 
ma1.  ~afore  granting  type  approval,  request  within  a 
reasonable  period  tests  additional  to  those  already 
carried  out.  It  shall  immediately  inform  the  Commission 
and  the  other  Member  States  thereof,  stating  the  reasons 
for  its decision. 
2.  When  the finding referred to in paragraph 1 concerns the electrical 
safety for users of a  terttinal. falling within the scope of Directive 
7J/2J/EEC,  the  measures  to  be  taken  by  a  Member  State 
shall  comply  with  the  procedure  in  Ar~icle 9  thereof. 
3.  The  Member  State  shall  inform  the  Commission  and  the  other 
Member  States  of  the  results  of  the  additional  tests.  If 
those  results  are  ;uch  that  the  Member  State regards  them 
as  unsatisfactory,  the  Commission  shall  decide  within six 
weeks,  after  consulting  the  Committee,  whether  to  endorse 
the  safeguard  measures  taken  by  the  Member  State  or 
whether  to  upho1d  the  certificate  of  conformity,  or 
whether,  with  the  agreement  of  the  party  seeking  type 
1 
i  .....  3  .,  \, 
...  ·.  i. approva~.  to  request  that  a  second  set  of  additional  tests 
he  carr~ed out  ~n an  approved  laboratory  in  a  third  Hember 
State  beforu  the  l~nal decision.  If  the  results  of  the 
additional  tests  indicate  that  the  safeguard  measures 
should  be  maintained,  the  party  requesting  type  approval 
shall  bear  their  costs.  If the  results  of  the  additional 
tests  ~ndicate that  the  safeguard  measures  should  not  be 
maintained,  the  Member  State,  or its  authority  empowered 
to  g~ve  type  approval  if so  specified  by  that  State,  shall 
bear  the  costs. 
1 f  the  Comm~ssion r.ons.1ders  that  modifications  to  the 
t<,mmon  type-approval  spec~l~cat~ons are  necessary,  these 
mod1fications  shall  be  made  in accordance  with  Article  3(2) 
and  <3>.  In  this  event,  the  MeMber  State  which 
has  taken  safeguard  measures  may  retain  them  until  such 
mod1f1cat~ons  have  entered  into  force. 
5.  When  a  Member  State  finds  that  terMinal  equipMent  which  has 
alrPady  been  ~pproved is  a  danger  to  the  national  network, 
ils  servicei or  its  users,  it  may  take  safeguard  measures  by 
~uspending  type  approval,  but  shall  immediately  initiate  the 
procedure  set  out  in  paragraphs  1  and  2. 
Art~cle e 
lhe  commission  shall  draw  up  deta;led  rules  for  the  implementation, 
d u r  i n q  a  •; P. c on  d  f. t a g e  o f  t h e  m  u t u a l  r e c o g n i t  i on  of  t  y p e -a  p p r ova l 
t ,  > r  t  P  ,. m i n a l  e q u i p rn e n t  ,  a n d  s h a l l  s u b m i t  a  p r o p o s a l  t o  t he  Co u n c i  l 
within  a  period  of  two  years  following  the  adoption  of  this 
Dtrective. 
·i  :: n 
.  '  :) .2.'-fo 
Artic1t  9 
This  Directive  shall  not  prejudice  the  application  of 
Direct~ve 83/189/EEC. 
Article  10 
1.  Member  States  shall  bring  into  force  the 
necessary  to  comply  with  this  Directive  by  ••••••••••••••  and 
shall  forthwith  inform  the  Co••ission  thereof. 
~.  ~1ember  States  shall ensure  that  the  Commission  is  informed 
··f  ~~~main  prov1~ions of  national  law which  they  adopt  in 
·~:)e  f1.eld  govtlrned  by  this  Directive. 
Article  11 
This  Directive  is  addr~ssad to  the  Hember  States. 
Done  at  Brussels,  20  June  1985  For.  the  Council 
The  President 
1. s  0 FINANCIAL  OUTLINE 
1.  Budget  1ine 
77oo··~formerly line  7730  of  the  1985  budget)  Action~ 
concern~ng conformity  of  telecommunications  terminals  and 
preparatory  actions  in  this  area. 
2.  L.egal  basis 
ArtJ.cle  100. 
Communications  to  the  Council  COM(83)  329,  COH(83) 
573.  COM(84)  277,  Counc~l recommendations  of  12.11.84, 
conclusions  approved  by  the  Council  on  the  basis  of  a 
Communication  from  Mr.  Davignon,  17.12.84. 
- Council  directive  on  the  first  phase  of  the 
~stablishment of  the  mutual  recognition  of  type  approval 
for  telecommunications  terminal  equipment  (in 
preparation). 
J.  Classification 
Non-obligatory  spending  (Art.  235) . 
.  b.sc.r~otion 
Thi~  actJ.on  a1.ms  at  the  establishment  of  a  common  market 
t  o  r  t e 1 o c:. omm u n 1. c a t  .1 on s  t. e r m i n a 1 s .  t h rough  t he  de  f  ~  n 1. t i on 
and  application  o-F  common  standards  and  of  common 
cnnform1ty  specifl.cat.1ons  allow1.ng  mutual  recogn1tion  of 
f"0t1flirmity  tests  for  terminals.  The  method  consists  of 
suppo1·t.1ng  the  work  o-F  bodJ.es  such  as  the  CEPT,  for  the 
I' ' , 'd u c t  1. on  o f  c ornm on  s t a n d a r d s  a n d  s p e c i f i c a t ion  s .  a n d  o-( 
PSto~blish.lng  a  procedure  to  make  the  use  of  these 
.. p '·::: 1 f.t c a t  1 on s  o b 1 1 g a t or  y  .  N  e two  r k  opera  t or  s  a r e  d 1 r e c t 1 y 
cnnr~rned  by  th.ts  action,  wh~ch has  very  strong  industrial 
lrnp<H t.  1ts  ]ust1f1cation  l~es  in  the  necessity  of  giving 
th~  .1ndustry  a  broad  base  for  1ts  markets  and  of 
establish1~g  coherent  networks  and  services  in  the 
Cornmunl.ty. 
5.  Cost  and  methods  of calcylatioo 
The  r:redits  involved  partly  concern  budget  l1.ne  7700.  They 
w1ll  be  required  to  cover  a  contribution  to  the  work  done 
by  the  CEPT,  under  the  terms  of  an  agreement  with  the 
ConHl11 s s 1on  reached  1.n  July  1984.  for  the  productl.on  of 
common  standards  and  specifications,  as  well  as  committee 
and  working  group  meetings.  These  services  rendered  over 
1 e  ~ 
1 . ...  t 2 
the  next  faw  years  can  be  estimated  at  about  50  man-years 
of  e~pert services  annually  and  four  meetings  per  year  of 
a  committee  with  20  members. 
6.  f~nancial implication  for  intervention credi\a 
6.1.  Itmetable  for  commitmtots  and  payments 
Each  year  from  1986  onwards. 
Comm~tments  ECU  5  million. 
Payments  :  ECU  2.5 million,  the  rest  the  following 
year. 
6.2.  Shire  of  Community  financing  in  total  cost  of  action 
Although  it  is  d~fficult  to  be  precise,  th~ 
Community"s  financial  contribution  should  not  amount 
to  more  than  30  l  of  the  resources  · ~nvested  by  the 
PTls  and  industry  in  this  work. 
r;.1.  ~~thods of  financing  dyring  cyrrent  year 
The  initation of  this  action  in  1985  will  be  financed 
from  l1na  7700  of  the  1985  budget. 
?.  ~~:iiJ. implication  for  staff costs  and  rynning  expenses 
Staff  required  exclusively  for  this  action  : 
2  A5/4:  2  A7/6:  1  Bas  from  1.7.85. 
1~q 
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COUNCIL DIRECfiVE 
of 24  July  1986 
on  the  initial  stage  of  the  mutual  recognition  of  type  approval  for 
telecommunica_tions  terminal equipment 
(86/361/EEC) 
TiiE COUNCIL OF THE  EUROPEAN  COMMUNmES, 
Having  regard  to  the  Treaty  establishing  the  European 
Economic  Community,  and  in  particular  Article  100 
thereof, 
Having  regard  to  the  proposal  from  the  Commission, 
Having  regard  to  the  opinion  of  the  European 
Parliament('), 
Having regard to the opinion of the Economic and Social 
Committee (1), 
Whereas the mutual recognition of type approval for tele-
communications  terminal  equipment  features  in  the 
Commission  communication  to  th<"  Council  of  18  May 
1984 on telecommunications, in the Council recommen-
dations of ll November 1984 concerning the implemen-
tation  of  harmonization  ir.  the  field  of  telecommunica-
tions  and the first  phase  of opening up access  to  public 
telecommunications contracts, and in the Council conclu-
sions  of  17  December  1984  concerning  a  Community 
telecommunications  policy ; 
Whereas·  the  market  in  telecommunications  terminai 
equipment and use  of the full  pote~tial of the new tele-
communications services  are  of considerable  importance 
for  rhe  economic  development of  the  Community ; 
Whereas  ir  is  absolutely essential  to  establish or consoli-
datf'  a  specifically  European  industrial  potential  in  the 
technologies  concerned; 
Whereas  it  is  highly  desirable  to  make  rapid  progress 
towards  establishing a common market in  this sector. in 
particular in order to offer the industry an improved base 
for  its  operations and to facilitate  the adoption of a joint 
position  with  respect  to  third  countries ; 
Whereas the mutual recognition of type approval for tele-
communications terminal equipment constitutes a major 
step towards  the creation of an  open and unified market 
for  such  equipment; 
Whereas,  since  situations  differ  and  technical  and 
administrative  constraints  exist  in  the  Member  States. 
progress towards this objective should be  made in stages ; 
Whereas  in  particular the  mutual  recognition  of confor-
mity  tests  on mass-produced  terminal  equipment should 
(')OJ  No  C  36.  17.  2.  1986,  p.  H. 
(')  OJ  No  C  303,  25.  II.  1985,  p.  2. 
constitute  an  initial  stage  of  the  mutual  recognition  of 
type  approval  for  such  equipment; 
Whereas such an ·approach  must be  based on the defini-
tion of common technical specifications based on interna-
tional standards and specifications and on the harmoniza-
tion  of  general  technical  requirements  for  testing, 
measuring and approval  procedures  in  the  areas  of  tele-
communications and  information  technology ; 
Whereas  a  general  standardization  programme  is  being 
implemented  in  the  field  of  information  technology  in 
compliance  with  the  Standards  Code  of  the  General 
Agreement  on Tariffs  and  Trade  (GATI); 
Whereas there is a need for a more comprehensive fra.m<*-
work  to  be  drawn  up  in  preparation  for  a  second  stage 
which  would  cr~ate an  open and  unified  market in tele-
communications  terminal  equipment,  bearing  in  mind 
that for  telecommunications this has  to  include both the 
free  movemenE of equipment and unimpeded connection 
to networks, in accordance with the  harmonized require-
ments; 
Whereas  Council  Directive  73/23/EEC  of  19  February 
1973  on  the  harmonization  of  the  laws  of  the  Member 
States  relating  to  electrical  equipment  designed  for  use 
within  certain  voltage  limits (l)  and  Council  Directive 
83/189/EEC of  28  March  1983  laying down a procedure 
for  the provision of information in  the field  of technical 
standards and regulations (., are  applicable,  inter aii'a,  to 
the  fields  of  telecommunications  and  information 
technology ; 
Whereas the Memorandum of Understanding between the 
European  Conference of Postal  and Telecommunications 
Administrations (C.EP1) and the Commission concerning 
standards  and  type  approval  for  telecommunications 
equipment  and  the  general  guidelines  agreed  with  the 
Joint  European  Standards  Institution  CEN-CENELEC 
henceforth  make  it  possible  to  entrust specialized  tech-
nical  harmonization  work  to  those  bodies : 
Whereas  the  mechanism  introduced  by  certain  CEPT 
administrations,  in<:luding  those  of  the  Community 
Member States. under: the agreement drawn up at Copen-
hagen on 15  November 1985, incorporates a formal adop· 
tion  procedure and an  undertaking to  implement certain 
CEPT  recommendations,  which  are  then  designated  as 
'NETS' (Normes  europeennes  de  telecommunications); 
(I) OJ  No  l:  77,  26.  3.  1973,  p.  29. 
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Whereas 1t  is  necessary  to set up a Committee, with the 
task  of assisting  the  Commission  in  implementing  this 
Directive and in  progressively implementing the mutual 
recognition  of type  approval  for  terminal  equipment, 
HAS  ADOPTED THIS  DIRECfiVE: 
Article  I 
The Member States shall implement the mutual recogni-
tion  of the  results  of  tests  of  conformity with  common 
cordocmtty specifications for  mass-produced  telecommu-
n irations  terminal  equipment  in  accordance  with  the 
detailed  rules  set  out  in  this  Directive. 
Anicle 2 
!":,1  ti1,  purposes  of this  Directive: 
l  'H·-rornmunications  administrations'  means  the 
admim:;trations  or  private  operating agencies  recog-
nized  in  the Community and providing public  tele-
communications  servi~es; 
2.  'tem1:r:a!  eyuipment'  means  equipment  directly  or 
indirectly connected  to  the  termination of a  public 
telecommunications  network  to  send,  process  or 
receive  information ; 
3.  'technical  specification'  means  a  specification 
contained  ·in  a  document  which  lays  down  the 
characteristics required of a product such as levels of 
·quality, performance, safety or dimensions, including 
the requirements applicable to the ptoduct as regards 
terminology,  symbols,  testing  and  test  methods, 
packaging,  marking and  labelling ; 
4:  'international technical specifiQtion ·in telecommuni-
cations'  means  the  technical  specification  of  all  or 
some  characteristics  of a  product,  recommended  by 
such  organizations as  the Comite international  tele-
graphique  et  telephonique (CCITf) or the CEPf; 
.~.  'common  technical  specification'  means  a  technical 
specification drawn up with a view to uniform appli-
cation  in  all  Member States  of the  Community; 
6.  'standard' means a technical specification adopted by 
_a  recognized  standards  body  for  repeated  or  con-
tinuous  applica.tion.  compliance  with  which  is  not 
compulsory; 
7.  'international standard' means a standard adopted by 
a  recognized  international  standards body; 
8.  'approved  testing  laboratory'  m~ans a  laboratory  the 
conformity  of which  with  the  acc1editation  system 
established  by the  CEPT in  close  cooperation  with 
specillized  orgl\nizations  and  any  relevant  national 
a(:creditation  organizations  has  been  verified,  with 
particular rderence to the relevant ISO guides, by the 
appropriate  Membct  State  or  a  body  recognized  as 
competent  by  that State  and  which  is  approved  by 
that Member State or body recognized as  competent 
for  conducting  conformity  tests  on  terminal 
equipment: 
9.  'certificate of conformity' means the document \.c:'fti· 
fying  that  a  product  or  service  conforms  to  given 
standards or technacal  specifications ; 
10.  'type  approval  of  term1nal  equipment·  means  the 
confirmation delivered by the competent au\horiLy of 
a Member State that a  particular terminal equipment 
type  is  authorized  or  recognized  as  suitable  to  be 
connected to a  particular public telecommunications 
network; 
II. 'conformity specification' means a document giving a 
precise  and  full  description  of  the  technicai 
characteristics  of  the  relevant  terminal  equipment 
(such  as  safety,  techn\caJ  parameters,  functions  and 
procedures and service requirements) together with a 
precise  definition  of  the  tests  and  test  methods 
enabling the conformity of  the terminal  equipment 
with  the  prescribed  technical  characteristics  to  be 
verified; 
12.  'type  approval  specification'  means  a  specification 
setting· out  the  full  and  precise  requirements  that 
must  be  satisfied  by  terminal  equipment  to  be 
granted  type  approval.  It  includes  the  conformity 
specification  and  also  administrative  requirements 
and,  where  appropriate,  requirements  concerning 
quality control operations to be carried out during the 
manufacture  of  the equipment ; 
13.  'common  conformity specification'  means  a  confor-
mity  specification  used  in  all  the  Community 
Member States by the authority competent for testing 
the  conformity  of  terminal  equipment.  It  a.Iso 
includes,  where  appropriate,  requirements  ffiJ.;le 
necessary  in  a  given  State  by  historical  network 
peculiarities  or  established  national  provisions 
concerning the  use  of radio  frequencies ;  · 
14.  'common type  approval  specification'  means  a  type 
approval  specification  which  is  used  in  all  . the 
Community  Member  States  by  all  the  authorities 
empowered to grant type approval for terminal equip-
ment: It includes the common conformity specifica-
tion and also administrative requirements and, where 
appropriate, requirements concerning quality cqnuol . 
operations to be  carried  out during the manufacture 
of the  equipment ; 
15.  'NET' (Norme europeenne de telecommunications) is 
an approved technical specification  recommendation 
of the CEPT or part or parts thereof which the signa-
tories  of  the  Memorandum  of  Undel'$tanc;li,ng, 
established  at  the  meeting  of  Directors-Gc-ner,al  of 
CEPT  Administrations,  in  Coper\hagen  on  15 
November  1985,  adopted  in  accordance  with. the 
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16.  'mutual  recognition of the  res~lts of conformity tests 
on  terminal  equipment'  means  a  situation  where, 
when  an  approved  laboratory  or  the  competent 
authority  in  a  Member  State  issues  a  certificate, 
accompanied  by  test  data  and  idenLification  details, 
stating  that  a  terminal  is  in  conformity  with  a 
common  conformity specification  or a  part  thereof, 
that  certificate  is  recognized  in  the  other  Member 
States,  so  that  if  the  terminal  in  question  is  the 
subject of an  application for type approval in another 
Member State, it no longer has to be subjected to the 
tests  for  verifying conformity with  that specification, 
or with  the part of that specificatton concerning the 
tests  carried  out; 
17.  'essential  requirements'  means  those  aspects  of 
common  conformity  specifications  of such  import-
ance as  to necessitate compliance as  a matter of legal 
obligation  for  the  implementation  of  the· mutual 
recognition  of  the  results  of  conformity  tests  on 
cerminal  equipment as  an  mtegral  part of  the  type 
approval  procedure. These essential  requirements are 
at  pl"esent : 
- user  safety  in  so  far  as  this  requirement  is  not 
covered  by  Directive  73/23/EEC, 
·- safety of employees of public telecommunications 
network operators in so  far as  this requirement is 
not  covered  by  Directive  73/23/EEC, 
protection  of  public  telecommunications 
networks  from  harm, 
·- interworking  of terminal  equipment, in  justified 
cases. 
Art:'clt:  3 
Th-e  Council, acting in  accordance  w;tll  the rules  of the 
Trnty on a proposal from the Commission, shall supple-
ment.  as  necessary  the list of essential  requirements and 
shall  make  them  more  specific  where  necessary  for 
certain  products. 
Article  4 
Tite  Commi:.sivn  shall: 
I. draw  up  each  year,  after  consulting  the  Committee 
rderred  to  in  Article  5  and  with  due  regard  to  the 
general  prograrome-of standardization in the informa-
tion  technology  sector : 
-·a list  of· international  standards  and  international 
rechnicai  specit"ications  in  telecommunications  to 
be  harmonized, 
- a  list  of  terminal  equipment  for  which  common 
contm mity  specifications  should  be  drafted  as  a 
matter  of  priority,  on  the  basis  above  all  of  the 
· essential  requirements, 
a  tinH·table  for  this  work ; 
2.  requ<~st the CiWT to draw up the t·ommon conformity 
~pecifi<.ations in  the form  of  NETs, wirhin  the speci-
fied  tirnc  limits;  in  so  doing  the  latter  shaJI,  when 
appropriate,  consult  other  specialized  standardization 
organizations  such  as  the  European  Committee  for 
Standardization  (CEN)  and  the  European  Committee 
for  Electrotechnical  Standardization  (CENELEq. 
Article  5 
I.  In carrying out the tasks referred to in Article 4, the 
Commission  shall  be  assisted  by  a  Committee,  which 
shall  be  the Working Party  of  Senior Officials on Tele-
communications. The members of the Committee may be 
assisted  by  experts or advisers according to the nature of 
the question  under discussion. The Committee shall  be 
chaired  by a  Commission  reprcsent.ative. 
2.  Apart  from  the  cases  l!~teci  in  this  Directive,  the 
Commission  shall  consult  the  Committee on: 
(a)  the broad objectives and  th~ future  needs of the tele-
communications standardization  policy ; 
(b)  problems raised by the approval of testing laboratories, 
and in  particular the accreditation system  referred  to 
in  Article  2  (8)  and  any  amendment  to  that system 
which  may  appear  necessary ; 
(c)  the  effect  of  technological  progress  on  specification 
work already under way  and the possible need to give 
a  new  or tevised  mandate  to  the  CEPT. 
At the  request~  of its  Chairman or of a Member State, the 
Committee  may  consider  any  question  relating_  to  the 
implementation  of  this  Directive. 
3.  The  Committee  shall  adopt  its  own  rules  of 
procedure. 
4.  The Secretariat of the Committee shall be  provided 
by  the  Commission. 
Artrde 6 
1.  For the  purposes of this  Directive, a 'NET shaH  be 
regarded  as  the  equivalent  of  the  common  conformity 
specification. 
Reference  to  NETs  shall  be  published  in  the  Official 
journal of tht European  Communities. 
2.  Without prejudice to the cases referred  to in Article 
8,  the competent authorities of the  Member States  shalt 
not  have  any  further  tests  carried  out  in  respect  of  a 
particular  type  of  terminal  equipment  where  results  of 
tests carried out in accordance with Article  7  have given 
rise  to  the  issue  of  a  certificate  of  conformity  with  the 
relevant common conformity specification, the references 
to  which  are  published  in  the  Official journal of the 
European  Communities.  Such  certificate  of  conformity 
shall  be  rc:cognizcd  for  the  purposes of type approval  of 
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J.  lne  common  conformity  specifications  shall  be 
used  in  all  Member States  by  the competent authorities 
for any verification demanded for  type approval purposes 
of  the  relevant  terminal  equipment. 
'Ibe procedure  for  exceptions referred  to  in  Article 7  (4) 
may abo be applied by the competent authorities of the 
Member  States  in  respect  fo  the  first  subparagraph. 
Article  7 
1.  Member States shall inform the Commission of the 
11thoriry  or  authorities  competent  in  their  territory  to 
issue type approval for terminal equipment. "fhe Commis-
sion shall publish a list .of these authorities in the Official 
jcumal of the  European  CommunitieJ. 
! ~~ ·  b·:-r  States shall send the  Commission a  list of 
:  ~-.  ·--~  .·~i-:S  which they have approved. o~"'which have 
. ..o, -:d  by  bo lies  recognized  by  them  as  com-
'  the  purpc 'f'  of  verifying  the  conformity  of 
l<:~rninnl ···-·uipment with th"! common conformity specifi-
< ataons. They shall regularly submit a report on the activi-
l.es  ot  llk;e  laboratories  in  the  field  covered  by  this 
')ic..:ctiv'.  Such  lists  and  reports  shall  be  transmitted to 
11•·  ..  C'0'11mittee referred to in Article 5 for information. 
3.  F'1t  the  purposes  of  Article  6,  the  certificate  of 
conform;ty issued by the approved  laboratory which  has 
1 arried  out the  tests  must  be  accompanied  by  the  data 
obtained  from  the  measurements  performed  during  the 
conformity tests, all the information necessary for precise 
identification  o'f  the  terminal  equipment  on  which  the 
tests were made and &  precise indication of the common 
conformity  specification,  or  part  thereof,  used  for  the 
tests. 
4.  Member States shall ensure that telecommunications 
administrations  use  common  conformity  specifications 
when  purchasing  terminal  equipment  covered  by  such 
specifications  except  in  the  following  cases: 
(a)  where  the  equipment  is  to  replace  equipment 
connected  'to- the  network  before  the  adoption  of 
common conformity specification and is  to the same 
. ,  -technical specification as the equi  pmer~t it replaces, or 
where,  during  any  transition  period  between  two 
systems, which is  accepted as  necessary and which is 
defined within the NET, a Member State needs to add 
a  limited number of pieces of equipment complying 
w1th  the  specific1tion  of  the  first  system.  In  both 
cases, the Commission sh<tll  be informed when such a 
waiver is invoked and kept informed of the number of 
pieces of equipment involved ; this informatiC'n  shall 
be given to the Committee referred to in Article 5 ; 
(b)  where  a  careful  consultation  of  the  market  - i.e. 
including the publication of a  call  for  declarations of 
interest  in  lhe  Offidal Joumai  uf the  Europea'l 
Communities  - shows  there  is  no  offer  at  econ · 
omically  acceptable  conditions  for  such  terminal 
equipment complying with those common conformity 
specifications. In this case, on the basis of an unavoiJ-
able need, a Member State may, for a limited p<•riod of 
time, apply only a part of the charact.:ristic!. :.-c-1  our in 
the common conformity specifications. 1be Member 
State shall  inform  the  Commission  immediately and 
also state what departures from  the common confor-
micy specification it intends to permiL The Comrni:,. 
sion shall consult the Committ!!e referred to in  Artici~ 
5 as a matter of urgency and may request the CEPT to 
revise  the  particular  common  conformity  specifica-
tion. In addition, the Committee shall review the wu-
ation at least every six months during the period when 
this  waiver  is  applied. 
In the event that a request for  revision  as  not madt>  to 
the CEPT then  his waiver  shall cease  when  another 
Member  State  present6  evidence  to  the  Comnu(te~~ 
that terminal equipment conforming to that comn.Jn 
conformity  specification  has  been  connected  to  it:) 
public  telecommunication  networks  on  a  normal 
commercial  basis. 
However,  a  Member  State  may  have  the  waiver 
extended  provided  that  the  Commission,  on  the 
advice  of  the  Committee  referred  to  in  Article  5, 
agrees that the technical and economic conditions are 
suffiiiently different in  the  two  Member States  as  to 
warrant  such  an  extension. 
5.  The  Member  States  shall  consult  within  the 
Committee referred to in  Article 5, so as  to create condi-
tions of fair competition for  carrying out the same series 
of conformity  tests  in  all  the  approved  laboratories. 
Article  8 
1.  A  Member State may, after examining the common 
conformity  specification  and  the  test  results,  suspend 
recognition  of  a  certificate  of conformity  issued  for  the 
purpose of  type  approval : 
(a)  if  it discovers shortcomings regarding the application 
of the common  conformity  specification ; 
(b)  if it discovers that the common conformity specifica-
tion  itself  fails  to  meet  the  essential  requirements 
which  it  is  supposed  to  cover. 
If it  exercises  this  option, the  Member State  concerned 
shall immediately inform the Commission and the other 
Member States,  stating  the  reasons  for  its  dec1sion. 
2.  Where  the decision  of  the  Member State  concern.s 
the  dectrcal  safety  of  users  of  terminal  equipment,  the 
procedures  set  out  in  Article  9  of  Directive  73/23/EF.C 
shall  apply. 
-~  {"~  n 
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3.  If the reasons given  for  the Member ~tate's decision 
are as  described in paragraph  I  (a),  the Commission shall 
immediately consuh the Me.mber  States concerned. If no 
agreement  is  reached  without  four  weeks,  the  Commis-
sion shall seek the opinion of one of the approved labora-
tories notified in accordance with Article 7 which is based 
outside the territory of the Member States concerned. The 
Commission  shall  communicate  the  opinion  of  this 
laboratory  to  all  the  Member States,  which  may submit 
their comments  to  it within  a  period  of  one  month. 
After taking note of any such comments the Commission 
shall,  if  necessary,  formulate  appropriate  recommenda-
tions  or opinions. 
If  in  preparing  its  0p1mon  a  laboratory  consulted 
unavoidably  incurs  expenditure,  which  may  if  necessary 
include additional  tests,  the  Commission will  defray that 
expenditure on  production  of documentary  evidence.  If, 
however,  further  to  an  opinion  a  decision  to  suspend 
recognition  of  a  certificate  of  conformity  is  not  main-
tained, the  Member State  which  took  it shall  reimburse 
the  Commission, in accordance  with  the  procedures  for 
payment  then  negotiated  with  the  Member State. 
4.  If the  reasons  invoked  in  support  of  the  Member 
State'~ decision  are  as  described  in  paragraph  1 (b),  the 
Commission  shall  refer  the  matter  to  the  Committee 
referred to in Article 5, which shall express its opinion as 
a  matter  of  urgency.  On  the  basis  of  that opinion  the 
Commission shall decide whether or not to withdraw the 
common specification in question from  the list published 
in  the Official Journal of the European Communities. If 
it  withdraws  the  specification,  the  Commission  shall 
inform the CEPT and may entrust it with a further brief. 
5.  If a  Member  State  considers . that  terminal  equip-
men( which has already been approved does not meet one 
or more of the essential  requirements, it  may revoke the 
type  approval granted and shall in  that case  immediately 
apply  the  procedures  set  out  in  paragraphs  1  and  2. 
Article  9 
The Commission shall examine the detailed rules for  the 
second stage of the establishment of a market in telecom-
munications  terminal  equipment  without  inte~l fron-
tiers covering, in particular, the implementation of mutual 
recognition of type approval  for  terminal equipment. To 
this end it shall submit proposals to the Council within a 
period of two years following the implementation of this 
Directive. 
Article  10 
This  Directive  shall ·not  prejudice  the  application  of 
Directive  83/189/EEC. 
Article  11 
1.  Member States shall  introduce the measures  neces-
sary to comply with this Directive within a period of not 
more  than  one year  following  adoption  thereof.  h  shall 
forthwith  infonn  the Commission  thereof. 
2.  Member States shall ensure thal the Commission is 
informed of the  main  provisions  of  national  law  which 
they adopt  in  the  field  governed  by  this  Directive. 
Article  12 
This  Directiv~. is  adressed  to  the  Member States. 
Done  at  Brussels,  24 July  J  986. 
For  the  Council 
The  President 
A.  CLARK Offi,·ial  Journal  of  tht  European  Commumt1cs  No  L  ~<./Jl 
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II 
(A fl.,  wiJose  publicatio,  u  not  t~h!i~atory) 
COUNCIL 
COUNCIL  DECISION 
of 22  December  1986 
on standardization in the field of information technology and telecommunic&· 
tions 
(87  /9  5/EEC) 
THl~ COUNCil.  OF THE  EUROPEAN  COMMUNITIES, 
! Lwing  r~gard  to  the  Tre:.tty  t:stablishing  the  European 
Ewnv'•"C  Conrmmity,  and  in  particular  Article  235 
rhercof. 
H;1vi1~!'  rq.ptd  ru  ti1e  proposai  from  the  Commission, 
t1,,viny,  r<'p,:.rd  f•)  the  opinion  ~>f  the  Europc·an  Parli-
•r•H'Jlt (!), 
:·lavir•g  r .  .'g~rr1  ·'>  the opinion of  thr:  Eco:1omic and Social 
(..(Ill• q:  I i ~ t'l (') 
1~'lh  .. ·;.  ·,1·  the  ~,rand.uds app1icabl<- in  th~ fidd of informll-
~Jv.1  t·_ .. hn(llop.y  and  the  activitie:;  nect><;<;a;y  for  their 
p!<:j·<H<It;,  ..  m~.:..c,  ua  particular,  take  account  :>t: 
rll'.·  ,;r)tHpli."loty of the lechnical specifications anJ rhe 
prt,iSH_'r,  r<:q•;ired  to ensure the ex..:h.1n.gc  of ioforma-
ricn  anJ  dat~\  and  the  compatibk  operating  of 
:.y: .• enls: 
t~:c  qt>ed  ,,,  c11surt'  raJ1iJ  pubiJ...:.trion  of stanJards so 
:h..,l  unclu.:  dt·!ay:.  Jo not  r~su:t in  the  ~ariy obsoles-
~·, r,; < ,,j  k.l<r:,  rhal  have been overtaken by  the speed 
. ."  tPc !H. olP~lcal  d•ange; 
·:lh:  nrcd tn 't"IICOur.agl.' the appllcaticn nf inte•·narional 
~~rnnda.ds for  ~xct>ang(' of infonna.tion and data on  &. 
l,a·.J~  which  wiil  cst~blish  thf"ir  credibility  from  the 
-st.mdpoint  of  pr:Jctical  implem~ntation ; 
fhe  ccon0mi..:  impottance of tho role played by s[an-
d lrJu:ation  i:l  contributing  to  me  creation  of  a 
uJtrHIIUniry  m;uht  in  thi~ fidd, 
~:'ta H"d'>  Dircdiw 83/189/EEC ('j  enahks  the  Commi~­
~,i(:r1.  d:{:  Mc::tnlH:t  States antl  the standard5 insticutions to 
1.')  <""~j  l>~o  C  :'· ·.  t 7.  2.  l ~~S6,  p.  55. 
•.')  DJ  Nu  C  JoJ,  1.5.  I i.  1985,  p.  l. 
( 1)  0  I  ~C•  l  109,  26.  4.  198.;,  p.  8 
be informed of the Intentions of  sta~tdarJs institutions to 
draw up or to amtnd a  standard, and  wh~'rt'as, under the 
tr.rm'>  of  that  Directive,  the  Commission  may  establish 
terms  of  rderencc  for  work  on  standardization  of 
common interest to be undertaken jo\ntly and ar  an early 
stage; 
Whereas that Directive does not contain aH  the provisions 
nt'( t·ssary  fiJr  the Implementation of n Community policy 
on standardizaLion in  the f1dd  of information te.:hnology 
and  tdecor:-~muniLations ; 
Whereas  the  increasing  amount  of  technical  overlap 
betwten thl' different fields  ~A standardi:ration, partic'l!arly 
in  the (·a:.c  of information  technology and telecommuni-
cation~.  is  such  as  to  justify  ,:lose  coop,.;ration  bctwC'('!• 
ManO..rds  in:.titutions, which  shnuld  collaborate  in  orda 
to  deal  with  these  matters  ol  common  interes:; 
Whereas agreements have been recently concluded t>y  rh~~ 
Commission withtn  the  framt>wn1 k  ot  the Memorandum 
of Uuder;tanding signed  with  rhe  European  Cc..nkrcncc 
of  Postal  and  Tclccomrnunicatitms  AdministratiOns 
(CEJYI)  and  in  the  context  of  rfH·  gener~l  guideline::; 
approved  with  the  join!  standardization  organization 
European  Committee  IDr  Sra11dardization/European 
Committee  for  Electrotechnical  Standardization  (CEN/ 
CENELEq; 
Whereas  Directive  86/361/EE.C e)  sets  out  programmes 
for work on common technical specifications (corrt!spon-
ding  to  Normes  Europeenn(·s  de  Telecommunication 
(NETs))  for  this  Cwld  by  the  European  Conference  of 
Po$tal  and  Telecommunications  Administrations  in 
consultatio.l,  where  appropriaie,  with  the  European 
Committee  for  Standardizat10n  and  the  European 
Committee  for  Electrotechmcal  Standardization; 
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c  Whereas the field of public procurement orders is suitably 
placed  to  encourage  wider  acceptance  of  open  systems 
intt:rconnection information and data exchange standards 
through  reference  to  them  in  purchasing ; 
Whereas  it is  necessary to entrust a  committee with  the 
task  of  assisting  the  Commission  in  its  pursuance  and 
management of the  object~vcs and activities laid down by 
the  Decision, 
HAS  DECJDED  AS  FOLLOWS: 
Article  I 
For  the  purposes  of  this  Decision : 
· tatmicul  specificativns'  means  a  specification 
'nntained  in  a  document  which  lays  down  the 
~i~<HJlt·. dStlL::.  required of a product, such as  levels of 
:ualit), pc:formance, safety or dimensions, including 
·:~r  r··.l:uircm··:lt<;  applicable to the product as regards 
lr nmnology, '>ymbols, testing and test methods, pack-
agmg,  marking  or  labelling ; 
2.  dWWt07l  tahr:iw  I  speetfication' means  a  technical 
specification drawn up with a view to uniform appli-
c•tion in all  the Member States of the Community; 
J.  ~·.tandard' means  a  technical  specification  approved 
by a  recognized standards body for repeated or conti-
nuous  application,  compliance  with  which  is  not 
compulsory; 
4.  'internatiorlal  standard' means  a  standard  adopted 
by  a  recognized  international  standards  body ; 
5.  'Draft International Standard (DIS)' means a  draft 
standard adopted by a  recognized international stan-
dards  bC'dy ; 
6.  'irllemational tuhniwl specificution in telecommuni· 
catiom' means  the  technical  specification  of  all  or 
some  characteristics  of  a  product,  recommended  by 
such  organizations  as  the.:  Cornite  international  tele-
graphique  et  telephonique  (CCITI) or  the  CEPT; 
7.  'Europt·a.n  Jtandard'  means  a  standard  which  has 
been  approved  pursuant to  th,.  statutes  of the  stan-
dards  bodies  with  which  the  Community  has 
concluded  agreements ; 
8.  'EuropcaTl  pre-standard' means  a  standard  adopted 
under  the  reference  (EPS)  in  accordance  with  the 
<>tatutory  rule-;  of  the.:  standards bodies with whidl the 
Community  has  concluded  agreements ; 
9.  'functirmal standard' means a <;tandard worked out to 
yield  a  complex function  required  to ensure systems 
interoperability and gent·rally obtained by the linking 
together  of  several  existing  reference  standards  and 
adopted  in  accordance  with  the  statutory  rules  of 
standards  bodies ; 
10.  'functional  specification':  the  specitiG1tion  whili"t 
defines, in the field of  telecommuni<.:ations, the appli-
cation  of one  or more open !>ystt·m  Jnt•:rco:1'1ecti,)n 
standards  in  supp('.:t  ot  a  specific  r•·<-;u;r~ <J1;:'1t  f.-.: 
communication  between  miorm~tior.  -~· ..  t·~noi\!.._v 
systems  (standards  recommended  by  :.uci:  ,_.rt;;Jm7:-
tions  as  th~ 'Comite  internarionn.l  tc~~fTr::i·.Jnh,l>.:  et 
telephonique' (CCITI) or  the  CEPT):  ~  .  · 
11.  'tecbniad  re;.:rdatiu,, · rneans  rlw  tedlll~<-·  ~  .;,eofil·,. 
tions,  induding  the  relt.·var:t  ;•clilllll ;:;tr.J<. V<  prvvi 
sions, the obsef'lance of whi( h  is  <.:Oint·.ubcry,  ,lf j •• n· 
or  de  facto,  in  the  Ca5e  of  mr~rketmp: or  us..:  in  a 
Member  State  or a  major  part  thcre0!.  ..:.•v:pt  those 
laid  down  by  local  authorita:s; 
12.  'certification  of  conformity·  means  tl:e  acilviiY 
whereby  the  conformity  of  a  product  or  servit.:c  to 
given  standards  or  other  technical  specihc<itions  is 
certified by means of a certificate or mark of confor-
mity; 
13.  'information  technolo;:J"  means  the  system<;.  eqUip· 
ment,  component~ ,md  software  required  to  cn~u.t' 
the retrieval, proccsstng and storage nf irdormatit•n ll' 
all  centres  of  human  activity  (hom~. utficc,  tactory, 
etc.),  the  application  of which  gen~rally  n:'-tuires  th•, 
use  of  electronics  or  similar  technolob'Y ; 
14.  'public procurement  orders' means  those: 
defined in Article 1 of Directive 77/62iEEC (1); 
concluded for the supply of equipment rel:Hing to 
information technology and  telecommumcatiom,, 
irrespective of the sector of activity of the contra(-
ting  authority ; 
15.  'telecommtmic:ationJ  autboritieJ'  mean.:;  n.'l"ognizcd 
authorities  or private  enterprises  in  tht:  Community 
which  provide  public  telecommunications  services. 
Artide  2 
In  order to  promote  standardization  in  Europe  and  the 
preparation  and  application  of standards  in  the  field  of 
information technology and and functional  specifications 
in  the  field  of  telecommunications,  the  following 
measures,  subject  to  Article  3  (2)  and  Article  4, shall  be 
implemented  at  Community  level: 
(a)  regular,  at least  annual, determinatton  on  rhc  ba~1~ of 
international standards, draft international st.1ndards or 
equivalent documents, of  the  priority  ~tandardiLation 
requirements w1th  a  view  to  the  preparation of  work 
(I)  OJ  No  L  l '·  1  ~.  I.  llJT!,  p.  I. 
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programmes  and  the  tommtsstoning  of  such  Euro-
p~an standards and functional spec.:ifications as  may be 
deemed necessary to ensure the exchange of informa-
tion  and  data  and  systems  interoperability ; 
(l>)  on the basis of international standardization activities : 
the  European  standards  institutions  and  specia-
lized  technical  bodies  in  the  information techno-
logy  and  telecommunications  sector  shall  be 
invited  to establish  European standards, European 
prestandards  or  telecommunications  functional 
specifications having  n~course, if  necessary, to  the 
drafting  of  functional  standards,  to  ensure  the 
precision required by users  for exchange of infor-
mation and data and systems interoperability. Such 
bodies shall base their work on international stan-
dards, draft international standards or international 
technical  specifications  in  telecommunications. 
Where  an  international  standard,  drah  interna·-
tional standard or international technical specifica-
tion in  telecommunicatjons offers clear pmvisions 
allowing  its  uniform  application, thf!se  provisions 
will  be  adopted  unaltered  in  the  European  stan-
dard, European prestandard, or telecommunication 
functional  specification.  Only  where  such  clear 
provisions  do not exist in  the  international  stan-
dard, draft  international  standard or international 
technical specification in tdecommunications, the 
European standard, European prestandard, or tele-
communication  functional  specification  will  be 
written  to clarify or, where  necessary, supplement 
the international standard, draft international stan-
dard  or  international  technical  specification  in 
telecommunications  while  avoiding  divergence 
fr•lffi  it; 
the same bodies shall  be  invited  to  prepare tech-
nical  specifications  which  may form  the  basis  uf 
European  standards  or  European  prestandards  in 
the absence of, or as a contributitm to the produc-
tion  of,  agreed  international  standards  for  the 
exchange  of  information  and  data  and  systems 
interoperauility ~ 
(c)  measures  to  facilitate  the application  of the standards 
and  functional  specifications,  in  particular by means 
of  coordinating Member States'  activities  in : 
the verification of the conformity of products and 
services  to the standards and functional specifica-
tions on the basis of test requirements specified ; 
the  certification  of  conformity  to  standards  and 
functional  specifications  in  accordance  with 
properly  harmonized  procedures. 
(d)  promotion  of the application  of standards and func-
tional  specifications  relating  to  information  techno-
logy and  telecommunications in public sector orders 
and  technical  regulations. 
Artide J 
1.  The specific objectives of the measures proposed are 
described  in  the Annex  to  this  Decision. 
2.  This  Decision  shall  cover : 
standards  in  the  field  of Information  Technology  a~ 
set out in  Article  5 
functional  specifications  for  the  services  specifically 
offered  over  public telecommunications networks  for 
exchange  of information  and  data  between  informa-
tion  technology systems. 
3.  This  Decision  shall  not  cover : 
- common  technical  specifications  for  terminal  equip-
ment  connected  to  the  public  telecommunications 
networks, which are covered by Directive 86/361/EEC 
- specifications for  the equipment forming any part of 
the  telecommunications  networks  themselves. 
Article  4 
In  determining  requirements  as  regards  standardization 
and in drawing up a work programme for standardization 
and  the  preparation  of  functional  specifications,  the 
Commission  shall  refer  in  particular  to  the  information 
communicated  to  it  pursuant  to  Directive  83/189/EEC. 
The  Commission,  after  consulting  the  Committee 
provided for in Article 7, shall entrust the technical work 
to  the  competent  European  standards  organiz.ttions  or 
specialised technical bodies (CFN, CENELEC and CEPT) 
requesting them, if  necessary,  to  draw  up corresponding 
European  standards  or  functional  specifi<.ations.  The 
mandates  to  be  given  to  these  organizations  shall  be 
referred  for  agreement  to  the  Committee  provided  tor 
under Article  5  of  Directive  83/189/EEC  in  accordance 
with  the  procedures  of  the  said  Directive.  No  mandate 
shall  be  issued  which  overlaps  with  any  part  of  work 
programmes  commenced  or  drawn  up  under  Directive 
86/361/EEC. 
Arti1.:/e  5 
1.  Taking account of the differences  between  ex1stmg 
national  procedures, Member States shall  take the neces-
sary  steps  to  ensure  that  reference  is  made  to : 
- European  standards  and  Europ~an  prestandards  as 
described  in  Article  2  (b) ; 
- international standards when accepted  in  the  coumry 
of  the  contracting authority; 
in  public  procurement  orders  relating  to  information 
technology so  that these standards  are  used  as  the  basis 
for the exchange of information and data for systems in-
teroperability. 
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2.  ln  order  to  provide  end-to-end  compatibility, 
Member  States  shall  take  the  necessary  steps  to  ensure 
that their telecommunications  administrations  use  func-
tional  spedfications  for  the  means  of  access  to  their 
public  telecommunica~ion  networks  for  those  services 
•;pccifica!ly  intcnd<.'d  for  cxLhangc  of  information  and 
data  between  information  technology  sy~tems  which 
thernseives use the standards mentioned in paragraph 1. 
J.  Appli(ation  of  this  Article  shall  take  account  of 
spcci3l circumstances as outlined below which may justify 
the  use  of standards and specifications other than  those 
provided  for  in  this  Decision : 
the  need  for  operational  continuity  in  exbting 
systems,  but  onl;·  as  part  of  clearly  defined  and 
reron~ed strategies  for  subsequent transition to inter-
national or European  standards or functional  specifi-
tht  genuinely  inn0vative  nature  of  certain  projects; 
v. •. •:1c  the standard or functional specification in ques-
tif'"  is  technically  inadequate  for  its  purpose on  the 
t· -,  • nJ.;  that  it  does  not  provide  the  appropriate 
means of achieving information and data exchange or 
systems interoperability, or that the means (including-
t::<;ting)  do not exist  to establish satisfactorily confor-
.nity of a  product to that standard or functional speci-
fit·ation  or  where,  in  the  case  of  European  Pre-
\tandards, these  lack the necessary stability for  appli-
cation.  lt  shall  be  open  to  other  Member  States  to 
demonstrate to the Committee referred to in Article 7 
that equipment conforming to the standard had been 
used satisfa' t.orily, and that use of this waiver was  not 
justified; 
where,  after  careful  consultation  of  the  market,  it  is 
found  that  important  reasons  related  to  cost-
effectiveness  make  use  of  the  standard or functional 
specification  in  question  inappropriate.  It  would  be 
epcn  to  other Member States  to  demonstrate  to  the 
Committee  refem:d  to  in  Artie!.-:  7  th.at  equipment 
coniorming  to  that  standard  had  been  used  satisfac-
torily on  a  normal commercial  basis, and  that use  of 
tr.is  waiver  was  not  jw;tified. 
4.  In  addition,  Member States  may  require  reference, 
on the same basis as  in paragraph 1,  to draft international 
standards. 
5.  Contracting  authorities  re!ying  U?On  paragraph  3 
~h:!ll  record their reasons  for  doing so, if  possible, in the 
initi~d tender documents issued in respect of the procure-
ment, and in  all  cases shall  record  these  rt·asons  in  their 
uHernal  documentation  atld  shall  supply  <;uch  informa-
tic.•c  on  request  to  tendcting  companies  and  to  the 
Cornm1nee  refctred  w  in  Artu.!t:  7  whilst  r~spcning 
commercial  confidentiality.  It  ~hal1  abo  h··  ~·o:>sihk  (or 
complaints abour  use of derogations  rdcncd  io  ;n  paa,t-
graph  3  to  be  made  direct  to  the  Commi,.~,,on. 
6.  ll1c Commassion •,hall  nJ•,IIH'  1ha1  t1,1  nanv··.i  ··1,  a·l 
thas  Arti,:lc  arc  .tpplacd  w  dw  t.~:.e  ..  :  ,,;;  C•.H••Iilbi! •ty 
projects  and  program.nes, indudir1g  }.-JfJii<.'  p,·n'-.o;..:mu":.L 
orders  financed  from  the  Commumty  bu(_';;:ct. 
7.  Contracting autlwritie-s, ;f they  ~un:;idt·~ ,,  !L·:·:·~,~·Y­
may  apply  other  spe,·ificaiions  to  colltr.K,~  o:  ,,  v:dm 
lower than  100 000  ECU,  provtded  th~t  tl.t~  .. ·  ,,l:J(LJ~~e:. 
will  not  prevent  the  usc  ot  the  .-.;I.<darcb  11  _;-,1,  '•''-'<~  ~r= 
paragraphs 1 and lin any (OIItr.lt.:L 'JI  .1  .~;rc<>•·  - -.·,,i;,.  ~~ .:'1 
the sum  mentioned  nl  thl~  par.txr<~pn  Tht"  ,._.,.,;  ~d,  .,,,. 
derogation or the lcvli ot the threshn!1i  ·:~tal·:·:.:~··  1•;  l•i;.· 
paragraph  will  be  revtev.cd  witlnn  thr·x  y:  .11 .•  (·,t  ,:,l· 
briging  into  application  of  1  hi~)  Ucci~ton. 
Artirle  6 
When drafting or arnendlllg ~cdmiutl regu!, U\·.·  .1.  ••  ·.~~ 
covered by this Decision, Memb~a  State5  ~},ali ·dcr :l.  1he 
standards referred to in Article 5 wheneVf:I  the:;;:  me~:t p·: 
an  appropriate  fashion  the  required  technwal  ::;r:ccthca 
tions  of  the  regulation. 
Article  1 
1.  An  advisory  conuniltt-c, called  the  'Snatoa  Otiiuals 
Grouo  on  standardization  in  the  fidJ  of  lnf<'tma:icll 
Tech~ology' shall asstst  the Commission  ~n  th pnrsuann.· 
of the objectives and  ats  management ot the al  t rvltics  L1id 
down  by  the  Decision.  h  shall  l·onsist of  n  prc-;entativc~; 
appointed  by  tht'  Mt·rnbt·I  States,  who  rnav  l·all  llll  the 
assistance  of experts or  adviser~;: its  chamJLllt  :-.hali  bl  ::s 
representative of the Commission. For tt·lt·cotnmunil ation 
issues  the  competent  committet>  is  the  'Senior  Officials 
Group for Telecommunications' provided for  m  Arti\.:k  S 
of  Directive  86/361 /EEC. 
2.  The Commis~ion shall consult tlw Committee when 
determining  Community  priorities,  implementing 
measures  referred  to  in  the  Annex,  when  dealing  with 
matters concerning the veritication of conformity to stan-
dards,  monitoring  the  implementation  of  Article  S  and 
other  matters  relating  to  standardization  iP  the  field  of 
information technology and  telen~mmunit..atlnn·;, u; nthcr 
fields  which which  the:--.t:  ovt'rlap.  It  ~.!tall  a:  ·:  tOil~.~· It  ilw 
Committee  on  the  report  referred  to  in  Ana~. k  ~-
3.  The  Commission  shall  coordin:1tc  the  altiVltJc.>  ot 
thc~e  Committees  with  till~  Committee  pr(lvidcd  lor  111 
Article  S  of  DHcctiVt'  83/1 l-19/EEC  in  parlletdar  where 
there  is  a  putt ntial  ovl'rlap  in  is>uing  rcquc:,t  ~  to  l:uro-
pcan  standards  lnstlltl:~>Hls  lllltkl  rhi  ..  !  )t·t·i~;H•t&  .tnd  that 
Directive. 
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4.  Any questions regarding the unpl<•tnentation of this 
Dc~...·•sion  may  be  submitted  to  tht'  Committee  at  the 
request  of  the  Chairman  or a  Member State. 
5.  The  Committee  shall  meet  at  least  twice  a  year. 
6.  The Committee shall adopt its own  rules of proce-
dur<'. 
7.  The Secretariat of the Committee shall be provided 
by the  Commission. 
Article  8 
Every two years the Commission shall  ~ubmit a  progress 
report  to  the  European  Parliament and  the  Council  on 
standardization  activities  in  the  information  technology 
sector. This report shall refer to the implementing arran~ 
gcments  adopted  within  the  Community,  the  results 
obtained, the application of those results in public procu-
rement contracts and  national  technical regulations, and, 
in particular, their practical significance for certification. 
·------·----
A rticlr  9 
This  Decisior.  shall  not  prejudice  the  appli<.·ation  of 
Directive  83/189/EEC  and  Directive  86/361/EEC. 
Article  10 
Titi!..  Decision !)hall  he brought into application one year 
from the date of its publication in the Official jouma/ of 
the  European  Communities. 
Article  11 
This  Decision  is  addres~>ed to  the  Member States. 
Done at  Brussels,  22  December  1986. 
For  the Council 
Tht  President 
G.  SHAW 
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ANNEX 
MEASURES FOR STANDARDIZATION IN THE FIELD OF INFORMATION TECHNOLOG\' 
AND TELECOMMUNICA'nONS 
1.  Aims 
(a)  to contributt' to the integration of the internal Community marke<  in  the :nformat10n  ,,.,·ru:~>­
logy  and  telecommunications sector ; 
(b)  to improve the  international competitiveness of  Community  manutacturt"rs  by  allowing  fc,~ 
greater market uptake in the Community of equipment manuta-.:tuwd to recognized  Eulv{~'.,:: 
and  intemational  standards ; 
(c)  to  facilitate  the  exchange  of  information  throughout  the  Commumty,  by  rcducmg  tht· 
obstacles c.reated  by incompatibilities arising from  the absence of standards or their  I~Lk of 
precision; 
(d)  to ensure that user requirements are  taken  into account by giving users  greater fn:edom  t•J 
o:1ssemble  their systems in a  manner guaranteeing operating compatibility and, consequt.'ntly. 
improved  preformance  at  a  lower cost; 
1 :)  to promote the application of standards and functional specifications in public l>Cctor  ordt>r~. 
2.  Description of measures and activities to be undertaken 
2.1.  Preparation  of work programmes and definition  of pn"oritieJ 
2.1.1. 
2.1.2. 
2.1.3. 
2.1.4. 
2.1.5. 
2.2. 
The drawing-up of work programmes and assignment of priorities taking account of Community 
requirements and the economic impact of these activities from the ~tandpoint of use!:', producers 
and telecommunications administrations. The tasks to be performed at this level  may mclude, in 
particular : 
gathering detailed information on the basis of national and  mtcrnational programmes,  pn:.,t·nt.l 
tion  of  that information in  a  form  which  facilitate~ comparative analysis and  preparation  ot  tbc 
summaries  required  for  the  work  of  the  Committee; 
The disseminatiOn  of that information, the examination of  rc4u1remcnb and the {·omultation ol 
interested  partit"s; 
synchronization  of  the  work  programmes  with  international  standardizaticnt  a~..·tlVitles; 
the  management  of  work  programmes ; 
the  preparation of reports describing  the execution of  the activities  and  the  practical  a·sults  o1 
their  implementation. 
The  execution  of standardization activities  in  the field  of injorm.Jtion  technology 
Executiou  ot  the  work  programmes  necessitates  the  implementation  of  a  series  of  al.tiVlt!es, 
responsibiliry for whkh is  generally entrusted to CEN/CENELEC and  to  the  CEPT and which 
correspond to the different stages of activity that must be completed in order to ensure the credi 
bility  of  standards.  · 
These  :~ctivities  include : 
2.2.1.  the refinement ot international standards in an effort to remove the ambigutties and option~ that 
dil>tort  the  function  of  standards  designed  to  guarantee  the  exchange  of  information  and  the 
compatible  operation  of  systems ; 
2.7  .. 2.  the drafting of prest.tndards in cases justified by the e-xcessive  delay!: ol  mtcrnataonal st.,nd.ml!z.t-
tion  pwccdurt·•;, or of  standards required  in  the Community cont('Xf  in  tht"  ahst·nn· of  inter ua-
tional  :-.tandards; 
2.2.3.  the dcfintt10n of  the condttions to be fulfilled in order to cst~blish compkte confornuty to a :-.tan 
dard; 
2.2.4.  t!.e preparation of test  ~tandards or test specifications included in the standards and th(·  urgaru1.a 
tion  of  procedures and structures to enable test  laboratories  to  check conformity to  those !.tan 
dards  on  a  properly  harmonized  basis. 
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2.3.  Aclirtitits  affeair~g tht ttltcommunications  sector 
The standardization mcaauns which concem the tda:ommunicatiomJ sc<:tor  include two typt'S of 
activity: 
- the  drafting  of  functional  specifications,  based  on  international  or  European  standards/ 
specifi..:ations when they exist, for the means of ac<:~:ss to public telecommunication networks 
for those services specifically intended for exchange of information and data between informa-
tion technology systems. This technical work comes under the harmonintion activities carred 
out in  the  telecommunications section  and is  entrusted  to  CEPT following  the  procedures 
described  in  Directive  86/361/EEC, 
- the work to be carried out in the field common to information technology and to telecommu-
nications requins incr«sed cooperation between  t11e  competent technical bodies (i.e.  CEN/ 
CENELEC/CEP'I). It should raise the degree of convergence so  that the standards and func-
tional specifications can be applied in as many ways as  possible and in a harmonized manner 
following  the procedure described  in  Directive  83/189/EEC. 
2.4.  Complementary  measures 
This  part  of  the  programme  covers  the  following  measures : 
2.4.1.  specific  metrological  activities  relating  to : 
- promotion of the development of test and validation instruments and formal description tech-
niques, 
- support for the case of refert'nces, particularly in the case of applications requiring the use of 
functional  standards  based  on a  number of standards  in  combination ; 
2.4.2.  the promotion of the preparation of manuals giving guidance on the application of standards for 
the  final  user ; 
2.4.3.  the promotion of demonstrations in respect of the operating compatibility achieved as a result of 
the application of a standard. The main aim of this action will be to make the test and metrolo-
gical instruments defined in 2.4.1. available  for use  in different project., and to ensure that deve-
lopment standards  are  experimented with ; 
2.4.4.  the  promotion  of  arrangements  that  go  beyond  the  framework  of  industrial  standardization, 
depend on agreements concluded in particular fields of professional activity and contribute to the 
efficient exchange of information (travel  agency transactions, automation of money transactions, 
computerization  of  customs documents,  robotics,  office  automation,  micro~computing, etc.); 
1.4.5.  studies and projects relating specifically to standardization in the field of information technology. 
3.  Meaat~res relating  to  the application of standards in  the  public  procurement sector 
Delermination of  the most efficient methods of  ensuring the rapid application of  the standards 
and technical specifications within the context of the present Decision while assuring appropriate 
linking with  activities  depending on  Directive  77  /62/EEC (1). 
( 1)  OJ  No  l  13,  15.  J.  1977,  p.  l. 
No  L  36/3/ COMMISSION  OF  THE  EUROPEAN  COMMUNITIES 
COM<8S>  836  final 
Brussels, ,lO  January  1986 
Proposal  for  a 
COUNCIL  REGULATION  (EEC) 
instituting a  CommunHy  programm.e  for  the development  of  certain 
less-favoured  regions  of  the  Community  by  improving  access  to 
advanced  telecommunications  services 
<STAR  programme) 
<submitted  to the  Council  by  the  Commission> 
COMC85)  836  final 
1'!? 
.. L  e  il 
\ Explanatory  memorandum 
1.  With  the  entr·y  into  force  in  1985  of  a  new  Regulation  governing 
Community  regional  policy  and,  in  particular,  th~  financial 
instrument  for  that  policy,  namely,  the  European  Regional  Development 
Fund  <ERDF>,  the  Com111unity  increased  its  wherewithal  to  deal  MOre 
effectively  with  the  many  different  problems  it  faces.  Bearing  in 
mind  th~  major  contribut1on  that  regional  m~asures  determined  at 
Community  level  can  make  towards  resolving  the  serious  problems 
affecting  the  economic  ·.;ituation  in  certain  regions,  the  Community 
has  made  provision  for  inclusion  of  the  concept  of  "Community 
pr·ogramme"  in  its  panoply  of  instruments.  The  CoMuni t y  nature  of 
such  programmes  resides  in  the  fact  that  their  Main  features, 
<including  specific objectives,  territorial  scope,  nature  and  terms 
of  assistance,  and  the  level  of  Co.-unity  participation)  are 
determined  on  a  proposal  from  the  Commission;  at  the  same  time,  the 
purpose  of  the  programmes  is  to  provide  a  better  link  between  the 
ComMunity's  regione~l  development  objectives  and  the  objectives  of 
other  Community  policies.  Whereas  the  specific  measures  under  the 
former  non-quota  section  of  the  EROF  were  designed  primarily  to 
mitigate  the  adverse effects  of  other  Community  policies,  Community 
programmes  will  concentrate  more  on  enhancing  in  the  less-favoured 
regions  the  benefits  that  may  result  from  implementation  of  those 
policies,  including  telecommunications  policy. 
7.  Th~ prime  aim  of  this  particular  programme  is  to  foster  the  economic 
development  of  the  least-favoured  regions  of  the  Community  by 
improving  advanced  t~lecon•unicatio~s  services  in  line  with  the 
Community's  obj("ctives  in  thi'i  field. 
The  detailed  studies  carried  out  recently  by  the  Commission  have 
shown  that  these  regions  are  lagging  a  long  way  behind  the  rest  of 
the  Community  as  regards  both  te  leco~~muni  cat ions  equipment  and  the 
level  of  services  on  offer.  There  is  the  danger  that  the  rapid  change 
that  has  been  taking  place  in this  sector  for  several  years,  notably 
as  a  result  of  the  expansion  of  new  infor~aat ion  technotz>gies  wilL 
accentuate  the  backwardness  of  the  least-favoured  regions.  Since  the 
location  of  new  equipment  and  services  is  determined  by  the  pattern 
of  demand,  the natural  tendency  is  for  them  to  be  concentrated  in  the 
central  regions,  which  are  also  the  most  dynamic  in  the  Community. 
This  works  to  the  detriment  of  the  less-developed  outlying  regions, 
where,  as  a  result,  individuals  and  existing  businesses  - and 
especidlly  the  basic  economic  fabric  constituted  by  small·  and 
medium-sized  enterprises  ( SMEs)  - not  only  may  be  deprived  of  the 
benefits  of  modern  telecommunications  techniques  but  may  also  see 
__ .._._ -------·--------------
1  SeE>  the  conclusions  of  the  Council  dated  17  December  1984  and  the 
Communication  from  the  Commission  to  the  Council  on  telecommunications 
2  (CQM(84)277  final  of  18  May  1984>. 
The  regions  having  to  contend  with  serious  economic  problems  and  with 
an  inadequate  level  of  telecommunications  services  are  the  regions  of 
Greece  and  Ireland,  the  Mezzogiorno,  Northern  Ireland,  Corsica  and  the 
FrE-nch  overseas  departments,  and  regions  in  Spain  and  Portugal.  The 
latter  will  be  dPtermined  as  soon  as  the  regional  aid  schemes  submitted 
by  Spain  and  Portugal  pursuant  to  Articles  92  and  93  of  the  EEC  Treaty 
havP  been  declared  compatible  with  the  common  market  under  Article  92. their econo•ic  prospects blighted, since there  is  no  denying  that  the 
availability  of  advanced  teleco ..  unications  services  is  increasingly 
hecoming  a  crucial  factor  in  the  location of  productive  investMent. 
3.  The  Community  cannot  allow  this to continue.  The  C011111ission  takes  the 
view.that  new  technological  develop.ents  instead  of  being  allowed  to 
ossify  ~)C i sting  economic  structures,  must  be  the  Means  whereby  the 
less-developed  regions  are  able  to  participate  in  the  quat it  at ive 
improvements  that  Europe  is aaking with  regard  to  new  technologies. 
This  approach  is warranted  firstly by  the fact  that,  where  advanced 
telecomMunications  services  are  concerned,  the  cost  of  certain 
operations  is  no  longer  a  function of  distance.  And  so,  for  the first 
time  in  a  specific  sector,  the  handicap  of  •higher  cost•  that 
invariably  places  firms  producing  certain  goods  and  services  in  the 
outtying  regions  at  a  disadvantage  will  probably  be  re111oved.  In 
addition,  the overall  economic  benefit of  advanced  telecoMmunications 
services  if often  greater  than  is  indicated  by  official  schedules  of 
charges,  themselves  a  key  factor  in business profitability. 
The  fact  remains  of  course,  that  the deMand  for  goods  and  services  in 
l?.ss-devetoped  regions  is  generally  less  buoyant  or  is  slower  to 
materialize  than  in  the  most  dynamic  regions.  For  this  reason,  the 
ro1 e  o~  regional.  pol icy  is to  initiate appropriate  111easures  aimed  at 
rostering  e~ploitation  of  this  new  potential  and,  during  a 
t. rans; t ional  period,  to  meet  the  extra  cost  of  providing  the 
intrastructures and  services  in question e•rlier than  would  otherwise 
be  the  case. 
4.  The  Community  programme  put  forward  by  the  Co•ission  is  to  be  seen 
in  this  light.  In  order  to  maximize  the  aforeraentioned  advantages, 
the  programme  provides  for  the  provision  of  the  11odern  equipment 
necessary  and  for  a  consistent  series  of  aid  11easures  to  boost  the 
supply of, and  the demand  for,  advanced  services. 
Naturally,  the bulk  of  the  financial  resources  is ear11arked  for  basic 
equipment.  The  specific  nature  of  the  Co•unity  prograMe  consists 
here  in  financing  only  advanced  teleco•unications  that  reflect  the 
guidelines  laid  down  in  the policy  followed  by  the  co ..  unity  in  this 
field.  The  programme  differs  therefore  from  the  ERDF's  other 
financing  operations  (national  prograMes,  projects>  and  fro11  the 
;.o~ttmunty's  other  financial  instruMents  for  structural  purposes  which 
have  been  widely  deployed  in  the  past  and  will  continue  to  finance 
projects  involving more  conventional  teleco11111unications  equipment. 
Advanct-d  telecommunications  were  defined  by  thf'  Colftftlission  in  its 
Commun1cation  to  the  Council  on  telecoMunications,  notably  under 
Action  Line  v,  which  advocated  making  full  use  of  modern 
telecom~nunications  in  the  CoMmunity's  least-favoured  regions. 
In  accordance  with  the guidelines set  out  in  that  Communication,  the 
types  of  basic  equipment  proposed  in  the  progra1111e  relate  first  to 
the  establi  sh111ent  of  major  te leco1111unications  links  in  thf'  least-
favoured  regions  to  the  new  advanced  telecoMuni cat  ions  networks, 
including,  whert'>  appi vpri ate,  the  broadband  transnational  digital 
network.  Investment  projects assisted under  that ·heading  may  include 
land-based  <or  submarin~>  systems,  notably  those  using  optical 
fibres,  and  satellite  systems.  The  progra•me  then  focuses  on 
digitalization with  a  view  to  more  rapid  introduction  of  integrated-
services digital networks.  Pending  the  introduction of  such  networks, 
the  programMe  will  also  be  able  to  finance  supedmposed  networks permltting  anmong  other  things  high-speed  data  transmission.  Lastly, 
the  programme  provides  for  the  establishment  of  cellular  radio 
infrastructures. 
5.  The  establishment  of  these  different  infrastructures  is  obviously  a 
necessary  but  not  sufficient  condition  for  the  development  of 
advanced  te  lecommuni cat ions  services  in  the  least-favoured  regions. 
If  proper  use  is  to  be  made  of  these  infrastructures,  it is essential 
that  appropriate  back-up measures  be  taken  to  stimulate  the  supply  of 
advanced  services directly accessible  to the  productive  sector on  the 
one  hand,  and  to  encourage  the demand  for  such  services on  the other. 
The  aim  is  to  allow  individuals  and  firms  in  the  less-favoured 
regions  to  take  full  advantage of  the  services  accessible  to  them.  A 
whole  range  of  corresponding measures  is proposed. 
Under  the  programme,  finance  will  be  available  for  the  establishment 
and  development  of  teleco•uni  cat ions  service  cent res,  notably  for 
SMEs.  Justification  for  such  centres  is  provided  by  the  economies  of 
scale  that  will  flow  from  several  users  sharing use  of  sophisticated 
means  o~  telecom~nunication.  Aid  will  also  be  available  to  develop 
"specialized  information"  services,  these  being  of  particular 
interest  to  economic  activities  at  local  or  regional  Level.  In  this 
way  it  will  be  possible  to  feed  into  the  networks  to  be  established 
in  the outlying  regions  the  wealth  of  information  stored  in databanks 
at  CoMunity  level.  Through  such  a  measure,  the  program•e  will 
contribute  directly  to  attainment  of  soMe  of  the  Community's  policy 
objectives  for  the specialized  information  market. 
The  measures  to  promotf"  demand  for  services  include  aids  for  SMEs 
that  will  make  it  easier  for  them  to  purchase  the  equipment 
(terminal~,  modem'.i,  etc.)  they  need  if  they  are  to  make  use  of 
advanced  telecommunicat1ons  services.  Such  aids  must  be  justified by 
prf>l1minary  expert  studiec;  demonstrating  the  economic  importance  of 
us1ng  such  ~ervices.  At  the  same  time,  technical  assistance  and 
promotional  measures  will  have  to  ensure  that  such  equipment  is  put 
to  profitabLe  use.  The  programme  also  provides  for  technical  and 
economic  feasibility  studies  of  a  more  general  nature  and  for  the 
financing  of  preparatory  work  on  reg;onal  or  local  programmes,  in 
particular  with  a  view  to  facilitating  coordinated  use  of  advanced 
telecommunications  systems.  Lastly,  in  view  of  the  specific  nature  of 
a  number  of  ent  i rPl y  new  opeorat ions,  the  part-1 inane ing  of 
demonstration  measures  to  identify  original  solutions  tailored  to 
local  conditions  is  envisaged.  The  experimental  projects  for 
assessing  the  feasibility  of  tele-commuting  based  on 
telecommunications  services  are  a  case  in point. 
6.  Ar;  thP  programme  is  consistt'nt  both  with  the  objective'S  of  regional 
policy  and  with  tht'  CommunHy's  guidtalines  in  the  field  of 
tPlPcommunications,  th~  level  of  Community  participation will  be  theo 
maximum  normally  permissible  under  the  Fund  Regulation.  In  addition, 
as  laid down  in  that  Rt'gulation,  the  Community  programme  will  receive 
priority  in  the  management  of  ERDF  resources. 
As  regards  the  assistance  mechanism,  the  Community  programme  i~ 
cunsistent  with  the  provisions  of  the  new  Fund  Regulation.  Joint 
financing  by  the  Community  is  provided  not  on  a  project  basis  but  in 
annual  instalments.  This  approach  facilitates  multiannual  programming 
of  the  measures  and  financing  op,rations  in  which  the  competent 
1 Q  '! 
...;, ...  t_.  ~..;., duthorities  at  national  and  r~gional  levels  cooperate.  Provision  is 
also  made  for  close  consultation  with  the  Co•ission,  which  may, 
where  appropriate,  extend  to  1  certain  •ount  of  technical 
assistance.  The  assistance  progra•••s are  adopted  by  the  COMMission 
in  the  form  of  "prograM .. agreeMents•. 
·1.  On  the  basis  of  the  studies  carried  out  and  in  the  light  of  the 
guidelines  laid down  in  the  Fund  Regulation,  the  Co ..  ission takes  the 
view  that,  where  this proposal  is  co~cerned,  the  level  of  co ..  unity 
participation  should  be  set  at  450  •Hlion  ECU  ·cexcluding  Spain  and 
Por·tugal>. 
The  figure  is  an  estimate  and  will  be  confirmed  when  the  CoMission 
approves  the  assistance  progra••es  to  be  drawn  up  by  the  Melllber 
States  concerned  in  consultation with  the  co ..  ission.  The  co ..  unity 
programme  will  cover  the  period 1986-90.  The  expected  timetable  for 
commitments  is as  follows  : 
Million  ECU 
r  VP:ar 
!Country  I  1986  1987  1988  1989  1990  TOTAL 
T ·---·-·---r 
<150) 1  Spain  I 
I 
France  I  5  5  5  5  5  25 
I 
Greece  I  16  18  20  22  24  100 
I 
Ireland  I  10  10  10  12  s·  50 
I 
Italy  I  34  46  54  58  58  250 
I 
(100) 1  Portugal! 
I 
United  I  4  6  8  4  3  25 
Kingdom  I 
I 
Total  I 
EEC  10  I  69  85  97  101  98  450 
Total  I 
EEC  12  I  (700) 
t <  ') 
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Proposal  for  a 
COUNCIL  REGULATION  (EEC> 
instituting a  Community  programme  for  the development 
of  certain  less-favoured  regions of  the  ComMunity  by  improving 
access  to advanced  teleco  ..  unications services 
<STAR  programme) 
THE  COUNCIL  OF  THE  EUROPEAN  COMMUNITIES, 
Having  rega.-d  to  the  Treaty  establishing the  European  Economic  Comtnunity, 
Having  regard  to  Council  Regulation  <EEC)  No  1787/84  of  19  June  1984  on 
the  European  Regional  Development  Fund,1  and  in  particular  Articlel(~t) 
thert>of, 
Having  regard  to  the proposal  from  the  ComMission,2 
d  h  .  .  f  h  t•  3  Having  regar  to t  e  op1n1on  o  t  e  European  Par  laMent, 
Having  regard  to the opinion of  the  Economic  and  Social  Committee,4 
Whereas  Article  7  of  Regulation  (EEC>  No  1787/84,  hereinafter  referred  to 
as  the  Fund  Regulation,  provides  for  participation  by  the  Fund  in 
Community  programmes  the  purpose  of  which  is  to  help  in  solving  serious 
oroblems  affecting  the  socio-economic  situation  in  one  or  I'IIOre  regions 
and  wh 1ch  are  designed  to  provide  a  better  link  between  the  Community's 
object i vt's  for  the  structural  development  or  conversion  of  regions  and 
thE'  ohjectives of  other  Community  policies; 
Whereas  the  regions  in  Greece  and  Ireland,  the  Mezzogiorno,  Northern 
I ret  and,  Corsica  and  the  French  overseas  departlltents,  and  regions  in 
Spain  and  Portugal  have  to  contend  with  particularly  serious  economic 
~-----------------------
2  OJ  No  l  169,  28.6.1984,  P.  1. 
3 
'· rrohlems;  whereas  the  level  of  telecommunications  services,  especially 
ddvanced  services  intended  for  the  productive sector  in  those  regions  is 
;nadequate;  whereas  this  shortcoMing  has  an  adverse  effect  not  only  on 
th~ir socio-economic  situation but  also on  their developMent  prospects; 
WhP.reas,  on  29  and  30  March  1985,  the  European  Council  endorsed 
objectives  aimed  at  strengthening  the  technological  base  and 
competitiveness  of  Community  industry  ;  whereas  those objectives  include 
achieving  a  breakthrough  in  telecommunications  ;  whereas  one  of  the 
lin~5 of  action  adopted  on  17  December  1984  by  the  Council  of  Ministers  in 
t h  1 s  field  is  designed  to ensure  improved  access  for  less-favoured  regions 
of  th~ Community  to  the  benefits of  the development  of  advanced  services 
and  networks; 
·.t~  ,.,.,.e.:ts  fuller  integration  of  the  least-favoured  regions  into 
'.-..: t.·co•""'mHni cat ions  networks  and  appropriate  use  by  them  of  advanced 
~· lt· c 0mmuni c.1;1t 1  ons  services  are  necessary  if  they  are  to  narrow  the 
economic  development  gap  separating  them  from  the  rest  of  the  Community 
·  •.·.~  such  services  will  reduce  their  isolation,  will  allow  them  to 
participate  in  the  Community's  technological  breakthrough  and  will  foster 
job creation; 
Wh~reas  use  of  advanced  telecommunications  services  presupposes  the 
Pstabl ishment  of  the  necessary  infrastructures  such  as  major  links  for 
the  regions  to  the  new  networks,  digitalization  to  promote  more  rapid 
int•·oouction  of  integrated-services  digital  networks,  the  laying  of 
""-"-'  1n;r.osed  networks  notably  in  the  field  of  high-speed  data 
trnnsm1ssion,  and  the  establishment  and  development  of  cellular  radio 
infrastructures  compatible  with  the develOPMent  of  a  CoMMunity  system; 
Whe rP.as  the  establishment  of  modern  te  lecom111uni cat ions  infrastructures 
must  be  accompanied  by  measures  to  promote  the  supply of,  and  the demand 
for,  advanced  services  facilitating optimum  use  of  those  infrastructures; 
wher~as  such  promotion  includes  aid  for  the  preparation  of  regional  or 
t·J·:a!  programmes  for  the  coordinated  use  of  telecommunication  systems, 
adv·,sory  and  publicity measures,  demonstration  projects,  aid  to  promote the  tak~-up of  the  services available  <notably  by  s•all  and  M~dium-sized 
enterprises  by  making  it  easier  for  the•  to  purchase  ter11ina ls  and  by 
providing  the11  with  the  requisite technical  assistance>,  service centres, 
experimental  tele-commuting  projects  and  the  develoPMent  of  regional 
specialized  information services; 
Whereas  the  Member  States  concerned  have  co ..  unicated  the  necessary 
informat.ion  to  the  Comntission; 
Whereas,  by  helping  the  least-favoured  regions  to  exploit  the  new 
telecommunications potential,  the Com.unity  programme  contributes  to  the 
furtherance  of  both  regional  developMent  objectives  and  the  CoMunity's 
objectives  in  the  field  of  telecommunications;  whereas  the  level  of 
Community  participation  must  therefore  be  the  11axi11um  perMissible  under 
the  fund  Regulation and  whereas,  at  the  same  ti11e,  the programMe  is given 
priority  in  the managment  of  Fund  resources; 
Whereas  sonte  of  the  regions  concerned  qualify  for  the  measures  laid down 
in  Council  Regulation  <EEC>  No  2088/85  of  23  July  1985  concerning  the 
integrated  Mediterranean  prograMMes~  which  per11its  Co.munity  financing 
over  and  above  the  ceilings  fixed  by  the  provisions  governing  the 
Community's  Funds; 
Whereas  Community  assistance  must  be  provided  in  the  form  of  multiannual 
programmes  dra~n up  by  the  Member  States  concerned  in  consultation  with 
the  Convnission  and  whereas  it  is  for  the  Co•ission,  in  adopting  those 
programmes  to  ensure  that  the operations  proposed  therein  are  in  keeping 
with  this  Regulation, 
HAS  AOOPTfv  THIS  REGULATION 
------------------------
')OJ  No  l.  197,  27~7.1985, p.  1. 
·f  () 5  J.v Article 1 
A  CoiMiunity  programme  within  the  ~neaning  of  Article  7  of  the  Fund 
Regulation  that  contributes  to  the  developMent  of  certain  less-favoured 
r~g1ons  of  the  Community  by  iMProving  access  to  advanced 
telecommunications  services  is  hereby  established. 
The  purpose  of  the  Community  programMe  shall  be  to  contribute  to 
~trengthening the economic  base  in  the  regions  concerned  by  iMProving  the 
su~ply  of  advanced  telecommunications  services,  to  foster  job  creation 
and  to  help  raise  technological  standards  in  those  regions.  To  this end, 
t~e  programMe  shall  provide  for  the  impleMentation  of  a  series  of 
c-r~r·:<.''"+.c·nt,  multiannual  •easures  establishing  •odern  telecoMunications 
infr&s~ructures and  proMoting  the  supply of,  and  the de11and  for,  advanced 
telecommunications  services. 
The  Comn.~..~nity  programme  shall  thereby  seek  to  provide  a  better  link 
betwPen  the  Co•unHy's  objectives  for  the  structural  develop11ent  of 
regions  and  the objectives of  co ..  unity  telecoMMunications  policy. 
Article 3 
1 •. The  Community  programme  shall  concern  regions 
_-s,  which  face  a  particularly  difficult  economic  situation 
compared  with  the  Com.unity  as  a  whole; 
(h)  which  are  located  at  the  periphery  of  the  Community  or  on  an 
island; 
':>  in  which  the  supply  of  teleco.munications  services,  notably 
?dvanced  services  for  the  productive  sector,  is  inadequate; 
'; (d)  which  are nor.ally  covered  by  a  national  regional  aid sheMe. 
2.  The  regions  satisfying the conditions  set  out  in  paragraph  1  are 
Corsica  and  the overseas departMents; 
<a>  in  Sp&~  .• 
<b>  in  F  ranee 
(c)  in  Greece  all  regions,  including  the prefecture of  Attiki; 
<d>  Ireland  :  all  regions; 
<e>  in  Italy  :  the  regions  and  zones of  the Mezzogiorno; 
(f)  in  Portugal  :  1 
<g>  in  the United  Kingdom  Northern  Ireland. 
Article  4 
The  Fund  may  participate,  under  the  Community  programMe,  in  the  following 
operations  : 
1.  Establishment  of  the  basic  equipmtmt  needed  for  advanced 
telecommunications  services  in order  : 
Ca>  to  integrate  the  less-favoured  regions  into  the  new  advanced 
telecommunications  networks  being  set  up  across  the  Community, 
including,  where  appropriate,  the  extension  of  the  broadband 
transnational  digital  network  planned  for  the  Community,  and  to 
provide  major  telecom~~unication  links.  Investments  projects  may 
include  land-based  C  including  submarine>  systeMs,  notably  those 
using optical  fibres,  and satellite systems; 
<b>  to  encourage digitalization with  a  view  to  more  rapid  introduction 
of  integrated-services  digital  networks  for  firMs  and  consu11ers. 
Investment  projects  may  include  the  digitalization  of  links  to 
final  users,  addHional  work  on  local  switches,  the  possible 
introduction  of  the  signalling  systems  between  swHches  that  are 
i-----------------------
The  regions  will  be  determined  by  the  Commission  once  the  regional 
State  aid  scheme  submitted  by  tht>  Mentbf'r  State  under  Articles  92 
ar~ 93  of  the  fEC  Treaty  have  been  dP.clarP.d  compatible  with  the  coMmon 
mar·ket  pursuant  tll  Ar·t1ele  92  of  the  Treaty. essential  to  integrated-services  digital  networks  and,  where 
appropriate,  more  rapid  digitalization  of  trans•ission  lines and 
switching  centres; 
<c>  to  set  in  place,  pending  the  introduction  of  integrated-servites 
digital  networks,  superimposed  networks  essential  to the provision 
of  advanced  telecoMMunications  services,  notably  in  the  field  of 
data  transmission. 
Investment  projects  .ay  include  establish•ent  of  the  major 
transmission  lines  and  provision of  equipment  enabling  the public 
to  use  the  service,  and  particularly  the  transformation  of  pilot 
schemes  already  financed  by  the  co ..  unity 
into fully-operational  syste•s; 
Crl)  to  ~stablish and  develop cellular  radio  infrastructures COMPatible 
with  the  development  of  a  CoMmunity  system; 
<e)  feasibility  studies  relating  to  the  investment  projects  specified 
in  (a)  to  <d>  • 
?.  Pro1notion  of  the  supply  of,  and  the  demand  for, 
telecommunications  services.  The  following  operations 
el;gible under  this  heading  : 
advanced 
shall  be 
<a>  preparation  of  local  or  regional  prograMmes  for  the  coordinated 
use  ot  advanced  te  lecommuni cat ions  systems.  This  shall  include 
technical  and  economic  feasibility  studies on  the provision of  new 
te  lecommun 1 cat ions  services  to  users,  notably  small  and  medium-
sized  enterprises  <SMEs)  in  the  industrial  and  service  sectors, 
including  tourism;  such  studies  shall  form  part  of  broader 
development  strategies  for  specific  areas,  sectors  or  groups  of 
firms; 
<b>  measures  to  promote  the  use  of  advanced  telecommunications 
services.  Such  mrasures  shall  include  publicity  and  in  format ion 
campaigns  aimE'd  at  making  potential  users  aware  of  the  eKistence 
and  advantages  of  modern  telecommunications  services,  either 
through  conventional  urket  ing  channels  or  by  way  of  seminars, 
1  ~-:> 8 
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courses  and  briefings.  Priority  shall  be  givttn  to  Measures  for 
SMEs,  including  in  the field of  tourisM  and  in other sectors with 
a  high  development  potential; 
<c>  measures  to  demonstrate,  by  Means  of  specific  integrated 
applications,  the  advantages  of  using  advanced  telecoMMunications 
services  •  Such  programmes  shall  include  deMonstration  projects 
for  SMEs,  )nclud;ng  in  the  field  of  tourisM  and  in  other  sectors 
with  a  high  develoPMent  potential; 
<d>  aid  to encourage  individual  SMEs  or  groups  of  SMEs  to use  advanced 
telecomMunications  services. 
Such  aid  may  take  the  form  of 
C  i >  expert  studies  on  the  potentia  t  economies  to  be  achieved 
through  greater  use  of  advanced  telecommunications  services, 
including  computerized  services  available  via  data-
transmission networks; 
Cii)  if the  studies  referred  to  in  <i>  so  justify, equipment  <such 
as  terminals  and  modems>  giving  users  access  to  advanced 
telecommunications  services; 
<e>  establishment  and  development  of  telecommunications  service 
centres,  outside  the  main  urban  areas,  with  a  view  to  : 
i)  providing user  services,  including advanced  data-transmission 
and  videocommunication  services, notably  in  sparsely populated 
areas; 
ii>  providing  common  services  for  two  or  •ore  SMEs; 
(f)  1mplementat1on  of  experimental  tele-commuting  projects; 
(g)  the  provision  of  regional  services  using  coMputerized 
telecomntunicat ions  facilities  in  the  sphere  of  specialized 
information,  including  inforMation  COMPiled  at  Community  level  and 
of  particular  interest  to certain users,  notably  SMEs,  including 
in  the  field of  tourism. Article  5 
The  Co•uni ty  programme  shall  be  financed  jointly  by  the  Mellber  State 
concerned  and  the  Community.  Assistance  fro11  the  Fund,  which  may  not 
elC ceer!  55  X  of  the  total  public  expenditure  taken  into  account  in  the 
progr.amme,  shall  be  provided  from  the  appropriations  entered  for  this 
pur·pose  in  the  general  budget  of  the  European  Co•unities.  The  Community 
contribution shall be  as  follows 
1 ..  Operations  relating  to  the  basic  equip~~ent  referred  to  in  Article 
4 ( 1)  : 
(a>  infrastructure  investment  projects  financed  wholly  or  partly  by 
public  authorities  or  by  an  equivalent  body  responsible  for  the 
implementation  of  infrastructure  projects  :  55  X  of  the  total 
public  expenditure  borne  by  a  public authority or equivalent  body; 
JJ  investment  projects  in  the  industrial,  craft  industry  and  service 
s.-ctors  50  X  of  the  public  expenditure  resulting  from  the 
grant  of  investment  aidr 
~c)  feasibility  studies  :  either  70  X  of  their  cost  or  50  X  of  the 
public  expenditure  resulting  from  the  granting  of  aid  in  respect 
of  them. 
?.  Promotion  of  the  supply  of, 
t~Lecommunications services 
and  the  deMand  for,  advanced 
{ .=t)  -;tuaies  relatinq  to  the  preparation of  local  or  regional  programmes 
referred to  1n  Article 4(2)(a)  :  50  X of  public  expenditure; 
~b)  medsures  to  promote  the  use  of  advanced  telecommunications  services 
r~terred to  1n  Arr1cle  4(2)(b)  :  aid  covering  50  X of  the  cost  of 
publicity and  information  campaigns; 
(c) demonstration  measures  referred  to  in Article 4(2)Cc) 
publ·ic  expenditure; 
50  X of (d)  operations to encourage  investment  in  SMEs  referred  to  in Article 4<2><d> 
C  i >  expert  studies  :  either  70  X  of  their  cost  or  50  X  of  the 
public  expenditure  resulting  f ro•  the  granting  of  aid  in 
respect  of  them; 
(ii) equipment  :  50  X of  the public expenditure  resultiAg  from  the 
grant  of  invest•ent  aid; 
<e>  establishment  and  development  of  telecommunications  services  centres 
referred  to  in  Article  4<2><e>  : 
(i)  operatio~s relating  to user  service centres  : 
50  X of  the public  expenditure  resulting  from  the granting of 
aid  for  equipment  associated with  telecom.unications; 
Cii)  for  operations  relating  to  common  services  : 
50  X of  the public expenditure  resulting  from  the granting of 
aid; 
(f)  implementation  of  experimental  tele-commuting projects  referred to  in 
Article 4<2><f>  : 
Ci>  feasibility  studies  :  either  70  X  of  their  cost  or  50  X  of 
the  public  expenditure  resulting  from  the granting of  aid; 
<ii)  project  implementation  :  50%  of  the  public  expenditure 
resulting  from  the granting of  aid; 
(g)  provision of  regional  services  in  the  sphere of  specialized  information 
referred  to  in Article 4(2)(g)  :  aid covering  part  of 
business  expenditure  on  the  development  and  operation  of  such 
services  •  The  aid  shall  be  degressive  and  shall  be  granted  for 
three years.  It  shall  cover  70  X of  expenditure  in  the first  year 
and  shall not  exceed  50  X of  total expenditure  ove~ the three-year 
period. 
Article  6 
1.  All  or  part  of  the  aid  may  be  in  the  form  of  a  capital  grant  or  an 
interest  subsidy. 
2.  ThP  following  shall  be  eligible  for  fund  assistance  in  respect  of 
operations  referred  to  in  Article 5: public  authorities..,  local  and 
regional  authorities, other bodies,  businesses or  individuals. .H ,, 1.  A-id  qranted  und~r  the  Co111111unhy  progr••me  shall  not  b~  collbined 
with  aid  provided  for  in  the  Fund  Regulation or  with  other  forms  of 
Community  assista~ce, except  in the  for•s  expressly provided  for  by 
the  Council,  including  in Regulation  (EEC)  No  2088/85. 
(b)  In  addition,  the  aids  referred  to  in Article  5<2><d>,  <e>,  (f)  and 
(g)  may  not  have  the effect of  reducing  the share of expenditure •et 
by  recipient  businesses  to  less than  20  X of total expenditure. 
Article  7 
The  competent  authorities  in  each  of  the  Member  States  concerned  shall, 
1n  r.on-;ultation  with  the  Commission,  draw  up  within  a  period  of  six 
mor·r hs  from  the  entry  into  force  of  this  Regulation  an  intervention 
proqramme  satisfying  the  following  conditions  : 
- it  shall  contain  the  particulars  referred  to  in  the  Annex  to  this 
Re1ulation; 
- it  shall  fall  within  the  fraMework  of  the  regional  development 
programmes  referred to  in  Article  2<3>  of  the  Fund  Regul.ation; 
-an appropriate  share of  the  Fund's  contribution shall  be  earMarked  for 
the  least-favoured  regions  covered  by  the prograMMe; 
the  programme  shall  comprise  regional  or  local  and,  where  appropriate, 
·~>,~oral  sub-programmes  depending  on  the  operations  prescribed  in 
:,rl 1cif'  4;  the  sub-program~~es  shall  be  extensive  enough  to  warrant 
1mplementation  of  the  promotional  measures  prov;ded  for  in  Article 
4(2); 
- the  fund's  contribution  to  the  promotional  measures  provided  for  in 
f..rticle  4(2)  may  not  be  less  than  10  X of  the total .contribution to the 
programme; 
rhe  programme  shall  cover  projects  that  are  consistent  with  the 
(ommunlty's  objectives  regarding  telecommunications  and  information 
t~chnology standards,  particularly  in  view  of  the  progress  made  towards 
thesp  objectives  by  the  European  Conference  of  Postal  and Tf"leco•unications  adMinistrations  <CEPT>  and  the  European  Co•ittee 
for  Standardisation  (CEN)/European  co ..  ittee  for  Electro-technical 
Standardisation  <CENELEC). 
Article 8 
1.  The  duration  of  the  prograMe  shall  be  five  years  fro•  the  date  of 
entry  into force  of  this Regulation. 
2.  The  intervention  progra•e  shall  be  subMitted  to  the  Co•ission  for 
adoption  as  a  programMe  agree•ent  in  accordance  with  Article 13<1>  of 
the  Fund  Regulation.  The  Co1111ission  shall establish that  the  progra1111e 
is  compatible  with  Article  44  of  the  Fund  Regulation. 
3.  In  addition to publication of  the decisions  concerning  the grant  of 
Fund  assistance  for  the  J"rogra••e,  the  prograMMe  adopted  shall  be 
published by  the  CoMMission  for  inforMation  purposes. 
Article 9 
The  amount  of  Fund  assistance ·may  not  exceed  the  uount  laid down  by  the 
CoMission  when  adopting  the  progra••  agreeMent  referred  to  in  Article 
8<2>. 
Article 10 
This  Regulation  shall  enter  into  force  on  the  day  following that  ot  its 
publication  in  the Official  Journal  of  the  European  CoMMunities. 
This  Regulation shall  be  binding  in its  entirety  and  directly applicable 
in  all  Member  States. 
Done  at  For  the  CouncH 
193 Annex 
Th~  int~rv~ntion programme,  broken  down,  wh~r~ appropriate,  by  region  and 
comprising  the  particulars  listed in  Article 8  of  the  Fund  Regulation  and 
some  furth'r particulars, shall  be  drawn  up  on  the basis of  the  following 
outline  : 
1.  General  information 
<a>  a  concise  analysis  of  the  situation  and  prospects  in  the 
telecommunications  field  and  the  interrelationship  between  them 
and  the  socio-economic  situation; 
(b)  a  brief  de script ion  of  measures  adopted  to  meet  requirements  in 
the  field  of  telecommunications  services,  indicating  the bodies 
responsible; 
(c)  the  amount  of  expenditure  incurred  in  previous  years  and  that 
forecast  for  the period covered by  the  programme. 
2.  Onsic  equip~ent  for  th~  provision  of  advanced  telecommunications 
·:-vlces 
(a)  an  analysis  of  the  situation and  prospects  in  each  of  the  fields 
mentioned  in  Article  4<1>  and  a  description  of  the  measures 
already  adopted  and,  where  appropriate,  existing  aid  schemes 
indicating  the  average  amount  of  public expenditure  involved  each 
year; 
(bl  in  relation  to  the operations  referred  to  in Article  4(1)  : 
<i>  forecasts  for  investment  projects  in  new  international 
telecommunications  networks;  an  indication  of  the  main 
telecommunication  links  planned;  infor•ation concerning  the 
systems  to  be  used  (land-based,  satellite,  etc>;  location 
of  projects; 
(ii)  forecasts  for  investment  projects  in  digitalization; 
indication  of  the  fields  involved  :  connections  to users, 
local  switches,  signalling  syste11s  between  swHches, 
t ransmi ss ion  lines,  switching  cent res; details of  how  such 
work  ties  in  with  the  introduction  of  integrated-services 
d1gital  networks;  location of  projects; 
(iii>  forecasts  for  investment  projects  associated  with  the 
establ i shmt"nt  of  superimposed  networks,  notably  in  the 
field  of  high-speed  data  transMission;  indication  of  the 
major  t ransmi ss  ion  lines  and  the  equipment  providing  the 
public  with  access  to  these  services;  location of  projects; 
< iv)  forecasts  for  investment  projects  involving  the 
establ  i shme.1t  and  development  of  ce-llular  radio 
inf rastructurPs;  details  as  to  the  compatibility  of  such 
infrastructures with  the development  of  a  Co•unity  system; 
location of  projects; 
.a  n :1 
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'. Cv)  forecasts  relating  to feasibility  studies; 
<vi>  expecterl  r@sults,  in quantified  for•,  of  the  investMents 
specified  in  i)  to v>,  in  terms  of  econo•ic  activity,  job 
creation and  technology  transfers. 
3.  Promotion  of  the supply of,  and  the de11and  for,  advanced  services 
<a>  an  analysis  of  the  situation  and  needs  in  these!  fields  and  a 
description  of  feasibility  studies,  survt!ys  or  infor•ation 
campaigns  undertaken  and  of  existing  aid  scheaes  for  the  use  of 
advanced  telecommunications  services,  indicating  the  average 
amount  of  public expenditure  involved  each  year; 
<b>  operations  referred  to  in  Article 4(2)  : 
(i)  fort!casts  rt!lating  to the  preparation of  rt!gional  or  local 
programmes  for  the!  coordinated  use  of  advanced 
telecommunications  syste11s;  forecasts  for  ft!asibility 
studies;  indication  of  the  broader  developMent  strategies 
of  which  such  studies  for• part; 
(ii>  forecasts  relating to  the pro.otion of  the use  of  advanced 
services;  details of  measures;  indication of  the  sectors 
conct!rnt!d;. 
Ciii)  forecasts  relating  to  deMonstration  projects;  indication 
of  the sectors  concerned; 
<  iv>  forecasts  rt!lating  to  aids  for  SPIEs  in  respect  of 
equipment  and  expt!rt  studies; details of  aid  schemes  to be 
set  up; 
<v>  forecasts  relating  to  telecomMunications  service  c~ntres; 
location of  centres;  population and  sectors servt!d; 
<vi>  forecasts  relating  to  experimental  telt!-coMMuting 
projects;  location  of  projects;  sectors  concerned; 
proposed  evaluation methods; 
<vii)  forecasts  relating  to  regional  specialized-information 
services;  indication  of  data  available!  including  data 
compi lt!d  at  Co!Miunity  lt!vel;  indication  of  the  sectors 
concerned; 
(viii)  eKpected  results,  in  quantified  form,  of  the  various 
measures  and  opt!rations  spt!cified  in  i)  to vii),  in  terms 
of  economic  activity,  job  creation  and  technology 
transfers. 4.  The  programme  as  a  whole 
<a>  summary  of  objectives; 
<b)  Hmetable; 
26(, 
Cc>  estimates  of  the volume  of  public  expenditure  connected  with  the 
programme's  implementation,  including  an  annual  breakdown  of  such 
expenditure  for  each  of  the  operations  env1sag~  and  a  clear 
indication  of  the  various  national  and  to  ..  unity  sources  of 
finance; 
<d>  in  so  far  as  this  inforMation  has  not  been  identified  with 
sufficient  accuracy  in  the  regional  development  programMe,  a 
description of  the existing or  future  public  measures  which  it is 
intended  to  implement  alongside  the special  progra ..  e; 
Ce>  an  indication  of  the  authorities  or 
carrying  out  the  various  parts  of 
coordination arrangements; 
bodies  responsible  for 
the  progra..e  and  the 
.f) details of  the  Commission's  involveMent  in  the  programme  follow-
up; 
Cg)  arrangements  for  publicizing  ERDF  aid,  the  purpose  being  to  make 
potential  beneficiaries  and  trade  and  industry  aware  of  the 
opportunities  offered  by  the progra••e  and  of  the  role  played  by 
the Co•unHy. 
tf16 ...  1.  Relevant  budget  heading 
Title V 
Chapter  50 
Article 505 
2.  Legal  basis 
Article  7 of  Regulation  <EEC>  No  1787/84 
3.  Proposal  for  classification as  non-compulsory  expenditure 
4.  Cescription of  the measure 
The  purpose  of  this  measure,  which  is  in  the  form  of  a  Community 
programme  within  the  meaning  of  the  ERDF  Regulation  is  to  contribute 
to  the  economic  developm~nt  of  certain  less-favoured  regions  of  the 
Community  by  improving  the  supply  of  advanced  telecommunications 
services,  fostering  job  creation  and  helping  to  raise  technologicaL 
standards  in  those  regions.  to this  end,  the  prograMMe  provides  for 
the  establishment  of  modern  teleco.munications  infrastructures  and 
measures  to  promote  the  supply  of,  and  the  demand  for,  advanced 
teleco~unications services. 
The  co.-unity programme  seeks  thereby  to  provide  a  better  link  between 
the  ComMunity's  objectives  for  the  structural  development  of  regions 
and  the objectives of  Community  telecoMMunications  policy. 
S.  Financial  implications 
The  total  amount  of  the  Fund's  contribution  is  put  at  450  mHlion  ECU 
for  the period 1986-90  <excluding  Spain  and  Portugal>. 
.I. 
10.? 
.~.  . , ~ 6.  Expected  cost  of  the  programme  for  the  regions  in  France 
(a)  Indicative breakdown,  by  operation of  the  total  aLlocation  for 
the programme 
Art1cles  of  Operat-ions  M1oECU 
Regulation 
20.0  4(1)  Bas1c  equ1pment 
<a>  new  advanced  networks 
(b)  digitalization 
<c>  superimposed  networks 
(d)  cellular radio 
(e)  feasibility  studies 
4(2)  p·romot ion  of  supply  of , 
and  demand  for,  advanced 
services  5.0 
Total  ·I  25.0 
Cb)  Indicative  schedule  for  commitment  appropriations 
IMioECU 
I 
5  5 
(c)  Payment  appropriations 
5  5  5  25 
Article  30<2>  of  the  Fund  Regulation  should  make  it  possible 
each  year  to  make  payments  not  exceeding  80  X of  commitments, 
the balance  being  settled at  a  later date. 
.1. 7.  Expected  cost  of  the progra ..  e  for  the  regions  in Grt!ece 
<a>  Indicative breakdown,  bu  operation of  the  total allocation for 
the progra11mes 
Art, c les of  Operation  MioecO 
Re~ulation 
4(1)  Bas1c  equ1pt~ent  AO.O 
<a>  new  advanced  networks  40.0 
(b)  digitalization  26.7 
<c>  superiMPosed  networks  6.2 
(d)  cellular  radio  3.1 
<e>  feasibility  studies  4.0 
4(2)  Promotion  of  supply  of, 
and  demand  for,  advanced 
services  20~0 
Total  1oo,o 
Cb)  Indicativ~ schedule  for  commitment  appropriations 
JYear  1986  1987  1988  1989  1990  Total 
r 
IMioECU  16  18  20  22  24  100 
I 
<c>  Payment  appropriations 
Article  30<2>  of  the  Fund  Regulation  should  make  it possible 
each  ye•r  to  make  payments  not  exceeding  80  X of  co ..  itments, 
the balance  being  settled at  a  later date. 
-~  0 0 
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8.  Expected  cost  of  the prograMMe  for  Ireland 
<a>  Indicative breakdown,  by  operation of  the total allocation for 
the progra..e 
IArt1cles of  Operation 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
(b) 
1 
I 
Regulation 
4(1)  Bas1c  equ1ptnent  4z.o 
<a>  new  advanced  networks 
(b)  di gHal izat ion 
<c>  superiMPosed  networks 
(d)  cellular  radio 
<e>  feasibility studies 
4(2)  Promotion  of  supply of, 
and  deMand  for,  advanced 
services  8.0 
Total  50,0 
Indicative  schedule  for  coMitment  appropriations 
Year  1986  1987  1988  1989  19W 
13.6 
12.9 
2.2 
11.3 
2.0 
Total 
IMioECU  10  10  10  12  8  50 
I 
<c>  Payment  appropriations 
Article  30(2)  of  the  Fund  Regulation  should  Make  it  possible 
P.ach  year  to  make  pay.ents  not  exceeding  80  X of  coMmitments, 
the balance  being  settled at  a  later date. 
·'· .. 
.... 
9.  Expected  cost  of  the progra-.e for  the  regions  in  Italy 
<a>  Indicative breakdown,  by  operation of  the total allocation for 
the progra1111e 
(b) 
I 
I 
Articles of 
Regulation 
4<1) 
<a> 
(b) 
<c> 
operation 
Basic  equ1pt1ent 
new  advanced  networks 
di gi taU zat ion 
superiMPosed  networks 
(d)  cellular  radio 
<e>  feasibility  studies 
4<2>  Pro11otion  of  supply of, 
dnd  deMand  for,  advanced 
services 
Total 
Mioecu 
ziz.5 
47 .. 8 
133.2 
20.9 
10.6 
37.5  ..,. 
250.0  I 
Indicative  schedule  for  COMitllent  appropd at ions 
Year  198l)  1987  1988  198'1  1990  Total 
IMioECU  34  46  54  58  58  250 
I 
<c>  Payment  appropriations 
Article  30<2>  of  the  Fund  Regulation  should  •ake  it  possible 
each  year  to  make  payments  not  exceeding  80  X of  co.-it•ents, 
the balance being  settled at  a  later date. 10.  Expected  cost  of  the  erograMe  for  the  regions  in  the  United 
Kins;dom 
<a>  Indicative breakdown,  by  operation of  the total allocation for 
the progra•e 
Art1cles of 
Regulation 
4(1) 
<a> 
Operation 
Basic  equipt~ent 
new  advanced  networks 
(b)  digitalization 
<c>  superiMposed  networks 
(d) 
<e> 
4<2> 
cellular radio 
feasibility  studies 
Pro•otion of  supply of, 
and  de•and  for,  advanced 
services 
Total 
Mioecu 
21 .o 
4.0 
25.0 
15.0 
5.0 
1.0 
(b)  Indicative  schedule  for  commitment  appropriations 
!Year  1986  1987  1988  1989  I  199o  Total 
I  I 
IMioECU  4  6  8  4  I  3  25 
I 
(c) 
·I 
Payment  appropriations 
Article  30<2>  of  the  Fund  Regulation  should  Make  it  possible 
each  uear  to  make  payments  not  exceeding  80  % of  commitments, 
the balance  being settled at  a  later date. 
.I  • 
• 
'-' n  ~)  •,J.  ,.._; 11.  Expected  cost  of  the progra•.e for  the  regions  in  Spain 
<a>  Indicative breakdown,  by  operation of  the total allocation for 
the prograMme 
Articles of 
Regulation 
4(1) 
<a> 
(b) 
(c) 
(d) 
<e> 
4(2) 
Operation 
Bas1c  equif)Mnt 
new  advanced  networks 
digitalization 
superiMposed  networks 
cellular  radio 
feasibility  studies 
Promotion  of  supply  of, 
and  demand  for,  advanced 
services 
Total 
M1oe(u 
(150.0) 
<b>  Indicative schedule  for  eo ..  itment  appropriations 
I  Year 
r 
IMioECU 
I 
1987 
(c)  Payment  appropriations 
1988  1989  Total 
(150) 
Articl.e  30<2>  of  the  Fund  Regulation  should  111ke  h  possible 
each  year  to  make  payments  not  exceeding  80  X of  co.ait•ents, 
the  balance being  settled at  a  later date. 
.I  .. 12.  Expected  cost  of  the  program.e  for  the  regions  in Portugal 
(a)  Indicative breakdown,  by  operation of  the total allocation 
the progra•e 
Art1cles  of  Operation  Mioecu 
Reaulation 
4(15  Basic  equipMent 
<a>  new  advanced  networks 
(b)  digitalization 
(c)  superimposed  networks 
(d)  cellular radio 
<e>  feasibility studies 
4(2)  ProMOtion  of  supply of, 
and  demand  for,  advanced 
services 
Total  (100.0> 
<b>  Indicative  schedule  for  commitment  appropriations 
I  Year 
I 
IMioECU 
I 
1986  1987 
(c)  Payment  appropriations 
1988  1989  1990  Total 
<100) 
for 
Article  30<2>  of  the  Fund  Regulation  should ..  ke  it  possible 
each  year  to  make  payments  not  exceeding 80  X of  co ..  it•ents, 
the  balance being settled at  a  later date. 
.1. 
..,,. 
.. Ca>  Indicative  breakdown,  by  operation of  the  total  allocation  for 
the  progranwne 
Art1cles  of 
Regulation 
4(1) 
<a> 
(b) 
<c> 
(d) 
<e> 
4(2) 
operation 
Basic;  equlpment 
new  advanced  networks 
d i g it  a l i z at i on 
superimposed  networks 
cPllular  radio 
feasibility  studies 
ProMOtion  of  supply of, 
and  demand  for,  advanced 
services 
Total 
375.5 
74.5 
450.0 
(b)  Indicative schedule  for  commitment  appropriations 
I  Year  1986  1987  1988  1989  1990  fotal 
I 
IMioECU  69  85  97  101  98  450 
I 
(c)  Payment  appropriations 
Article  30<2>  of  the  Fund  Regulation  should  make  it  possible 
each  year  to  make  payments  not  exceeding  80  X of  comaitments, 
the balance being settled at  a  later date. 
?Or:' 
hit. J 
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~ :l  f~ 
·.•.  c..it Direct broadcasting  from  satellites to  individual  homes  is becoming 
a  reality  within  the  Community,  with  three  new  transmission  sys-
tems  intended  to  commence  service within  the  next  two  years.  Use  of 
the  existing standards for  conventional  television broadcast within 
the  Communi tiy  - PAL  and  SECAH  - is  not  suitable,  since  they  are 
wanteful  of the power  available  in  the satellite. 
Therefore,  the  European  Broadcasting  tklion  {  EBU)  and  the  European 
Coruu  .  .~~ner  e.l ectronica Manufacturing  industry have  developed  a  family 
of  transmission  systewne  which  include  not  only  systems  for  direct 
satellite broadcasting,  but alao retransmission into existing cable 
neh.-ork'~;  there is thus  a  family  of  "HAC-packet"  (HAC  - multiplexed 
•  of\  I  •XIUE'  I'Omponentn)  tren•iasion  systems  which  vary  according  to 
~. ;t  i'P.b;,oete t i ve  signal  processing  for  picture  and  sound/data 
tr11nsmiesinn. 
lechnicnl  specifications  have  been  identified  for  two  specific 
applications of  the systems,  natnely: 
for  direct satellite  televie1on  broadcasting  the  C-HAC/packet 
system  and  the 02-MAC/packet  system  with  frequency  modulation 
for  cable  distribution  the  0-HAC/pecket  system  and  the  02-
MAC/packet  oyatem  with  veatigial-aideband  amplitude 
modulation. 
fhe  three  systemn  C-HAC,  D-MAC  and  02-HAC  are  compatible  and  would 
m«·•H  the  varying  Rervice  reqirementa  amongst  the  H~er States. 
In  occord  wilh  recent  Resolutions  of  the  European  Parliament,  and 
following  lht~  favourable  reception  by  the  Council  of  a  comnu..nication 
from  the  Commission  to  the  Council  ( 1)  on  the  subject  of  the  adoption 
(l)  doc.  COM(85)264  final  of  Jlat Hay  1985 of  common  standards  for  direct  TV  tran&~~iaaion  via  satellites,  the 
COMlssion  proposes  e  Oh·ective  on  the  adoption  of  the  technical 
specifications of  the  family  of  HAC/Packet  systems  as  unique  standards 
in  the  COMMunity  for  direct aatellite television broadcasting. 
The  purpose of  the Directive is tos 
direct  the  outstanding  decisions  of  the  Member  States  towards  the 
exclusive  adoption of  a  system of  the MAC/packet  family 
exclude  - even  during  a  transition  period  - the  adoption  of  any 
amended  version  of  existing  television  broadcasting  systems  (such 
as  PAL  or  SECAH)  and  to  avoid  that  different  incoMpatible  systems 
exist within  the  Community  for direct satellite  TV  broadcasting 
establish for  the  relevant  Community  Manufacturing  industry a  clear 
framework  for  its  decisions  on  the  equipment  for  direct  recep-
tion of  European-wide  TV  broadceating programmes 
peve  the  way  for  the  creatJ  on  of  a  large  open  European  market  for 
direct  satellite  TV  broadcasting  equi.pment  for  the  benefit  of  the 
consumers,  tho  operator&  and  the  Mnufacturing  industry  in  the 
Commlll i t y. 
make  the  broadcasting  of  111ul ti  1 inguel  television  programmes 
possible. 2fl 
The  adoption  of  the  HAC/packet  eyetana  ae  a  common  standard  in  the 
ConvnlJlity  is  not  an  inter111ediate  tranaitional  solution.  The  technical 
concept  of  HAC/packet  systems  allows  for  long  term  evolution  to..ards 
High  Oefiniton  Television  systems,  thua  responding  to  the  requiretnents 
of operators and  consumers during  the coaing decades. 
The  Directive  lays  down  a  procedure  for  adaptation  to  the  technical 
progress,  in  particular  to  the  further  development  of  the  technical 
specifications of  the MAC/packet  f81ft1ly. 8.  EXPLANATORY  t£MOIWI)UH 
t.  INTRODUCTION 
1.  Direct  transmission  of  television  programmes  vis  aatelli tes 
represents  a  significant  technological  step  forward  in  TV 
broadcasting.  It opens  the  way  to  true  Pan-European  tele-
vision,  with  geographical  coverage  of  areas  larger  than  the 
territories  of  the  individual  national  States  in  Europe. 
However,  in  order  to  ensure  that  consumers  industries  and 
b~oadcaaters  th~oughout  the  Community  can  fully  benefit  from 
this  technical  progress,  it  will  be  neceaaary  to  imrlement 
common  technical  solutions, 
standards. 
and  to  agree  on  common 
2.  The  Commission  has  already  expr..,saend  ita  concern  on  the 
establiament of  common  standards  in  the  field of  telecommuni-
cations  in  previous  COII'iMunicationa  to  the  Council,  for 
tnstence  for  the  new  integrated  services  digital  networks 
(ISDN),  videotex  sArvices  and  ~nobile  cellular  radio 
communications. 
"irect  satellite  TV  broadcasting  is  another  area  where  the 
adopt ion  by  the  t~ember  States  of  common  etand&rde  appears 
impei"ative. 
J.  The  European  Rroadcasting  Union  (EUB)  and  the  European 
menufacturinq  industry  have  recently  developed  a  new 
transmission  sysceru  together  with  o  set  of  three  technical 
utandRrdn,  varyinq  according  to  the  different _application 
ourposea.  This  set  of  standards  is  called  the  family  of 
MAC/P~cket atandardB. 
The  f.BU  end  manufacturing  industry  have  firmly  expressed  the 
vie~.  th.et  this  family  of  HAC/packet  systems  should  serve  as  -, the  technical  framework  for  the  development  of  direct  satel-
lite television broadcasting aervicea  in Europe. 
4.  In  proposing  a  directive  on  the  f8Mily  of  HAC/packet  ayst•e, 
the:  Comt~ission  seeks  to  unify  the  potential  market  for  the 
necessary  home  recei  vera  for  direct  broadcast  satellite 
systems.  Current estimates for  the size of  this market  foresee 
A  total of  approximately  10  million  home  receiver  equipMents, 
which  implies a  market  value over  the next  10-15  years of  BODe 
10  milliard  ECU.  At  the  same  time,  end  in  addition  to  equip-
ment  manufacturing  industry  the  beaic  fr811'1ework  for  plaming 
decisions will  be  established  for  broadcaatera,  cable  network 
operAtors end  end-users. 
II.  THE  AIM  Of  THE  PROPOSED  DIRECTIVE 
1.  Yn  its  comm~ication  to  the  Council  of  Jlat  Hay  198S  (doc. 
COH(8S)264  final)  the  Comtniaaion  expressed  the  view  that  the 
transmission systems of  the MAC/packet  family  are particularly 
sui table  under  the  conditione  prevailing  in  Europe,  and  that 
decisions  on  its  adoption  should  now  be  taken  without  delay, 
considering  that  the  leunch  of  the  first  European  direct 
broadcasting satellites will  take  place  in  1986. 
Some  Member  States  have  meanwhile  taken  the  decision  to  adopt 
one  or  the  other  system  of  the  HAC/packet  f•il  y  and  other 
Member  States are  likely to  follow suit. 
In  conformity  with  the  views expressed by  the  European  Parlia-
ment  and  considering  the  position  of  the  European  manufac-
turing  industry,  the  Comll"iaaion  feels  the  need  to  submit  to 
the  Council  a  proposal  for  a  Directive  with  the  following 
objectives: - directing  the  outstanding  decisions  of  other  Member  Statoa 
towarda  the exclusive  adoption  of  a  ayatetn  of  the HAC/packet 
family 
- excluding  - even  during  a  transition  period  - the  adoption 
of  any  amended  version  of  exiati.ng  television  broadcasting 
systems  (such  as  PAL  and  SECAH)  and  to avoid  that  inca.pe-
tible systems continue  to exist within  the Community  for  the 
purpose of direct satellite TV  broadcasting 
e3tablishing  for  the manufacturing  industry  in  the Communi-
ty  a  definite  framework  for  decisions  concerning  the 
development  of  technologies  and  manufacturing  of  equipment 
allowing  the  direct  reception  of  all  European  TV  broadcaa-
t.ing  programma. 
- paving  the  way  for  the  creotic .,  of  a  large  open  [uropean 
market  for  direct  satellite  TV  broedca5ting  equipMent  for 
the benefit of  the  consumers,  the  operators end  the manufac-
turing industry  in  the  Community. 
making  it posaihle  for  European  broadcasters  to  envisage  the 
production  and  broadcasting  of  multilingual  television 
progr-ammes. 
1.  The  present  progress of  microelectronic  technology  has  made  it 
poAsible  to  devel,,p  new  television  transmission  systems  with 
considerably  lmp1·oved  quality  of  picture  and  sound  tranamis-
31Gn  and  receptio",  adequate  for  direct  satellite 
brotldcast.ing. A set  of  new  TV  systems called  the  HAC/packet  family  has  been 
developed  end  proposed  by  the  tBU  end  the  furopean  equipment 
manu fact urera.  Or tylnttll y,  a  l rttnaM1 eai  on  ttyt:t l~m  on 1  y  fna· 
direct satellite broadcasting on  the up- and  downward  path was 
conceived,  but  other  additional  requirements  were  soon  taken 
into  consideration,  in  particular  the  applicability  to  ter-
restrial broadcasting and distribution networks  for  cable  TV. 
2.  The  essential  advantage of  the  HAC  technical  procedure  is the 
provision of a  significantly enhanced quality of  the  transmis-
sion  and  reproduction  of  pictures  and  eound  through  a  special 
processing  of  picture  and  sound  information,  making  use  of 
technological  advances  in  microprocessors  and  memories 
designed  for  new  signal  processing techniques. 
The  same  degree  of  quality  cannot  be  reached  in  satellite 
t ranami as  ion  system  a  using  the  existing  procedures  (PAL, 
S(CA,,  NTSC),  which  are  not well  suited  for direct satellite 
transmission. 
J.  The  digital  sound signals or data can  be  modulated  and  encoded 
in different ways  corresponding  to  the  respective  transmission 
media  to  be  used  (satellite  path  or  cable).  The  European  MAC 
proposal  provides at present  for  three  sound/data  transmission 
systems  forming  a  coherent  family  of three compatible  systems; 
- C-HAC/packe t 
- 0-HAC/packet 
- 02-MAC/packet 
1 t  should  be  noted  that  t  1e  MAC  part  for  picture  transmission 
is  identical  in all of  the  three  systems. The  C-HAC/packet  system  was  the  fil·st  of  the  three  ayatePts  end 
was  developed  in  EBU.  It is conceived  and  optimil.ed  for  use  in 
direct  satellite  television  broadcasting  in  the  12  GHz  band 
with  a  satellite channel  bandwidth of  27  HHz. 
The  system  offers  transmission  of  high-quality  pictures 
together with up  to eiqht  high-fidelity sound  channels. 
ThiR  characteristic of  the  C-HAC/packet  system  is of  part.icu-
lar  interest  in  the  European  context,  since  the  same  TV 
programme  can  be  transmitted simultaneously  throughout  Europe 
in different  lenguaqes. 
However,  due  to  the  large  bandwidth  required  by  the  C-MAC 
system,  the  satellite  programmeg  cannot  be  retransmitted  in 
existing cable networks. 
Such  re-transmi  as  ion  has  been  made  poasi bl e  with  the  _D-
MAC/packet  system,  a  enodification  of  the  C-HAC  system,  which 
can  be  used  on  cable  networks  with  a  minimum  channel  spacing 
of  10,5  MHz. 
!iowever,  in  most  of  the  present  cable  distribution  networks 
the  channel  spacing  is still  lower,  about  7  or  8  MHz.  In  this 
case  •mother  sound/data  mul tiple~ing  and  encoding  procedure 
is  used,  which  is referred  to  as  the  02-HAC/packe~. system, 
f~eveloped  by  the  manufacturing  industry.  It  is  compatible 
with  C-MAC/packet  and  eui table  for  lower  bandwidth  cable 
distribution  aystems  with  a  minimum  channel  spacinq  of  7  HHz. 
T~~  ad:1ptat ion  to  the  bandwidth  of  cable  transmission  im-
plles  H  reduction of  the  transmission capacity  to  4  sound/da-
te  channels  whilst  the  same  high  picture  quality  of  C-MAC  is 
retained.  Trensi tion  from  C-MAC  satellite  transmission  to 
Ol-MAC  cable  d.i~tribution transmission  is feasible. 4.  At  a  joint  conference  of  EBU  with  technical  experts  of  the 
European  Association  of  Consumer  Electronics  Manufacturers 
(EACEM)  earlier  this  year,  agreement  was  reached  that  the 
family  of compatible HAC/packet  standards achieve  the  service 
requirements of  both  the direct  satellite broadcasting and  the 
cable  TV  distribution  in  the  different  national  contexts  as 
well  as  the  economic  demands  of  the  markets.  Moreover  the 
MAC/packet  systems  fa•ily  ia  characterized  by  a  great  flexi-
bility  as  regards  telemetic applications. 
The  three  syeteats  would  be  ueed  according  to  their  speci fie 
technical characteriaticaz 
- for  direct  satellite  broadcasting  the  C-HAC/packet  system 
recommended  by  EBU  and  the  02-HAC/packet  system  with  fre-
quency modulation  ~ommended by  the manufacturers. 
- for  cable  distribution  the  0-HAC/packet  system  and  the 
02-HAC/packet  system  with  vestigial-sideband  amplitude 
modulation. 
5.  The  EBU  and  the  manufacturers,  firmly  propose  that  the  C-0-
02-HAC/packet  systems  should  serve  as  the  unique  technical 
framework  for  the  development  of  direct  satellite  television 
broadcasting services  in Europe. 
Moreover  it is at present  the  only available set of  standards 
in  Europe  which  could  now  commonly  be  adopted  throughout  the 
Community  as  the European  solution. 
~.t  -~  ;~} 
'  ,,'.  \.} IV.  CONSIDER AT IONS  CONCERNING  TUE  ADOPT ION  AN(!  JNTROOUCT ION  Of  iH£ 
HAC/PACKET  SYSTEMS 
1.  The  introduction of  the  proposed  family  of  MAC/packet  systems 
will have  t.o  respond  to  a  nUMber  of  requirements: 
- opening  up  of  the  new  C- or  02-HAC/syst•  to  those  users 
wanting  immediate  accee  to direct satellite  TV  broadcaating 
- progressive  tranuition  from  the  present  TV  aystema  existing 
in  the  Member  States  for  terrestrial broadcasting  and  cable 
distribution  towards  the  family  or  HAC/packet  systems 
- rapid development  by  manufacturing  industry or  univ~rsal bi-
or anulti-.atandard f.-D-4>2-HAC  microelectronic circuits and  lV 
receivers,  which  could be manufactured  for  a  large Com.unity 
n1arket 
- possibility  f'lr  consumers  to  continue  to  use  during  an 
adequate  trans\ ttnn  peri.od  &Misting  TV  equipment  for  recei-
ving  the present  PAL  or  SECAH  broadcasting as well  es direct 
satellite broocaating 
- possibility to continue  to  use  during  an  adeqt,ate  transition 
period existing video-recording apparatus 
- posnibil itv  f0r·  future  technical  enhancement  of  the  new 
syntem. 
TbeRc  objt.-ct t.ves  con  for  the  time  being only  be  reached by  the 
,,J'onooPd  fAmily  of  MAf./po...:kets  aystemo. 
2.  rol!ow.iruJ  the  1ntrodtJction of  the  MAC/packet  ayetetn,  the uaers 
1n  these  co~•triea will  have  different options: 
\"\  .. l n 
.) - lV  spectators wantinq  to  mAke  direct  fuJ 1  uRe  of  all  ftdvnn-
taq•• of  thft  MAr.  Hy~tl.nm  will  htJV"  to  •tt·qult•r,  11  '"''' t 1-ulnn-
dard  TV-set  of  the  new  generation  designed  for  the  C- and 
02-HAC  systems.  It  will  allow  them  to  receive  TV  programmes 
directly from  the satellite via  their  own  antenna  or  through 
a  cable distribution  system  which  will  transmit  HAC  signals 
and  in particular 02-HAC  signals  in  the cable networks  which 
will  support  the  system; 
- customers  wanting  to  continue  to  use  further  their existing 
TV  oet  will  have  the  possibility  to  receive  HAC  signals  by 
means  of  a  decoder  to  be  connected  to  their  TV  set  or 
following  transposition  of  HAC  signals  into  PAL  or  S£CAH 
standards  by  the  cable  network  operators  and  retransMission 
over  their  network.  In  the  latter case,  however,  the  custo-
mer  will not  obtain  the  HAC  quality,  but  he  will  be  able  to 
receive  with  his  e)(iating  TV  set  one  or  more  satellite  TV 
programmes  in  addition  to  the conventional  terrestrial  PAL 
or  SECAH  transmissions. 
This  introduction  strategy  will  allow  for  the  customers  a 
s110oth  transition  from  the  present  terrestrial  PAL  or  SECAM 
emissions  to  the  future  satellite  TV  broadcasting  whilst 
leaving  to  them  the  choice  to  acquire  TV  seta  of  the  new 
generation  when  these  TV  sets will  be  available  on  the  market 
at a  reasonable  price. 
J.  The  introduction  of  the  fami 1  y  of  MAC/packet  standards  must 
not  be  considered  as  an  intermediate  tranai tional  solution. 
The  teehnical  concept  of  these  systems  is  such  that  it allows 
for  a  long  term  evolution  and  thus  to  respond  to  the  require-
mer.t  of  the  TV  operators  and  the  demands  of  the  consumers 
during  the coming  decades. 
.•· 4.  A rapid  decision  by  the  Community  Hembe~ States  to  adopt  the 
HAC/packet  family  together  with  a  flexible  introduction stra-
tegy  will  (Jatabliah  for  the  rctanufacturing  industry  of  TV 
equipment  and components,  as well  as  for  the broadcoetere,  the 
cable network  operators and  the  customers,  the basic  fr•ework 
for  their own  plMnning  decisions. 
Considering  the relatively short  tiMe  span  until  the  launch  in 
1986  of  initi~:~l  direct  broadcasting satellites  systems  with 
regular  satellite  operation  in  1987,  it  is  in  particular 
industry  which  needs clear policy  decisions  for  planning  the 
developMent  end  manufacturing  of  the  micro-chips  for  TV  eets 
working  to  the  new  MAC/packet  etandarda. 
5.  An  inherent  cher~cteriatic of  the  family of HAC/packet  systems 
19  ita evolutionary capabilities which  allow further  technical 
developments  on  the  baeie  of  the  present  concept,  above  all 
towards  High  Definition television systems. 
However,  technical  progress  achieved  through  further  develop-
ment  wol'k  cArl'ied  out  in  this  area  in  the  various  Henaber 
States  or  elaewhere,  should  not  lead  again  to  divergent  and 
possibly  incompol1ble  technical  solutions. 
Measures  cnuat  therefot·c  be  token  so  that  adaptet  ion  of  the 
technical  specifications  of  the  HAC/packet  syctems  famil)'  to 
technical  progri~fls  or  the  introduction  of  new  technical 
!Jolutions  wU 1  be  imphnnented  SJccording  to  procedures  W'tich 
ul.iow  common  lP.rl)nical  specifications  to  be  retained  and 
i nr.ompa ti  b 1  P  sn l•Jt i onfll  a"oidad. 
~)  ::")  -1  '.  ,.  , 
·- '  '  -4. V.  FUTURE  OEVELOPHENT~ 
• 
1.  With  reapect  to  the  exiatiny  PAL  and  Slt.:AH  IV  tranamlaaion 
technique,  the  three  HAC/packet  systems  represent  a  conside-
rable  step  towards  improvement  in  the  quality  of  colour 
television broadcasting.  Although maintaining  the  conventional 
number  of  62S  linea  per  picture,  the  advanced  HAC/packet 
technique  resul ta  in  a  clearly  enhanced  picture  quality, 
together  with  a  higher  sound  transmission  quality  and  facili-
ties for  data  tranamiaaion. 
further  technical  development  of  the presently proposed fa.ily 
of  MAC/packet  syate.a is feasible  and  under  way.  The  flexibi-
lity  of  the  multiplexing  technique  of  HAC/packet  provides 
possibilities  for  further  extended  characteristics,  in  parti-
cular  concerning  the  picture  transmission.  Reduction  of 
sound/data  transmisaion  capacity  in  an  enhanced  C-HAC  or 
02-HAC  eyatem  allows  a  special  additional  picture  signal 
treatment,  whJch  results in  pictures with  a  wider  aspect  ratio 
of about  5:} and  improved definition. 
The  picture quality of  this  enhanced  C-MAC,  which  is compati-
ble  with  the  original  C-HAC  and  its  conventional  4:J  aspect 
ratio as  broadcast  over  OBS  tranamission  channels,  approaches 
that of  High Oefiniton  television  ayateme  to  a  degree  which  is 
adequate  for  all  practical  ecreen  sizes  and  viewing  distances 
under  t  ~ usual  domestic conditions. 
In  addition,  the  flexibility  built  in  the  HAC-packet  format 
should  allow  for  adaptations,  which  could  lead  to  more  ad-
vanced  High  Definition  TV  systems  than  the  presently  contem-
plated  HAC/packets  enhancement  or  systems  with  1125  lines  and 
60  Hz  frame  frequenr "/. .. 
VI.  CONCLUSIONS 
The  foregoing  conoiderstions  explain  the  context  and  the  reasons 
which  advocate  in  favour  of  the adoption of  the  fMuly  ot'  HAC/pack-
et  systems  as  uniqJ&  common  standards  for  direct  satellite televi-
sion broadcasting  in Europe. 
The  current  HAC/packet  technical  specifications,  aa  developed  and 
proposed  by  the  f..uropean  Broadcasting  Union  end  the  European 
manufactur.lng  industry  are  particular!  y  suitable  in  the  furopean 
framework  and  directly  applicable  for  satellite  TV  broadcasting  as 
well  as  for  retransmission of satellite prograMmes  in cable distri-
bution  networks~ 
The  capability  of  ain•ul taneous  tranSfl!ti ssion of  aevera l  ·.~ound  chan-
nels per  eoch  high quality  video channel  opens  up  new  possibilities 
for  truly pen-European,  multilingual  television progr81nfhes. 
Their  adopt Lon  ea  co~on  standard  wi 11  create  the  true  European 
dimension  for  the  future  sat:elli  te  TV  broadcasting  and  for  the 
market  of  the  European  manufacturing  industry in this area. 
i. ,e  at lached  proposal  for  a  Oil"'ect ive  concerning  the  udoption  of 
r:onV"'lDn  technical  npecl ficationa  relevant  to  the  family  of  MAC/pack-
et  :Jystema  for  fiireel  satellite  television  broadcasting  is  thus  in 
uqr\·e.meol  w..i th  the  mtmaures  proponed  by  the  European  ParliEMtent  in 
i l ~'  Reeo.lut' ionR  nf  i l  H~trch  1982  and  28  October  198)  and  by  the 
Commia:.•\on  Jn  ihJ  t·otM'Iunicetion  lo  thP.  Council  of  14  June  1984  on 
"lelevt~ion without frontieres". 
f~u.,!;)d•'f·in'1  the  fJ~·,nqrnhie  reception  which  the  Council  of Hinistern 
of  lndu•_\tt·y  end  'leJ..,~·onllnt.cdcatlona  on  3  June  1985  in  Luxembourg  hos 
qiveP  t,,  'he  eomm•J..'flic,~tion  from  the  Commission  on  the  subject  of ]oo 
common  adoption of  the  HAC/packet  specifications  in  tho  Community, 
the  Commission  proposes  to  the Council  to adopt  the attached  propo-
sal  for  a  Directive. 
?  ~  ~  .)  . l Brussels,  4.12.1905 
PROPOSAL  FOR  A 
COUNCIL  DIRECTIVE 
ON  THE  ADOPTION  or  COMMON  TECHNICAL  SPECIFICATIONS  or 
THE  HAC/PACK[T  fAMilY  OF  STANDARDS  roR 
DIRECT  SAT£lllTE  TELEVISION  BROADCASTING 
THE  COUNCIL  Of  l'H£  EUROP£AN  COtt4lf41TIES, 
Having  regdrd  to  the  Treaty  establishing  the  European  EconoMic 
fonlffit~ti t y,  and  in particular A·rticle  100  thereof, 
HavJ.ng  rega1·d  to  thf!  proposal  from  the  Commission, 
ifa\liluJ  •·eyurd  to  the  opjnion  of  t.he  European  Parliament  (1), 
Havjng  regard  to  the  opinion of  the  Economic  and  Social 
( I ) 
( 2) 
':'  '1  t· 
:. ,, . () WtH:rect·,  fer  the  purpo$eS  of  this  Directive direct  broadcasting  by 
•io\'Mllltt·  mt•;m~  a  hrt).Jdr:t~sting  satellite service  as  defined  in 
t hH  Raflio  Regulat.ionrt  of  the  Inter·nationel  Telecommunications 
Urnun  us111q  chemu~ls  ossigoed  to  Member  States  in  the  11.7  to 
12.~ GHz  band  at  the  World  Broadcasting Satellite Administrative 
Pnd1o  Conference  (Geneva  1977)  and  intended  for  display  on  625 
l.incs  Jomcatic  lV  receivers; 
WherPs~i,  in  t.he  near  future,  satellites for  direct  television broad-
cant i••4  will  be  pl seed  in  orbit  by  several  European  countries 
and  ~.-ubst>quently  new  television sets  corresponding  to public  needs 
wilJ  be  introdl~ec by  the  manufacturers, 
~·  '::.  .._,,q;_'  USC  Gi.  CtH•WtlQO  technical  specificati008  for  direct 
·,·,t.-,\:  · tf'  bronHcast inq  of  television programmes  and  possibly  for  their 
rrdiAt"i.bu~ !.on  by  cable  becomes  a  pressing  need  in  order  to attain 
the  ob  ~e. 1  1·. es  set  out  hereafter; 
Wt~reas the  implementation of  common  technical specifications 
~nmpli·fies  th~ broadcasting of  tetevision programes  in all 
countr1es  of  the  Community  and  makes  a  significant  contribution to 
European  unification and  to  the  development  of  a  true  European  identity; 
Wht>reas  the  technical.  capability to transmit  simultaneously 
on  several  sound  channels  opene  the  way  to  truly  pan-European 
multilinqual  television  programmes; 
Whereas  lhe  implementation  of  common  technical  specifications 
lP.EHh  to  the  creation  of  o  larqe  unified  market,  on  which  pro-
ductn  will  be  freely  exchanged  without  any  technical  barriers, 
which  will  be  of  great  economic  benefit  for  the  European  consu-
mer  electronics  industry  as  reg~rds its  competitiveness; ..  ' 
-----------------------------------· 
Whereas  it  is  indispensable  that  a  guarantee  be  given  to 
manufacturers  and  broad~astera  1n  respect  of  their  inv~stmenttt 
and  Ruppliea,  by  the  application  of  such  common  technical  stan-
dards at  Community  level; 
Whereas  the  European  Broadcasting  lhion  (EBU)  and  the  European 
manufacturers  of  the  relevant  branch  represerlted  by  their  asso-
ciations  have  perfected  and  published  technical  specifications 
forming  part  of  the MAC/packet  family  for  the direct  television 
broadcasting  and  the  redistribution of  programmes  by  cable; 
Whereas  the  HAC/packet  family  inchJdea: 
for  direct  satellite broadcasting:  the  system  C-MAC/-
pAcket  and  the  system  02-HAC/pecket  with  frequency  modula-
tion 
for  cahlt:  distribution: the  system  0-HAC/packet  and  the  sys-
tem  02-MAC/packet  with  vestigial-sideband  amplitude  module-
tion; 
WiuHen:>  it  has  b~en  recognized  by  the  European  Broadcasting 
dnlol•  (f.UIJ)  and  lhe  furopean  manufacturers  of  the  t'elevant 
t;; .,,-,ll  rt.!pr·esenled  by  their  associ at  ions  that  the  technical 
·.pet  1i It-it  onr;  torr.'"'9  rc~r·t  ot  the  MAC/packet  family  and  especially 
t h··  ,.t-·1  ·  •. ·n•,  1.  ;.t,\.t.,  u  ·t"'f,,  .u1.J  07-MAC  are  compatible; 
wrwr-··•'•  t;a:.;;,:  :;JJf'c.tlL•lt_,.,n·,  \ofould  make  H  possible  to meet  the 
•;(f\/kd'  p•qulf~:•uPnt~  111  tht•  ddff.'rent  national  contexts  and  the WtJPrP.as  technical.  proqrPss  is  liable  to  require  adaptation of  the 
t~chnic.at  specifications defined  in  the  framework  of  this  Directive 
dnd  ot  those  which  will  be  defined  subsequently  in the field  of 
direct  television broadcasting by  satellite; 
Where&R  it  is advisable,  in  order  to  facilitate  the  implementa-
tion of  the  measures  necessary  for  this  purpose,  to  provide  for  a 
p10cedure  for  adaptation  to  technical  progress  by  means  of  close 
c.-Jnppration  between  the  Member  States  and  the  Commission  within  the 
1'  r.::lmNwrk  of  a  commit tee; 
"''hereas  the  adoption  at  Com~nunity  level  of  co~nmon  technical 
:1pecificetions  for  direct  satellite broadcasting  of  television 
rroqrammes  and  their  redistribution  by  cable  corresponds  to  the measures 
recommended  by  the  European  .Parli&~nent  in  ita  Resolution  of  12 
Murch  1982,  and  by  the  Commission  in  ita  Commtr~ication  to  the 
Cneu1eil  of  14  June  1984,  referred  to  as  the "Green  paper",  concerning 
television without  frontiers; 
WhPreao;  the  Industry-Telecommunications  Council  meeting  in 
!_tJxrmbourg  on  l  June  1985  took  a  favourable  view  of 
the  Communication  of  the  Commission  to  the  Council  recommending 
the  implementation  of  connon  technical  specifications  of  the 
MAC/packet  family, HAS  ADOPTED  THIS  DIRECTIVE: 
Article  1 
l- Member  States  shall  use  the  systems  forming  part  of  thP 
HAC/packet  family;  the  list  of  the  respective  technical 
specifications  established  by  the  European  Broadcasting 
Union  ( EBU)  end  the  European  ananufacturere  of  the  relevant 
branch  represented  by  their  aaaociationa  ia  shown  in  the 
Annex,  with  an  indication of  the  reference  numbers  and  the dates  of 
publication. 
2.  ror  the  direct  broadcaat.ing  by  utallite of  television  pro-
qraMt~a  Member  Statea  &hall  exclusively  use  the  C-
MA£:/packet  system  or  the  02-HAC/packet  ayat• with  frequen-
cy  modulation. 
~- f:Jr  pl)ssible  redi•,tr ioubon  by  cable of  these  programmes  Member 
::;1.j1P·~  shall  tl<::f'  tht>  r;-r.,AC/packet  system  or  the 02-MAC/-pad.et 
··)':.t+-'m  w1th  vt!rt  ~~1al-~1deband amplitude modulation or,  failing 
1 !1-':lt,  th€'  systP.ms  dln~ady in  use  at  the date  on  which  this 
l•1··::rt1ve  ,..,  implemt•nted,  as  ment·ioned  in Article 5. 
''·  M···~,,,,.(  · :,,''"'  ·1h·d;  ···~Ject  the  ayatem  or  systems  of  the 
MM ' ..  · ;.,,.  1  w·~ !l;  .. ·  ·.;  i :J  or  aa·e  mre  appropriate  to  the 
j•i t  , ...  v  •  1 ,.(,,.._.  n•  ··~· ·.nrt•  of  their  broadcasting  or  cable 
m~d·,·•l·o~.·n  n~~t.wol·•  ·,d  sha.Ll  inform  the  Commission  of 
" s· q 
h/'  ·J Ja {, 
The  amendments  necessary  to  adapt  Annex 
in  line  with  technical  progress,  drawn  up  by  competent 
international  orqanizations,ahall  be  made  in  accordance  with 
th~  proc~dut'e laid down  in article 4. 
Al'ticle  J 
I.  ,~  committee  on  the  adaptation  to technical  progress  of  the 
·'~"I· ••ral  speci~ icdt ions  related to  the direct  television 
··~_·l  ,,·,tiJ'•1  by  --;atelllte  and  the  redistribution of  programmes 
t.y  ,t,.  (hereH,a1ter  called  "the  Committee")  is  hereby  set  up. 
1t  <-.halt  cons1st  0f  representatives  of  the  Member  States with 
,)  rt•prn c;ent at i ve  of  the  Commission  as  chairman. 
2.  The  lommit.tee  shall  adopt  ita own  rules of procedure. 
Article 4 
1 .  Where  the  procedure  laid down  in  this  Article  is  to  be  fol-
.i.owctf,  matters  shall  hP.  referred  to  the  Commit tee  by  its 
chAirmen,  eill •. n·  on  hiR  own  initiative or  at  the  l'equest  of 
the  rP.preaentAtive  of  a  Member  State. 
L.  itw  teJ.Jreqentative  of  the  CommiHsion  shall  submit  to  the 
t'ommJttef~  n  draft  of  the  m•~esures  to  be  adopted.  The  Com-
mit tP.t:  shu !l  de  11 ver  it  n  opinion  on  the  droft  within  a 
penod  ~~Jhich  ~hat l  not  excer·d  two  months.  Opinions  shall  be 
)  q  fj 
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(Acts  whose puhiimtwn  1..1  obligalory) 
COUNCIL _REGULATION  (EEC)  No 3300/86 
of 27  October  1986 
instituting  a  Com1nunity  programme  for  the  development  o(  certain  less-
favoured  regions  of  the  Community  by  improving  access  to  advanced 
telecommunications services (STAR  programme) 
THE COUNCIL  OF THE  EUROPEAN  COMMUNITIES, 
Having  regard  to  the  Treaty  establishing  the  European 
Fconomic  Community, 
Having  regard  to  Council  Regulation  (EEC)  No 1787/84 
of  19 June 1984 on the European Regional  Development 
Fund {
1
),  and  in  particular  Article  7  (4)  thereof, 
Haviu~;; regard to the proposal from the Commission (2), 
Having  1egard  to  t.'le  opinion  of  the  European 
Pa:hament e). 
Having re.gan:  to the opinion of the Economic and Social 
(:ommJttee (4), 
Wherca:.  Article  7  of  Regulation  (EEC)  No  1787/84, 
he,rin'lfter refeucd  to  as  the 'Fund Regulation', provides 
lor p:Jtticipation by the Fund in Community programmes 
the  p11rpO!,e  of  which  is  to  help  in  solving  serious 
problems affecting the socio-economic ~ituation in one or 
mor€'  regions :1nd  which are  designed to  prov1de  a better 
hnk  between  the  Community's  objectives  for  the  struc-
turai  dc~velopmenr or conversion of regions and the objec-
tive~  uf  other Community  pohcies ; 
Whereas  Treiand.  th.:  Mezzogiorno,  Northern  Ireland, 
C)rsica .md the  French vverseas departments, the regions 
111  G('eece  and  in  Portugal  and  certain  regions  in Spnin 
i1;;ve  tv  contend  with  particularly  serious  economic 
problem-;:  whereas  the  level  of  telecommunications 
services,  especially of advanced services  intended for  the 
proJll:tive  -;ector  ~n  th_ose  regions,  is  inadequate  and 
when•as  this  shortcoming has  an  adverse  effect  on  both 
their  socio-economic  situation  and  their  development 
prosp~cts; 
(')OJ  No  L  169,  28.  6.  1984,  p.  t. 
(l)  OJ  No  C  147,  14.  6.  1986,  p.  4  and 
OJ  No  C  19•1,  1.  8.  1986,  p.  7. 
1 1)  OJ  No  C  176,  14.  7.  1986,  p.  189. 
{ 4)  OJ  No  C  163,  20_  tO.  1986,  p.  35. 
Whereas on 29 and 30 March  1985 the European Council 
endorsed  objectives  aimed  at  strengthening  the  techno-
logical base and competitivene5~ of Community industry : 
whereas  those  objectives  1ndude  'achieving  a  break 
through in telecommunications'; whereas one of the lines 
of actton  adopted on  17  Decembe1  1984 by  the  CounCll 
in  this  field  is  designed  1.0  ensure  'improved  acct:·s~  for 
less-favoured regions of  the Community to  rhe benefits of 
the  development  of advanced  services  and .networks' ; 
Whereas  ftJllcr  integration  of  the  least-favoured  rC:'gions 
info telecommunications networks and appropriae use  by 
them of advanced telecommunications services arc  neces-
sary  if  they  are  to  reduce 'the  extent  to  which  they  lag 
behind  in  terms  of  economic  development,  since  such 
services  will  reduce  their  isolation,  wlll  allow  them  to 
participate  in  the  Commun;ry's  technological  break-
through  and  will  foster  job  creation ; 
Whereas  use  of  advaraced  telecommunications  services 
presupposes the establishment of the necessclfy  infrastruc-
rures  such  as  major  links  for  the  regions  of  the  new 
networks, digitalization  to  promote  more rapid  introduc.-
tion of integrated-service!; digital networks, the creation ot 
additional capacities essenthl ro  the provision of advano:d 
se:vices  notably  in  the  field  of  high-speed  data  trans-
mission,  and  the  establishment  and  development  of 
cellular radio infrastructures in a way compatible with the 
coordinated introduction of a fumre pan-European radio·· 
telephony  cellular  digttal  system : 
Whereas  the  establishment  of  modem  telecommunica-
tions infrastructures must be accompanied by measures to 
promote  the  supply  of,  and  the  demand  for,  advanced 
services facilitating optimum use  of those infrastructures'; 
wher~as such  promotion includes aid  for  the preparation 
of regional  or local  programmes for  the  coordinatt·d  use 
of  telecommunication  systems,  advisory  and  publicity 
measures,  demonstration  projects,  aid  for  small  and 
medium-sized  enterprises in  order to  encourage them to 
use  advanced  systems  and  to  promote their activities  in 
the  telecommunications  fields,  service  centres,  experi-
rnemal  tele-commuting projects  and  the  development of 
regional  specialized  information  services ; No  L  305/2.  Official  Journal  of  the  European  Communities  31.  10.  86 
Where~s the  Member States  concerned  have  communi  .. 
cared  the  necessary  information  to  the  Commission ; 
Whereas, by  helping the least-favoured regions to exploit 
tht·  new  te!..:communicatious  potential,  the  Community 
pro!;ramme  contributes  to  the  furtherance  of  both 
rcgio~nl  development  objectives  and  the  Community's 
objectiVe<;  in  rhe  tield  of  telecommunications ;  whereas 
the  ie\el of Cuntmunity panicipauon  must. therefore, be 
the  nutximum  pem1issible  under  the  Fund  Regulation 
and  who:reas,  at  rhe  same  time,  the  programme is  given 
priority  til  tLc  management of  Fund  resources; 
W'hereas  C)ur:cil  Regulation  (EEC)  No  2615/80 (1),  as 
amenr!i:c!  by Regulation (EEC) No 214/84 (2),  and Regula-
~101'  ,-~EC) !\Jo  215/84 C)  instituting specific Community 
n~t'J',,II\";  c.oncnbuting  to  the  development  of  certain 
1\:g;ons in ·:he  context of Community enlargement permit 
tb;; financing of certain  measures in the telecommunica-
tiom  6eld  :1nd  wheiC~as aid  granted under those  Regula-
ri,-,r,::;  ~ :10111d  Pot be  combined with aid granted under this 
n  :r.  ··- · .... n:•r1rnme ~ 
·,,  :,  -.::.  -~·  Prnunity  a~s st<~nce must be provided in the 
I•  ·1  1,  C'i  n.ultiannual  programmes  drawn  up  by  the 
r.,,dpett:nt  ac•!.:.orities  in  the  Member States  concerned; 
w:-~erc,ls, ,  )J. 'a to  ensure sound financial  management 
0f  •h:  Funr'  .;:mc·f.'r  States  will  need  to  transmit such 
a~::l<>tance  r•og,rammes  to  the  Commission  within  a 
~pecific  period  following  the  entry  into  force  of  the 
Community programm-: ; whereas  it  is  for  the Commis-
SJ~~n,  in  adopting  those  programmes,  to  ensure  that the 
op<:rations  proposed  therein  are  in  keeping  with  this 
Regulation, 
HAS  ADOPTED  THIS  REGTJLATlON : 
Article  1 
A  Co~nnwnity programme within the meaning of Article 
7 o!  the Fund Regulation is  hereby established io order to 
(:onrribute  to  the  devdopment  of  certain  less-favoured 
r~gions  uf  the  Community  by  improving  access  to 
advanu:d  telecommunications  services. 
Article  2 
The  purpose  of the  Community programme shaH  be  to 
contribute  to  strengthening  the  *'!Conomic  base  in  the 
region" crmcerned, to foster job creation and to help raise 
technolugtcal  standards  in  those  regions,  by  improving 
the supply of advanced  telecommunications services  and 
by  integrating  those  regions  into  large  telecomrnunica-
uons networks. To that end, the programme shall provide 
for  the  implementation  in  ~11  the  regions  defined  in 
(1)  OJ  No  L  271,  15.  10.  1980.  p.  L 
(l)  O.J  No  I  27,  3 l. l. 1984,  p.  I. 
(1)  OJ  No  L  J.7,  31.  l. 1984,  p.  5. 
Article  3,  and  in  the  light  of  socio-economic  needs, 
regional  potential  and  long-term  regional  telecom-
munications  requirements  of  a  series  of  l'Onsistent, 
multiannual measures establishing modern telt>communi. 
cations infrastructures and promoting the supply of,  and 
the  demand  for,  advanced  telecommunications  services. 
The  Community  programme  shall  thereby  seek  to 
provide a better !ink between the Community's objectives 
for  the structural development of regions and  the objec-
tives  of  Community telecommunications  policy. 
Article  3 
1.  The Community programme  shall  concern  regions 
satisfying  all  the  following  conditions simultaneously : 
(a)  a  particularly  difficult  economic  situation  compared 
with  the  Community as  a  whole ; 
(b)  peripheral  or  insular geographical  location; 
(c)  inadequate  supply  of  telecommunications  services, 
notably  advanced  services  for  the  productive  sector ; 
(d)  as  a general  rule,  eligibility under a  national  regional 
aid  scheme. 
2.  The regions satisfying the conditions set out in para-
graph  1  are: 
(a)  in  Spain : 
(b) 
(c) 
(d) 
(e) 
(f) 
the  regions  eligible  for  the  national  regional  aid 
scheme  as  they will  be determined by the Commis-
sion  pursuant  to  Article  92  of  the  Tr~aty ; 
in  France: 
Corsica  and  the  overseas  departments ; 
in  Greece: 
all  regions,  except  the  nomos  of Attica ; 
Ireland; 
in  Italy: 
the  regions  and  zones  of  the  Mezzogiorno ; 
in  Portugal : 
all  regions,  except  the  Lisbon  area; 
(g)  in  the  United  Kingdom: 
Nothern  Ireland. 
3.  Exceptionally, the Community programme shall also 
apply to: 
- the nomos of Attica and the Lisbon area in the case of 
operations  provided  for  in  Article  4, 
- the  autonomous  community  of  Madrid,  except  the 
municipality of Madrid, in the case of both operations 
prov~ded for  in Article 4  (1 ). (a)  and (c)  and the feasi-
bility studies  relating  to  such operations  pursuant to 
Article  4  (1)  (Q, 
in  so  far  as  such operations are  technically necessary for 
the  consistency,  continuity  and  full  implementation  of 
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Article  4 
The  Fund  may  parttctpate,  under  the  Community 
programme,  in  the  following  operations : 
l.  Establishment  of  the  basic  equipment.  needed  ior 
advanced  telecommunications  setvices  in  Nder: 
(a)  to  integrate the  less-f:.wourcd  regit~ns into the  new 
advanced  telecommunications  naworb being  set 
up  across  the  Community  and  to  provide  major 
teiecommunication  links. Investment projects may 
include  bnd-based (including submarine) systems, 
notably  those  using  optical  fibres,  and  satellite 
systems; 
(b)  to  encourage  digitalization  with  a  view  to  more 
r<~pid  introduction  of  integrated-services  digttal 
networks  for  firms  and  consumers. 
investment  projects  may  include: 
in! reduction  of  signalJing  ·.;y~tems  between 
switches essential  for  integrated-strvicc~ digital 
networks, 
digitalization  of  transmissiOn  hoes  and 
switchine  centres,  including  instaihtion  of 
digital  switches  and  additional  work  on  local 
switches  for  the  di~italization cf  links  co  final 
digi~alization  of  links  to  final  users, 
with  a  view  tC'  carrying out the operations prior to 
the  :.ntroducuon  of  integrnte-:1-services  digital 
networks: 
(.~)  to set  tn  plac~t and dndop, pendiPg tht introduc-
tion  of  integratl!d-services  digital  networks,  addi-
~ional  capacity  essential  to  provision  of  advanced 
tdecommunications services, notably in the field of 
data tr"'nsmtssio'1. lrp;estment prc·jects may include 
e5r.~bii~hment oi the transmission  lines and  provi-
~;ion  of equipmer;t enabling the  public  co  use  the 
:.nvice, :;uch as the establishment ard development 
of  packet  switching  networks,  data  bases  and 
videotex  a,:cess  points,  including  the  transtorma-
ti•Jn  oi  pi~ot  sthemes  already  fin?.nced  by  the 
Cornt:.unity  into  f,,1Jy-·operJtional  systems; 
(d)  to  establish  and  develop  celiular  radio  infrastruc-
turt:s  in  a  way  compatible  w1th  the  coordinated 
introduc.tion  of  a  future  pan-European  radio-
teleph,my  <:ellular  digitai  system ; 
(e)  to  establish and develop laboratories to check and 
mezs·Jre  telecommunications  material ; 
(f)  to carry out fc.1sibility studies relating to the invest-
ment  prqects  specifi!.'d  tn  (a)  to  (e). 
2.  Promotion  of  the  supply  vf,  ,\0(:  lh<·  demand  for, 
advanced  telecornmunic.1tiC'ns  s.:rvices.  The  following 
operations  ~hall  be  eligible  under  this  heading: 
(a)  preparation of local or reg1otJal  programmes for the 
coordinated  use  rof  advanced  tcierommunications 
system·>. This  ~hal! include tL'd111ical  <Jnd  economic 
teasibility studies on the pro'llsion of new telecom-
munications  services  lO  users,  notably  small  and 
medium-sized  enterprises  (S.ME)  in  the  industrial 
and service sectors, inciud1ng touusm; such  studi~s 
shall take account of socio-economic development 
prospects and plans for  the t~rritories concerned ; 
(b)  measures to promote the use  of  advam:ed telecom-
munications  servtees.  Such  measures shnll  include 
puhlicity  and  information  campaigns  aimed  ar 
making potential  users aware  of  the cxistenct: and 
advantages of modern teleu,mmunications services, 
either through conventton:Jl matkering channels or 
hy way  of seminars, courses and briefings.  Priority 
shall  be  given  to  tneasurt'S  for  SME,  indudint, 
those involved in the field  of  tourism and io  other 
sectors  with  a  high  rleveH)pnwnr  rotemial ; 
(c)  measures to demonsrra~e. bv  meau~ of 'lpecific inte--
grated  applications,  the  advantage~  of  u.'!>ing 
advanced  telecommunications  services.  Such 
measurts shall  include  de:nonstr"tion  projects  ior 
SME,  including  those  involved  in  rh.?  fielJ  of 
tourism  and in  or!1er  sector<;  w1tl-t  a  high develop-
ment  potential : 
(d)  aid to encourage individual :)ME or gro11ps  of SME 
to  use  advanced  Lelecomm11nications  se1vices  an<i 
to promote the infr,>duct!Cr! pf new activltie<>  or the 
adaptation of existing acuvities in the field of tele-
communications. 
Such  aid  may  take  the  form  of : 
(i)  ~xpert  studie:..  an  the  pott·ntial  cronomif-s  to 
be  achieved  thro'-lgh  gr<:;Jter  nsc  of  advanced 
telecommunications  ..>ervtees,  indud1r.g 
computenzed  services  availaLle  v1a  d'li.a-
transmission  network~ ; 
(it)  if  the  studie~ rekrred ro  1n  (i)  so  jus•Jiy, cqurp-
ment  (such  a~  termmals,  modems,  videotex 
servers  and  teletext  mrssagc  systems)  giving 
u~ers  access  to  advauced  telecommunic:ttions 
servtces; 
(iii)  investment 10  new undertakings or to facilitate 
the  adaptation  ot  exi~t1ng  undertakings  to 
market potential  in  thr field  of tdecommuni-
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{t)  establishment and development of telecommunica-
tior.s  service  centres, except  in  those of the  main 
urb.tn areas where such centres arise spontaneously, 
wzth  <1  view  to: 
(i}  providing  user  \•:1 VJCCS,  in  particular advanced 
d•Ha· tnmsmis~ion, videotex and videocommuni-
cation  services,  even  in  sparsely  populated 
arc~~; 
(ii)  providing  common  services  for  two  or  more 
SME; 
(t)  irr.plementation  of experimental  distance working 
projects; 
(g}  the  provision  of regional setvices using computer-
ize,.l  telec:.>mmunicai.ions facilities in the sphere of 
s:)~:c-.:!i.t.,.d  information,  mcluding  information 
.,,r:  :  .. J_..:  :'!~  .r:c,Tlmunity  level  and  of  particular 
:r:t•·r('st  tc  Cf'r' 1\n  users,  notably  SME,  including 
tho~~  n··.,olv,~d  in  the  field  of  tourism. 
Articlt'  .5 
l.  Th'.  Community  programme  shall  be  financed 
j1:intly  l:::'  the Member State concerned and the Commu-
nity.  Assi:stance  from  the  rund, which  may  not  exceed 
55 %  of  the  total  public expenditure taken  into account 
in  the  prog:-amme, shall  be provided from  the appropri-
acipns  entered  for  this  purpose in  the general budget  of 
~he  European  Communities. The  Community contribu-
tion  shall  be  as  follows : 
(1)  Gpcrations relating to the basic equipment referred to 
in  Article  4  (I) : 
(a)  infr•~~tructurc  investment  projects,  the  cost  ·of 
v,t:ich  i~  borne  wholly or  partly by  public  auth-
orities  or  by  any  other  body  responsible,  in  the 
same way a!,  a public authority, for the implemen-
ta~ion \,)f  infrastructure projects : 55 %  of the total 
cost  borne  by  the  public  authori1 ·  es  or  other 
C'Jn; parable  body; 
(b)  investment projects in the industrial, craft industry 
and service sectors: 50 %  of the  public expendi-
ture resulting from the grant of investment aid; 
(CJ  teJ::.ibility  studies:  either  70 %  of  their  cost  or 
50 %  of the public expenditure res•Jlting from the 
granting of aid  in  respect  of  them. 
(2)  Promoti(m  of  the  supply  of,  and  the  c.lemand  for, 
adv::tnt:ed  telecomrnumcations  sei'vic·es : 
(a)  studies  relatmg  to  the  presentation  of  local  or 
regional  programme:;  refel'fed  to  in  Artidt• 
4  (2)  (a) :  50 %  of  public  expenditur<' ; 
(b)  measures to promote the USt' of advanced Lekl.-OIIl· 
munications  service:~  rekm:d  Lo  in  Arttdc  4  (2) 
(b): atd covering 50 %  of rhe <..ost  of pllblicity and 
information  campaigns; 
(c)  demonstration measures referred to in Article 4 (2) 
(c):  50·%  of  public  expenditure; 
(d)  aid  for  SME  referred  to  in  Article  4  (2)  (d) : 
(i)  expert  studies :  either  70 %  of  their  <.:Ost  or 
50 %  of the public expenditure resulting from 
the granting of  aid  in  respect  of  them ; 
(ii)  equipment: 50%  of  the  public  expenditure 
resulting from  the grant  of  investment  ·,1id ; 
(iii)  in  the  case  of  investment  in  industrial  and 
telecommunications  service  activities :  SO  % 
of  the  publit:  expenditure  arising  from  the 
granting of investment aid under the national 
regional  aid  scheme ; 
(e)  establishment  and  development  of  telecommuni-
cations services centres referred to in Article 4  (2) 
(e): 
(i)  operations  relating  to  user  service  centres : 
50 %  of the public expenditure resulting  from 
the  granting  of  aid  for  equipment  associated 
with  telecommunications ; 
(ii)  operations  relating  to  common  services : 
50 %  of the public expenditure resulting from 
the  granting  of aid ; 
(f)  implementation of experimental distance working 
projects  referred  to  in  Article  4  (2)  (Q : 
(i)  feasibility studies : either 70 %  of their cost or 
50 %  of the public expenditure resulting from 
the granting  of  aid ; 
(ii)  project  implementation :  50 %  of  the  public 
expenditure resulting from the granting of aid; 
(g)  prov1s1on  of  regional  services  in  the  sphere  of 
specialized information referred to in Article 4 (2) 
(g):  aid  covering part of  business  expenditure on 
the  development  and  operation  of such  services. 
The aid  shall  be  degressive  and  shall  be granted 
for three years. It shall cover 70 %  of expenditure 
in the first year and shall not exceed 50 % of total 
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L  A~ rer,ards  the  Portuguese  reg10ns,  the  rates  of  the 
Fund's (Oilltihution  provided  for  in  pam~raph I  sholl  be 
tncreased  until  31  December  1990  by  20  points, with  a 
maximum  rate  of  70 %. 
3.  A Member State may request lower rates of contribu-
tion from the Fund than those provided for in paragraphs 
1 and  2. 
Article  6 
1.  All  or part of the aid may be in the form of a capital 
grant  or an  interest  subsidy 
2.  The following shall be eligible for Fund assistance in 
respect  of  operations  referred  to  in  Article  S :  public 
authorities,  local  and  regional  authorities,  other  bodies, 
b1.1sinessL's,  cooperatives  or  individuals. 
3.  (a)  Aid  granted  under  the  Community  programme 
shall  not be combined with aid granted elsewhere 
in  the  Fund  Regulation  or  in  Regulations  (EEC) 
No  261.5180  or (EEC)  No  215/84. 
(b)  In add1tion, the aid referred to in  Article 5 (I) point 
2  (d),  (e),  (f)  and  (g)  may  not  have  the  effect  of 
reciuCJng  the share of expenditure met by recipient 
businesses to less than 20  % of total expenditure. 
Article  7 
All  the operations rderred to in Article 4 shall also satisfy 
the  folbwing : 
tht•  Fund's contribution to  the promotional  tneasures 
provided  for  in  Article  4  (2)  may  net  be  less  than 
i 5 %  of the total contribution to the programme ; the 
contribution  from  the  Fund  to  the  feasibility  studies 
referred  to  in Artide 4  (2)  {:t)  may  not exceed  ) %  of 
th('  total  contnbution  to  the  pro~:ramnH'; the  l untn· 
but1on  from  the  Fund  co  the  prndw.:llon  aid  rdened 
to in Article 4 (2)  (d)  (iii)  may  not exceed 5 %  of  the 
total  contribution  Lo  ~he  program;ne, 
the  programme  shall  cover  projects  which  are  con-
sistent  with  the  Community's  objectives  regarding 
telecommunications  and  information  technology 
standards,  particularly  in  view  of  the  progress  made 
towards these objectives by rhe  European  Conference 
of  Postal  and  Telecommunications  Administratwns 
(CEP1)  and the  European  Committee for  Standardiz-
ation (CEN)/European Committee for Electrotechnical 
Standardization  (Cer.e  lee). 
Arttde 8 
I.  lbe duration  of  the  programme  shall  he  hvc  yt·ar~ 
from  the  date  of  entry  tnto  torLt:  ot  tlw.  Rt·gulatloiJ. 
2.  The  intervention  programme  5.hall  be  submittt:d  to 
the Commission within six months ot the entry into force 
of  this  Regulation :  in  exceptional  circumstanct>s  the 
Commission  may  extend  that  period  by  one  month. 
Article  9 
The  amount  of  Fund  assistancr.:  may  not  exceed  the 
amount laid down by rhe Commissiou when adopting the 
programme agreement referred  to  m  Article  13 (1)  of the 
Fund  Regulation. 
Artide  lO 
This  Regulation  shall  enter  into  force  on  the  day 
following  its  publication  in  the  O.!Jid·at Journal of  the 
European  Communities. 
This  Regulation  shall  be  binding  10  its  entirety  and  directly  applicable  1n  all  Member 
States. 
Done  at  Luxembourg,  27  October  1986. 
For  the  Council 
The  President 
G.  HOWE No  l.  .H  l/2H  <>It ina  I  Jon rna!  of  the  Euwpt·an  Ct)llllnnnil i""  f,  11  H(, 
COUNCIL  DIRECTIVE 
of 3  November  1  'J8f. 
on the adoption of common technical  spe<·ific~tions  ~)f  the  MAC/p:1cket' family 
of standards  for  direct satellite  tdevision  broadcasting 
(86/529/EEC) 
THE  COUNCIL OF  THE  EUROPEAN  COMMUNITIES, 
Having  regard  to  the  Treaty  estJblishing  the  European 
Economic  Community,  and  in  partiCular  Article  100 
thereof, 
fL-lvtng  regarci  to the propo5al from  the Commission C), 
Having  regard  to  the  opinion  of  the  European  Parli-
ament (2), 
Having 1egard  to the::  opinion of the E(onomic and Social 
Commtttce (l), 
Whereas, in  the near future, satellites for  direct television 
broadcasting will  be brought into service by sever;;!  EurCI-
pean  countries  and  subsequently  new  television  sets 
corresponding to  public  needs will  b~ introduced by  the 
m:tnutJctorers; 
\Q'hcreas  che  use  of  common  techni;:al  specifications  for 
dirctt satellite broadcasting of  televi~ion pmgrammes and 
po~sibly for  their  redistribution  by  cable  is  necessary  m 
order  to  attain  the  objectiws  set  out  hereafter; 
'W'herea~ the  im~lementation of common technical speci-
ficariom  simplif1es  the  broadcasting  of  television 
p1og1Jmmcs  in  all  cm~ntrie:;  of  the  Community  and 
m:tkco;  a significant comrib11tion  to  Furopean  unification 
and  t1;  the  development  of  a  true  European  identity ; 
\XIher\:a.,  the technit:al  c.~pability to  transmit simultaneo-
usly  1)n  ~evt:ral  sound  chnnnels  opem  the  way  to  truly 
pan, E11Dpean  multilingual  television  programmes; 
Wht:rc<l·; the implementation of common technical speci-
!icati~)m  leads  to  the  creation  of  a  large  unified  market, 
on  wh1ch  products will  b~.:  freely  exchanged without  any 
tn·hniol barriers, which wdl be of g1eat economic benefit 
fer the Et1ropean consumer electronics industry as  regards 
its  competitiveness; 
Wherea~ it  is  indispensable  that a guarantee  be given  to 
manufacturers  and  operators  in  1'espect  of  their  invest-
ments .•wl  supplies, by  the application  of common tech. 
nic:.i  S(anda>ds  at  Community  level , 
Wher("lS  lht  European  Broadcasting  Union  (EBU)  and 
th~ Europr::an  rnanu(acturers of  the  relevant branch repre-
sented by  lheir associations  have  perfected and pub!ir:hed 
('}OJ  i~o  C  .59,  H.  3.  1?86,  p.  3. 
(I)  Opin10ll delivered  on  22  O<.tob(:r  l'ifi.6 (not yet  published  in 
tlw  l.ilht  i:~:  journal). 
{')  O.J  N')  C  J}O,  n  7.  l~X6,  p.  4 
technical  specifications  forming  part of the  MACipacker 
family  for  the  dirt>c l  t~ltvision  breoadcastif"lg  and  rhc 
redistribution  of  programmes  by  cable :  whereas  the:;e 
specifications  have  been  confirmed  at  internatiunai  level 
by  the  International  R;dio  Consultative  Cornrniuee 
(CCIR); 
Whereas  the  MAC/packet  iamily  now  includes: 
for  direct  satellite  broaJca'iting: the  system  C·Mt\C/ 
packet  and  rhe  ~y~tt·m  02-MAC/p.kker  •;•ith 
fiequcncy  modulation, 
for  cable  distribution . the system  0-M.A..C;packt-t  and 
the  system  D2-MAC/?8ckct; 
Whereas  these  sy:>ic·rns  ;;rc  very  largely  compatible  with 
each  other  on  the  r,pcr;1tianal  levei; 
WheH:as  these  syste•n-;  make  it  possible  to  meet  the 
serv1ce  a11d  economic  H·q,.;; renwnts  in  i.Lc  d1fterent 
national  contexts ; 
Whtreas, in  view  <A  tbe  foLc~,ceable technical  progr,~;c; in 
this  se\.lor,  account  should  110w  be  taken  r f  any  suh~t"· 
quenr developments of  the  ~xisting sy~tems anJ pr<'-;ision 
made  for  an  eventual  review  of  this  Directive, 
HAS  AlJOPTED  THIS  DIRECiTv'E: 
For direct opt·rational  satt.:!lite  telvi:;ton  broadLa:>tmg,  and 
subsequent  red•stribuuon  by  cable,  Memhcr  St.ttes  :.hall 
take all  measurt's by  law or 3dministr:ttive <lCtion  to t:nsc rr 
the  use  of  only  the  following  syslem.:;  : 
in  th<.  case  of  direct broadcasting l;y  satellite of tdt·•i-
sion  programmes, the Mt\C/packct systems referred to 
in  the  fi1st  indent  and  note  2  of  H:comnH:ndation 
AE/650 of  the CCI}{  entitled  Tehri.uon .lf£1111/(lrd jur 
satellite  broadcastt.ng  ,·,~  the  channels  d~/ined  by 
WARC BS-77  a,uf  RARC .j"'A T-83,  approved  at  the 
16th  plenary  assembly  at  Dubrovnik,  May  1986  (i.e. 
the  C-MAC/packet  sy5tem  or  the  02-MAC/pad.ei 
system), 
in  the  case  of  redistribution  by  cable  of  the~c 
programmes, the MAC cable  system  ccrr..:sponding to 
the satellite  hwadosting system  shouid he  preferred. 
However.  television  redistribution  by  cable  may 
continue ro  u::;e  existing  techniques, conv,:rsion  from 
the MAC/packet sstem  u:;ed  for  the satellite bro;ldcast 
link  being made ar  tht receiver  terminal  it~<.orporated 
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.my  o.;ystems  which  evolve  from  those  MAC/packet 
systems  referred  to  in  the  first  and  second  indent, 
which :ue srtbsequently defined by the European stan-
d.~·dization  bodie~ and/or the competent international 
bodi,~s  and  w!Hd,  are  operationally compatible  with 
them. 
i-kruk·r Start's  !.hall  select  the  system  or systems of  the 
l>il\C/pad:.ct  L:nily which  is  or are  more appropriate  to 
(;.  prt·:,ent  or tuturc  srn~eture of their direct broadcasting 
by  satellite  lH  c-able  distribution  networks  and  shall 
infolr.l  the  Commission  of  their  selection. 
Article  2 
For  the  1 >uiposcs  of this  Directive, direct broadcasting by 
sate  1: i te  mea  ~s  :1  broadcasting satellite  service  as  defined 
i.1  th E . .'ic  '>gulations  of  the  International  Telecom-
m~Jr,i::at;cn:;  Union,  i.e.  using  channels  assigned  to 
Member States in the 11,7 to 11,5 GHz band at the World 
Broadosting  Satellite  Administrative  Radio  Conference 
(Geneva  1977)  and  intended  for  display  on  625  lines 
domestic 1V receivers. 
Article  J 
This Directive shall apply until 31  December 1991  at the 
latest.  The  Commisison  is  invited  to  submit  to  the 
Council, in advance of that date, proposals for measures l.o 
be  adopted  for  the  replacement  of  this  Directive. 
Article  4 
This  Directive  is  addressed  to  the  Member  States. 
Done  at  Brussels,  3  November  1986. 
For  the  Council 
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C.  ORAf T  PROPOSAL  FOR  ~  COUNC ll RECOMMENDATION  ON  THE  COORD INA T£C 
INJROOUCTIOH  OF  THf  INTEGRATED  SERVICES  DIGITAl  NETWORK  <ISDN)  IN  THE 
l:.UROPEAN  ~NIIY ln  -~ccordar"::e  wllh  one  of  the  ObJectives  approved  by  the  Councd  of 
M1n1~d~rs  on  t7  Oecember  1984  (1),  the  CofM\1ssion  1s  proposing  a 
H  \J c tHorne n d a t i on  co  n c e r n 1 "g  l he  c o o r d 1  n a t e d  ' n t r o d u c t  1 on  o r  t he 
ln\•cHp~ded  s~HVICOS Digital  Network  (  ISON).  Hus  Reconvnendallon  will 
11•·1h~'  :-~  t>~.Hlslanl•~l  conlr•bulton  to  the  eGlablcshmenl  of  advanced 
tAiecommun•cat iont..  sef~1ces  and  networks,  and  represents  a  maJor  step 
{ow.trds  thta  gen~ral  Integrated Broadband  Communications  < IBC>. 
:t~r·  propoGed  RecommendatiOn  has  two  objectives 
promot1ng  the  rapid  1nlroducl1on  of  ISON  as  a  ba&lfi  for  a 
Communl{y-wtde  telematics  market  ; 
p  r ·J '"  d 1 n g  mo r e  c a r t a 1 n t y  f or  l  t.J r ope  an  1 n d u s t r y  and  f or  t he 
luropean  1nve~tors  1n  the  lelemal 1cs  f 1eld  about  future  network 
support  tn{erface  spec1ftcattons,  servtces  offered  and  thetr 
ttmtng,  and  geographtcal  coverage. 
lhe  propoted  Reco!'Mlendat 10n  WI II,  through  the  rapid  Conrnuntty-wtde 
promot aon  o(  advanced  telecommun•cal•ons  serv1ces  and  networks, 
s11bstard •ally  benef 1l  the  E.uropean  user,  the  European 
TelecofM\unlcaltons  Adm1nss-\rat tons,  and  E:.uropean  Industry.  ll  wi II 
allow  1n  part1cutar  also  small  and  med;um-stzed  enterprises  to  have 
accr•ss  to  \he  new  telecon.-nun;s.attons  \iervtces,  wh1ch  would  ottuHw1se 
on I y  be  !J o a  s \ b I e  El can  om ' ... -d I y  f o r  I a r g e  en I e r p n  s e s .  I t  w  d  C p r epa  r e 
L•.1rope  lor  Ill.>  1ntegra!ton  tnlo  the  emerging  world-wide  advanced 
teiecommun&c~ttonG  ne~works. 4 
B.  EXPLANATORY  IEMORANDUM 
I •  I  NTROOUCT I  ON  : 
On  17th  December  1984,  on  the  basts  of  a  Communtcation  from  the 
Commission,  the  Counctl  approved  the  main  objectives  of  a 
Communi t y  t a I ecommun 1 cat 1 ons  poI icy  <  0  . 
These  were  : 
<a)  the  creat1on  of  a  Communtty  market  for  telecommunications 
terminals  and  equtpment  ; 
(b)  improv1ng  the  development  of  advanced  telecommunication 
services  and  networks 
<c>  Improved  access  for  the  less-favoured  reg1ons  of  the 
Community,  through  the  appropr1ate  usa  ol  Community 
financial  tnstrumenls,  to  the  benefit  of  the  development  of 
advanced  servtces  and  networks  ; 
(d)  coord1nalton  of  negot1attng  positions  wlthtn  the  inter-
naltonal  organ1zat1ons  deal1ng  wtlh  telecotM\unlcations, 
based  on  dtscusstons  held  JOintly  with  the  Senior  Off1c1als 
Group  for  Telecommuntcat tons. 
Thts  draft  Recommendatton  concerns  the  second  obJecltve.  It  ts 
a  maJOr  part  of  lhe  overall  concept  of  the  CommiSSion's  short, 
medtum,  and  long-term  acttons  based  on  the  s1x  ltne  Actton 
Programme  '"  lh9  f te ld  of  le lecommuntcat ions  < 1 >,  a tmed  at 
ensuring  that  the  Community,  tn  tts  transit ton  to  the  tnforma-
tton  age,  will  be  equtpped  wdh  eff1c1ent  Communtly-wtde 
telecommuntcat tons  networks,  servtces,  and  markets. 
The  lechnologtcal  efforts  tn  telecommuntcat 1ons  are  covered  by 
RACE  <R&D  1n  Advanced  Convnuntcat 1ons  technology  for  Europe). 
RACE  has  the  spectfrc  long-term  obJeCtive  of  acceleratrng  the 
evolut ton  towards  economtc  tntegrated  broadband  serv1ces,  a1med 
a t  ens  u r 1  n  g  t h a t  b y  1  9  9  ~  t he  C  ommu n tl y  h a s  t r u I y  I n t e g r a l e d 
Broadband  Commun 1  cat 1  ons  (  IBC>.  The  de f in it  1  on  phase  of  RACE 
was  dec 1  ded  by  the  Counc 1 I  on  Ju I y  25th  1985  and  wi II  be 
camp I e ted  by  l ho  end  of  1986  ( 2) . 
The  med1um-term  act 1vtt 1es  are  focused,  w1th  a  ttme  hortzon  of 
1990,  on  creattng  a  network  of  broadband  communications  along 
the  maJor  communtcat 1ons  arterte~ of  Europe,  ustng  both  opt real 
f  1 b r e s  a n d  s a t e I I  1 t e s .  T  h 1 s  co  n c e p I ,  co  mm o n I y  c a I i e d  t he 
Transnational  Broadband  Backbone  <TBB>,  will  enable  the 
bustness  convr.untly,  a(  leafol,  to  take  advantage  of  the  new 
serv1ces  borore  the  IBC '' ava1 table  Community-wide. 
9~')  ,.,  ._._  ~J s 
Tho  short-term  act1ons  are  directed  towards  areas  where  Europe 
has  got  1tsell,  or  1s  likely  to  get  1tself,  1nto 
dd f 1cull1es  for  exa1nple  mob1le  radto  telephone,  where 
currently  a  number  of  non·-comp;d,ble  systems  co-exist  1n  the 
Gommun1ty  ;  TV  broadcast1ng  standards,  where  there  IS  the  need 
for  a  s1ngle  standard  and  1n  particular  the  Integrated 
Serv1ces  01gltal  Network,  the  ISDN,  the  subject  of  th1s  draft 
Reconmendat 10n.  The  !SON  w1 II  play,  in  the  years  to  come,  the 
central  role  in  telecommun1cat 1ons  Infrastructure  evolution. 
Based  on  the  on-going  dtgll1zat1on  of  the  telephone  network,  It 
offers  the  possibility  of  extend1ng  dtgltal  servtceli  us1ng 
current  technology  through  lhe  ex1sttng  lellilcommun1catcons 
tnfrastruclure,  1nclud1ng  the  less  favoured  regions  of  the 
Conwnun1ty. 
!he  Counc1l  has  conf ~rmed  the  c~ntral  role  of  the  ISDN  1n  Its 
Recommendation  of  12.11.1964  on  the  tntroduction  of  s~Hv1ces 
from  1965  "on  the  bas1s  of  a  common  harmonized  approach"  (3) 
rhe  European  Parliament  has  emphaSIZed  the  Importance  of  the 
rap1d  development  of  advanced  l~lecommuntcattons  Infrastructure 
for  the  Commun' t y  <  4 > . 
T h 1 s  d r a f t  r~ o co  mm e n d a l  1 on  t r a n s I a t e s  t he  de t e r m 1 n a t 1 on 
expressed  by  both  Coul\cll  and  P<l'  l•ament  1nto pract 1co,  for  the 
f 1eld  of  the  Integrated  Serv1ce~ Otgltal  Network. 
lhe  lnte~rated  Serv1ces  01gdal  Netwofk  and  Its  evolulton  1nto 
an  lnt~grated  Btoadband  Notwnrk  Ytil!  play  a  majo;·  role  1n 
shap1ng  the  new  lel(ln,alt~,;';  "'·~·'~'"'the  Conmunlty.  It  ll= 
therefore  ono  of  thr~  maJor  "~', .j~tn,c\ures  noeded  to  complete 
the  establishment  of  the  Internal  Mart<el  by  1992,  according  to 
the  general  obJecttve  agreEtd  by  tt-to  European  Council  of 
luxembourg  of  December  1985. 
The  deve  C opme1' t  "'f  t e I ecommun 1 cat 1 one..  1 n  the  Commun 1 t y  can  be 
seen  essent1al ly  d~  tho  development  of  three  generat1ons.  F1r;l 
of  alI,  there  are  the  present  telephone  StitrVtCfiHI  whtch  st iII 
account  by  far  for  the  m~:qor  part  of  the  network  operators' 
revenues.  Secondly,  the  upgrad1ng  of  the  excst1ng  teleconvnun• 
.~ ,j I' 
1',)  •  •  !  ~-6 
111 I "'9'  ..  111  II HI  the  who lt.t  r •nqw  u I  t1ww  d-. t a 
developed  as  spec•iiiGed  network£.  the 
user  acc~ss  of  144  kbd/s,  allowtnq  lhe 
lwo  64  kbll/s  (5)  vo1ce  or  datCI  Cl"1.t\nnels, 
c<&l  ton&  ngtwllf l<1- by 
'e  r v 1 c .as  wh 1 c h  h a \1  f1 
ISON,  with  a  bd&IC 
Simultaneous  use  of 
and  of  an  additional 
broadband  networks  at 
tS  kbtl/s  chann&l.  Thirdly  the  emerg1ng 
speeds  of  2  Mb  t tIs  and  above,  'nc i ud 1 ng 
cable  TV  syGtems. 
/SON,  lh~rtllor~.  wrl!  bo  the  md•n  Gupporl  fur  lt"oe 
mull•·lun<..tton  .. l  l~rmtnal~  {(Jr  both  vo1ce  and  data,  whtch  wtl! 
fl 11  E>  u r e  h o t h  o u 1>  1 n .-!  '>  ~  a n d  11  r  1  ~ a I  ~  c o mm u n  1 c <'\  I  1 o n G  .  0 n  d 
W,lrld-leval  d  1t,  \",ltmalt!d  that  the  lnlet:Jr.d••d  hustniHS 
1nform  .. l1on  sydem  m<lrket  ,llont->  w1l I  account  lor  :noro  lhan  USS 
200  btll:on  pnr  annum  by  th~  ~<Hiy  1990s.  Wtlh  cl  (fiJrkel  ~fat 
l~dst  20~ of  lt11\i  •n  th~  Convnunlfy. 
I he  cant r a I  r o I"  ;d 
nc~.:ossary  suppor I  of 
v 't;~:?f.  bast->d  on  t h~,m. 
/~UN  W1ll  lh'=!reforp  he  tq  pr0.r1de  lhe 
lht•t.e  new  l~rm:nal  r.ystems  Hid  lf18  ser-
l h 1 ..,  r o I ,...  1 ~  P sse  n t 1 ~  I  f or 
hupport1nq  tht>  prtvdlf!  lermtnai  market~  '*thtch  <trn 
devnlnptn~  :n  lh1~  ~re~  ; 
llH~  u·~·er.JI:  ~r·:!diHII'-1•!'1  '~'  lh-~  ·.\;,nmtmtty·s  :•H.i,.:,r!al  anrl 
<,,Hv•ce  ~e--lc~t•  lJ~  ,l( 1:1  .,,~  ·-t,hdnc~d  l~'~coa,·H~r  .. ,:-:3ttons 
~.er" 1 c,c,  I q  t h1-1  i  ~~~  · ,'•Ltll  ll<l~l 
0 :) •  I  I h...  •  q  ·~  '  ..• (.1 ;p :d  l \' '·  m.  I  f ·" I  •  b p c: d  r I < ...  o; p e c  I  ~ !  : £. e t1  ·1 .) t .. 
"\''w,.~ ~,  <N•  I;  ···ll  '"!  1(  ~~·  lv  ,~,···I  ·v  lhf'  ,.,·onum•·.:- ,  >.C:diP  -. ... • 
'''  lh':!  lullyt-•  1~111'\,  t•.  ··~nlvo  t.•w,.rr1s  !!,e  W'l•t"• 
~r oadb.-n•f  '>ltnr.u"', ca I'  fillS  fPl,'l.  t h~  ::r•nver  •-4et·•~P 
~~nf'rt41  'IHIWfl'L  PVOI11!'o'  ll·'  ,_,,,  ...  n•nPIIE!h. 
I  ~  ...1  :..J  I •?  , 
In t ,  •• 1:  ~ t ._:1_i 
po. n'  of 
t 1  ~.hould  r,~p1dl;  p~ov  1\~  rhe  tq·;,s  tc·r  ~·,d~c;·l;··~;..;  :fr.JV'31:,~·­
-..-;,:  It:(  (t'"  h,r,,pP.iHl  •  ',.'n•a(,.~£  marlo..Jt  :·  tn"'  Ccr.-.r~.onit~ 
,  ...  ,.,,t  at•lt  {,j  ~~~~-;  U!J  ("'  .....  O;:"~lir•&  for  tht~s.,  ,,c...·-11  markets 
r.ap1c11y,  f.tr•.Jpe<w  tn~.~  .. try  w:ll  •':.Jt  reg.:tn  ~~- 110c.·t:on  tn 
thi~  are-3  '"  '"  •t•o;.rd  lu  lhe  Undec1  St~t~G  and  IJ;.J~II  , 1 
''must  provtde  certacnty  for  luropean  tndustry  and  for  the 
turopean  pr 1vate  cnve6tor  cn  the  telemalccs  field  about 
future  network  support.  lhcs  means  certa1nty  about  the 
lfd  e r f ace  '5 p e c d  1 c a t ' on  s ,  t he  & a r v ' c a s  o f f e r • d  and  l he 
t1mi~g.  and  the  degree  of  geographical  coverage  and  there-
fDr9  market  s;ze. 
1!! .  £\!B~EMl_ STATE  IN  THE.  COMMUNilY 
Gcven  the  central  role  of  /SON,  and  tn  agreement  wt th  the 
Act 10n  Programme  '"  Telecommunccat 10ns,  coni irmed  by  the 
Counctl  on  17th  December,  1964,  the  Sencor  Offtculs  Group  on 
1.;-:,c,c~mrr.unlcatrons  <SOG-T>  requested  the  Group  for  Analysts  and 
f  ·.:<H-:al:dHIQ  <GAP)  <whtch  tl  etttabll&hed  for  analyst&  or  infra-
str..tclure  evol•d•on)  to  analyse  /SON  as  Its  ftrsl  pnoraty 
obJ~cttve and  to  estabttsh  appropr1ate  recommendations. 
As  regards  (he  current  state  of  aff;urs  1n  the  Communtly,  the 
met  tn  f indtngs  of  GAP,  accordang  to  the  present at ion  by  each 
Member  State  of  its  plans  for  the  tntroduct ion  of  ISDN,  were 
th~  following  (6)  : 
It  1s  evtdent  from  lhP.  comp.Htson  of  these  plans  that  only  the 
genera 1  concept  of  I SON  's  common.  In  terms  of  dates  for  the 
1rdroduct ton  of  new  serv1ces,  the  specifications  of  the  ser-
vcceto,  cH•d  speed teat tons  related  to  the  network,  there  are 
~1qn•f 1cant  d•ff~rencPs  from  one  country  to  another. 
1 h(·  general  concept,  the  only  potnt  of  overall  convnonal&ty  of 
lhese  plans  cs  that: 
the  ISON  IS  constdered  to  be  a  natural  evolut •on  of  the 
{olJ(ISting  telephone  network,  i.e.  at  should  not  be  tndepen-
dent  of  tha  currant  telephone  network  but  should  support 
ct•;  progr~H;stve replacement.  Throughout  thcs  phase,  there-
fore,  't  ~hould  1nterwork  wt th  the  current  telephone  net-
work  and  w1th  certatn  speccaltzed  networks  ; 
.1llhough  the  in1ttal  subscr1bers  wtfl  be 
professtonals  l~rge  and  small  the  ISDN  should  also 
be  a1med  .::tl  the  ra~•denltal  population.  Thus  It  should  not 
bed  network  dedtcated  to  a  closed  subscriber  population  ; 
I 
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the  date~>  ,,f  tntroduct ton,  however,  are  very  dt f ferent  from 
one  country  Co  another.  Gerlatn  counlrte&  are  <l!ready 
launchtng  exper tments  today  othe,rG  do  not  fc,re&ee  the 
1ntroduct ton  of  ISDN  before  the  1990&  and  olh~rG  aga1n  not 
before  the  mtd-t990s. 
ISDN  Wtl I  offer  ~  wtde  range  of  new  serv1ces  such  a~  high  qu-
al tty  telephony,  h1gh  speed  facstmth~,  htgh  speed  teletex,  com-
btned  us!?  of  IIOtce  and  data,  and  a  large  number  of  sophis-
ticated  supplementary  servtces  such  as  tndtcat 1ng  to  an  engaged 
subsrtber  that  a  new  calltng  sub&criber  ts  trytng  to  reach 
htm  ~  tndtcdt ~~"'9  to  a  called  user  tnformat ion  from  the  call 1ng 
user  tndtcat •ng  to  the  user  the  call  charged  ;  and  so  on. 
These  new  serv1ce6  wtll  establssh  a  new  degree  of  qual1 (y  of 
servtce  for  the  subscrtber.  They  wtll  allow  1n  parttcular  also 
smal I  and  medtum-stzed  enterprtses  to  have  access  to  new  tele-
communtc<d tonr.  se.rvtces,  whtch  would  otherwise  only  be  posstb!e 
e con  om 1 c a f! y  f or  I a r go  en t e r p r  1 s e s . 
However,  the  deftn1t1on  of  new  Gervtces  made  posstble  by  ISDN 
''both complex  and  dtif1cull.  Thts  deftntt 10n  should  enable  a 
certatn  degree  of  unlformlly  for  l-:.uropeans  tn  lhe  usage  of 
commun 1  c a t 1  on  G  f a c II It  1  t:t s .  T  o d a y  no t  one  o f  t he  new  G e r v 1  cas  -
so-called  bearer  and  teleservtces  ··  whtch  explot t  the  poten-
t tal  of  ISDN"  sufttc1ently  well  defcned  not  even  the 
stmplest  of  leleservtces,  the  telephone. 
lho  set  ot  teleserv1ces 
as6ociated  spect r teat tons 
means  compiBte. 
ts  not  completely  def •ned,  and  the 
lor  these  teleservtces  ~re  by  no 
F..van  for  the  sorvtces  offered  over  extst tng  networks,  compat ,_ 
bt i dy  t&  not  always  achteved.  Under  these  condtltOnl',  the 
tar  min  a I  markets  wo u I d  rem  a 1 n  to  a  I a r ge  e"' ten l  n a t 1 on a 1 
ma r k e t s •  s 1 n c e .  w  1 t h tl u t  a  s u f f 1 c 1 en t I y  p r e c 1 s e  d a f 1 n 1 t 1 on  o f 
~ e f eser v 1 ce s  anct  I he tr  spe<: d  1 cat 1 ons,  each  court! r y  or  each 
manufacturer  would  complete  the  spectftcaltons  •n  1 ls  own  way. 
!SON  dopends  on  the  tnt reduct ton  of  certa1n  lechntcal  features; 
whtch  mu&t  be  established  raptdly,  in  parltcu!ar  the 
"s 1 gna I I 1 ng  & y stem  N •  7"  wh 1 ch  makes  the  se  ~ t 1 ng  up  of  ca I Is 
and  communscat ton  over  (he  !SON network  po&stble. 3 (  ·1 
Th~  CCITl  stgnaiiH\Q  system  number  7  tG  the  key  operittonal 
aspact  of  !SON.  Here  agacn  the  spec• f teat a  on  of  lhe  I SUP  <ISDN 
User  Part)  protocoiG  cs  not  very  advanced  and  Indeed  there  are 
oulidanding  quest contt  on  1 ts  current  structure.  The  pres,,nt 
<.fef  lilt t ion  of  the  TUP  <Telephone  User  Part)  does  not  supp9rt 
/SON  ~pplicattons  <see  Glossary  for  explanation  of  the  techna-
cat  terms). 
for  an  intra-European  terminal  market.  precise  interfaces  are 
tndl,pensable,  both  between  PA8Xs  and  terminals  and  betwee.n 
terminals  and  the  publtc  exchanges. 
t"e  lack  of  compat &btlt ty  of  termtnal&  and  networks  presents 
.,:;!'G\Ct ftc  problems  to  multi-national  corporal ions  who  are 
~xpected  to  tie  among  the  farst  maJOr  users  of  national  ISDN 
-;erVICCS. 
[urop~  thus  d' v 1 ded  1 s  faced  by  two  other  count r t es.  the  USA 
and  ~apan.  whose  tnteraor  markets  are  constderably  larger  than 
.aPy  nat1onal  market  1n  Europe.  Under  these  conditions,  Japan 
and  the  USA  are  able  to  reach  a  rap1d  consensus  on  definittons 
and  on  prectse  specaftcattons  with  a  relattvefy  short  delay. 
Europe  could  therefore  f tnd  1 tsel f  dom1nated  through  compel,_ 
t1ve  market  pressures  by  one  of  these  countries  with  the  in-
evitable  import  of  products.  A  delayed  reaclton  by  Europe  to 
such  a  scenar 10  would  do  I d  t le  to  redress  the  commercial 
b.a I ance  of  th 1 s  sector. 
IV .  THE  A I U_ OF  TH~ PROPOSED  RECOIIENDA  T I ON  AND  THE  APPROACH  CHOSEN 
thss  proposed  Counc1l  Recommendation  atms  at  changtng  thts 
state  of  affa1rs. 
The  Recommend.at1on  1s  the  result  of  In-depth  discussion  by  the 
experts  of  !he  Telecommuntcattons  Admtnitttrattons  within  the 
framework  of  GAP,  dnd  of  thorough  consul tat 10n  wt th  SOG-T.  GAP 
has  developed  the  detaaled  recommendattons  whtch  form  the  sub-
stance  of  th1s  RecouvnendaCton.  The  recolft'l\endaltons  have  bean 
submt t ted  to  the  retecommuntcat tons  AdmintStrat ions,  the  CEPT 
and  tndustry,  and  have  achieved  wede  consensus. 
9  ll  :,) 
'(} tO 
The  R•commendat1on  a1ms  at  a  coiM'Ion  pro-acl1va  pol•cy  acroGs 
the  Commun 1  t y,  by  means  of  : 
prec1se  &nterfaceft,  1n  part1cular  between  publ•c  networks 
and  pr1vate  local  networks.  Th1s  would  anta1 I  total  compa-
t ibi I i ty  of  term1nals  at  a  European  level  and  enable,  by 
cooperat ton  between  manufacturers,  consol idat ton  of  termi-
nal  productton,  leadtng  to  much  stronger  economtes  of  scale 
a  c r o s s  a  ma r k e t  c omp a r a  b I e  w  t t h ,  or  1  n dead  super 1 or  t o , 
those  of  the  Un•ted  States  and  Japan  ; 
a  coordinated  approach  towards  1ntroduct ion,  in  part tcular 
as  regards  the  t 1m1ng  of  /SON,  using  the  opportunt ty  to 
transform  the  current  uncoordinated  development  of  nattonal 
fSON&  tnto  a  Commun&ty-wtde  approach. 
Moreover,  1  f  the  t 1ght  development  t tmascales  are  adhered 
to  and  the  standards  def1ned,  then  the  assoc&ated  European 
equipment  cou I d  be  success f u I  1  n  export  markets. 
European·-wtde  coverage  and  Guf r tcient  penetrat ton  of  the 
new  servtces,  as  a  bas1s  for  a  Communtty-wtde  market. 
Wdhtn  th&it  coordinated  approach,  It  1s  necessary  to  reach 
a  cr1 t 1cal  mass  of  sub&crlbers  before  a  totally 
demand·-drlven  pol1cy  can  be  followed.  Th1s  crtltcal  ma!:s 
ts  proposed  lobe  about  5%  of  the  1983  telephone  suoscrtber 
populatton  1n  each  country.  The  earltest  practtcal 
start1ng  date  for  th1s  1mplementatton  1s  1988  and  the 
min1mum  per1od  to  ach1eve  the  crlltcal  mass  ;n  all 
ccunlrteG  1s  est&mated  to  be  five  years;  Thus  tt  1!1 
essent tal  that  a  full  and  complete  spec1 f teat ,on  by  CE:.P1  of 
the  ftrst  standards  and  the  f1rst  servtces  to  be  tntroduced 
is  achteved  at  the  latest  by  the  end  of  1986. 
These  cho1ceG  .lt  a  European  level  are  very  important  to  tt>a 
establishment  ,11  stgnlf 1cant  European  cohes1on.  Constderal.nn 
must  be  gtven,  on  the  one  hand,  to  the  development  of  servt:t 
nelworks  and  termtnals,  whtch  meet  the  expectat tons  and  demai.d:; 
of  users  and,  on  the  other,  to  the  pos;ibility  of  priJvidtng 
tmplemenlat ions  at  reasonable  costs  and  prtces  across  the  whole 
of  the  EuropPan  networks. 
I t  s  h o u I d . be  no t e d  t h a t  t h a  I e v a I  o f  1 n v e s t men l  r e q u 1 r e  d  f of' 
thts  approdGh  ts  compattble  wtlh,  and  1n  some  case~  bela~  that 
wh1ch  is  •n  any  case  announced  by  cfdrt.aln  MembAr  s: :tt=!s  for 
fSON  introd~Jct1on  Nevertheless,  gtven  the  tutal  ,,,~;essary 
amount  of  tnvestment  by  the  Teleconvnun1cat•ontt  Admln,~.lrat.or,~ ' 1 
f N  :"'P • ~n  I~ t  1 N\  of  I SON,  ••  tINted  over  a C  I  a (  6  to  I  b 1 It,  on 
ECUs  •n  thQ  Communtly  up  to  1993  <addi t tone I  to  tt\a  tnvecttMnl 
for  digit 11ing  the  telephone  networks),  it  will  be  Important 
that  the  COCMWnity'a  financial  lnatrutMnts  wi rl  play  thetr  full 
role  for  the  establ iahment  of  this  major  Commu"i ty 
infrastructure. 
As  reg.arrla  certain  less  favoured  regions  of  the  Commundy,  a 
;pee  i a I  con t r i but ion  to  t hi  a  e f for t  w  i I I  be  made  by  the  Pro-
gram.e  STAR,  propoGed  by  the  Conmi&sion  to  Counci I  (7},  in 
o.ccordance  with  Che  agreed  ObJecttve  of  1mproved· access  for  the 
'e~s  favoured  regions  of  the  Commun1ty  to  advanced  services  and 
networks  (1). 
Ar.  an  .accocnpanyang  n-.e.uure,  the  CORinis&~on  intends  to  raise 
Con•'h1Jni ty-wide  awarer.et;&  for  th(:l  new  potent tal,  in  particular 
1r1  the  business  and  prtYate  iector,  by  sponsortng  conltnuing 
;Jrogr.-amrnes  of  tnformalion  ditt,eminat1on  retat·ng  to  the 
d~  .1!r)prnent  of  /.'\Oft/  serYiCeG  and  stan(iards.  Givan  •f\e  vory 
~  !';:"'~  ~ ime  schedule  for  the  futf  specification  o!  cerv  C8$  and 
tit .. "\d.:.r~>-.  the  Conmi,£ton  proposes  to  provide  f(')r  s•a;:.potl  of 
tht.  ~tl  'h  ,,'  ~he  Teiecommunicaf tons  Adminifttrat ionc  "'' '"'"  the 
CEFl  with•~  the  fram~work of  it~  agrae~ent  on  the  c~rry,ng out 
ot  W\'H;·  ~~  !his  organisatton  ~;gned  in  July  1984.  ~.regards 
;~o.,e  ~  isnoi!f  develo.;;'ftent  of  15011  compatible  ter,  .• inal&,  lhl 
~-Jc~.m•;sion  wil!  study  t.he  situation  and  propote  tHasures  as 
approp1 ''  ha. 
The  f~!ecommuntcatlon&  Administrations  and  the 
t<<  eoomm,,n,cat ,,ms  1ndustry  have  posit i!flitly  responded  to  the 
... ta I vs, G  and  r ecommenda t 1 ont.  The  way  ~eems  now  open  for  a 
,.  ··:oth  European-w&de  11\lroduct •on  of  IS/JN  of Cering  rapidly 
h~·:ced  hdecommuntcations  SCHYices  and  networks  to  ttte 
Fu···,pean  user.  For  tfs  part,  the  Commtsston  will,  beaides  the 
:lp~.liC:3ttnn  of  the  Communtty  moa,ures  relevant  to  the  sector, 
t  ?  !( o  a I I  u  ~ o  f u  I I  s t e p &  •  • n  o r  d • r  t h a t  t h e  p r •  1 e n t 
Rcwommanda t 1 on  be  app l•  ed  "' a II  .- a&pec t' and  wit I  be  f o II  owed, 
a~  reqrJtred,  by  add•(ional  appropr,ate  proposaCs. 
V.  OOHCLUSIONS 
fh:  ;;.:'.·;~au  Pro1=  .;::>1  aims  :;t  lh.,.  Coordtnt.~ted  Introduction  of 
~h;  l•!·~gr:dP!  '.fl..-ui;:~G  (la:_;;ial  Netv:ork  (/SON>  in  the 
·~r-··;,~:,ttr;''y.  ''  .,·,ni\  .j.l  ;;.,bltt<ln:  1  ''~  im,.Hoving  the  det~elopment 
(_,  · c  ~ (  I .:-: (  ...  r.~  .  u u : "· ~ t , . ·  "  ._.  ·":  13  \>t \; q f"  a n d  n e t w  o r k 1 ,  a s 
;  ,,.  ,.,  '-1·:- ."  ''  ·:  ..  ,  ;,- .,  •  ..:.~  •·  ·.  1-:th  OeCilmber,  1984. 
n  ,  '  •  1  •  •  •  :.  • ;..  •  ·~:  ana I y sis  o.nd  work 
; f  ,  ~~- ·  :- ..•.•.  ·.  _  .•.. :,Jr,:c_t,on•  <SOG-n, 
·O  ,.  ~-.JP  ,·:A•  :::·.~  1 •.  ·.  ,. ·,· \)f8  r4ique;ted  to 12 
FOOTNOTES 
<  0  See  conclusions  of  the  Counc1l  of  t7th  December  198.C  <ref I  11477/8.C> 
and  Communication  by  the  Commission  to  the  Council  on  telecommunica-
tions  of  18.5.1984  CCOM<8.C>2771. 
<2>  See  COM<85)145,  25.3.1985  and  COM<65>113,  25.3.1985. 
for  a  review  oi  the  status  of  Commun1ty  action on  telecommunications, 
see COM<85)276,  30.5.1985. 
<3>  O.J.  N•  L  298/49,  16.11.1984 
<4>  Report  of  the  European  Parliament  on  Telecommunications  in  the 
Community  <Leonardi  Report),  Doc  1-147713,  3.3.1984. 
<5>  64  kbit/s  is  the  transm1ss1on  speed  of  a  digitized  voice  channel,  the 
d1gttal  equ1valent  of  the  current  telephone  ltne. 
(6)  Proposals  by  the  AnalysiS  and  Forecasting  Group  <GAP>  for  the 
Coordinated  Introduction  of  Integrated  Services  Oigttal  Network  tn 
the  Commun1ty,  5.6. t96~ 
<n  Proposal  for  a  Council  Regulatton  <EEC>  1nstituting  a  Community 
programme  for  the  development  of  certatn  less-favoured  reg1ons  of  the 
Community  by  1mprov1ng  access  to  advanced  telecommunications  services 
<STAR  programme>,  COM<6~>636,  20.1.1986. 
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APPENOIX 
G  I oasat"Y ''0 I  t ecftft'h:al  t erMI · 
The  follow1ng''"t i'st  of  techn·ica r  tettri\tf" ·Included' for  ..  better  under·standi·ng 
of  the  Recommendation. 
Addressing 
Advtce  of  charge 
Bearer  Scrvtce 
Cui I  ·Wa I t 1 ng 
Cal lad  User 
I den t 1 t 'cat 1 on 
Calltng  I  tn~ 
1  dent ' f 'cat • on 
Closed  User 
Gr c.·;· 
Camp I e l ion  of  ca I I 
Meet' ng  bu;y 
Conference' cat I 
01reit  dtal l~ng  in 
The  process  by  wtiach  ~  callcng•·us'·et  •n<Hcate&  the 
tdeht 1 ty ·of  the  called· user  on  a  pll.rt icular  cal t. 
It  1ncludea  a·  network' address'ing· <numbering> 
com.ponenl  to  identtfy  trut··  catlea  user-network 
tnhHface;  a11d  may  1ncludl·l further  1nlormat1on 
(Gub  .. addressl  to  adanttfy  a· part1cular  torm·cnai 
beyond  the· pub  I'  1 c  net  wodc 
lndtcate<  to  tho  u5e~  the•cal I  charge 
A.  type  of  telecomntunaco~t1oris  service  that  prov1des 
the  capab1l1ty  flH  the  transm•ssion  o'f  stgna~s 
betweeh user  network  intQrfaces 
I n d I c .a  t e s  t o  ~  n  engaged  subs  t  r  1 be  r  t h a t  a ·  new 
catling's~bscrtber  1~1es· tb' reach  h1m 
I nd  1 c.a t es  t h'e  i dent 1 f i  l~o:l t 1 on  of  the  ;tid ec ted  ca  • 1  ed 
use'r. 
tnd1catec;  the'  idetit If icat ion  of  the·call1ng  uset 
l1ne 
Pa•  t  of  the  u~~~s of  ~  netwbrk Who  lor~ a  &pee•af 
group  I or  t.ua  t  1 on,  nun,b.-r 1 ng,  f ac tl d  i e-5,  etc ... 
When  l he  ca II  ed  subscr 'b~n  1 s  bu·s·y,  the  cat I  1 s 
re-est~bllsha·o  as  soon  as  th1s  subscrcbe·r  becomes 
free 
Cal I  1nvolvtng more  than  two  subscribers 
Po'ss1blldy  to  1ntegrate  the  nuiftbertng  pl.an  of  a 
PABX  '"  the'  nat tonal  plan,  allowing  to  reach  from 
the  pubt 1c  network  dtrectly  a  terminal  connected  to 
lh1s  PAB'X 
252 Otvers1on 
Freephone 
I SUP 
Malicious Call 
I dent 1 f 1  cat ion 
Numbering 
PSTN 
SCCP 
Stgnal I ing  system 
N•l 
S/f  roference  potnl 
Teleservice 
TCAP 
Three  party  c•l I 
fUP 
14 
Posstbtltty  for  a  subscraber  to  be  called  on 
another  I tne  than  hts  own  line 
Subscr tbors  for  whtch,  when  called,  the  calltng 
subscrtber  ''not  charged 
/SON  User  Part  ;;  part  oi  the  N•  7  s1gnall1ng 
systems  allow1ng  ISDN  faci lil1es 
Possibc I ity  to  regtster  the  call 1ng  I ine  of  a  cal I 
see  "Addressing" 
Pubf tC  Swttched  Telephone  Network 
Stgnaf I eng  Connect ton  Control  Part 
<Part  of  the  N•  1  tHgnafltng  system  alfowtng 
transm1sston  of  stgnc1lltng  or  other  tnformatton 
1 ndependen t I y  of  the  as tab I 1  shmen t  of  a  t e I ephone 
ca I I> 
Tho  new  CCITT  system  allowing  two  swtlchtng  centers 
to  exchange  tnformatton,  e.g.  tnformat1on  needed 
ror  eGtabl ishtng  a  telephone  caJ I 
Poss1ble  locatcon  of  access  for  Bearer  S~rvices 
supported  by  an  ISDN.  If  physical,  the 
corresponding  tnterface  may  have  matnly  the 
f o I I ow 1 n g  s t r u c l u r e s  : 
baste  interface  structure  at  144  kbtl/s  (baste 
access,  available  at  SorT  reference 
po•nt>  :  2x  64  kbitls  "8  ..  channels  and  f  x  16 
kbd/s  "0"  channel.  In  some  configurations,  S 
and  T  reference  potnls  are  JOined. 
prtmary  tnterface  structure  at  2048  kbt!!s 
<  p r i ma r y  a  c c e s s ,  on I y  a v  a i I a  b I e  a t  T  r e f e r en~  t.? 
point>:  J'l  x  64  kb1tls."B  ... channels  and  1  x  64 
kbtl/s  "0'  channel 
A  type  of  lelecommuntcation  service  that  provides 
t he  camp I e t e  cap  a  b i I 1 t y ,  i n c I u  d i n g  t e r m  i n a I  e  q  u i p -
mqn t  f unc t 1 on1>,  I or  comnlun 1 cation  be tween  users 
ac~;or  cf  1 ng  l o  prot  oco Is  ttti tab I 1 shed  by  .;qnuo~men  I 
between  Teleconvnuntcalianc;  Admtntstrattons 
1 r a'' s a c  t  1 on  c a p a b  1  I  1 l y  =  Par t  of  t !'  ~  N •  7 
stgnalltng  system  allowing  the  remote  control  or  ~ 
network  node  from  an  approprtate control  center 
StatEt  of  .a  call  tnvolv:ng  3  ltnes 
felephone  User  Part·:  ~.,"rt  of  tlh'l  N•  7  Gl:~r~li!nq 
system  .at  luwtng  'he  curr~nt  telephone  sqri'C~~ 31] 
PROPOSAL  FOR  A COUNCIL  RECOMMENDATION 
on  the  coordinated  introduction of  the 
Integrated  Services  Digital  Network  (ISDN> 
10  the  European  Community 
?~~ 
.'·.1  •  ·  r) .. 
Proposal  for  a 
COUNCIL  RECOMMENDATION 
on  tht~  Coordinated  Introduction of  tht.•  Integrated  Services  Digital 
Network  <ISON)  in  the  European  Community 
THE  COUNCIL  OF  THE  EUROPEAN  COMMUNITIES, 
Having  regard  to  the  Treaty establishing  the  European  EconOMic  Community, 
Hav1ng  regard  to  the  proposal  from  the  Commission, 
'  Hav1ng  regard  to  the  Opinion  of .the  European  Pari iamant  , 
2 
Having  regard  to  the  Opinion  of  the  Economic  and  Social  Committee  , 
Whereas  the  Council  Recommendation  84/549/EEC(3)calls  for  the 
1ntroduction  of  services  on  the  basis  of  a  comMOn  harMOnized  approach  in  the 
3 
field  of  telecommunications 
11  ••••••.•••••••  0  ••••••••••••••  ' 
21  ..•..•.•••..•..••......•....• 
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·- ..,, Whereaa  the  retources  of fer ed  by  the  teltteOMMifttcat ion1  network•  ehould  &ae 
utiltzed  to  the  full  for  the  econOMic  development  of  the COMMUnity 
Whereas  the  techntcal  resource•  afforded  b'  the  lnt ..  rated  Service•  Oigitai 
Network  <ISDN>  make  it  poseible  to  provide  a  rant•  of  har..onize4  and 
com.pat able  eervices  for  ell  C.-Vfti ty  users  and  to  create  new  -•ns  ol 
communication  using  sound,  the  writt~ word  and  i ..... ; 
Whereas  current  investMnt  in  digital  switchiftt  end  digital  tranaMieeion 
equipment  in  the  u..ber  Slates •aket  it  poeaibte  to enviaat•  the developMent 
of  the  Integrated Services  Digital  Network  ; 
Whereas  •  coordinated  policy  for  the  introductioa  et  the  ISDN  will  •tee 
poss1ble  the  establishMent  of  a  European  Market  in  telephone  and 
data-process' ng  terminals  capable  of  crea ling,  'Y  v u tue  of  i 11  1 i ze,  the 
1ndaspensattle  developMent  eondtlsonc  whtch  wetl  enable  the  European 
telecommuntcatton•  industries  to  Maintain  and  increaH  their  •t\are  of  world 
markets  ; 
Wh e r e as  i t  i 1  appro  p r i a t e  to  inplement  Ca.nc il Oi rKt  h,• 83/189/EEC (4)  laying  <tlw1  a 
procedure  for  tt\e  prov ia,on  ot  intorMat ion  1n  the  t ield  of  technical 
standards  and  regulations  ; 
WhPreas  ~onsideralion should  be  given  to  the proposals  tor  directive• ude by 
the  Comrrtn~ttion on  standardtZat ion  tn  the  f teht of  infor1Mt· ton  technology  and 
d31ecommunecations  and  on  the  C  ust  phase  or  the  eataiJiithM'nt  of  mutual 
reco·gn It ion  of  type  approva I  Cor  t elecclftlfll\U' u;a l &ona  terM  ina t  equipMent,  and 
to  any  latar proposal  lor d.recttves  th.&l  11  may  take; 
Whereas  It  il  appropriate  to  ••k•  futt  tile  or  the  potential  ot  the 
Communt ty'a  i tnancial  instruments  in  orc.ter  to pr-te the  H'lfeto,..nt  of  the 
Member  States infrastructure  ; 
4 
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I  . Whereas  the  implementatton  of  such  a  policy  will  lead  to  clo~er  cooperation, 
at  Community  level,  between  the  telecommunicat iont  industry  and  the 
Administrations  and  the  Recognized  Prtvate  Operaltng  Ag~nc•~r.  niiPriiHl 
IPIPc.nmmuntc.,t 1011•;  •.~>rv,,.,,.,,  hPrPtn.:After  raf•rr•d  to  as  "Telecommunicattons 
A drn' n i s t rat ions" ; 
Whereas  a  favourable  opinton  has  been  del tvered  by  the  Santor  Off ictal" Group 
on  Tel~communicat1ons  <SOGT)  according  to  which  the  delatled·recommendatlons 
drawn  up  by  the  Analysis  and  Forecasting  Group  <GAP)  provide  a  strategic 
bases  for  the  development  of  an  ISDN  that  will  truly  enable European  users  to 
communicate  efficiently  and  economically  ; 
Whereas  favourable  optntons  on  these  recommendations  have  been  deltvered  by 
the  Teleco~nicattons Administrations,  by  the  European  Conference  of  Postal 
and  Telecommunicattons  Administrations  <CEPT)  and  by  the  telecommunications 
equipment  manufacturers  •n  the  Member  States  ; 
HEREBY  RECOMMENDS 
1.  That  the  Telecommuntcations  Administrations  implement  the  detailed 
recommendations  concerning  the  coordinated  introduction  of  the  Integrated 
Services  Digital  Network  <ISON)  in  the  Co,...anity,  as  described  in  the 
Annex. 
2.  That  implamentat ton  of  these  recommendations  focuses  particularly on 
a)  standardization and  implementation  of  the  S/T  interface, 
b)  the  time  table  set  out, 
c)  tho  network  penetration  objectives,  as  compatible  with  connercial 
strategies, 3.  That  the  Tetecc:MiMUnscat tons  Admini''C'tr«tio·ne  oont inue  th•  harMOni rat ion 
work  within  the  European  Conferef\~e  of  Pos·tal  and  TelecOMUnicat ion• 
Adminiatrat ions  <CEPT),  pa:rt icular ly  concernif\g  the  object i¥•1  and  tiM 
table  drawn  up  in  t htr  Annex  r  or  t ho•• ,,.,  i'f ica:t i'Oft'S  on  I SOft  which  ha"'e 
still  to be  completed. 
•·  That  th'4t  TelecC~~~MJnicat ions  Adtlin6strat ions·  undertake  all  thon  tWasures 
which  wi II  faci I i tat·e  the  coordif\ated  introduct tOn  of  the  ISOM, 
particularfy  those  r•tatang  to  impfeMntctton  of  CEPT  st~-.cific:ations  in 
equipmontl  conc6Yrned  b'/  ISOH. 
5.  That  the  COIMtundy  ftnanctll  inttr~nta  take  this  R~commendation 
into  account  within  the  framework  of ttleir  in~rv8itions, particulatly as 
regards  the  invest ..  rit  requited  for  ISDN  i ..  t ...  ntation  . 
6.  That  Metnber  State 6overf\Minll  encourage  Tel•ea~~~M~nicattons AdMinistrations 
to  iW\pleMint  this  R•c~·dat  ion. 
7.  That  .,.mber  State  GovernMents  infor.- the  CO.illion  at  the  end 
ot  each  year,  from  the  end  of  1986,  of  the Masur••  taken  and  probl•s 
whsch  may  b'e  encountered  •n  the  odurt·•  of  i'lftpleMent tng  this 
Rec~ndat  ion.  Th•  progresa  of  work  w•  11  be  exaMined  by  the  ·coewaiseion 
and  the  Senior  Off fciats Group  on  TetecotWMin1ntion•  set  up  by  the  Counct 1 
on  4  November  1963. 
Oone  a~  Brussels,  for  U\e  Counci I, 
The  President J~l 
ANNEX  TO  THE  RECOMMENDATION 
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----------1.  RECOMMENOATION~f_§_T!~_ISM_ED  .!-~- .T!i!__RAPI~  __  CONVER~ENC~- OF  ~UR~~~~!! 
~C_T_I!J!Y Ott  TH£ _  _J~J-~~~J.,:l~ .0!  ISDN. 
All  the  following  rec·OIDIRMdat ions .are related and  should not  be 
dissociated. 
1.1.  General  Philosophy-
All  Member  States are  in agreeMent  that  IS.DN  (su.bscriber  access at 
144Kbit/s and  2 Mbit/s)  should  be  considered as  a  natural evolution 
of  the telephone network,  i.e.  it should  be  used  by  both 
professional and  residential subscribers, and  the existing structure 
of  the  current  telephone network  should not  be  fundamentally  ch.anged 
by this evolution.  The  first decisions must  tak@  this into account. 
Nevertheless,  the .speed  of .market  penetration will depend  on 
numerous  economic,  social and  cultural factors  and  of course, on  the 
impact  of  the network  itself, i.e.  the dissemination or  actual 
penetration of the new  services at  any  point  in time. 
It is clear that  in all  Member  S.tates,  th-e  professi-onal  sector  has 
significantly greater expectations and  requirements  for  the services 
than  the residential sector. 
The  professional  sector  will  be  penetrated t·hrough  the supply  of 
multiservice  PABXs  and of  ISON  accesses.  In this sector,  a  major 
submission  is that  the terminals connected  to  ISDN  basic  access  and 
behind the  PABXs  should also be compatible,  which  necessitates  the 
use of  a  common  standard for both  public and  private networks. 
q  {'~  f 
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A ~1gr1ificant demand  from  the  residential sector  will  only develop 
f~llowing a  sustained policy of  anticipated supply  launched over 
such  a  period as  to attain a  c~itical mass  of  new  ser~ice 
penetration and  thus  creating in effect a  "snowball"  reaction. 
This policy should be  supported by  marketing and  tariffing 
activities to help stimulate de•and. 
A standard physical  interface between  ISDN  terminals and  the 
public  network  is  recommended. 
This  should  be  at  the  CCITT  S or  T reference point  and  should  be  in 
accordance  with  CCITT  and  CEPT  recommendations. 
In  the  case  of  basic  access  <i.e.  144Kbit/s)  the  physic~~ 
interfaces at  the  SandT  r~ference points must  be  icentic.al. 
This  ter~:inal  interface should also be  offered by  PABX 
manufacturer~ so that  common  design of terminals  can  be  achieved. 
The  above  ~tatements imply  that  for  basic access  at  least  the  NT1 
function  is provided  by  the public network  operator. 
Agreement  1s urgently needed  between  Telecommunications 
Administrations,  within the framework  of  CEPT,  on  a  standard 
physical  interface at  the  T reference point  for  priMary  rate access 
(i.e.  2048Kbit Is). 
'J~r; 
lv l' u Clearly,  durinn a  transitional  pha~e of  sP.veral  years  PABX 
~ultiservices wjll use different standards'but as  soon  as possible 
these .,PA&>ts  ought  to be  able  to of fer,  in addition  to  these 
standards,  the ·s  Interiace.  The  manufacturers's  representatives 
consulted w.ere  in .a.greeaent  on  this .point. .... 
----------------------
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2.  SE_RVI_CE_S _  _T~ B~ DEFINED  AND  SPECIFIED  IN  DE_TAIL  BY  _THE  E~~ Of  __  1~~- -~~ 
~_RD~!_. T~~  !'.~~!~~-E~- _l_!t  __ A!:_l  __  M~~~_!t- ~--a:_~-a:~~-~-T~~-T_I~  !..~  _1!_~. 
The  following  items  will  have  to be  specified in detail at  the latest 
by  the end of  1986. 
a>  Bearer services -
Circuit  switched  transparent at  64kbit/s ; 
b>  Teleservices 
- Telephony  3.1.  KHz  at  64Kbit/s; 
- Facsimile at  64Kbit/s  <Group  IV>  ; 
- Teletex  at  64Kbit/s ; 
- Mixed-mode  teletex/facsimile at  64Kbit/s. 
c >  Supplem!nt_ary  se_r:_v_i ce_~ -
In order to enhance  the services, a  cOMMOn  set of  suppleMentary 
services among  the  Member  States should  be  i•ple.ented. 
These  supplementary  services are  intended  to be  added  to those 
already available in the telephone network  and  to those  inherent 
in the definition of  ISDN  protocols.  <Procedures  for  sub-
addressing,  terminal portability, user to user signalling in call 
control messages  have  to be  specified, although their 
implementation  is foreseen at  a  later stage). 
The  Telecommunications  Administrations are  invited to establish 
within the  framework  of  CEPT  the following set  : 
- call-waiting 
-calling-line identification 
- closed-user-group  <this service •ight be  i•ple-.nted 
later by  some  countries> 
-direct-dialling-in 
•  t 
i 
I 
! 
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i d>  A•pto_r_!  ·  (fpr  c.c:ml)e~tion of existing ter•inals to the  ISDN  via 
the  S  interf~ce) 
- adaptor  X21 
- adaptor  X25  on  tht B ~h~nJl ( fQr  ac'e's to .Pac~'t -$witched 
services> 
- A/0  adaptor specified  a~~ording to nttiqnal needs 
No~  _  _!  - Speci•L att,ntipn  ~h9uld be  giyen t.o  the dtf~njtion .of 
perscm"l  ~onaputer use ~9"  tb~ O.•rer  ••rv1~t tt 6"-"bit/s. 
Not_!__2_- Sp~cial attentiq,n $hovld .be  giv,,n to  co.-p,~i.bili~y bett!l ..  .n  cir~.uit 
switcherl and  P.a~ket  swi~che,d s,rvj,,s, w~re ~p,.atibilit·y IJlay  be 
re~lised in the terft)inal  Qr  i.n  tbe .ntt~or~  .. 
2f8 JJ( 
j. SfKV~~ES TO  BE  SPECIFIED  8Y  lHE  END  Of  1987  AND  WHICH  MIGH~ BE 
- .... - ~ ----- ---- ...  ~  ··~- - . --- - . - .  - ~- ..  - - ..  .  - - -- ....  --- . '  ~  - - -·  ...  -
IIV»LEME~-r~~--~_1\_!N~- _T~E.  P_ER_lO_D  _19~~-=--~~-3. 
(THE  PRECISE  DATE  OF  INTRODUCTION  OF  SUCH  SERVICES  WILL  Bt  DECIDED  AS 
SOON  AS  POSSIBLE). 
a)  Bearer Service-
Packet  bearer service on  o channel 
The  Telecommunications  Administrations are invited to study within 
the  framework  of  CEPT  the  usefulness of  teleservices  in  ~articular 
videotex,  tel~tex, message  handling and  teleaction on  packet 
h)  Teleservices at  64Kbit/s  -
ln order to augment  demand,  the  following  list of  teleservices 
should  be  considered  with  priority : 
- Tele~hony  <7KHz>  at  64Kbit/s 
- Audioconfercnce  at  64Kbit/s 
- Videotex  alphageometric at  64Kit/s 
- Image  transmission and  computer  communication  at  64Kbit/s.  For 
these  two  teleservices~  the  Telecommunications  Administrations 
are asked  to  identify within the  framework  of  CEPT  possible 
services and  produce detailed specifications of first  services. 
c)  ~d~_p_t_o_r_s 
- X21  bis 
- for  asynchronous  terminals  <V24> dJ  ~~upplt!'.mer•tdry  ~r~rvlc.P.s 
lh~  Tel~c.~mmunic.~tions Admirdstrations are  invited to  study  within 
the  framework  of  ~E,.PT,  by  the  ~tld of  19$7, th.e  fol~owing l'st of 
supplementary  services based on  CEPT's  own  list. 
Advice of  charge 
Completion of call .meeting busy 
Conff."r~nce call 
Divers  i.on 
Freep~one 
Malicious  call  id~ntification 
Three party call 
Called user  identification 
Nole  lhe  provision of  these supplementary  servi,es  ass~mes the availability 
of  dn  ISUP.  Should  the  ISUP  not  be  avail .. ble, their provisian via the 
TUP+  may  be  restricted. 4.  SERVICES  TO  BE  SPECIFIED  BY  THE  END  Of  1990 
a>  _Te_~-!~_erv_~_c_e~_ ~-a~_e~- o!l  p~_c_k_e_t _  ~_ery_i_c_e 
(If the  Telecommunications  Administrations  agree  on  the need  to 
specify  such  packet-services,  ref.  to par.  3.a) 
- Teletex 
- Videotex 
-Message  handling  (see  CCJTT  rec.  X400> 
- Teleaction, set of  SPrvices  providing to the users  a  reliable 
transfer of  small  volumes  of  packet-sized  information. 
This service may  be  adapted  to several  teleservices  :  telealarm, 
t:ele:.>t~pt.·~ vi sinn,  1:~1 (),tlert,  tel~ccmmand, telemetry, 
- A~rl,ouraphy at  64Kbit/s 
- Alphaphotographic  videotex  at  6~Kbit/s 
- If possible,  viewphone  at  64Kbit/s 
c)  Su_ppl eme~tary_  -~~--~  i_~e~ -
work  to  be continued 5.  ~_!III~_ERlMi,  ADDR.£SSIN6  AtfD  S·JGULLING  -
Tht"?  achievement  of  the  fu-ll  CEPT  specifi·~i,ons on  ISDN  user pa,rt 
<lSUP),  Signalling  Connection  Control  Pert  CSCCP)  and  Transaction 
Capabilities  (TCAP)  is  recommended to the  Telecommunications 
Administrations  in order  to  reach  a  coiRMQtl  standard within  Europe at  the 
earliest opportunity. 
As.  an  1nterim solution,  it is  reconunended  to all  Telecommunications 
.Adm inistr at ions  that, starting  from  1988  and  when  CCITT  nO  7  is 
H<tloduced,  international digital  eJtchanges  <linked  by diqital  circuits 
or  possibly  also by  analoyue circui.ts>  should  be  interconnected by  means 
of  the  enhanced  Telephone  User  Part  CTUP+)  for  both  PSTN  and  ISDN 
~e;vi:es. 
fhf~  Telecommunications  Adrninistration.s  should  provide  within  the 
tramework  of  CEPT  det-ailed technical  S·pecification.s on  TUP+  by  the end 
of  1986. 
It  is  required that  interworking 'dth the existing public  tele-phone 
network  is also achieved,  including sO*e  means  for  identifying different 
teleservices and terminals. 
Note  - The  TUP+  is based on  the  Red  '8ook  TUP  of  CCI TT  enhanc·ed  to meet 
ISO·N  requirements,  includin'9  the  suppl,ement-ary  services  hereabove. 
6.  TARIFF  CONSIOERATIONS  -
lhP  1ssue of  t:.lrlif  levels  and  structures  t~u·  the  ISDN  is  fundamental 
for- 1  t  ~  rapid  take-~·p 
'~ l/  '~) 
:  ,# -~~!~~on~~~~~~~ following  an  inevitable period of  high  investment 
costs, the level of  investment  per basic access should  be  comparable 
with  that  of the current  telephone network,  with  an  investment  structure 
related to the type of  transmission and  digital switching which  •ay  be 
different from  that of  today. 
Several  studies on  ISDN  tariffs have  still to be  completed.  The 
Telecommunications  Administrations are invited to study within the 
framework  of  CEPT  toe  following  proposals. 
In accordance  wit\ current trends, tariffs for all services,  including 
telephony,  shou~~~be less dependant  on  distance than at  present 
<always  bearing  iO  mind  the problems  of transit costs through other 
countries> 
- In the transitional phase  from  the analogue  network  to the  ISDN 
corresponding to ihe period  1988-1993,  the  Telecommunications 
t 
Administrations  a~e requested to study  within  CEPT  the  relationship 
between,  on  the one  hand,  the tariff threshold applicable to ISDN 
services and  to  IfDN  basic access and,  on  the other, tariffs 
dpplicable to tel,phony. 
Ta;~iffs for  teleservices  which  use  the same  bearer capabilities 
siaould  be  indepenQent  of the teleservice.  On  the contrary, all value 
added  by  the network  should  be  charged  independently of  the 
util.isation of the bearer capabilit;es. 
- An  agreement  should be  obtained on  the ratio between  the monthly 
rental  for  the primary  rate access  <2048Kbit/s)  and  that  for  the basic 
access  (144Kbit/s). 
A ratio of  the order of  10  might  be  discussed. 
q  I""}  ·:-, 
j 7.  INTERWORKING  BITWIIN  NA-TltOML  1111 TRIALS  -
Those  Administrations  i~~QltMnting national trials of  ISDN  before the 
full  implementation o'f  the present rec~  ions. should endNvour, 
where provided,  to interconnect these s•rv,ices in ~rder to increase early 
experienc.e of  ISDN  in  Europe  .. 
8.  LEVEL  Of PINITIATl'* -
forecasts of detNnd  in n•w  fields,  suth a•  the se·r-vic."  su.ppert•d by 
ISDN,  do  not  provide  a particularly  relev~t basi$ f•r ••rket plenfting. 
Nevertheless,  it is realistic to set objectives, attain.able over  the next 
8  years,  i.e.  up to the end of 1993,  for  a  level of peMtration of  IS.DN 
which  permits the market  for  service·s  aft4 terainals to reach a  mature 
phase. 
lhe objective should be  for  an adequate geo•raf),ftie  coverage  and  rate of 
penetration at national  level for each country. 
The  Administrations  shou-ld  plan to provide by  1'993  ISDN  accesses for  a 
nu•ber  ~quivalent  t~  ~ %of  1983  subs,riber •ain lines.  This figure 
depends,  among  other th1ngs,  on  the capability of  the  .ndustor·y  to offer 
cost effective ISDN  solutions for the infrastructure and the terminal 
equipments. 
The  territorial coverage  should be sufficient to per•it  80  X of 
customers  to have  the option of the ISDN  access. 
·'"'  r'l  ,; 
~  _'  : '· •. 
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COUNCIL RECOMMENDATION 
of 22 December 1986 
on the coordinated  introduction  of the integrated  )ervices  digital  network (ISDN)  in  the 
European Community 
(86/  659 /EEC) 
THE COUNCil  OF THE EUROPEAN COMMUNITIES, 
Having  regard  to  the  Treaty  establishing  the  European 
Economic Community, 
Having regard to the proposal from rhe Commission (1 ), 
Having  regard  to  the  opinion  of  the  European 
Parliament (  2), 
.-:..o-r.:::<.  ~~.;.-... :·.: •  ~  ~--=~  ~p:::o:  .~r:  ~:-:\!  .:..:::..-:n::~~  .<'!":d  5~'1C..1; 
Commmee ~ J), 
Whereas  recommendation  84/549/EEC (
4
)  calls  fnr  the 
introduction  of  services  un  the  basis  of  a  common 
harmonized approach in the field of tel~communicauons; 
Whereas rhe  resources offered  by the telecommunications 
networks  sh· Ju!d  be  utilized  to  the  full  to  maintain  the 
Commun;  .. y's  worldwiJe competitiveness in the light of the 
r  .tpid  pace  of  development  in  the  telecommunications 
.,ecrcr; 
\/hereas the technical resources afforded by the integrated 
s~rvic:es rtJglf:tl m·twork (ISDN) make it possible to provide a 
,·ange  of  harmonized  and  compatible  services  for  all 
Commumrv  users  and  to  create  new  means  of 
·.  urr.munK~tion  using  sound,  the  written  word  and 
!ln~.~ges; 
\X here  as ..:urrertt investment in digital :;witching and digital 
mwsmi~sion equiprnet:t  in  the  Membrr  States  makes  it 
pos~~i)le  to  envisage  the  development  of  the  integrated 
~en  1CCS  digi<al  network; 
';N ht:!teas  a  coordinated policy for the introduction of the 
\S I;  f,;  wall  make possible the  estahli~hmcnt of a European 
n·,arkct in telephone and data-processing terminals capable 
of  creanng,  by  virtue  of  it!>  size.  the  indispensable 
de-velopment  conditions  which  will  enable  the  European 
te-lecommunications industries to maintain and increase their 
:.hare <A  '~-'lorld markets; 
\'Cherea~ it  is  appropriate to implement Council  Directive 
:~ i /  ~ 89; EEC of 28 March 1983 laying down a proct:dure 
for  rhe  provision of informati<m  in  the field  of technical 
snnriu  rti~ ;md regulations (  5); 
Whereas con~iderat:ion should be given to Council Directive 
861361/EEC of 24 July  1986  on  the initial  stage of the 
("l  OJ  No C  157, 24.  6. 1986, p. 3. 
(  ";  Opuuon ddivered on 12 December 1  ~86 {not yet published in 
rh-.: 
1)fh:1a! Journal;. 
Op•ni,m de!;vered on 11 September 1986 (not yet published in 
the Official Journal). 
(
4
)  OJ  No L 2q8, 16. 11. 1984, p. 49. 
( 
1
)  OJ  No l  109, 26. 4. 1983, p. 8. 
mutual recogmtion of type approval for telecommunications 
terminal equipment (6 ) and to Council Regulation (EEC) No 
3300186  of 27  October  1986  instituting  a  Community 
programme  tor  the  development of certain  less-favoured 
regions of the Community by improving access to advanced 
telecommunications (STAR programme) (7); 
Whereas it is appropriate to make use of the potential of the 
Community's financtal instruments in order to promote the 
dt>,·d'.>.::Om.e!ti'  o_f  •.h-:  .f\1~h':"  ..  ~·.2·.~~ ·  t"lf:~Si:~'.lC':ure: 
Whereas  rhe  implementatiOn  of  such  policy  should  pJy 
proper attention to user privacy protection; 
Whereas the implementation of such a  policy will  lead to 
closer  cooperation,  at  Community  level,  between  the 
telecommunications industry and the administrations and 
the  recognized  private  operating  agencies  offering 
telecommunications  services.  hereinafter  referred  to  as 
'telecommunications administrations'; 
Whereas a  f;wourable  opinion  has  been  delivered  by  the 
senior  officials  group  on  tdecommunications  (SOGT) 
according to which the detailed recommendations drawn up 
by  the  analysis  and  forecasting  group  (GAP)  prov1de  a 
strategic basis for the development of an ISDN that will truly 
enable  European  users  to  communicate  efficiently  and 
economically; 
Whereas  favourable  opinior1s  on  these  recommendations 
have  been  delivered  by  the  telecommunications 
administrations, by the European Conference of Postal anJ 
Tele-
communications  Admimstrations  (CEPT)  and  by  the 
telecommunications  equipment  manufacturers  m  the 
Member States, 
HEREBY  RECOMMENDS: 
1.  that the telecommunications administrations implement 
the  detailed  recommendations  concerning  the 
coordinated introduction of  the integrated services d1gital 
network (ISDN) in the Commuttity, as described in the 
Annex; 
2.  that  i~plementation of these recommendations focuses 
particularly on: 
(a)  standardization  and  implementation  of  the  SIT 
mterface; 
(b)  the timetable set om; 
(c)  the  network-penetration obJectives,  a:;  compatible 
with commercial strategies; 
(')  OJ  No L 217, 5. 8. 1986, p.  21. 
(7)  OJ No L 305,30. 10. 1986, p.  1. 
C)~.,. 
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.) .  dt;H  the  telecommunicuions  admini$trations  continue 
the harmonization work within the CEPT, panicularly 
concrruing the objectives and timetable drawn up m  the 
Annex for those specifications on ISDN which hav~ still 
ro be completed; 
4.  th.u  the  tdc.•( ornrnunication!t admmistrations undertake 
all  tho~e rneasu1 cs which will  facilitate the coordinated 
introduction of the ISDN, particularly those relating to 
imj)lementation  of CEPT  specifications  in  equipment 
concerned by  ISDN; 
5.  that  the  Communiry  financial  instruments  take  this 
recommendation into account ~ithin the framework of 
their interventions, particularly as regards the investment 
requireci  for  ISDN  implementation; 
6.  rhe  Member  State  Governments  encourqe 
telecommunications  administrations to implement dus 
recommendation; 
7.  that Member State Governments inform the Commission 
at the  end of each year,  from  the end of 1987, of the 
measures taken and problems which may be encountered 
in the (:Ourse of implementtng this recommendation. The 
progress  of  work  will  be  actively  examined  by  the 
Commission  and the SOGT  set  up  by  the Council  on 
4 November  1983  in  order  to  ascertam  whether  the 
priorities and the implemetltation of the programme as a 
whole is  satisfactorily achieved.  The p.rogress of work 
will  be  the  subject  of  an  annual  report  from  the 
Commission to the European Parliament. 
Done at Brussels, 22 December 1986. 
For the Cou·ncil 
The  Pre:Sident 
G. SHAW No L 382/38  Official Journal of the European Communities 
ANNEX 
DETAILED RECOMMENDATIONS CONCERNING THE COORDINATED INTRODUCTION OF THE 
INTEGRATED SERVICES DIGITAL NETWORK (ISDN) IN THE COMMUNITY 
RF.COMMEl'fD-\TI()J\1~ ESTABLISHED  FOR  THf  Rf'..PID  CO~\'ERGEl\lCf OF  fTJROPEI\N 
.\CTiviTY  1_)~ TiiE l!'ITROO'CCTION OF ISDN 
All  the followin~ recommendations are related and should not be dissociated. 
1.1.  GencraJ philosoph) 
All  Member State'> are in agreement that ISDN (subscriber ac<:ess at 144 Kbit/s and 2 Mbit/s) should be 
considered as a narural evolution of the telephone network, i.e. it should be used by both professional and 
residential  subscribers  and  the  existing  structure  of  the  current  telephone  network  should  not  be 
fundamentally changed by  this evolution. The first decisions must take this into account. 
Nevertheless, rhe speed of market penetration will depend on numerous economic, social and cul£UraJ 
factors and of  course, on the impact of  the network itself, i.e. the dissemination or  .actual penetration of the 
new services at any point in time. 
It  is  dear that in  all  Member States, the professional sector has significantly grearer expectations and 
requirements for the services than the residential sector. 
The profes~ional sector will be penetr:ned through the supply of multiservice PABXs and of ISDN .K~.:csses. 
In  this secror. a m.tjor submission is that the terminals connected to ISDN baste accc'is and behind the 
PABXs should also be compatible, ':Vhich  necessitates the use of a common standard for both public and 
pnvate networks. 
A  significant  demand  frorr.  the  residential  sector  will  only  develop  following  a  sustained  policy  of 
anticipated supply Jaunr.;hed over such a period as to attain a critical mass of new service penetration and 
thus creating in  effect a 'snowball' reaction. 
Th1s pclicy should be supported by marketing and tariffing activities to help stimulate demand. 
1 .2  Definition of the incerface between the public and private network 
A ~tandard physical interface between ISDN  terminals and the public network ts  recommended. 
This "hou!d be at the CCITT SorT reference point and should be in accordance wnh CCITT and CEPT 
rccom mcnd:H ion!>. 
In the case of basic access (i.e.  144 Kbit/s) the physical imerfaces at the SandT reference points mLJst  be 
identical. This terminal interface should also be offered by PABX manufacturers so that common design of 
terminals can be achieved. 
The above statements imply that for basic access at least the NTI  function is  provided by  the public 
network operator. 
Agreemrnt is  urgently needed between telecommunications administrations, withan  the framework of 
CEPT,  on  a  standard  physical  interface  at  the T  reference  point for primary  rale  access  (i.e.  2048 
Kbitls).  • 
Clearly, durmg a transitional phase of several years PABX mulriservices will use d1fferent standards but as 
soon as possible these PABXs ought to be able to offer, in addition to these standards, the S interface. The 
manufacturers's representatives consulted were in agreement on this point. 
2.  SERVICES TO BE DEFINED AND SPECIFIED IN DETAIL BY THE END OF 1986 IN ORDER TO BE 
PROVIDED IN ALL  MEMBER STATES STARTING FROM 1988 
The following items will have to be specified in detail at the latest by the end of 1986. 
(a)  Bearer sen11'ces 
Circuit switched transparent at 64 Kbit/ s; 
Telephony 3,1  kHz at 64 Kbir/s, 
Facsimile at 64 Kbitls (Group IV), 
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Tdetex at 64 Kbit/s, 
Mixed-mode telctex/facsimlle at 64 Kbit/s. 
(c)  Supplementary services 
In order to enhance the services, a common set of  supplementary services among the Member States 
should be  implemented. These suppletitentary  service~· are intended to·  be  added to those already 
available  in  the  telephone  network and to those  inherent in  the ddinition of ISDN  protocols. 
(Procedures for subaddressing, terminal portability', user to user signallirig in <!atl  control messages 
have to be specified, although their implementation is  foreseen at a later stage.) 
The telecommunications administrations are invited to establish, withirt th~framework  of  CEPT, the 
following supplementary servicts: 
call-waiting, 
calling-line identification, 
closed-user-group (this service might be  irdplemerited tater by some countries), 
direct-dialling-in. 
(d)  Adaptors (for connection of existing terminals to the ISDN  via the S interface) 
adaptor X 21, 
Noll•  1 
adaptor X 25  on the B channel (for access to packet switched Services), 
AID  ad;~ptor specified according to national needs. 
':>peoJI  Jttcntion should be  given  to the ddinition of personal computer use on the bearer serv1Ce  at 
64  Kbn/~. 
Special attention should be given to compatibility between circuit switched and packet switched services, 
where compatibility may be realized in the terminal or in the network. 
3.  SERVICES TO BE SPEdFIED BY THE END OF 1987 ANO WHICH MIGHT BE IMPLEMENTED 
DURING THE PERIOD 1988 to 1993 
(The precise date of introduction of such serviCes win be decided as soon as possible.) 
(a)  Bearer service 
Packet bearer ~ervice on D channel 
The  releco~munications administrations are invited to study within the  framework of CEPT the 
usefulness of teleservices, in  particul'ar videotex, tcletex, message handling a:nd'teleaction on packet 
bearer servke. 
(b)  Teleservices at 64 Kbitls 
In  order to augment demand, the following list of teleservices should be considered with priority: 
Telephony (7kHz at 64 Kbit/s, 
Audioconference at 64 Kbit/s, 
Videotex alphageometric at 64 Kbit/s, 
Image transmission and ~omputer communication at 64 Kbit Is. For these rwo teleservices, the 
tdt"communications  administr'ations  are  asked  to  identify,  within  the  framework  of CEPT. 
possible services and produce detailed specifications of first services. 
r,c)  Adaptors 
X 21  bis, 
for  asynchronous terminal~ (V 24}. 
(d)  Supplementary servicts 
The telecommunications administraiior:;; are invited to study, within the framework of CEPT, by the 
end of 19B7, the following list of supplementary services based on CEPT's own list. 
Advice of charge, 
Completion of call meeting busy, 
') t) 0 
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Conference call, 
Frrt'phmc, 
Malicious call identification, 
Three party call, 
Called user 1denufic.uion. 
The provision of these supplementary services assumes the availability of an ISDN user part (lSUP). Should 
the ISUP  not be available, their provision via the telephone user part (TUP) +  may  be  restricted. 
4.  SERVICES TO BE SPECIFIED BY  THE END OF 1990 
(a)  Telescrvices based on packet servrce 
(If the telecommunications administrations agree on the need to spec1fy such packr.t o;ervices, referred 
to in paragraph 3 (a). 
Teletex, 
Videotex, 
Message handling (see CCITT recommendation X 400, 
Telr-action,  set  of services  providing  to  the  users  a  reliable  transfer  of small  volumens  of 
packed-sized  information.  This  service  may  be  adapted  to  several  rel<"services:  tele-alarm, 
te!esupervision, rele-alert, telecommand, telemetry, teleshopping, etc. 
(b)  Teleservices based on 64 Kbitls 
Audiography at 64 Kbit/s, 
Alphaphotographic v1deocex  at 64 Kbit/s, 
If possible, viewphone at 64 Kbit/s. 
(c)  Supplementary services 
Work to be continued . 
.S.  NUMBERING, ADDRESSING AND SIGNALLING 
The achu:vem~nr of the full CEPT specifications on ISUP, signalling connection comrol part (SCCP) and 
rramaction capabilittes (TCAP) is recommended to the telecommunications administrations in  order to 
rea(.h  a common standard within Europe at the earliest opportunity. 
As  an interim solution, it is recommended to all  telecommunication~ administrations that, starting from 
1988 and when CCITT No 7 is introduced, international digital exchanges (linked by digital circuits or 
possibly also by analogue circuits) should be interconnected by means of the enhanced telephone user part 
(TUP-. ) for  both PSTN and ISDN services.  -
The telecommunication administrations should provide within the framework of CEPT detailed technical 
specifications on TUP +  by the end of 1986. 
It is required that interworking with the existing public telephone network is ah.o achieved, including some 
means for identifying different teleservices and terminals. 
Note 
The TUP +  is based on the red book TUP of CCITT enhanced to meet ISDN requtremenrs, including the 
supplementary services hereabove. 
6.  TARIFF CONSIDERATIONS 
The issue of tariff levels and sirucrun·-; for the lSDN is  fundamental for  it.,  rapid rake-up. 
In the longer t~rm, following an mevitablc period of  high investment costs, the level ot mvestmenr per ba~~~.: 
access should be  comparable with that of the current telephone nerwork, with an mvestment structure 
related ro the type of tran!>mission  and digit;tl switching which may be different from  that of today. 
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St·ver:tl  studies on ISDN  tariffs have still to be completed. The telc,ornmunications administratiOns arc 
inVIted  to study within the framwork of CEPT the following proposals: 
In accordance with currenr trends, tariffs for all services, including telephony, should be less dependant 
on  distance than at present (always bearing  if\  mind  rhe  problem!. of transit costs  through  other 
u  HIO(fU~!i  ). 
In  the transitional pha~e from rhe analogue netwotk to the ISDN correspondtng to the period 1988 to 
199 3, the telecommumcations administrations are reqU'tsted to study within CEPT the relationship 
between, on the one hand, the tarr:ff threshold applicable to ISDN services and ISDN basic access and, 
on the other, tariffs applicable to telephony. 
Tariffs for teleservices which use the same bearer capabilities should be independent of the releservice. 
On the dmtrary, all value added by the net-Work should be charged independently of the utilization of 
the bearer capahllities. 
An agteement should be obtained on the rafio between the monthly rental for the primary rate access 
(l 048 Kbtt/s} and that for the basic access (144 Kbit/s). 
A ratio of the order of 10 might be discussed. 
7  INTERWORKING BETWEEN NATIONAL ISDN TRIALS 
l  h~ •<>c  administrations implementing national trials of ISDN before the full implementation of the pre-.ent 
rccommend:.~tiorH; should endeavour, where ptovided, to interconnect these services m order to increase 
early experience of ISDN in Europe. 
H.  I F:VEL  OF PENETRATION 
Forecasts of demand in ntw fields, such as the services supported by ISDN, do not provide a .particularly 
relevant basis  For  market planning. 
Nevertheless, it is realistic ro set objectives attainable over the next eight years, i.e. up to the end of 1993, 
for a lt'vel of penetration of ISDN which permits tht market for services and terminals to reach a mature 
pha~c. 
The objective should be fOr' an adequate geographic coverage and rate of penetration at national level for 
each country. 
The administrations should plan to provide by 1993 ISDN accesses for a number e·quivalent to 5% of 1983 
subscriber main lines. This figure depends, at'nong other things, on the capability of the industry to offer 
cost effective I-SDN  solu~ions for the infrastructu~ and the terminal equipments. 
The territorial coverage should be sufficient to permit 80% of customers to have th'e option of the ISDN 
.!~CeS'>. 
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PRESJDITATIOK 
Substantial  progress  has  been  made  in  implementing  the  Community 
telecommunications  policy  since  the  first  Commission  communi-
cations  to  the  Council  on  the  subject  during  the  second  half  of 
1983.  This  communication  reviews  the  status  of  the  projects  in 
the  five  fields  of  activity approved  by  the  Council. 
The  Commission  also  feels  it necessary,  however,  to  encourage  a 
Community  discussion  of  another  field  in  view  of  the  regulatory 
implications  which  the  changes  in  organization  and  reglemen-
tation  brought  about  by  technological  development  are  starting 
to  have  on  the  creation  of  the  Community  telecommunications 
market  ;  chapter  3  of  this  Communication  (new  developments) 
introduces  this  problem. 
Finally,  conclusions  aiming  at  supporting  the  progress  of  these 
activities are  proposed  to the  Council. 3 
1.  Introduction 
2.  Progress  report  of  the  Community's  telecom-
munications action plan 
(A)  Launching  of  a  coordination  plan  for  the 
networks  and  telecommunications  services 
development  in  the  Community  and  common 
infrastructure projects. 
B)  Creation  of  a  Community-wide  market  for 
telecoJMNnications  equipment  end  terminals 
C)  Launching  of  a  development  programme  for  the 
technologies  required  in  the  long  term  for 
the  establishment  of  the  future  broadband 
networks. 
D)  Improved  access  for  the  less-favoured regions 
of  the  Community  to  benefit  the  development 
of  advanced  services and  networks. 
E)  Coordination  of  negotiating, positions  within 
international  organizations  dealing  with 
telecommunciations. 
3.  New  developments 
4.  Conclusions 
...  ~,  i  l  1\ 
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1.  ItmlODUCTIOil 
In  the  co~cluaiona of  ita ..  etina  on  17  Deca.ber  1984,  the 
Council  approved the ..  in objectives of a  Community  telacam-
-.mications  policy  deaignad  to  produce  the  necessary  con-
ditione  for  the  establishment  of  a  vast  cODJDOn  ..  rket  in 
telecoa.unications  equi~nt, industrial structures ca.peti-
tive on  a  world-wide  level,  networks  and  advanced  aervicea. 
The  aia was  to  improve  the  competitiveness  of  the  European 
industry  on  the  world  marllet,  thereby  strengthening  the 
basis for  acona.ic  and  social  development  and  improving  tbe 
emplo,.ant situation in the Ca.munity. 
Five types of activitiea were adopted to attain these objec-
tives: 
A)  The  launching of  a  co-ordination plan  for  the  networks 
and  teleco..unicationa  services  davelop•ent  in  the 
Community  and ca..on infrastructure projects. 
B)  The  creation of  a  Community-wide  market  for 
telecom.unications equi,_ant and ter.inala. 
C)  lbe  launching of  a  development  progra.me  for  the  tech-
nologies  required  in  the  long  term  for  the  aatabliah-
.ant of the future  broadband netwoks. 
D)  An  i8proved acceaa  for the  leaa-favoured reciona of the 
Community  to  benefit  the  development  of  advanced 
•~rvicea and networks. 
E)  The  coordination of negotiatina positions within inter-
national oraanizationa dealin& with Teleca..unciationa. 
A description of  the  progreaa  report  on  t~oae actions at  15  May 
1986  ia contained below. 5 
2.  PROGRESS  REPORT  ON  THE  COMMUNITY'S  TELECOMMUNICATIONS  ACTION 
PLAN 
A)  LAUNCHING  OF  A CO-ORDINATION  PLAN  FOR  THE  NETWORKS  AND 
TELECOMMUNICATIONS  SERVICES  DEVELOPMENT  IN  THE 
COMMUNITY  AND  COMMON  INFRASTRUCTURE  PROJECTS  : 
The  establishment  of  common  objectives  for  the develop-
ment  of  telecommunicationq  networks  and  services  in  the 
Community  was  the  object  of  work  carried  out  jointly 
by  the  representatives  of  the  carriers,  the  l.ndustry 
and  the Commission within  the  Senior Offit iAls Group  on 
Telecommunciations  (SOGT)  and  its  sub-group,  the 
Analysis  and  Forecasting  Group  (GAP).  Those  groups 
have,  as  part  of  their  brief,  prepared  reports  which 
set out  precise  reco11111endations  concerning 
the  implementation  of  the  Integrated  Services  Digital 
Network  (ISDN)  and  a  second-generation  public  cellular 
communication-s  system.  Those  groups  a·re  now  s-tudying 
th~  conditions  for  the  introduction  of  broadband 
conununica.tions  into  the  Community,  in  conjunction  with 
the  activities . taking  place  in  the  RACE  definition 
phase  ( se.e  section  (C)  below). 
The  outcome  of  these studies  and  works  can  be presented 
as  follows: 
a)  Integrated Services Digital  Network  (ISDN) 
As  a  result of .the work  made  in  SOGT  and  GAP  ,  a  recom-
mendation  on  the  coordinated  introduction  of  ISDN  in 
the  Community  has  been  drafted. 
--)  (!  {~ 
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b)  Second-generation  ~lie mobile  cellular  communications 
!!.!!!~ 
(1)  GSM 
One  of  the  findings  of  a  report  has  been  produced  on 
this  topic  is  that  the  demand  of  mobile  telephones  in 
the  Community  as  a  whole  greatly  exceeds  supply,  and 
that  by  1991  existin~  national  systems  which  are 
extremely  diversified  may  be  expected  to  be 
saturated.  It  is  seen  as  vital  that  the  system  now 
being  studied  in the  CEPT's  GSM  (1)  should  be  ready  for 
entry  into  service  by  that  date.  Otherwise  the 
frequencies  reserved  for  the  GSM  system  might  be  used 
instead  for  national  systems,  thus  perpetuating  the 
technical  fragmentation  that  is  one  of  the  main 
1.mpedime&1ts  to  mobile  comrnunciations  in  the  Community 
and  to  industrial  development  in this sector. 
The  Commission  is  therefore  keeping  a  close  eye  on  the 
pace  at which  work  is progressing  in  the  GSM,  which  has 
just  formed  a  permanent  team  to  speed  things up. 
The  GAP  report  also  covers  paging  systems  and  telephony 
for  trains,  road  haulage  operators  and  aircraft.  The 
report  has  been  Bubmitted  for  cormnent  to  the  CEPT.  the 
PTT  administrations  and  industry  representations  and 
will  shortly  be  the  subject  of  a  communication  to  the 
Council  that  will  incorporate  the  comments  received. 
Groupe  Special  Mobile 
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c)  Main  broad·band  communications  in  the  Community  (TBB 
project) 
Tt.e  SOGT  and  the  GAP  are  now  studying  devel&pments  of 
networks  and  services  leading  to  broadband  communi-
cations  on  the  basis  nf  the  results of  studies carried 
out  since  1984  on  th~  Community's  transnational  broad-
band  backbone  (TBB  - a  c,.,mmon  infrastructure project). 
The  project  is  designed  to  create  the  conditions  for 
broadband  cross-frontier  communi.cations  in  Europe  and 
initially  to  lll&ke  these  links  available  primarily  to 
business  community.  These  high-capacity  cross-frontier 
links  repreeent  one  stage  towards  the  general 
development  of  integrated  broadband  communications, 
which  is  the  purpose  of  the  RACE  programme. 
A  communication  to  the  Council  in  October  1986  will 
describe  the  outcome of  the  GAP's  evaluation  of  the  TBB 
project. 
d)  Video-conference  and video-phone  project 
In  February  1984  the  Council  asked  the  Commission  to 
study  the  possibility  of  setting  up  a  Community-wide 
videocommunciationa  service  initially  intended  to  fa.-
cilitat,e contacts between political decision-makers.  In 
close  cooperation  with  telecommunications  carriers  in 
the  Community  and  representatives  of  future  users,  the 
Commissi.on  sent  a  report  (with  a  resolution)  to  the 
Council  in  June  1985  concluding  that  the  service  was 
feasible. ., 
0 
At  the  same  time,  the  PTTs  were  speeding  up  the  esta-
blish~ent of  a  European  network  for  combined  broadband 
transmission  (satellite  and  land  lines)  and  video-
conference  facilities.  In  mid-1986  all  the  capitals 
except  Athens,  Madrid  and  Lisbon will  be  interconnected 
by  this network.  Madrid  and  Lisbon  should  be  accessible 
by  videoconference  fr,~  the  end  of  1986  but  Athens  is 
awaiting  a  decision concerning  the  connection  of  a  stu-
dio  to  the  other  Commun~ty countries. 
The  Community  institutions  have  two  videoconference 
studios,  one  in  Brussels  and  one  in  Luxt::..nbourg,  which 
are  connected  by  a  permanent  leased  land  1 ine.  These 
studios  have  access  to  the  rest  of  the  Community  from 
Brussels  by  land  line  or  satellite  and  increasing  use 
is being made  of  them. 
The  Conunission  departments  and  network  operators  are 
now  working  jointly on  three  ~ubjects: 
- the establishment  of  multipoint  links 
- improvement  of  users'  security 
- simultaneous  interpretation. 
The  Counci 1  is  being  asked  to  adopt  on  9  June  1986  a 
resolution  giving  political  backing  to  the  development 
of  videoconference  and  videophone  services  for  use  by 
governments  and  Community  institutions. 
B)  CREATION  OF  A COMMUNITY  MARKET  FOR  TELECOMMUNCIATIONS  EQUIP-
MENT  AND  TERMINALS 
This  includes  work  on  standardisation  (definition  and  appli-
cation  of  common  technical  specifications)  and  also  the  in-
plementation  of  procedures  for  opening  up  access  to  ca.iio 
for  tender  put  out  by  network  operators,  in  application  of 
the  Council  resolution of  14  November  1984. 9 
Common  technical  apecificationa: 
a)  In  August  1984  a  memorandum  of  understanding  was 
signed  between  the  Conunission  and  the  European 
Conference  of  Postal  and  Te lecommunciations  Ad-
ministration  (CE~f}.  The  CEPT  undertook  to  carry 
out  technical  worv  leading  to  the  drafting of  com-
mon  specifications  for  the  type  approval  of 
telecommunications  terminals,  followin&  pr~orities 
established  by  the  Community  and  w )tking  on  the 
basis of  internationally agreed  specifications. 
A  list  of  priorities  drawn  up  by  the  Comlission 
after  consulting  the  Senior  Officials  Group  on 
Telecommunciations  was  sent  to  the  CEPT  in January 
1985,  as  provided  for  in  the  memorandum  of  under-
standing,  and  the  list  of  priorities  was  again 
confirmed  in  January  1986.  It  includes  in 
particular  the  preparation  of  standards  fO'r  the 
ISDN  (1},  OSI  (2)  and  mobile  cellular 
communications. 
Discussions with  the  CCH  (3)  of  the  CEPT  continued 
throughout  1985  and  early  1986  in  order  to  lay 
down  a  precise  working  timetable  for  each  of  the 
priorities,  as  a tipulated  in  the  memorandum  of 
understanding.  Although  the  CEPT  has  made  a 
substantial  reorganization effort,  the  requirement 
for  a  transparent  and  efficient organization for 
(1)  ISDN:  Integrated Services Digital  Network 
(2)  OSI:  Open  Systems  Interconnection 
(3)  CCH  :  Coordination  Commmittee  for  Harmonization 10 
carrying  out  the  work  stipulated  in  ita  agreement 
with  the  Commission  has  not  yet  been  met  in  a 
completely  satisfactory  way.  A  further 
reorganization  is  now  being  studied  in  the  CEPT 
and  is  to  be  examined  at  the  meeting  of  the  CEPT 
and  the  Conunission  in  July  1986.  A  fundamental 
improvement  in  the  working  of  the  CEPT  is urgently 
needed  in  order  to  produce  the  criteria  for  the 
accreditation of  laboratories  and  the  first  common 
conformance  testing  specifications  needed  f~r  the 
implementation  of  the  directive  on  the  mutual 
recognition of  type  approval  tests which  is  due  to 
enter  into  force  in June  1987. 
b)  The  numerous  overlaps  between  information 
technology  and  telecommunications  have  given  rise 
to  common  standardization  areas  calling  for 
greater  consistency  in  the  planning  and 
performance  of  the  work  entrusted  to  the  standards 
institutions.  The  CEPT  is  cooperating  in  the 
standardization work  commissioned  from  CEN/CENELEC 
while  a  tripartite  Committee  set  up  for 
information  technology  (ITSTC)  provides  the 
coordination  made  necessary  by  the  convergence  of 
the  new  technologies.  A  standardization  request 
has  been  sent  to  CENELEC  for  harmonization  of  the 
ISDN  plug. 
t)  ~~  ..  ' 1 
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c)  Two  proposals  for  directives  (1),  one  on 
standardization  in  information  technology  and 
telecommunciations  and  the  other  on  the  mutual 
recognition  of  the  results  of  conformity  tests  on 
terminals,  were  sent  to  the  Council  in  June  1985. 
(1)  The  main  aims  of  these  two  pro?osals  are: 
( 1)  to  set  up  satisfactory  procedures  for  the  preparation 
by  specialized  standardisation  technical  boai~s  (in 
information  technology)  and  common  technical 
specifications  (in  telecommunications)  regarded  as 
meriting priority by  the main  business  circles  involved 
in  the  Community  and  to  facilitate  harmonized 
implementation  of  international  standards  within  the 
Community; 
(2)  to  ensure  that  plans  to  issue  regulations  concerning 
data  interchange  and  systems  interoperability in  infor-
mation  technology  and  telecommunciations  are  subject  to 
procedures  supplementing  those  in Directive  83/189/EEC. 
This  is  in  order  that  work  done  at  Community  level  is 
not  duplicated  and/or  hampered  by  work  conducted  in 
parallel  in the  individual  countries; 
3)  to  ensure  that  European  information  techno  logy  stan-
dards  and  common  telecommunications  specifications  are 
used  as  a  reference  for  public  procurement  by  Community 
institutions and  Member  States; 
4)  in  telecommunication-s,  to  ensure  the  progressive estab-
1  ishment  of  a  procedure  for  the  mutual  recognition  of 
(terminal  conformity)  tests carried out  in approved  la-
boratories  in  the  Member  States  on  the  basis  of  common 
specifications  adopted  at  Community  level,  this  pro-
cedure  being  a  first  stage  towards  the  mutual  recogni-
tion of  terminal  type  approval. 12 
Since  these  two  proposals  ware  aent  to  the  council,  the 
Directive  on  the  mutual  recognition  of  conformity  tests 
on  terminals  has  been  discussed  as  a  priority  topic  in 
the  Council's  subsidiary  and  should  be  shortly  adopted 
by  the  Council. 
For  their  part,  some  CEPT  member  administrations  - in-
cluding  those  of  the  tw~lve  Community  Member  States  -
have  drafted  a  protocol,  now  up.for  signature,  :n which 
they  undertake  to use  for  procurement  purposes  the  com-
mon  conformity  test  specifications  that  the  CEPT  is  to 
draft at  the  Community's  request. 
Less  progress  has  been  made  with  the  second  directive. 
After  initial  discussions  in  the  Working  Party  on 
Economic  Questions  from  July  to  October  1985,  it  had 
been  decided  to  see  whether  some  of  its  provisions 
could  be  inserted  in  a  revised  version  of  Directive 
83/189.  This  possibility  was  discussed  in  the  Working 
Party  for  Directive  83/189  from  November  1985  to  March 
1986  and  proved  to  be  difficult  to  put  into  practice. 
Discussions  were  resumed  in  the  Working  Party  on 
Economic  Questions  in  April  1986  on  the  basis  of  the 
Commission's  initial text. 
d)  On  10  April  1986  a  meeting  of  the  heads  of  Community 
teeting  laboratories was  held  to  prepare  for  setting up 
the  network  of  approved  laboaratories  needed  for  the 
mutual  recognition  of  terminal  tests.  This  initial 
meeting  was  mainly  a  briefing.  A  second  meeting  is 
scheduled  for  October  1986  and  then  it may  be  possible 
to  agree  upon  well  defined  measures  to  establish  the 
~ecessary confidence  and  spirit  of  cooperation  between 
the  laboratories  and  to  discuss  criteria  for  the 
accreditation  of  laboratories  which  the  CEPT  had  been 
asked  to draft. 13 
e)  Mainly  on  practical  lines,  projects  for  t~1e  development 
of  conformance  testing  services  were  launched  at  the 
end  of  1985.  The  programme  is  primarily  aimed  at  ser-
vices  for  the  OS!  functional  standards  and  in  the  com-
rnon  area  contains  a  large  "telecommunciations"  com-
ponent  (teletex,  MH~,  network  interfaces)  involving  the 
participation of  numerv~s laboratories working  together 
on  joint projects. 
f)  A  draft  directive  on  the  adoption  of  common  technical 
specifications  of  the  MAC/packet  family  of  standards 
for  direct  satellite  television  broadcasting  was  sent 
to  the  Council  in January  1986.  The  aim  is  to  avoid  the 
emergence  in  the  Community  of  a  large  number  of 
incompatible  tran•mission  standards  when  direct 
satellite  television  broadcasting  is  introduced.  This 
could  give  the  European  industry  an  opportunity  to 
improve  its  position  on  the  world  television  market 
provided  the  necessary  precautions  are  taken  to  avoid 
splitting  up  the  market  as  happened  with  the  existing 
PAL  and  SECAM  standards. 
Another  important  factor  is  that  standards  of  the 
MAC/packet  family,  produced  by  the  European  Broadcas-
ting  Union  and  the  industry,  have  the  capacity  to 
evolve  in  line with  market  developments,  thus  allowing 
gradual  progress  towards  high-definition  television  in 
such  a  way  that  each  stage  is  compatible  with  the 
preceding  one.  That  is  why  the  Commission  has  proposed 
this  directive,  discussion  of  which  has  started  in  the 
Council's  subsidiary  bodies.  It  is  vital  that  it  be 
approved  as  soon  as  possible  since  direct  television 
broadcasting  is  due  to  commence  with  the  French  TDFl 
satellite early in  1987. w' 
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qpeninc up  of calla for  tender by  netwcr~ operators 
On  12  November  1984  the  Counc i 1  approved  a  reconunen-
dation  for  an  experimental  period  during  which  network 
operators  will  give  unrestricted  access  to  their  calls 
for  tender  for  all  new  terminals  and  for  10  % by  value 
of  their  total  annual  orders  for  switching  and 
transmission apparatus  ··pd  conventional  terminals. 
Implementation  of  this  recommendation  continued 
throughout  1985  and  early  1986  in  conjunct~on with  the 
Senior  Officials  Group  on  Telecommunications. 
Procedures  for  publishing  the  network  operators' 
~rocurement  plans  in  the  Official  Journal  and  a 
specimen  of  the  weekly  report  were  finalized. 
In  1985  six  Member  States  supplied  reports  and  some 
items  were  published  in  the  Official  Journal.  Now  that 
the administrative procedures  are  running  smoothly  1986 
should  see  full  implementation of  this  recollimendation. 
C)  LAUNCH IN~  OF  A  DEVELOPMENT  PROGRAMME  FOR  THE  TECHNOLOGIE~ 
NEEDED  TO  ESTABLISH  THE  FUTURE  BROADBAND  NETWORKS 
On  27  July  1985  the  Council  approved  the  RACE  programme  de-
finition  phase  (R&D  in  advanced  communications  technologies 
for  Europe)  intended  to  identify  the  features  of  a  telecom-
munications  R&D  programme  that  would  provide  Community  in-
dustry  with  the  technological  facilities  needed  for  the  in 
traduction  of  international  broadband  communications  ( IBC) 
from  1995. 15 
The  definition  phase  started  in  July  1985  anci  is  now  being 
carried  out  with  the  help  of  the  RACE  Management  Committee 
set  up  by  the  Council  Decision.  It  is  running  to  schedule 
under  satisfactory conditions. 
The  first part  of  the  pro&Tamme  concerns  the  development  of 
~n IBC  reference model  and  tocuses on  three areas: 
"Networks",  handled  by  the  GSLB  (special  broadband 
group)  of  the  CEPT,  which  has  set  up  a  permanent  team 
at  Darmstadt  for  this purpose.  Its work,  ( f  vital  impor 
tance  for  the  whole  programme,  is  advancing  under  good 
conditions. 
"Terminals",  carried. out  under  contract5  and  involving 
various  participants,  manufacturers,  laboratories  and 
television  broadcasting  organizations;  the  work  under 
way  seems  very  promising. 
"Services",  tackled  by  the  GAP,  where  work  is  progres-
sing satisfactorily. 
The  second  part  - research contracts awarded  to  industry and 
laboratories  in  seven  areas  - is  also  making  satisfactory 
progress. 
It  is  vital  to  the  success  of  the  programme  that  all  these 
activities  be  coordinated  and  the  Commission's  Management 
Team  is applying  appropriate coordination procedures. 
Studies  started  in  the  Commission  with  the  preparation  of  a 
~reliminary phase  of  the  RACE  main  proaramme.  An  initial pro 
posal  will  be  sent  to  the  Council  in  time  to  allow  a  deci-
sion before  the  end  of  1986. .: 
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D)  IMPROVED  ACCESS  FOR  LESS-FAVOURED  REGIONS  0F  THE  COMMUNITY 
TO  THE  BENEFIT  OF  THE  DEVELOPMENT  OF  ADVANCED  SERVICES  AND 
NETWORKS 
The  conclusions  of  a  study,  commissioned  from  consultants 
working  closely  with  the  PTTs  and  regional  development  ex-
perts,  with  the  aim  of  ide11tifying  activities  enabling  the 
less-favoured  regions  of  th~  Community  to  benefit  from  the 
development  of  advanced  telecotmnunications,  were  received at 
the  end  of  1985.  As  a  result  a  proposal  for  a11  action 
programme  known  as  the  STAR  program,~  (special 
telecommunications  action  for  regional  development)  was  sent 
to  the  Council  early  in  1986  and  is  now  being  examined  by 
the  Council's  subsidiary  bodies,  as  well  as  by  Parliament 
and  the  Economic  and  Social  Committee. 
E)  COORDINATION  OF  NEGOTIATING  POSITIONS  WITHIN  INTERNATIONAL  .  --
ORGANIZATIONS  DEALING  WITH  TELECOMMUNICATIONS  ---- ·---
The  Commission  has  pressed  on  with  this activity  in  coopera-
tion with  the  Senior Officials Group  on  Telecommunications. 
The  first effort  concerned  the  adoption  of  a  common  position 
by  Member  State  delegates  at  the  Intelsat meeting  in October 
1985. 
A  meeting  of  delegates  was  organized  in  Washington  on  the 
day  before  the  Intelsat meeting,  an  action  that  proved  very 
effective  since  Europe's  interests  were  consistently  upheld 
by  the  delegations. 
-:'1nr-1  _.  .  I 
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High-definition  television  (HDTV)  is  anoth~r  area  in  which 
the  Commission  ha,s  ensured  coordination.  The  CCIR  ( 1)  held 
its  plenary meeting  in  Dubrovntk  from  12  to  24  May.  At  that 
meeting  a  joint  Japanese-Ame-rican  proposal  was  put  forward 
on  the  adoption  of  a  world  production standar-d  for  HDTV. 
The  President  of  the  Council  and  the  Conunis•ion  together 
made  every effort  to ensure  tLa·t  the  Community  Member  States 
presented  a  .c,onunon  po.sd.tion  at  Dubrovnik  •so  as  to  sec\1re  a 
further  period  of  study  before  a  .definitive  decision  ta  be 
taken  on  a  recommendation  on  the  world  HDTV  s~anclard.  The 
CCIR  finally  approved  that  decisio-n.  At  same  time  the 
Commission  is  seeing  to  it  that  Community  interests  in  the 
field  o.f  telecommunciations  are  taken  into  account  in  the 
commercial  relation.s  with  the  Community's  main  trading 
partners  such  as  the  United  States  and  Japan,  and  in  the 
framework  of  GATT  and  the  OECD. 
(1)  CCIR:  International  Radio  Consultative  Committee '" 
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3.  NEW  DEVELOPMENTS 
At  its  meeting  on  17th  December  1984,  the  Council  approved 
the  major  objectives  of  a  Community  telecommunications 
policy,  based  on  a  number  of  communications  by  the 
Commission.  Since  then  suLstantial  progress  has  been  made 
in  this  direction,  as  notecl  in  the  preceding  paragraphs. 
However,  the  Commission  considers  that  it  is  now  necessary 
to  draw  the  Community's  attention  to  a  number  vf  new 
questions  which  are  of  great  importance  for  tre  achievement 
of  a  Community-wide  market  in  telecommunications.  These 
que s t ions  t ouch  on  the  organ  i sa  t i on  and  r e g u 1 a t i on  of 
telecommunications. 
Telecommunications  throughout  the  world  are  undergoing  a 
profound  and  increasingly  rapid  change.  We  are  seeing  the 
conver·gence  of  telecommunications,  of  data  processing,  of 
::>ffice  and  factory  automation  and  of  the  audio-visual 
sector.  Such  convergence  has  important  consequneces,  and 
involves  particular  problems  for  Europe  and  the  creation  of 
the  Community-wide  telecommunications  market. 
Certain  of  these  problems  are  already  being  addressed 
through  current  Community  initiatives  (such  as  the  RACE 
programme,  the  Recommendation  on  ISDN,  and  initiatives  in 
the  area  of  standardisation).  Nevertheless  there  are  new 
problems  emerging  in  the  face  of  which  the  Community  has  not 
yet  established  a  co-ordinated position. 19 
The  convergence  noted earlier  between  the  telecommunications 
and  computer  sectors is necessarily a  proble~atic one,  since 
these  two  sectors  are  subject  to  completely  different 
regulatory  regimes.  One  the  one  hand  the  telecomunications 
sector  has  always  been highly regulated,  while  the  computers 
sector  developed  in  a  competitive  environment.  Furthermore, 
this  convergence  involves  a  practically  infinite  number  of 
opfortunities  for  the  d1fferentiation  of  specialised 
services,  giving  rise  to  ~·hat  are  known  as  value-added 
network  services  (VANS),  which  concentrate on niche  sectors. 
and  often  depend  on  a  wider  market  than  a  simply  nat.ional 
one  in order  to  thrive. 
New  borderlines  thus  need  to  be  drawn  between 
te lecommun icat ions  and  computers  between  networks  and 
terminals  and  between  those  services  which  are  internal  to 
neHrorks  and  other  types  of  services.  These  are  problems 
which  are  common  to  all  countries.  The  US  and  Japan  have 
already  reacted  as  have  a  number  of  Member  States,  and  all 
countries  have  undertaken  a  profound  re-examination of  their 
own  telecommunications  structure.  What  is needed  now  is  for 
each  Member  State  to  find its own  particular balance  between 
the  economies  of  scale  which  can  be  introduced  through 
digitization  and  the  optimal  exploitation  of  the 
opportunities  provided  by  new  telecommunications  services. 
For  the  Community,  however,  two  condtions  need  to  be 
fulfilled  : 
the  introduction,  during  the  current  transformation,  of 
the  necessary  scale  ; 
the  avoidance  of  new  barriers being errected. • 
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The  Commission  has  begun  a  profound  analysis  of  these 
questions  which  will  examine  a  number  of  fundamental 
regulatory  aspects,  while  taking  into  account  individual 
national  conditions which  need  to be  respected,  with  the  aim 
of  achieving  a  single market  on  the  scale  of  the  Community • 
The  results  of  this  analysis  are  due  to  be  presented  to  the 
Council  before  the  end  of  19J6. 21 
4.  CONCLUSIONS 
The  Council's  wholehearted  support  for  the  range  of  actions 
undertaken  in  the  framework  of  Community  telecommunications 
policy,  a  positive  attitude  towards  the  necessity  of 
undertaking  a  Community  reflection  in  the  new  domain 
proposed,  as  well  as  its  ro;lid  intervention  on  the  specific 
proposals  contained  here,  wo•1ld  constitute  a  powerful  force 
to  accelarate  the  creation  of  the  "European 
Telecommunications  Area",  which  in  turn  is  abs:-~·.Jtely 
necessary  for  the  coherent  development  of  advanced 
telecommunications  services  and  for  the  sector's  industrial 
progress. 
It is  therefore  requested  that  the  Council 
translates  in  concrete  terms  its  support  for  putting 
into  action  an  active  Community  telecommunications 
policy,  in  particular  by  agreeing  to  rapidly  adopt  the 
propositions currently submitted  : 
a)  the  directive  on  standardization  in  the  area  of 
information  technology  and  telecommunications  ; 
b)  the  directive  concerning  the  first  stage  towards 
the  mutual  recognition  of  agreements  for 
telecommunications  terminal  equipment  ; 
c)  the  resolution  on  the  intergovernmental 
videoconference  and  videophone  project  ; 
d)  the  directive  on  the  adoption  of  common  technical 
specifications  for  the  MAC/package  family  of 
standards for  direct broadcasting by  satellite  ; 
e)  the  recommendation  concerning  the  co-ordinated 
introduction of  ISDN  in  the  Conununity  ; 
.,. • 
f) 
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the  regulation  instituting  a  Conununity  programme 
for  the  development  of  certain  less-favoured 
regions  of  the  Community  by  improving  access  to 
advanced  telecoaununications  services  (tlle  S  T  A R 
progranune) • 
to  note  that  the  Comm1Jsion  will,  by  the  end  of  1986, 
have  further  evolved its policies on  the  measures  which 
need  to  be  taken  at  a  Community  level  to  respond  to 
regulatory and  organisation modifications which,  in  the 
Member  States'  teleconununicationa  sector.  involve  the 
technological  evolution  as  well  as  the  supply  of  new 
services  on  a  world-level.  This  evolving  policy will 
have  the  aim  of  avoiding  the  creation  of  new  barriers 
between  Member  States  and  of  promoting  the  convergence 
referred  to  earlier  during  the  current  period  of 
re-regulation. 
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36 SUMJ.fARY 
Conscious of the growing  importance of the  role  \vhich  telecommunications are now 
playing  in  the  development  of  all  the  Community's  economic  activities,  the 
Commission  has  bern  holding  discuss;ons  with  the  Member  Stalest  the  network 
operators f\nd  the sector's  industry since  l983  in an effort  to define  activities whjcJl 
will  gradually  l>c  incorporated  in  an  ovcraiJ  Community  tcie.cornmunicatjons  polic~y 
(1) 
Since mid-1983  HCtJvJtacs  designed  to ensure the attainment of these objectives  have 
been gradually defined anrl  progressively implemented: 
a) 
b) 
c) 
d) 
e) 
Concertation  on  the  objective~ of telecommunications  development  in  the 
Commun,ty and on common infrastructure  projects(~). 
creation  of  a  European  market  for  terminals  and  telecommunications 
cqujpmcnt  (3); 
implementation  of  a  development  programme  covering  the  technologies 
reqni. ed for the  c~t3bl  ishment of broad-band networ k.t;( 1>; 
better  access  for  EEC  less-favoured  regions  to  advanced  services  and 
networ ks(5); 
coordination of national posatwns in the field of telecommunications during 
n~gotiatjons in  international  org:-~nisations. 
In  this  the RACE  Programme is  an  essential Community instrument of research and 
development required  to  tldv:1ncc  thi~ action programme inro its  next logical stage. 
This  Communication  describes  the  Community  programme  - RACE  ··  to  develop 
advanced telecommunications. The proposal  is  the  r~sult of intensive collaboration of 
telecomrnunic~!.lion  operators  and  industry  ;n  defining  future  requirements  and 
opportunities  for  coopf:'fation  in  developing  advanced  tclecommunicatjon  technology 
at a Community k.vel  (G)_ 
----·-------·----
(1)  COM(83) 673 "Lines of Action",  COM(8~) 277 "Progress Report  .. ,  COM (85}  276 "Status of the 
Cummunity 1'elecomrTnmiclltions Policy", COM (8o) 325 "Euwpean Td~communications Polky" 
(2)  COM  (BG)  205  "Co'-wJinated  IntroducLion  of  the  Integrated  Digital  Network  (ISVN)  in  the 
F.urop~:an Com.nunity" 
(3)  OJ L298/Sl of 16.11.84., COM(86)  1 "Proposal for Directive on MAC Standardisation", COM(85) 
130 "Ptopos:tl for Directive on mutu~l recognition of type lllpproval'" 
(4)  COM(85)  113,  11.3/2  "Proposal  for  RACE  Definit.ionpha11e  .. ,  COM85(J45)  Report  on  HACE, 
(;ouncil Decision 85/Jl2/EEC of 25.02.85 
(5)  COM(85) 836 "STAR Proposat 
(6)  Council De-:igion 85/3Tl/EEC of J•.dy  25  1985 
a)  Plapoing Exerd!le of the Telecommunication Operl\tors Research Laboratories and 
b)  HAGE  Dt-finition  Ph"s•!  involvintr  during  1986  nt  full-time  approximately  400  Experts  (t·om 
Community  indulltr-y,  O~Jerntor"ll,  adminiatration.e  (SOG-T/GAP)  and  academia.  In  addition  a 
sp'!ciat  group  of  CEPT  /GSLB  reprr.tenting  2G  guropea.n  countrie~  hu  worked  on  the 
develorm<"n~ of IBC  Jt(&twork  specification,..  EBU  and  ESA  were  also  associated  with  the  work 
concerning bro;t.dca.sling and  aat~ilite cormnuflications. 4 
RACE concerns directly the 
telecommunications manufacturing industry, 
net  work operators, 
service prov.iders9 
but also concerns strongly the interests of 
present and potential users of telecommunication services, and 
providers  of  new  and  ·enhanced  information  services  using 
telecommunications. 
The genera! objectives of RACE are, in this light, 
{:1)  to  promote  the  Community's  telecommunications  industry  so  as  to  ensure 
that  it  maintains  a  strong  position  at  European  and  world  levels  in  a 
context of rapid technological change; 
!, '.  )  to  enable  the  European  network  operators  to  confront  under  the  best 
possible conditions the technological and service challenges with which they 
will  be  faced~ 
(c)  w  offer  opportunities  to  service  providers  to  improve  cost-performance 
and  introduce new  or enhanced information services which will  both earn 
r ·~v"'nue  in  their  own  right  and  give  indispensable  support  to  other 
productive sectors of the Community; 
(d)  to  make available  to  the final  users,  at minimum cost and with minimum 
delay,  the services which will sustain the competitiveness of the European 
economy over the next decades and contribute to maintaining and creating 
employment in the Community; 
(e)  to  accompany  the  formation  of  a  Community  internal  market  for 
telecommunications  equipment  and  services  as  an  indispensable  basis  for 
sustained strength on the world markets; 
(f)  to  contribute  to  regional  development  within  the  Community  with  the 
support  of  the  development  of  common  functional  specifications  for 
equipment  and  services  permitting  the  less  developed  regions  to  benefit 
fully  from  the  efforts  of Member States  piloting  the  telecommunications 
developments in the Community. 
~ 1 fl 
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The thrust of RACE  is  towards  establishing on  the  world  market a  strong. or even 
leading oosition. of the  Community telecommunication manufacturing. operating and 
service  industries  in  integrated  and  broadband  communications  on  the  basis  of the 
accelerated  development  of  a  strong  and  competitive  Community  market  for 
telecommunications eauioment and services. 
With  these  general  objectives  in  view  the  goal  of  RACE  is  to  make  a  major 
contribution to  the objective of the 
"Introduction of Integrated Broadband Communication (IBC) taking into account 
the evolving ISDN and national introduction strategies, progressing to Community-
wide services by 1995". 
Experts have identified cooperative R&D work for the period 1987-1991  best carried 
out on the Community level. This proposal foresees contributions to  the financing of 
pre-competitive  and  pre-normative  work  up  to  a  maximum  of 800  MECU  which 
corresponds, at a cost-sharing of 50%, to approximately 10000 Man years of effort. 6 
1. INTRODUCTION 
J .1  Telecommunications in a  changing world economy 
for  the  emerging  global  economy  telecommunications  represents  the  single  most 
important  infrastructure.  If  the  1950's  and  1960's  have  seen  the  emergence  of  a 
world  .n3.rket  place  for  manufactured  goods,  and  the  1970's  and  1980's  an 
increasingly  world-wide  manufacturing  base,  the  1990's  will  bring  in  addition  a 
world-wide  service  economy,  for  which  telecommunications  will  represent  the 
essential infrastructure and competitive factor. 
This  is  the  key  element  for  the  appreciatiOn  of  the  significance  of 
te' · ·0mmunications. In addition to  its  importance as  a  major economic sector in its 
own  right  (telecommunications  represented  ECU  40  billion  of  annual  sales  world 
wide in  1985, and service revenues are approximately ECU  200 billion per year) the 
telecommunications infrastructure is  a main determinant for the location of the high-
vaiue-atlded  activities  of  the  future.  These  are  communication-intensive;  the 
~lilernational  competition  for  these  service  activities  will,  therefore,  be  greatly 
1.:t·~ .. t.:nccd  by  the  cost-performance  of  the  telecommunication  services  which  one 
reh:on can offer in comparison with others. 
Thus effective competition  will  play a  decisive  role  for employment  prospects.  This 
extends  to  maintaining employment in the Community, attracting employment from 
olher  pa1 iS  of  the  world  and  the  chances  of  employment  creation  due  to  the 
emergence of new economic activities. Approximately 50%  of the economically active 
popch.tion in OECD  countries work in information occupations and about 2/3 of the 
GDP  of the  Community depends  on  these  activities.  The  international  competition 
for  this  kind  of  high  value-added  employment is  strongly  dependent on  the cost-
performance and availability of advanced telecommunication services. 
It  has  been  estimated  that  during  the  next  decade  about  500  billion  ECU7) 
(corresponding  to  about  5  million  Man  Years  of work or  500'000  jobs  in  average) 
will be invested in the Community in telecommunication infrastructures, services and 
terminal  equipment and  in  the  next 20  years  three  times  as  much.  A  large  part of 
this  investment can create  employment in  the Community  if Europe's  industry  can 
successfully  compete  with  international  competition, otherwise  a  large  part of  this 
investment  will  create  employment  elsewhere.  More  importantly,  however,  it  is 
estimated  that  for  those  leading  in  offering  advanced  information  services  the 
employment  benefit  may  be  10  times  as  large.  For Europe's employment  prospects 
the  creation  of  favourable  conditions  for  new  and  enhanced  services  is  the  most 
significant  employment  aspect  of  advanced  telecommunications  services.  Based  on 
these estimates the overall employm  .. ,:nt at stake may be as  high as 5 million by 1990. 
7)  The importance of these investments will  require  the use of various financial  instruments. The 
Commission ia  exploring in this context the use of Financial Engineering techniquea. The ideu 
which  will  be  put  forward  ahortly  would  be  particularly  relevant  for  large  infraatructure 
investments of the kind of the IBC. • 
• 
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Underlying these  trends  is  a  technological  discontinuity associated  with  digitisation, 
which  in  turn  represents  a  turning  point  in  the  economics  of communications.  The 
advance  in  digital  techniques  - which  enable  voice,  data  and  images  to  be 
represented  by a  universal  code  - permits  a  much  greater sharing  of the resources 
and infrastructure of communications than  has  been  possible  previously. This effect 
is  referred to a "Economies of Integration". 
These can be realised in several ways: 
multiple use of the same facilities and equipment for a range of services; 
higher  utility  to  the  user  by  permitting  services  to  be  functionally 
integrated at will; 
better  economies  in  transport  by  combining  digital  streams  of  different 
origins and functions on a single path-way. 
In  recognition  of all  this  Europe's  competitors  are  engaging  determined  efforts  to 
gain a  dominating  position. To meet this  challenge  Europe will  need to draw on  its 
collective  resources.  RACE is  a  mid- to  long-term  framework  for  concertation and 
cooperation towards this objective. 
1.2  Assessment of the situation and prospects 
The  assessment  of  the  situation  and  prospects  which  has  emerged  from  the 
development  of  the  telecommunication  policy  and  RACE  can  be  summarised  as 
follows:-
The  telecommunications  infrastructure  is  becoming  all-important  as  the 
support  for  the  world  service  economy  of  the  future  - but  the  design, 
manufacture and  supply of telecommunications  equipment and services  of 
all  kinds  is  also  a  very  large and  potentially profitable business  in  its  own 
right. 
2  Digital  technology  introduces  significant  changes  into  the  economics  of 
communications;  economies  of integration  are  available  from  the  multiple 
provision  of services  in  bulk,  their  functional  integration  by  the  user  at 
will, and their combined transport by optical means. 
3 
4 
The initial investment in  such digital links is  high.  Similarly, the computer 
control  of  switching  complexes,  with  demanding  suites  of  software 
programs,  implies  an  unprecedented  investment  encompassing  the  whole 
range of functions and services expected by the user of the year 2000  . 
Systems  able  to  handle  communications  of  this  scope  can  be  designed, 
tested,  engineered  and  produced  only  within  a  coherent  approach,  ie  as 
part  of  a  telecommunications  strategy  conceived  and  executed  on  a 
European scale.  This applies over a wide  range of manufacturing, network 
operation and service provision.  An  unconcerted approach and the attempt 
to  establish  interoperability  after  the  product  development  stage  can  no 
longer be  considered as  a techno-economically viable strategy. 
~~ 
~1~ 
~-·  -·- (} 8 
5  The  telecommunications  field  is  not  homogeneously  governed  by  the 
economies of scale.  Terminal equipment and services, for example, so  long 
as  they are designed as  part of a consistent approach, can be supplied from 
a  number  of sources.  Thus  the  development  of the  IBC  offers  a  wide 
range  of opportunities for  medium  and  small  companies  in  manufacturing 
and in the  provision of specialised services throughout the Community. For 
this  to  happen  the  efforts  in  establishing  interworking,  as  addressed  in 
RACE on a technical as  well  as  functional levels, will be decisive. 
6 
7 
World  competition  is  strong and growing,  not only because of the  ch-anges 
induced  by  technology  (Points  2  and  3  above)  but  also  by  reason  of the 
industrial regrouping following the break-up of AT&T and deregulation in 
several  major markets. 
Europe  has  considerable  assets,  but  these  would  be  dissipated  if  the 
Europeans  continued  in  future  to  address  telecommunications  at  the 
national level. 
8  The awareness of the actors of the need  to adapt to  the new conditions and 
to  future  developments  is  growing.  In  Europe,  the  established  telecom 
suppliers  are  engaged  in  assessing  and  redefining  their  activities.  Their 
position  is  affected either directly (eg  by  UK  deregulation)  or  indirectly 
(removal  of  service  monopolies  like  Intelsat).  Operators  as  well  as 
governments,  realising  the  risks  of high  overheads  for  the  economy  as  a 
whole,  are  increasingly  looking  for  internationally  competitive  prices 
beyond those  based on  the economies of national markets. 
9  RACE is  directed at the  go~l of the integration of IBC  services and supply 
at  the  European  level.  The  network  operators  and  the  industry  have 
worked together on the  RACE definition phase.  The impetus so  generated 
must  be  reinforced if there  is  to  be  a  European  scale  for  the  functional 
specificatation  and  realisation  at  the  experimental  level  of  the  systems, 
equipment, subsystems and components of the  new advanced networks and 
services. .. · 
.. . 
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2. INDICATIONS FROM THE RACE DEFINITION PHASE (RDPl 
2.1  Recalling the mandate of the RDP 
The Council of Ministers decided on the 25th of July 1985: 
Article I 
1.  A  definition  phase  for  a  Community  Action  in  the  field  of 
telecommunication  technologies  is  adopted  for  a  maximum  period  of  18 
months beginning on I  July l 985. 
2.  The  activity  is  designed  essentially  to  define  precise  objectives  and  to 
develop  the approach  to  technological co-operation at Community level in 
concertat.ion  with  public  and  private  actions  in  the  field  of 
telecommunications  technologies  undertaken  at  national  and  international 
levels. 
This  decision  was  based  on  the  work  of  industry  and  operators  identifying  the 
approach, scale and scope of the  Community contribution  towards  the  objective of 
"Community-wide  introduction  of  Integrated  Broadband  Communication  (IBC)  by 
1995 taking into account the evolving Integrated Digital Services Network (ISDN)". 
The  rationale  and  ·the  results  of  the  work  in  1984/5  are  described  in  the 
Coromunications  COM(85)  113  and  COM(85)  145  and  specified  in  detail  in  the 
documents OTR 25  and OTR 26. 
The Ministers in  their decision gave a  mandate of I 8 months for the development of 
clear  recommendations  and  proposals  as  to  the  best  ways  to  deploy  the  assets  in 
telecommunications  to  provide  the  Community  with  advanced  cost-effective 
telecommunication  services  and  move  towards  the  realisation of an internal  market 
for telecommunications equipment and services. 
2.2 Initial Assessment of the RDP (8) 
The recommendations  and  proposals  made  in  this  document derive from  two  main 
sources 
a)  the  perception  of the  Member States  of objectives,  strategic  options  and 
alternative approaches as  developed by the RACE  Management Committee 
(RMC) as  well  as  by concertation on the political and economic aspects in 
the framework of the Senior Officials Group for Telecommunications, and 
b)  from  the  views  of  operators  and  industry  based  on  the  analytical  and 
technical work done in the RDP  . 
(8)  The  overall  findings  ._,f  the  Initi~~  Aueaament  are  the  subject  of  the  Report  of  the 
RACE  Management Committee OTR.71F adopted on 12.06.85. 
,~- ., 
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The initial assessment is the result of the RMC agreeing to 
carry  out  a  verification  of the  objectives  and  conceptual  framework  for 
cooperation  in  advanced  telecommunication  technology  towards  the 
objective of IBC, and its 
invitation  to  industry and  operators working on the  RDP to  carry out an 
Initial Assessment of the technical aspects of the RDP. 
The specific questions addressed by the RMC were:<9> 
1.  Are  the  statements  of  the  objective,  scope,  thrust,  ttmtng  and  basic 
approach described in COM(85) 113 and COM(85) 145 still valid? 
If  not,  what  modifications  in  the  conceptual  framework  would  seem 
indicated  and  would  need  to  be  taken into account in  the formulation  of 
the RDP recommendations ? 
2.  What  changes  in  emphasis  and  priorities  in  the  content of RACE  would 
best  reflect  the  changes  in  circumstances  and  the  current  perception  of 
requirements ? 
3.  What  guidance  and criteria should be given  to  those  working on the RDP 
concerning  the  development  of  an  approach  to  cooperation  on  the 
Community level in concertation with public and private actions ? 
~.Q_P.rators  and  industry  involved  in  the  RDP  were  invited  to  give  their  personal 
views on; (io) 
technical objectives and tasks for cooperation on a Community level. 
In addition they were asked to give their views on 
scope  and  priorities  of  the  work  to  be  addressed  in  the  framework  of 
RACE and 
the  appreciation  of  cooperation  at  Community  level  as  a  means  of 
responding to the challenge (see Fig. 5). 
2.2.1. Dominant Themes 
Economies of Integration 
The  economies  to  be  realised  by  functional  and  transport  integration  seem  to  be 
largely  confirmed  as  a  driving  force.  At  the  same  time  the  meaning  of  the  term 
tintegration' has acquired  a more precise interpretation. 
(9)  The document on which the enquiry wu baaed il OTR 66 and the viewa are documented in OTR 
72. 
(10)  The document on which the enquiey wu based ia OTR 67 and the viewa are documented in OTR 
73. 
•J  ~ s  ,  ' 11 
The sense in which service providers and customers want to see  integration might be 
called 'integration for open  access', i.e.  the freedom  to  access and offer any sort of 
service  across  general  purpose  terminal  facilities  complemented  by  customised 
features  and  a  flexible  carrier system  offering a  full  range  of small,  medium  and 
broadband  transmission.  They  want  to  be  able  not  only  to  have  a  free  choice  of 
access but also the ability to combine different services in an ad hoc manner, i.e. the 
'ad-hoc integration of services' to offer new features should be possible. 
The physical  integration of the  transmis~ion into a unique 'IBCN' is  now seen as  less 
important:  several  'IBC  carriers'  could  exist  simultaneously  as  a  part  of  an 
interworking carrier system.  Furthermore IBC  enhancement of ISDN  networks  may~ 
as  a  transitory  measure  offer some  IBC  features  till  the  penetration  of broadband 
carriers  has  progressed  sufficiently.  What  is  seen  as  important is  that coherent and 
compatible network operations are established so _as  to permit the dynamic use of the 
overall  transmission  capacity  to  meet  the  full  range  of  narrow,  medium  and 
broadband  transmission  requirements  when  and  where  needed.  This  implies  an 
increased  emphasis  on  the  issues  of  real-time  dynamic  network  management, 
maintenance,  reliability  and  security.  It  also  re-inforces  the  emphasis  on 
technological  efforts  towards  the  realisation  of  'open  system  interconnection' 
standardisation for integrated services and functions. 
Importance of scale 
The  importance  of  scale  in  the  use  of  scarce  human  resources,  finance  and 
production  have  been  one  of  the  driving  motives  for  exploring  cooperation  in 
developing IBC  cooperation on a Community level. 
The  work  of  the  RDP  has  demonstrated  the  willingness  and  the  fruitfulness  of 
technical cooperation between operators and industry. Furthermore the importance of 
the  technological  choices at the R&D stages for  the techno-economic performance of 
future services  and  the ability of the  realisation  of the  Community internal  market 
has  been substantiated. 
Significance of broadband for the economics of non-broadband applications 
Although  broadband  transmission  and processing capabilities  will  be  needed  to  cope 
with  a  growing  demand  for  services  based  on  moving  images,  there  is  a  increasing 
awareness  that  'broadband'  facilities  could  also  provide  improved cost-performance 
in handling narrow- and  medium band services. 
For  example~ the  use  of optical  fibres for trunk transmission  is  well  establi.shed,  but 
now  there  are  indications  that  the  use  of optical  fibres  in  the  subscriber  loop  is 
becoming an increasingly attractive techno-economic option. 12 
Potential of enhancing traditional carriers 
One key technical subject which is  receiving considerable  attention  in  the  RDP,  is 
th.at  of the trade-off between bandwidth provided by the transmission media and the 
techniques  of  bandwidth  compression  (redundancy  reduction)  that  are  feasible.  It 
seems that an important potential exists in using advanced techniques to  enhance the 
transmission  characteristics  of  existing  carriers.  Particularly  during  the  transition 
period  which  for  full  penetration  of  broadband  carriers  may  take  several  decades 
such  techniques  may  offer  economically  attractive  intermediate  stages  offering  at 
least some of the IBC services via enhanced traditional carriers. 
Importance of an evolutionary approach 
While  the  need  to  evolve from  today's telecommunication environment towards  IBC 
has  always  been  recognised,  the  character  and  paths  of  this  evolution  are  now 
beginning to emerge. 
RACE  has  been  conceived  as  part  of  an  evolutionary  approach  towards  the 
implementation  of  IBC  allowing  both  for  the  rapid  evolution  of  technology,  the 
differ  .  ...:nt  starting  points  in  the  Member  States  and  the  uncertainties  of  the 
Jevelupments of cost-performance, and related with this, of user acceptance. 
Since  the  objective  and  time-table  for  RACE  was  defined  the  attitude  towards 
lBC  has  in  some countries significantly changed.  Also  in  the  framework  of CCIIT 
the work on broadband standardisation has accelerated showing growing awareness of 
the  potential and  timeliness of IBC  on an  international level.  However,  the  work  in 
the  RDP shows  that  for  the  realisation  of economically  acceptable services  for  the 
general public major progress remains to be realised. 
Figure 5 gives a  synthesis of the views on some of these issues. In addition it shows 
the views  expressed on the approach to RACE and on cooperation on a  Community 
level. 
2.2.2  Initial IBC  Reference Model for Europe 
The Reference  Model  is  by its  very  nature partly based on established facts,  plans, 
and  perception  of  technological  progress  and  future  demand.  As  such  the  work 
within the RDP has made a considerable progress in the sense of clarifying issues but 
one needs to be careful not to underestimate the uncertainties. This is  also the reason 
why  the  work  on  the  IBC  Reference  Model  needs  to  be  an  ongoing  process 
permitting the assessment of new situations as they arise and the dynamic adjustment 
to change. .. 
.. . 
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A  series of scenarios  based  on  the  Reference  Model  is  being  developed  within  the 
RDP. These scenarios are based on a  long-term view  when the  majority of services 
will  be  supported  by  the  IBC,  and  on  intermediate  evolutionary  stages  from  the 
ISDN.  The  overall  Reference  Model  is  being  developed  by  operators  organised  in 
CEPT, telecommunications  industry organised  in ECTEL  and  user/service  provider 
interest analysed  by the national administrations in the framework of SOG-T.  Their 
work is  the subject of detailed documents which will be consolidate into a consistent 
view over the coming months. 
Figure  1  gives  a  view  of  the  "Expansion  of Services"  which  is  taking  place  and 
Figure 2  gives  a  schematic  representation of the  concurrent progressive "Integration 
of  Services".  The  future  telecommunications  system  required  to  support  these 
developments is  shown  in  its "Functional Elements in  Figure 3 and its  relatioship  to 
bandwidth in Figure 4. 
Within such  scenarios the IBC is  assumed to 
support  and  provide  distributive  and  communicative  narrowband  and 
broadband audio, data and video services; 
support integrated customer access  via a  limited set of standard  interfaces 
according to the principles of the evolving ISDN; 
provide  digital  connectivity  for  both  customer-customer  and  customer-
Network Specialised Centres communications; 
be  capable,  in  principle,  of  providing  access  to  all  users,  taking  into 
account  the  broad  range  of  geographic,  performance  and  demographic 
features which may be  encountered; 
make extensive use of optical fibre (and where appropriate of satellites) for 
transmission of information throughout the network; 
support circuit  switching  of end-to-end  connections.  In  addition  to  these 
types  of connection, others  eg  ATD,  packet switching, etc will  form  part 
of such scenarios; 
support the presence of both IBC and non-IBC network terminations at the 
customer premises; 
support  the  retention  (where  possible  and  adequate)  of existing  terminal 
facilities  and  equipment  and  the  addition  of  new  (IBC  compatible) 
equipment  at the customer premises; 
support co-existance of broadcast services (eg  TV, Satellite and  radio)  for 
some time to  come  . 
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2.2.3 Summary of the Initial Assessment of the RDP 
The main findings of the Initial Assessment are confirmation of the 
importance  for  the  economic  future  of  the  Community  of  offering 
advanced  telecommunications  equipments  and  services  at  internationally 
competitive costs 
opportunities  for  realising  'economies  of  integration'  of  equipment  and 
services 
importance  of  a  major  effort in  developing  Open  Systems  Concepts  and 
their  technical  realisation  for  the  future  integrated  telecommunication 
services 
importance  to  make  optimal  use  of  human,  technological  and  financial 
resources  by  reinforcing  on-going  efforts  and  commitment  of  additional 
resources to  collaborative activities 
need  to  consider  the 
telecommunication  system 
professional applications 
increasingly  diversified  usages  of  the 
and  its  integration  with  consumer  and 
importance  of  introducing  cost-engineering,  reliability  and  security 
considerations  at  the  early  stage  of  conception  and  design  and  in 
concertation with all the main actors 
importance of accelerating technological developments specific to the needs 
of advanced telecommunications services 
importance  of  allowing  for  different  national  conditions  which  express 
themselves  in  specific  implementation strategies  towards  the  common  IBC 
objective 
suitability  of  the  basic  approach  to  developing  functional  specifications 
(Network  Operators  for  the  network,  ECTEL  for  the  User  Premises  and 
SOG-T  for a concertation between administrations on future applications) 
previous  assessments  of  requirements  in  telecommunications  technologies 
caried out by Operators and Industry 
readiness  and  ability  of  the  European  Operators~  telematics  industry, 
research organisatioPs and universities  to  work together in  developing  IBC 
for Europe. 19 
The conclusions which are emerging from this assessment and the initial result of the 
RDP can be summarised as  follows: 
1)  Tbe  concept  of  cooperation  in  advanced  telecommunication  technolo&y  at  a 
Community-level is supported by the experience of the.RACE  Definition Phase. 
2) The approach to implementing this cooperation building on  existing organisations 
is  working  well  in  the framework  of the RDP  but may  need  to  be  consolidated 
and strengthened for RACE  Main. 
3) The  necessary  decisions  and  provisions  should  be  made  in  time  to  assure  the 
follow-up  of the work. 
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Fic.un; S:  locoliuC~  and  views 
Dominant Th~n-•e• 
Do  you  con  .. idc:r  thai.  tranaport  and  functional 
integration  in  the  cuatomer  premi1ca  network  ia 
techno-c:c.onomically  an  attractive:  concept  and 
f.ea.ible? 
l  Do you conaidcr- that the realiaation of a Community 
!ntcrnal Marlr.:et  for 189 equipment and acrvicea ia o( 
cruci:a.l  importance for  inter-:-ational competitivcne  .. 
o(  Europe'•  equipment  induatry,  operaton,  aervice 
providen and cuetomcra ? 
Do  you  conaidu  that  IBC  technoloa  ofTen 
aignificant opportunitica for the improvement of the 
cha.ra.ctcrietia  and  economic•  of  narrow- and 
medium-band acrvicea! 
Do  you  expect  IBC  to  build  on  exiating 
telecommunication  infra.atructuree  (Narrow-band 
Public  Network•,  Bcoadca.ating  Network•,  Private 
Networks)? 
How do you uae•• the potential o( 'Technology and 
Operational  Enhancement  o(  traditional 
in(ra.atructurc:a' to rcaliac aome advanced aervicea and 
do you  consider that this should  be  included in the 
work on IBC '? 
6  Do you consider the realiaation o( IBC OSI-concepta, 
and  the  development  of  the  correaponding 
alandardiaation pcopoaala for IBC aervicea, to require 
eignifacant R&:D and prototyping ! 
7  Do  you  conaider  tha.t  high-reaolution  multifunction 
terminal  facilities  beyond  HOTV  needs  to  be 
considered ? 
8  Do  you  conaider  that  Advanced  Mobile 
Communication  concept•  need  to  be  conaidered  in 
the context of lBC ! 
9  Do  you  c.on1ider  laboratory  pr-ototypin,  Cor  the 
10 
exploration  o(  'functional'  and  'operational' 
integration  and  Cor  the  development  of 
etandardiaation propo•ala to be a •uitablc approach? 
Do you con1idcr that the network manacemcnt, and 
here  in  particular,  the  real-time  mana&ement  o( 
mixed media and ay•tema to be a  central i ..  ue to be 
addre••cd in the context of lBC ! 
/Jn~wcr.s 'lO"/  An~wr.rl "YES" 
~I I I I I I  I I I 
o~~~~~~u~J  J~u~~~~~mo 
000000000000000000000 
~~~~~~~ll!~~~~~~~~~~~ 
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11  Do you conaider that the c.C.abliahmc:nt of an overall 
IDC  Reference  Model  for  Europe  ia  import.ant  for 
common  undcnhnding.  development  and 
implementation of 18C ? 
n  Arc  there  other  major  theme•  you  ace  emcrcinc 
which  you  would  like  to  be  included  in  the 
concerta.tion '? 
13  Do you conaider that cxiatinc method• and tool• arc 
capable of maaterinc the complexity  inherent to an 
IBC  development. 
operation ? 
teating.  manufacture  and 
Do you conaider that. major improvement. in R.ckD-
productivity  in  the  development  of 
telecommunication  equipment  and  integrated 
aervicea  are  needed  to  make  IBC  techno-
economically acceptable? 
Management Approach 
2.1 
2.2 
2.3 
3.1 
3.2 
In  ROP  /Pact  I  the  technicaJ  manacement  lead  ia 
uaumcd  by  operaton  {CEPT)  and  induetry 
(ECTEL). Ie  thia approach an appropriate model Cor 
future work ? 
The ROP  examiniea in  parallel the technology  and 
functional apccificationa  (lBC Reference Model).  Do 
you  conaidcr"  thia  approach  aa  appropriate  Cor  the 
objective and the European condition• '? 
Do you  conaider the  "Concertation Meeting•'  ~ an 
informal  mcana  of  "fine-tuninc'  the  work  and 
assuring cohesion overall ? 
Do you conaider that your participation in lhc RDP 
haa contributed ai(nificantly to a  clarification of the 
isauea and helped you in your own work? 
Haa  working  directly  to(cther  with  your  collecuee 
from  other  countriea  been  of  benefit  and  do  you 
coneidcr thi• to be important to the etren(thcninc oC 
Europe's po41ture ? 
I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I 
o~m~G~+~~- ~~u~~G~~~o 
000000000000000000000 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
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3. OPPORTUNITIES FOR COOPERATION 
In the light of developments over the last  19  months, as  well  as the experiences a·nd 
interim  results  of  the  RACE  Definition  Phase,  the  goal  of  RACE  has  been  a:: 
defined as a Community action making major contributions to the objective of the 
"Introduction of Integrated Broadband Communication (IBC) taking into accoont 
the evolving ISDN and national introduction strategies, progressing to Community:.. 
wide services by 1995". 
This  formulation  reflects  the  view  that  IBC  will  develop  progressively  and  in 
accordance with differentiated customer requirements. 
RACE  is conceived as an evolutionary strategy distinguishing 
Definition Phase (1985-1986), to execute initial work as required to focus 
the  R&D  work  of  the  main  programme  accurately  towards  future 
functional  requirements  of  the  network,  terminal  area  and  future 
applications.  It also  includes  the  assessment  of  the  technology  options  of 
key items; and a 
Main Programme (1987-1992) having the objectives 
of developing the technology base for IBC 
of  carrying  out  the  preco~petitive  development  necessary  for  the 
provision of trial equipments and services for IBC demonstration 
of supporting  the  work  of CEPT  and CCITT  in  the  formulation  of 
common proposals for specifications and standards. 
Depending on  the  outcome  of this  Programme  further  work  may  be  required.  For 
this the conceptual framework has identified the possibility of a Phase II to cover the 
period 1992-1997. However, a second phase is  not implied in the present proposal. 
The main feature of RACE is  its contribution to low-cost and general availability of 
a  wide  variety  of  advanced  tele·communications  services  which  depends  on  both 
sufficient technological  progress as  well  as  the realisation of a  large service market 
by 1995. 
3.1  Describing the contribution of RACE 
Before entering  in  the  description of the  technological  effort  to  be  undertaken  the 
following section  describes how  the key issues will  be addressed in RACE and what 
results one can expect. 
328 
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In order to secure sufficient improvement in cost-performance to  permit the  general 
use of IBC servkes in  the early  I 990s  major advances are required in several closely 
related dontains.  RACE  would  engage  in specific systems  R&D  of a  pre- or non-
competitive kind(u) which will  lead the way to full scale competitive development in 
the  future.  This R&D  would  be  expected  to  make  major contributions  towards  the 
following key issues: 
I.  Exploitation  of  the  economies  of  integration  in  all  parts  of  the 
telecommunication chain  from service provision to  final use  by 
Functional integration and technology enhancement of transmission  networks 
New  telecommunication  technology  will  penetrate  the  existing  telecommunication 
system in a progressive  and evolutionary manner. New  technology will  partly impact 
the  cost-performance  via  substitution  and  partly  by  overlaying  existing  facilities. 
However  9  new  technology can also  be  used  to  'enhance' existing facilities  and  make 
new and  more  effective  use  of them  by  integrating  them  to  new  high  performance 
services.  Throughout  Europe  there  are  telecommunication  networks  which  operate 
below their service capacity. Operational concepts  made  possible  by the  adyances in 
telecommunication and  information  technology  enable  existing  networks  to  provide 
additional service. 
The scope of 'technology enhancement' of transmission networks needs  to  address all 
existing and planned carriers, ie telecommunication networks,  broadcasting networks, 
satellites and private  networks  to  the  degree  that  they  can  serve  the  same  customer 
base. 
II.  Systematic development of interoperability and flexible integration by 
IBC Research Prototypes conforming to the Open Systems Concept 
Telecommunications,  by  their  very  nature,  depend  on  end-to-end  compatibility  ie 
standardisation. Traditional  telecommunication services  have achieved  in world-wide 
interoperability.  However,  for  new  services  this  has  already  proved  more  difficult 
and for  integrated services  this  will  be  even  more  difficult  to  achieve.  The  reasons 
lie in the  very much Jarger  complexity of transmitting and switching a multitude of 
services  in  a  reliable  and  protected  manner.  Furthermore,  the  future  customer  will 
want to  access  and interact with a  free choice of services according to  requirements 
which may  change at short notice. The service provider and the carrier wiH  for  their 
economics  want  to  make  little  use  of parallel infrastructures and services,  ie  he  will 
want to  offer as  many services  via  the same  infrastructure and make  multiple  use  of 
switching  and  routing  facilities:  in  other  words  he  will  want  to  integrate.  This 
represents  a  major  challenge  in  complexity  and  even  the  preparation  of 
standardisation  proposals  will  require  a  extensive  systems  R&D  and  the  concerted 
effort of several actors. 
(11)  The work towards common functional specifications, the development of Open Systems Concepts 
and  their  prototype  realisation  for  IBC  and  such  work  which  serves  the  establishment  of 
.. ~  interoperation is a  pre-condition for competition and will result in  proposals for internationally 
standardised  products  and  services.  In  this  sense  the  work  included  in  RACE  with  these 
objectives is  of a  non-competitive kind_ eaaential for creating conditions where competition can 
take place, ie it is  referred to as 'pre-normative'. 
') ,_;  fj 
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Ill.  A concerted effort towards the realisation of economies of scope by 
Feasibility investigations and research tests of Modular IBC Concepts 
In order to  achieve  the  lowering of costs  deriving from  economies of scale  while at 
the  same  time  maintaining  a  high  degree  of  flexibility  to  meet  special  customer 
requirements  (subject  to  confirmation  by  the  findings  of  the  Terminal  Equipment 
Investigations  of  RDP  1.2),  it  may  be  important  to  develop  modularisation  and 
'family concepts'  for  IBC  components, subsystems,  operating systems,  protocols  and 
basic  services.  While  potentially  very  rewarding  this  approach  requires  a  substantial 
effort  both  in  development  and  validation  as  well  as  in  cooperation  between 
manufacturers, operators, service providers and sometimes also  users. 
IV.  Realisation  of  major  improvements  in  the  R&D  productivity  in  the 
development  of  telecommunications  equipment  and  introduction  of 
integrated services by 
Development of common support tools for telecommunications R&D 
The telecommunication system is  not only  the  biggest man-made machine but is  also 
one of the  most complex systems.  The complexity of the  R&D for  the  development 
even of the  first generation digital  telecommunication systems  has  already  presented 
a major problem and was  an  important cost and time-factor in  developing equipment 
and  services  for  ISDN.  Moving  towards  IBC  will  prove  even  more  difficult  in  all 
parts  of  the  system  from  public  switching  to  the  conception  of  the  local  and 
customer loop  and the  terminal facilities.  Without developing more  powerful tools  to 
support  the  conception,  development  and  testing  of  integrated  communication 
techniques,  devices  and  services,  R&D-productivity  will  be  low  and  unnecessary 
redundancy will be difficult to  avoid. 
The realisation of IBC  will  rely on the concerted efforts of a  large  number of actors, 
each  responsible  for  part  of  the  system.  Therefore,  there  is  a  strong  case  for 
developing the common part of such design, development and testing tools jointly, or 
according to  joint specifications, for common use. V. 
25 
Realisation  of good  operational  economics,  assured  reliability  and  privacy 
of/BC  by 
New concepts for operation, manaaement and maintenance for IBC 
Considering  IBC  in  its  entirety  the  operation,  management  and  maintenance  will 
present  major  problems  of  common  concern  for  users,  operators  and  service 
providers. This includes not only the protection of privacy of the communication but 
also  of accounting,  authorisation  of access  and  use  of services  and  related  issues. 
These problems  have already  proved in  the  past to  be  very difficult to  resolve.  For 
the  introduction  of  IBC  as  a  Europe-wide,  if  not  international,  service  these 
problems will also arise. Some of these issues  have implications and demand solutions 
on a  technical  level.  It is.,  therefore,  an area  to  include from  the very  beginning  in 
the development of IBC  concepts. 
Other aspects  of operation,  management  and  maintenance  are  of economic  nature. 
The cost of "assured  reliability" can be  very high and decisive for the design choice. 
This is  another reason for introducing these questions at a very early stage. 
VI.  Realisation of major advances in the cost-performance of cost-critical items 
of/BC imp/ememations by 
Specific technological work on cost-critical items of the IBC system 
The early realisation of IBC  is  inhibited by some cost-critical items not having as  yet 
made  sufficient  advance  in  cost-performance.  In  these  areas  a  specific  effort  to 
accelerate  advance  is  of importance.  The  R&D  effort  which  is  proposed  in  these 
areas  relates  to  the  realisation  of  the  application-specific  cost-performance 
characteristics. 
The outline of a RACE  Main programme which achieves  these  implicit objectives is 
described in the Section 4. 26 
3.2 Criteria for scooe and tasks 
The  minimum  investment  for  establishing  IBC  is  estimated  to  be  of  the  order of 
100-150 billion  ECU. Of this required initial investment about 10%,  ie about 10-15 
billion will  be dedicated  to  developing  the technology  to  be able to offer advanced 
services at  acceptable  costs.  Of this  amount by far  the largest part will  be  invested 
by  industry  in  R&D  towards  commercial  products  and  by  operators  and  service 
providers to  develop attractive services. Within  this, RACE addresses selectively, but 
within a coherent overall concept, those activities which offer a significant advantage 
when addressed on a Community scale. 
In identifying the scope of cooperative work the following criteria were applied: 
a)  RACE should re-inforce and accelerate the development of IBC  technology 
in Europe by pre-competitive R&D-cooperation or, where it relates to  the 
preparation  of  standards,  to  non-competitive  development  and  research 
prototyping; 
b)  RACE  should  embed  the  technological  mid- to  long-term investments  in 
the  strategic  and  political  objectives  of  the  realisation  of  the  internal 
market for telecommunication equipment and services; 
c)  RACE  should  lay  the  technological  basis  for  European  IBC,  while 
enhancing the capability of the indigenous  industry to  compete effectively 
on world markets; 
d)  RACE  should  take  into  account  equa1ly  improvements  in  performance, 
cost-reduction  and  in  user  friendliness.  The  IBC  objectives  imply  a 
particular  orientation  of  technological  effort  in  RACE  towards  solutions 
which  make  new  broadband  services  economically  feasible  early  on  and 
traditional services more economical to  provide; 
e)  while  RACE  should  tackle  advanced  R&D  areas  of common  interest for 
IBC  and its  future  enh~ncements, the  programme  must also  address  those 
shorter-term R&D issues  which are necessary  to  underpin the evolution of 
IBC  from existing networks and services; 
f)  while  the  formulation  and  promotion of formal  technical  standards  is  not 
the  purpose  of  RACE,  and  these  issues  will  be  left  to  the  appropriate 
existing  bodies~  nevertheless  exploration  and  validation  of  advanced 
standardisation concepts and options need to  be addressed at an early stage 
to come to techno-economically optimal  proposals~ 
g)  the work engaged  under RACE must  be complementary  to other measures 
relating  to  the same  objective and draw on  the  relevant results  from other 
actions. This applies in  particular to  the synergy with work engaged in the 
framework of International Projects and ESPRIT  II, but also  to  actions at 
a national level; 
")  '~? 
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h)  RACE should address  those  technological  issues  related  to  IBC  which offer 
significant advantages  when carried out on  a Community scale, by offering 
important  economies  in  the  use  of scarce  resources  either  in  terms  of 
human resources,  funding,  or in time  to  explore  th~ numerous  technology 
options. 28 
4. RACE MAIN OUTL1NE{l2} 
In  order  to  achieve  the  underlying  objectives  described  in  the  previous  section, 
RACE Main would be structured into three main parts 
Part I:  JBC DEVELOPMENT AND IMPLEMENTATION STRATEGIES, 
relating  to  the  development  of functional  specifications,  the  systems  and 
operations  research  towards  the definition of proposals  for  IBC standards, 
concepts and conventions conforming to an open systems approach, and the 
analytical  work  serving  the  objective  of establishing  interoperability  for 
IBC equipment and services; 
Part 11:  IBC TECHNOLOGIES. 
covering  the technological  cooperation  in  pre-competitive R&D addressing 
key  requirements  of  new  technology  for  the  low-cost  realisation  of IBC 
equipments and services; and a 
Part III:  PRE-NORMATIVE FUNCTIONAL INTEGRATION. 
relating  to  pre-normative  cooperation  in  the  realisation  of  an  "open 
verification environment" designed to assess  functions, operational concepts 
and  experimental  equipment  with  respect  to  functional  specifications  and 
standardisation proposals arising from the work in Part I. 
The  corresponding  work  areas,  tasks  and  approaches  are  specified  in  detail  in  the 
RACE  Workplan  which  is  under  preparation  and  will  be  submitted  separately.  In 
contrast to  the generic work carried out in the framework of ESPRIT, RACE efforts 
concentr'lte at the pre-competitive and pre-normative level on  the specific objective 
of IBC. 
This  work  is  to  be  carried  out  by  industry,  academics  and  telecommunication 
operators. The  latter are  expected  to  finance  independently  the  work  falling  within 
their domain. 
The following  sections provide a description of the scope and  nature of the work to 
be  undertaken. 
4.1  Part 1:  IBC Development and Implementation StraCegies 
Objective 
The  main  objectives  of  the  work  under  Part  I  are  to  achieve,  throughout  the 
introduction and further enhancement of IBC: 
a  common  understanding of the evolution towards introduction of IBC and 
its  implications  including  market  research  and  promotion  of  the  IBC 
concept and services in  Europe and internationally; 
a common definition and understanding of the IBC system and  subsystems~ 
between all main actors concerned; 
(12)  The full  RACE  Workplan  is  a.  detailed  technical  document  which  evolves  with  technological 
progress and improved perception of the demand characteristics. Each year it is to be  submitted 
for approval by the Management Committee. 
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guidelines for  the functional  specification of IBC  systems and sub-systems 
and the development of integrated services; 
a  framework  in  which  to  identify  the  technology  requirements,  assess  the 
implications  of  technological  advances  and  the  evolution  of  service 
demands in order to define 
priorities in RD&E; 
a  tool  for  the  evaluation  of  cost-effectiveness  of  various  technological 
solutions,  implementation  schemes  and  evolutionary  routes  starting  from 
the given situation; 
mechanisms for analysing and assessing, at an early stage,  the requirements 
for  standardisation and  functional  specifications  in  order to  facilitate  and 
accelerate the emergence of international standards. 
To meet these objectives, Part I  would comprise two major Areas of activity: 
Maintenance  and  further  development  of the  European  Reference  Model 
for Integrated Broadband Communication, defined in its initial form during 
the RACE  Definition Phase. 
Systems analysis and engineering work to  transform the concepts derived in 
the Reference Model into systems and subsystems functional specifications. 
4.2 Part 11;  IBC Technologies 
Objective 
The objective of this  Part is  to  carry out cooperative  R&D  on  the  key  technologies 
required for low-cost realisations of IBC  equipments and services.  As  such, it will  be 
system-driven and specifically related to  the functional specifications derived by Part 
I. 
The scope of the work will  include precompetitive research, test and experimentation 
needed  to  explore  the  techno-economic  characteristics  of  the  new  technologies 
relevant to  IBC. 30 
4.3 Part III: Pre-normative Functional Integration 
Objective 
The work  is  aimed  at exploring  the  feasibility  and  performance parameters of IBC 
systems  or  subsystems  by  means  of  simulation  or  research  experimentation  with 
particular  reference  to  the  needs  of  technological  work  in  preparation  of 
standardisation proposals. The investigation of functional  integration and  proto~yping 
at the research and stage will serve a number of important functions. It will 
permit  the  verification  of  concepts,  standardisation  options,  re.liability, 
security~ as  well  as  other key  functional  characteristics  by simulation and 
testing at the research stage; 
contribute to the reduction of risks for development and implementation by 
permitting  the  evaluation of the functional  features  by operators, industry 
and where applicable service providers and users; 
provide  a  mechanisms  for  demonstrating  interoperability  features  and 
compliance  to  standards  and  specifications  in  an  open  verification 
environment. 
The scope of the work is  to 
test new technology, or devices from one or more of the projects in Part II 
as  an  integral  part  of  an  IBC  system  for  its  functionality  and  techno-
economic performance characteristics, 
explore  relevant  performance  parameters  and  confirm  the  feasibility  of 
meeting  the  relevant  requirements  of  the  functional  entity  as  defined 
within the Reference Model activities. 
The  research  experiments  envisaged  within  this  part of the  RACE  Progra.IJ;lm~ are 
not expected to  have  the  nature ·of demonstration projects or field  trials. Such  trials 
or  prototype  installations  will  be  required  before  operational  implementation  of a 
harmonised set of IBC services can be undertaken but are beyond the scope and scale 
of effort under consideration for the RACE Programme. 
Specifically  the  Functional  Integration  work  concentrates  o-n  IBC  related  functional 
entities. 31 
S.  ORGANISATION  AND  MANAGEMENT  OF  COOPERATION  IN 
TELECOMMUNICATIONS TECHNOLOGY 
Cooperation in  telecommunication  technology,  even at the level of exploratory work 
and  tracking  of  future  developments,  is  much  more  demanding  in  terms  of 
management  and  organisation  than  are  programmes  directed  in  strengthening  the 
technology  base  in  general.  There  are  several  important  factors  which  need  to  be 
respected in the approach 
IBC  is  an  objective  clearly  defined  in  terms  of functional  characteristics 
and  cost-performance  which  is  the  ultimate  measure  of the  technology 
investments. It is  not the technical  feasibility as  such which counts but the 
techno-economic feasibility; 
the  telecommunications  system  and  its  convergence  with  all  kind  of 
applications creates an unprecedented degree of complexity; 
there are  numerous actors  with  their own respective responsibilities  which 
need  to  work  together  in  a  purposeful  manner  (users,  service  providers,. 
operators,  industry  and  in  regulatory  and  political  questions  also  the 
respective administrative and political bodies). 
5.1  Organisation and Management of the RDP 
The  specific  nature  of  the  telecommunication  sector  has  already  led  to  a  new 
approach to Community cooperation for the preparation of RACE and the Definition 
Phase: 
1.  The joint Planning  Exercise  in  1984  of the  Research  Laboratories  of the 
Operators and  the  Telecommunications Equipment Manufacturing Industry 
of  the  Community  for  the  definition  of  objectives,  scope  and  scale  of 
cooperation in telecommunication technology,  resulting in their proposal of 
RACE and the adoption by the Council of the RDP. 
2.  The structuring of the  work of the  RDP  in  two  parts, one  addressing the 
investigation  of  'functional  specifications'  and  the  other  assessing  the 
technology options. 
3.  The  division  of the  work  on  'functional  specifications'  into  three  work 
areas  relating  to  the  specific  responsibility  and  contributions  of  the 
respective actors. 
a)  Network,  which  was  addressed  in  the  framework  of CEPT  and  its 
GSLB  by  the  creation  of  a  Permanent  Nucleus  supported  on 
technological issues by the ECTEL  Broadband Group, 
b)  User  Premises,  which  was  addressed  by  industry  by  forming  a  joint 
team  in  the  framework  of  ECTEL  composed  of  systems  engineers 
seconded for the work from the leading companies, and 
c)  Future  Aoplications,  which  was  addressed  by  the  national 
administrations in the framework of SOG-T in GAP. 32 
4)  The exploration  of technology  options  also  had special  organisational  and 
managment features 
a)  all  work  areas  have  been  chosen  and  addressed  in  a  system  context 
according  to  the  potential  contribution  to  the  techno-economic 
objective of IBC; 
b)  technology  options  for  reaching  the  same  or equivalent advances  were 
addressed within the same project or by parallel investigations. 
5)  To assure  that all  the  projects  had sufficient  knowledge  of the  results of 
the other projects was  achieved by the introduction of an special informal 
mechanism  the  so-called  "Concertation  Meetings"  which  involved  the 
Project Leaders of all  projects and others as  required. Altough informal, it 
has proved very effective as  a means to adjust work in a dynamic manner. 
The  technical  management  of  these  activities  taking  place  within  independent 
organisational  frameworks  has  rested  largely  with  the  respective  organisations  or 
bodies,  with  the  RMC  and  the  Commission  assuring  the  overall  cohesion  of  the 
action and compliance with the Desision of the Council. 
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for  the  "network-related"  work  the  CEPT  /GSLB  Permanent  Nucleus 
working together  with  the  ECTEL  Broadband Group  may  be  the  kind of 
approach to develop further; 
2)  for  the  "user  premises"  industrial  work  the  approach  within  ECTEL  is 
proving  to  work  very  well  and  could·  be  considered  as  a  model  to  be 
developed; 
3)  for  the "future applications assessment"  the work of the administrations  in 
the  framework  of  SOG-T  represents  a  key  mechanism  for  concertation. 
This  element  would  need  to  be  developed  further  and  eventually 
complemented  to  involve  directly  some  of  the  major  industry  and  user 
groups; 
4)  for R&D the approach of "management by objective" paired with a suitable 
"Concertation Mechanism" seems to  be adequate with the addition of yearly 
"independent reviews"; 
5)  the  Workplan  of RACE  will  need  to  be  evolved  and  revised  on  a  yearly 
basis  to  allow  for  the evolution  of the  perception of  objectives~ progress 
made in the framework of RACE  and other actions, and general evolution 
of technology and demand; 
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6)  the support of "competing approaches" for equivalent objectives needs to  be 
extended  and  applied  to  the  initial  phases  of  projects  relating  to  key 
objectives.  It  will  be  of  decisive  importance  for  reducing  'technology 
uncertainty' and risks at an early stage. Every effort will  be made  to  arrive 
at a single approach at later stages of development; 
7)  the  system-integration  at  a  research  stage  for  the  development  of  open 
systems  approaches  for  IBC  standardisation  proposals  should  as  a  rule  be 
carried out by initiating parallel projects and a "design competition"; 
8)  the  management  approach  to  the  RDP,.  with  the  central  role  of  the 
RACE  Management  Committee  for  integrating  the  work  carried  out  at 
international,. Community and national levels,.  has  proved effective and can 
serve as  the  model  for the  follow-up. Its ability  to have a  unified  view of 
all aspects of the question (users, operators, industry and policy) extending 
beyond  RACE  will  be  of great importance for an  optimal management of 
the action; 
9)  the  contract  conditions  in  general  and  the  industrial  property  rights 
question  have  posed  no  significant  problems  in  the  RDP  and  with  some 
adjustments  they  will  be  sufficiently flexible  to  meet the needs  of RACE 
Main; 
10)  .Project selection, evaluation and project management procedures can follow 
largely  the  practice  of  the  RDP  though  some  adaptation  to  the  specific 
conditions  in  this  domain  and  further  improvements  in  efficiency  have 
been identified for the follow-up; 
11)  in  view  of the  creation of a  new  framework  for  industrial cooperation  in 
commercial developments which may  address product developments relating 
to  IBC,  the  RMC responsibility  should  extend  to  include  the  coordination 
with  International  Projects  in  the  domain  of  telecommunications 
technology. 
5.3  Reducing  development  risks  by  supporting  selectively  competing  approaches 
during the initial nhase 
In the  course  of the  preparation  of RACE  a  consensus  has  formed  that  a  'unique 
project'  approach  is  in  some  cases  not  the  best  strategy  to  adopt.  The  definitive 
assessment  of technology  options  may  require  a  certain  amount  of  work  before  a 
reliable judgment on  the  best option, or options,  becomes  reliable. This  implies that 
for a part of the RACE work alternative options need to  be  examined at least for the 
first phase of the work (Feasibility Phase).  This will apply particularly for  the  kind 
of work foreseen for Part lll of the programme  . 34 
This would  be  realised  by  accepting  two,  and  in  some  cases  even  more,  proposals 
relating to  the same objective specified in the Workplan.  After an agreed  period of 
work,  as  a  rule  one  year,  a  review  would  decide  which  of  the  projects  receives 
further funding. The evaluation would be carried out on  the evidence generated by 
the  projects  on  the  merits  of  a  given  option  compared  with  others.  Using  the 
independent review  technique  applied  in  the  RDP to support  the  RMC,  the RMC 
would be able  to  decide on the continuation of one, or maybe in exceptional cases, 
two projects to completion. 
This  scheme  has  the  advantage  of 'minimising  risks'  of  engaging  into  the  wrong 
technological option. Since  the 'feasibility phase' of the  work  tends  to  involve  only 
comparatively  limited  resources,  supporting  parallel  projects  for  this  phase  would 
lead only  to a  limited increase  in  resource  requirements.  While  it is  not possible  to 
present a  cost/benefit calculation past experience leads  to  the expectation that these 
extra resources would be more than justified by the reduction of uncertainty for the 
later investments which are on a  much larger scale. 
The extent of such competing work  may normally be expected to be limited to  the 
'Feasibility Phase' of about 1 year and to include not more than 1/3 of such work. 
~:-~  P~rticipation of SMEs. Research Organisations and Unil'ersities 
Importance of SMEs,  Research  Organisations  and  Universities as  a  strong  inventive 
and  innovative  element  is  well  recognised  and  therefore  their  appropriate 
participation will be an important consideration in the implementation of RACE. 
High  technology  SME's,  Research  Organisations  and  Universities  will  in  general 
stand  to  gain  from  RACE  in  that  it  creates  a  framework  in  which  the  specific 
strength  of  SME's  can  express  themselves  and  create  market  opportunities  by 
fostering  a  symbiotik  relationship  with  large  telecommunication  companies  and 
service providers. 
50% or more of the employees in the Community telecommunications industry are in 
firms with 20-99 employees.  This is  an index for  the  variety of activities comprised 
within  this  industry,  the  different  effects  of scale  as  between  activities~  and  the 
extend of sub-contracting. There is  little doubt that this high degree of involvement 
of SME's~ Research  Organisations and  Universities  will  also  characterise  the  future 
work in telecommunications and RACE. 
5.5 RACE Secondment Scheme 
In order to mobilise the human resources and make optimal use of research facilities 
it would  be of great advantage if experts from one organisation could be associated 
with a  RACE  project carried  out  by  another organisation  where  this  is  wished  by 
both parties. 
This  mechanism  would  aid  the  organisations  responsible  for  the  respective  RACE 
project by  providing additional skilled  manpower and  it would  assist  the seconding 
organisation in participating in the form of one of its experts in leading-edge work. 
The various parties would contribute to the scheme as  follows: 
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Parent Organisations, release from current duties and 50%  of the salary; 
Host  Organisations.  costs  of  providing  the  workplace  and  operational 
expenses; and 
RACE,  50%  of  the  salary  and  additional  costs  associated  with  the 
secondment  according  to  the  allowable  costs  for  officials  on  secondment 
from the country of origin. 
The  secondment  ;s  to  be  proposed  jointly  by  parent  and  host  organisation.  The 
number of such secondments could be expected to  vary depending on the  nature of 
the work. However, it would be expected to stay below 5%  of the number of experts 
working  on  RACE  projects  at  any  given  time.  The  duration  of such  secondment 
would be limited to the duration of the RACE project concerned. 
5.6 Relationship with International Proiects and National  Effort~ 
With  an  estimated  overall  investment  of  at  least  10  billion  ECU  in  R&D  for 
establishing advanced  telecommunication services over the next ten  years.  The work 
included  in  RACE  addresses  only  the  initial  stage  of  very  much  larger  efforts 
required  for  product  development.  Where  international  or  national  projects  are 
engaged  with  related  objectives  it  will  be  beneficial  to  assure  good  communication 
between  the  efforts.  In  addition  to  general  arrangements  to  assure  coordination 
between  Community  actions  and  such  projects,  the  organisation  and  management 
concept developed  during  the  RACE  Definition  Phase  will  be  sufficient  to  assure 
good coordination with international and  national efforts. 
5.7  Participation  of .n.rivatLQL__nublic  organi~~tions established  in  Non-Community 
J:uropean countries 
During  the  RACE  Definition  Phase  the  work  re.lated  to  the  Network  Reference 
Model  was  entrusted  to  CEPT  representing  26  European  countries.  In  this  way 
European  countries  not  members  of  the  Community  were  associated  with  an 
i~portant part of the RDP. 
The Community has  a  strategic  as  well  as  economic  interest  to  come  to  a  European 
so!ution  for  1BC  including  also  non-Member  States.  Therefore,  the  Commission, 
intends to allow  for  the  strong interest expressed  by industry, operators and service 
prcviders  in  the  COST  countries  by  extending  the  criteria  for  participation  in 
RACE  Main. 
It is  suggested to  admit private or public Oiganisations established in COST countries 
to  submit  proposals  and  to  be  signatories  to  RACE  projects  where  a  Framework 
Agreement on R&D Cooperation has  been concluded with the corresponding country. 
For this lmpleinentation Agreements will  be concluded, 
The  select  organisations  would,  however,  have  to  cover  their  own  costs  (plus,  as 
appropriate, a participation in the 9perational expenses). 
Projects with  participants from  these countries would have  to comply with the same 
selection criteria, contract conditions and management procedures. AT&T 
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PROPOSAL FOR A  CoUNCIL REGULATION 
of ..... . 
on a Commw:·dty action in the field of Telecommunications Technologies 
R&D in Advanced Communications-technologies in 
Europe (Programme RACE) 
THE COUNCIL OF THE EUROPEAN COMMUNITIES 
Having  regard  to  the  Treaty  establishing  the  European  Economic  Community,  and  in 
particular Article 23 5 thereof, 
Having regard to the proposal from the Commission, 
Having regard to the opinion of the European Parliament (l), 
Having regard to the opinion of the Economic and Social Committee (2), 
Whereas  the  Community  has  as  its  ta~k,  by  establishing  a  common  market  and 
progressively  approximating  the  ecouomic  policies  of  Member  States,  to  promote 
throughout  the  Community a  harmonious development of economic  activity and  closer 
relations between the States belonging to it; 
Whereas the Heads of State and Government, meeting in Stuttgart, Athens, Fontainebleau 
and  Brussels,  emphasised  the  importance of telecommunications  as  a  major source  for 
economic growth and social development; 
Whereas  the European Parliament, in  its assessment of the situation and development of 
telecommunications, stressed  the key role of telecommunications for  the future political, 
social and economic development of the Community; 
Whereas on 17  December 1984 the Council agreed on the main elements of a Community 
te.le·:ommunication  policy  in  the  field  of  advanced  telecommunication  services  and 
nca:works  involving actions at the Community level; 
Whereas  with  the  emergence  of  new  services  and  the  progressive  convergence  of 
telecommunications, data  processing and  wider public swervices  the  trend  is  towards  a 
Europe-wide integrated broadband network (Integrated Broadband Communication, IBC) 
capable of supporting a  wide range of customers and service providers; 
\\'hereas  developments  in  telecommunications  will  benefit  the  international 
competitiveness  of the  European  economies  in  general  and  of  the  telecommunications 
industries in  particular; 
Whereas advanced telecommunications will contribute to regional development within the 
Community  and  specifically  support  for  the  development  of  common  functional 
specifications  for  equipment  and  services  will· permit  the  less  developed  regions  to 
benefit  fuily  from  the  efforts  of  Member  States  piloting  the  telecommunications 
developments in the Com,munity; 
Wh~reas the development of the IBC  offers 'a  wide range of opportunities for small and 
medium  sized  companies  in  the  manufacture  of  equipment  and  in  the  provision  of 
spt!cia1ised services within the Community; 
(1)  OJ  .. . 
(2)  OJ .. . 2 
\\'hereas  in  response  to  the  requirement  of  using  fully  the  economic  and  market 
potential of  telecommunications~ the Commission  has  submitted a  programme of action 
which has been recognised as  a  base for further work by the Council; 
Whereas  cooperation  in  R&D  and  the  development  of  standards  can  make  a  major 
contribution,  notably  by  facilitating  the  evolution  towards  future  IBC  in  terms  of 
transnational connections and also at regional and local levels; 
Whereas  the  'Single  European  Act'  provides· a  new  political  and  legal  base  for  the 
development of a  scientific and technological strategy with  particular importance  being 
g!ven to  the goal of promoting industriai competitiveness; 
Whereas  the  Research  Council on  4  June  1985  recognised  the  importance of the  rapid 
establishment of a  Definition  Phase  for  the  RACE  programme,  in  order  to  prepare  a 
general  European  framework  for  the  development  of  advanced  systems  of 
com;nunications for the future and to promote technological and industrial cooperation; 
Whereas the Council adopted by Decision 85/372/EEc(s) the RACE Definition Phase of 
18  months on 'vhich to base the decision for the main programme by the end of 1986; 
Wh~ "'as  the  ~or.stitution or consolidation of a  specifically  European  industrial  potential 
in  the  techPologies  concerned  is  an  urgent  necessity;  whereas  its  beneficiaries  must  be 
nNwnrk operators,  research establishments,  undertakings,  including  small and  medium-
sized enterprises and other bodies established in the Community which are best suited to 
attain these objectives; 
Whereas the RACE  Definition Phase has produced the requisite conclusions; 
Whereas  the  RACE  Management  Committee  has  carried  out  an  initial  assessment  and 
called  for  the  necessary  decisions  to  be  taken  in  time  to  ensure  the  follow-up  of the 
work; 
Whereas it is  in the Community's interest to consolidate the scientific and financial basis 
of European  research  by  means  of the  involvement  to  a  greater extent of participants 
from  European  third  countries  in  certain  Community  programmes  and  particularly  in 
programmes  involving  cooperation  in  research  and  development  of  telecommuncations 
t~chnology; 
Whereas RACE  will benefit from the results of ESPRIT; 
Whereas  the  implementation of concerted actions  in  the COST framework  is  an essential 
element to complen1ent industrially-oriented R&D projects; 
\Vhereas  the Treaty does not provide for the necessary powers; 
Whereas  the  Scientific  and  Technical  Research  Committee  (CREST)  has  expressed  its 
opinion, 
(3)  OJ No LllO, 7.8.1985, p2.( .... 
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liAS ADOPTED THIS  REGULATION: 
I.  A  Community  Action  in  the  field  of  telecommunication  technologies,  called 
RACE, is adopted for an initial period of 5 years commencing l  January 1987. 
2.  The action  is  designed,  in  concertation with  public .and  private actions  in  the 
field  of  telecommunications  technologies  undertaken  at  national  and 
international  level,  to  promote  the  competitiveness  of  the  Community's 
telecommunications industry, operators and service providers in order to  make 
available  to  the  final  users,  at  minimum  cost  and  with  minimum  delay,  the 
services which will sustain the competitiveness  of the European economy over 
the coming decades and contribute to  maintaining and creating employment 1n 
the Community. 
Article 2 
I.  The Action Programme,  as  set out in more detail in Annex  1,  shall consist of 
three parts: 
Part  I:  IBC  DEVELOPMENT  AND  IMPLEMENTATION  STRATEGIES,  shall 
comprise  work  required  for  the  development  of  functional  specifications, 
systems and  operations  research  towards  the  definition of proposals for  Open 
Systems-conforming(") standards, concepts and conventions and analytical work 
serving the objective of establishing interoperability for IBC(s)  equipment and 
services.  This  work  is  to  be  carried  out  by  appropriate  organisations,  groups 
and other bodies induding, where required, contract work; 
Part  II:  IBC  TECIINOLOGIES  shall  comprise  R&D  cooperation  in  IBC 
Technologies at the p:e-competitve stage; 
Part  III:  ?RE-NOR~fATIVE FUNCTIONAL  INTEGRATION  shall  comprise  pre-
normative and  pre-competitive R&D relating  to cooperation  in  the  realisation 
of an "open verification environment" designed to  assess  functions, operational 
concepts and  experimental equipment with respect  to  functional specifications 
and standardisation proposals arising from the work in Part I. 
Article 1 
I.  Projects  relating  to  the  Programme  shall  be  executed,  where  required,  by 
means  of  shared  cost  contracts.  Contractors  shall  be  expected  to  b~ar  a 
substantia!  proportion  of the costs,  which should  normally  be  at  least  50%  of 
the total expenditure  . 
{-4)  Open Syatema-con!onniLy standa for :-.n  international atandardiaation effort to make equipment and 
at:rvicea fx-om  different aupplien, opel"aton and service providers interoperable. 
(5)  IBC~-= Integrated  Br~adband Communica.ticm, which atanda for advanced telecommunication aervicea 
relying on high performance infraatructurea. 4 
2.  The  contracts  shall,  generally,  be  awarded  by  open  tendering  procedure  and 
involve the  participation of at least  two independent industrial partners not ail 
established  in  the  same  Member  State.  The  invitation  to  tender  shall  be 
published in the Official Journal of the European Communities. 
3.  In exceptional cases different conditions from those laid down in  paragraphs 
and 2 may  be adopted in accordance with the procedure in  Article &( 1  ). 
4.  The  contracts  shall  be  concluded  with  network  operators,  research 
establishments,  undertakings,  including  small  and  medium  sized  enterprises, 
and  other  bodies  established  in  the  Community  or,  under  appropriate 
conditions fixed in implementation agreeements to be concluded, established in 
one of the non-member States referred to  in  Annex 2,  hereinafter referred to 
as  "partners". 
5.  Annex 2  may  be changed  by  the Council  acting  by qualified  majority on  the 
basi~ of a proposal submitted by the Commission. 
Article 4 
'P~e  Commission  is  hereby  authorised  to  conclude  in  accordance  with  the 
conclusions  approved  by the  Council on  18  July  1978,  agreements  with  non-
member States  participating in  European cooperation  in  the  field  of scientific 
and  technological  research  (COST)  with  a  view  to  ensuring  concerted  action 
between  ~he Community activities relating to  the collaboration  in  research  and 
, development  referred  to  in  Annex  1  and  the  relevant  programmes  of  such 
States. 
ArticleS 
I.  The Community shall contribute to  the performance of the programme  within 
the  limits  of  the  appropriations  entered  to  this  end  in  the  budget  of  the 
European Communities. 
2.  The  amount of the  appropriations  estimated  necessary  for  the  Community's 
contribution to  the performance of the programme amounts to 800  MECU over 
5  years,  including expenditure on staff,  whose  cost shall  not  exceed  4.5%  of 
the Com1nunity contribution. 
Article 6 
1.  The Commission  shall  ensure  that  the  programme  is  properly  performed  and 
establish the appropriate implementation measures. 
2.  In  accordance  with  the  procedure  laid  down  in  Article  8( I)  the  Commission 
shaH  establish for each  year and update as  required a  draft workplan defining 
(he  detailed  objectives, the  type of projects and actions  to  be  undertaken and 
the corresponding financial plans. 5 
3.  In  accordance  with  the  procedure  laid  down  in  Article  8(2)  the  Commission 
shall  consult  the  Committee  on  the  selection  of  individual  projects.  It may 
consult  the  Committee  on  any other  matter  falling  within  the  scope  of this 
Regulation. 
Articl~ 7 
The  Commission  shall  be  assisted  in  the  performance  of  its  tasks  by  a 
Management  Committee,  hereinafter  referred  to  as  the  "Committee".  The 
Committee,  consisting  of two  representatives of each  Member State,  shaH  be 
set up by the Co1nmission on the basis of nominations by the Member States. 
Members of the Committee  may be assisted  by experts or advisors  depending 
on the nature of the issues under consideration. 
The Committee shall be chaired by a Commission representative. 
The proceedings of the Committee shall  be confidential. The Committee shall 
adopt its own rules of procedure. The secretarial services shall  be provided by 
the Commission. 
1.  Where  the  procedure  laid  down  in  this  paragraph  is  to  be  followed,  the 
chairman shall submit to the Committee a draft of the me3.$u.res  to be adopted. 
The Committee shall  deliver  its  op1n1on  on  the draft  measures  within  a  time 
limit set  by  the  chairman in  accordance  with  the  urgency of the  matter.  An 
opinion shall  be delivered  by the majority laid down in Article  148(2) of the 
Treaty in  the case  of decisions  which  the  Council  is  required  to  adopt  on a 
proposal from the Commission. The votes of the representatives of the Member 
States  within  the  Committee shall  be  weighted  in  the  manner set out  in  that 
Article. The Chairman shall not vote. 
The  Commission  shall  adopt  measures  which  shall  apply  immediately. 
However,  if  these  measures  are  not  in  accordance  with  the  Jpinion  of  the 
Committee,  they  shall  be  communicated  by  the  Commission  to  the  Council 
forthwith.  In  that  event  the  Commission  may  defer  application  of  the 
measures which  it has  adopted for not more than one month from  the date of 
such communication. 
The  Council,  acting  by  a  quaHfied  majority,  may  take  a  different  decision 
within one month. 
2.  Where  the  procedure  laid  down  in  this  paragraph  is  invoked  the  Committee 
shall deliberate on requests for an opinion formulated by the Commission. The 
Commission, in inviting the opinion of the Committee, n1ay  fix a  period within 
which  the  opinion should  be  given.  The deliberations of the  Committee shall 
not  be  followed  by a  vote.  Nevertheless,  any  member of the Committee  may 
request that his opinion be entered in the minutes. 6 
Article 9 
I.  The  programme  shall  be  reviewed  after  30  months.  The  Commission  shall 
inform the Council and European Parliament of the results of this review. 
2.  The programme  may  be  extended for a second  period of five  yea·rs,  following 
a proposal from the Commission. 
3.  After  the  completion  of  the  first  five-year  period  of  the  programme  the 
Commission,  after consulting  the  Committee, shall  send  to  the  Member States 
and  tht:  European  Parliament a  report on  the  performance and  results  of the 
programme. 
Article 10 
With  regard  to  the  coordination  activities  provided  for  in  Article  1(2),  the 
Member States and the Commission shall  exchange all  appropriate information 
to  which  they  have  access  and  which  they  are  free  to  disclose  concerning 
activities  in  the  areas  covered  by this  Regulation,  whether or not  planned  or 
carried out under their authority. 
Information shall  be  exchanged according to  a  procedure to  be  defined  by  the 
Commission  after  consulting  the  Committee,  and  shall  be  treated  as 
confidential at the suppliers' request.. 
Article 11 
This Regulation shall enter into force on I January 1987. 
It shall apply until 31  December 1991. 
This  Regulation  shall  be  binding  in  its  entirety and  directly  applicable  in  all  Member 
States. 
Done at Brussels,  ......  1986 
For the Council 
The President 
~)  ~...  ; 
'  ,j ANNEX  l 
RACE t) 
Summqrv of Area-I, 
PART 1:  IBC Development and lmolemenlation Strategies 
1.1  IBC Reference Model (continuation of RDP  work) 
1.2  System Analyses and Functional Specification 
L3  Implementation and Planning Support 
PART II: !BC Technologie~ 
11.1  Enabling and supporting IBC  Technologies 
11.2  Communication Software Technologies 
II.3  Basic Technologies for IBC  Users 
11.4  Subsystems and Techniques 
PART Ill.· Pre-normative Functional  Integration 
Ill. I  Customer Facilities 
111.2  User Access 
IIL3  Network Functions 
1)  The scope of the work referred to here is described in the following pages. 
~  '•  '  ,· 2 
RACE WQRKPLAN SUMMARy(2) 
In  order  to  achieve  the  underlying  objectives  described  in  the  previous  section, 
RACE Main would be structured into three main parts 
Part 1:  IBC DEVELOPMENT AND JMPLEMENTATJON STRATEGIES, 
relating  to  the  development  of functional  specifications,  the  systems  and 
operations  research  towards  the  definition of proposals for IBC  standards, 
concepts and conventjons conforming to an open systems approach. and the 
analytical  work  serving  the  objective  of establishing  interoperability  for 
JBC equipment and services; 
Part II:  IBC TECHNOLOGIES. 
covering  the technological  cooperation in  pre-competitive R&D addressing 
kP-y  requirements  of new  technology  for  the  low-cost  realisation  of  IBC 
equipments and service;;; and a 
Part Ill:  PRE-NORMATIVE FUNCTIONAL INTEGRATION. 
reiating  to  pre-normative  cooperation  in  the  realisation  of  an  "open 
verification environment" designed  to assess  functions, operational concepts 
and  experimental  equipment  with  respect  to  functional  specifications  and 
standardisation pro,)osals arising from the work in Part I. 
The  corre~ponding work  areas~  tasks  and  approaches  are  specified  in  detail  in  the 
RACE W0:--kplan  which is under pn;.paration and will be submitted separately. 
This  -.,vork  is  to  be  carried  out  by  industry,  academics  and  telecommunicatjon 
>pnators. !'he latter are  expected  to  finance  independently  the  work  falling  within 
.h::.:r  domain. 
J.'he  foHowine  sections provide a  description of the scope and nature of the work to 
be  underta.i{en. 
:e  .. ;r.t.l:_.ff.5C  Development a11d  Implem.en ta !ion Strategies 
. ;.· .  .r-:  main  objective:;  of  the  work  under  Part  I  are  to  achieve,  throughout  the 
-.  ~roduni~.Jn anJ further enhancement of IBC: 
a common  understanding of the evolution towards introduction of IBC and 
i~s  implications  including  market  research  and  promotion  of  the  IBC 
-:cncept and services in Europe and internationally; 
a c:c r'1mon  definition and understanding of the IBC system and subsystems. 
be~ween aU  main actor:; concerned; 
guidelines  for  the  functional  specification of iBC  systems and sub-systems 
and the development of integrated services; 
(2)  Tho.!  it:U  RAGE  Woxkpbul  is  a.  det;Uled  tec.hnical  document  which evolvu  with  tecbnolopc:al 
progr~• and improved p~rc:eptior. of th~ demand char-acteriatica. Each year it i.e  to be aubmitted 
for approval by the Management Committee. 3 
a framework in which to identify the technology requirements and to  assess 
the  implications  of  technological  advances  and  the  evolution  of  service 
demands for the priorities in RD&E; 
a  tool  for  the  ,evaluation  of  cost-effectiveness  of  various  technological 
solutions, implementation schemes and evolutionary routes starting from the 
given situation; 
mechanisms for analysing and assessing, at an early stage, the requirements 
for  standardisation  :proposals  ·and  functional  specifications  in  order  to 
facilitate and accelerate the emergence of international standards. 
To meet these objectives, Part I would comprise two major Areas of activity: 
Maintenance  and  further  development  of  the  European  Reference  Model 
for Integrated Broadband Communication, defined in its initial form during 
the RACE  Definition Phase. 
Systems analysis and engineering work to transform the concepts derived in 
the Reference Model into systems and subsystems functional specifications. 
l.l FURTHER DEVELOPMENT OF THE lBC REFERENCE MODEL 
Objective 
IBC  is  a  broad  field  ·of  activities  which  requires  the  purposeful  work  of  many 
independent actors. They all  need to  be able  to  situate their respective work in the 
context  of  evolving  objectives.,  conditions  and  rapid  technological  change  and 
demand. In functional terms it covers: 
Transport,  relating  to  the  infrastruct:ural  functions  needed  to  interconnect 
users to users and users to service providers. 
rrocessing,  which  relates  to  the  equipment  functions  (hardware  and 
software) required for users and service  providers~ 
Applicatiqns,  corresponding  to  the·  needs  of  a  wide  range  of  end  users 
and/or service providers. 
The work in  this  part will,  therefore, consist of three  Areas of strongly interrelated 
Reference Model activities: 4 
Based  on  definitions  of  iBC  services,  requirements  of  Network  Functjons,  and  of 
Network  Operation  and  1'vfaintenance  Services,  Interfaces  (with  Customer  Premises, 
non  IBC  Networks,  Service  Providers),  etc.,  will  be  defined  to  form  the  Main 
Network  Referen~e Model.  This  base  of information  will  then  be  used  to  generate 
Standards  and  System  specifications.  Taking  into  account  Technology  resources, 
Geo-demographic  environments,  Evolution  of  techniques,  etc.,  Scenarios  of  an 
implementation  of  the  IBC  l\1ain  Network  will  be  built  to  assess  best  Tecno-
Economic  Strategies  for  JBC  introduction  and  the  progressive  integration  of  other 
telecommunication ser;  ices. 
(.:ustomer Premises Referenc:;§  M_pdel 
From  specific  requirements  of  domestic  and  business  applications  a  functional 
Reference  Model  is  to  be  set  up  to  provide  guidelines  with  respect  to  functional 
-;pe,-;jfications  and  standards  of  future  customer  products  like  Terminals,  Home 
Ne:work,  etc.  To complement  this  Reference  Model,  Scenarios of implementation, 
taking  into  account  the  vz.rious  environment  constraints,  will  be  built  to  assess  the 
v:1rious  techno-eco ·~0mic  solutions  for  the  introduction  of  lBC  Customer  Premises 
Nt:>.tworks  and the progres5ive integration of services into common equipment. 
r'okn•ial  application  d\1rnains  of  IBC  (i.e.  Entertainment,  Education,  Press 
di~;tribution  ..  Bank, Oft  i~..;  ~omputing), have  to  be  surveyed  to identify their specific 
rct;unemen~s, in  term~ of iuforme1tion  type,  information access, information security, 
eic..  f1 em  which  services  wiil  be  derived.  A  Reference  1\.Iodel  of  service 
•,:knacteristics and  perfo!mances  will  be developed  and constantly  refined according 
to  ~nformation  cc!lect~d  from  specific  surveys,  eg  results  of  exploitation  of  new 
expt:>rimenta!  National  Networks,  so  that  IBC  services  comply  as  nearly  t4S  possible 
with  user needs a.nd  evol,ltlCn trends. 
BrC~:Jdhand  communication  networks  will  be  accessed  from  Mobile  Terminals  as 
ink?:·.;.:tion  ,:,f  services  takes  place.  Alternative  solutions  to  realise  the  integration 
~;o,_:;i  ~r'  tnt3l  overlay net works  and Gateways  between Mobile and  IBC Networks, or 
p~!  ~"' ial  int(:gr:ltion  of  Mobile  and  IBC  Networks  will  be  assessed  on  a  Techno-
ecui<on;.i(:  base.  Specifir  functional.  performance,  and  standardisation  requiremen~ 
w; U ~e defined  to allow development of the equipment.  Particular atte.t.ltion  will  be 
pajd  t'J  identification  of  Radio  Frequencies  able  to  support  transmission  of  wide 
tur~d  se1 vices.  and  un  the  use  of  micro-cellular  techniques  vis-a-vis  other 
vn-ssjbiiitiPs.  Needs  for  further R&D on Mobile  technologies  will  be identified and 
w~!! ~.:omplement th~ work  to be carried out in Part II  (IBC  Technology). 
1',,-,te: 
Suppon  ~n  thl~ form of an analytical assessment service will  be provided, as  a  tool  to 
help  .:ldjust  dynamically the empha.sis and thrust of the work, as well  as  keeping its 
i•1fl~rmo.tion bac;e  up-to-date. 
,,.._.  ,·6  "' 
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The  detailed  rationale,  objectives  and  scope of the  Reference,  Model  activities  will 
largely evolve from those of the Definition Phase Part I  activity. 
1.2 SYSTEMS ANALYSISAND·FUNCTIONAL SPECIFICATION 
The  Reference  Model  work  of  1.1  represents  a- major;  concertation  exercise  to 
produce  consensus  views  on  the  evolution  towa-rds·  IBC  and  its  broad  functional 
specific<.tions.  To  formulate  more' specific fun-ctional  specifications for IBC systems, 
subsystems·  and·'  services,  and  to  provide  a- two-way  link  between  the  Reference 
Model  and  the other RACE activities,  Area· 1.2  will  carry out the  required systems 
analysi~. 
The scope includes the consideration of: 
Network architectures 
High layer functions in ern  integrated network 
rerminats and gateways 
Custo·mer premis·es  networks 
Channel definitions, code conversion and redundancy reduction 
Switching subsystem 
Signalling subsystem 
Customer access su bsysrem 
Network mana·gement and operation 
Man-machine interfates (human factors) 
Security and privacy 
Needs of mobile co'mmunications 
Standards,  co·nventions  and  codes  of  practice  for  hardware~  software, 
simulation and testing. 
Specifically the work in the follbwing areas is envisaged: 
Network Architecture 
The  hvo  major  aspects  of this  work  concern  the  definition  of a  long-range  target 
network architecture and the definition of evolutionary strategies to meet that target. 
These  studies  will  particularly  address  the  problem  of  moving  from  the  present 
fragmental  technical  and  marketing  situation  to  convergence  upon  a  single  cost-
effective IBC network. 
High  L~yer Functions in an Integrated Network 
Advanced  telecommunications  networks  such  as  the  IBC  network  transport  all 
information  as  digital  bitstreams and  implement  layers  1-3 of the  OSI  model.  The 
IBC  network~ however~ will  also carry out the processing and other functions needed 
to  manage  and  maintain  the  network..  This  means  implementing  the  higher  layers 
(  4-7) of the OSI  model in certain cases. 
I -. 
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!BC TermiMti.cm 
The 1BC  will  provide terminations for customers and service providers and will also 
require gateways to other networks.  Work in this area will cover the definition and 
implementation  of  the  many  ~nterfaces  involved  in  these  terminations9  including 
user/network  interfaces  for  HDTV,  video-telephony etc.,  the  human  factor  aspects 
of terminal  interface  design  and  the  interworking  interfaces  that  will· be  required 
during the emergence of the IBC network. 
~hannel Definition~1~ Conversion and Redundancy Reduction 
The  transmission  of high-definition  TV,  video  and  audio  information  will  require 
high-bit-rate, high-quality communication channels and one set of tasks in  this area 
will  be  to  define the channels to be provided by the IB.C  network.  Sign?.l·-processing 
and coding techniques such as redundancy reduction will  be exploited to  reduce the 
bitrates requ_ired  and  hence to enable the IBC  to offer new wideband services at an 
early date and at an acceptable cost. 
The lBC  will demand new generations of switching equipment operating at 20 times 
or more the speed required for the ISDN, whilst offering considerably enhanced 
t\tuct~m-~aJ.it:y.  Work in this area will focus on the design implications of these 
·:f'.quin~~'·lents and will examine a  number of switching configurations, including new 
kiod..,  of circuit- and packet-switch and new technological options such as optical 
!!.witcr,ing. 
'fh~  IBC  will  offer a  wide  range of sophisticated  services in an  integrated  manner 
and  will  therefore  need  enhanced  signalling  protocols  both  for  user-network 
signaHing and for signalling within the network, eg CCIIT Signalling System No.7. 
Users  will  gain  access  to  the  IBC  network  via  a  terminal,  a  Customer  Premises 
Pstwork (CPN) and the Customer Access System (CAS)  which connects the Customer 
f'; emises  Network  to  user-dedicated  termination  equipment within  the IBCN.  The 
Cu:,tomer  Access  Syst~m thus  makes  available  the  IBC  services  demanded  by  the 
ll5t:f.  and  .in  '.'articular  manages  the  mixing  and  separation  of communication  and 
ct:~>triou tiou traffic-streaLns. 7 
FunctiQnaJ NetwQrk  Bef~r~nsc~ MQdel 
The  large  bandwidth  offer  of  IBC  will  result  in  a  high  degree  of  function 
distribution in the network. Functions such as network-management? -maintenance, -
measurement. and -statistics, charging and subscriber administration witll be supplied 
by separate hardware units with the corresponding software. This has  to be realised 
for  a  heterogeneous  network  situation  characterised  by  different  types  and 
generations of installations. 
The work in this area covers the definition and specification of a functional network 
reference model for the IBCN including the consideration of these requirements. 
1.3  IMJ).J.e}::MENTATION  ANP.PLA~NINQ  SlJPPORT 
()b jer.tiv_e_ 
The convergence and transition to IBC  represent$ a  major problem in managing  the 
complexity of the  technical  issues.  This  does  require a  specific effort which  is  the 
objective of the work defined here. 
Specifically tbe work is  to concentrate on 
Com!Jlon  T9ol  Environment.  for  T1lecomm:unicatiQns  Design.  D~velopment. Testing 
5!nd  Maitenance 
Moving towards IBC  implies a complex R&D  process relying on the concerted efforts 
of a  large  number  of actors.  Powerful  tools  will  be  needed  to  support  the  R&D 
process and this area is  aimed at the development of the common parts of such a tool 
environment jointly, or according to joint specification, for common use.  The aim is 
to minimise waste of effort and to maximise the commonality between R&D projects 
by  agreeing,  developing  and  promulgating  common  facilities  for  testing,  simulation 
and software development. 
Jgint Defini!iQn Qf  Common Test Facilities 
The  task  is  to  analyse  and  recommend  common  test  facilities  and  the  formats  for 
data  interch~nge.  This  will  allow  the  use  of  common  test  facilities  for  system 
development,  in$tallation  and  acceptance.  Test  reports  will  follow  an  identical 
format so that test results can be interchanged. 
PevelQotnent pf IBC  Simulations f<;>r  Functional Integration 
In  order  to  ensure  the  unification  of  the  Functional  Integration,  a  set  of  IBC 
environmental simulators is  required.  These simulators must evolve in sophistication 
in step with the advancing knowledge of the IBC characteristics, in some cases  being 
gradnally  replaced  by  actual  hardware  or  software  implementations  of  the 
environment. 8 
.ioint Definition of Software Development Environmeon 
H  is  necessary  for  the  software  developed  during  the  RACE  programme  to  he 
compatible and,  at least  to  some  extent,  portable.  This  will  require  in  turn  that a 
common  software  infrastructure  be  adopted  for  the  generation  of  those  software 
parts that need to  be  compatible and/or portable (see  II.2  for software infrastructure 
development).  This part of the programme  involves  investigatiuns and  negotiations 
i.n  order  to  agree  on  a  policy  to  be  followed  and  to  specify  the  software 
infra-.;tructure to be employed. 
Standards ~nd Co.n:vent!2P.Lfor  Portability and Re-usabili!Y 
RACE  cannot  be  conceived  without  an  active  two-way  relationshipo  with 
international  standards  org~nisations.  A  specific  mechanism  will  need  to  be 
embedded  in  RACE  so  as  to  generate  the  execution  of  this  essential  task.  In 
addition,  resulting  from  the  work on  the  Reference  Model and  the System  analysis 
ana  specification  of  Part  I.  there  will  be  a  very  considerable  volume  of  results 
relating to common conventions, standards and codes of practice which will  need  to 
be  c0Hated,  tested  for  consistency  and  promulgated  in  a  coherent  manner  to  the 
RACE participants. 
Pl.QJ'.).!:s~IUTI  e.  Manage men  f.  S  11 PJ:?ill.l 
flies~ activities concern srecific and substantial tasks necessary to ensure an adequate 
dPgree  of  programme  1nanngement  and  coordination.  Dominant  issues  are  the 
Ar.;;dysis  and Pro!nulgation of scenarios underlying the IBC Reference Model and the 
!BC Configuration Management and Documentation Control. 
'f!1e  0ojective of this Part is  to carry out cooperative R&D on the key technologies 
rcqt!ircd for low-cost realisations of IBC equipments and services. As such. it will  be 
:l..Y;i!fri!:..driven  and specifically related to the functional specifications derived by Part  , 
L 
ThfJ  su;pc  ~)r the  work 1:viH  include the research, test and experimentation needed to 
explore  tL.;~  tt:"chn0--e~onomk characteristics of the new technologies relevant to IBC. 
The.  crJntcnt covers IBC·-specific hardware and software topics including: 
~j_..f__  .. _.fliAJJL.lliQ. ANJL~UPPQRTING  TBC  TECHNOLOGIES 
S~1CC:tf •c  compo~1ents are  required  for  low-cost  implementation  of customer  access 
circ~1:1.s  (1  D?~ ,:r.llltiplexer/demuhip1exers,  line  coder/decoders etc  ... )  making  use  of 
tiJe  maturit.,.·  of  silicon  technology  as  well  as  the  progress  in  GaAs  material 
techuo!ogy in order to obtain bener cost-perforJflance trade-offs. 
,., 
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Integrated Optoelc:(ctronic Devices required for  Broadband CommunicatiQns System~ 
The  potential  advantages  of  opto-electronic  circuits  (OEIC's)  assoctatwg 
monolythically on  a  single  semiconductor chip several  electronic,  optical  and  opto-
eJectronic  functions  are  to  be  exploited  on  compound semiconductors,  in  particular, 
on  lnP-based  materials.  Improvement  in  performance  (speed  and  noise),  ;eliability 
and reduction of cost is aimed at. 
Broadband Switching Techniques 
Competing techniques have to be eKplored  in parallel until the potential of a  specific 
approach can conclusively be judged with  respect to  time of availability and area of 
application. Low power dissipation space switching and time division switching p!  .;:;:; 
stringent  requirements  on  semiconductor  components  as  well  as  system  desi~n. 
Optjcal  switching  may  offer  an  alternative  solution~  but  requires  further  intensive 
research  focusing  on  developing  the  required  features  and  performance 
characteristics. 
Q.e-sign.  Tools  for Complex Sv§tems 
Expansion  of  existing  techniques  for  systems  and  subsystems  specifically  oriented 
towards the implementation of equipment for broadband  communications, as  well as 
simulation on optical transmission media including the electrical terminations. 
In  any large scale introduction of IBC some components will be needed in  very large 
volumes and have a  significant impact on the systems-costs both due  to  their  price 
as  well  as  performance characteristics such as mean time before failure.  To produce 
key  components  such  as  reliable  sources  and  detectors  the  device  and  process 
technologies need to be advanced very considerably. 
!Jigh_Bit-m~ Links 
High  bit-rate  transmission  in  the  customer  loop  would  prec1p1tate  an  enormous 
increase in  long-haul traffic, which leads to requirements additional to those met by 
direct  detection  techniques.  The  development  of  coherent  links  (homodyne  or 
heterodyne detection) implies an intensification of the work on specific devices such 
as  DFB  Lasers, Optical Amplifiers etc. In addition to long-haul applications coherent 
systems might revolutionise network architectures in the customer loop. 
JL2  COMMUNICATJONS SOFTWARE TECHNOLOGIES 
Software Infrastructure 
The IBC  Network will  require software  whose requirements, are at least as  complex 
as  thJse  of  present  day  telecommunications  systems.  Significant  increases  in 
programming  productivity  can  be  achieved  by  the  provision  of a  unified  software 
infrastructure,  covering specification,  implementation~ on-line  environment,  testing, 
re-usabiLity and the corresponding tool set. 
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The  process  of requirements  capture  and  their  subsequent  mapping  onto  a  system 
arcbltecture  precedes  U1e  life-cycle  for  both  hatdware  and  software  development. 
Requirements in the  tele~.;ommu.lication field are  ch~racterised by a  large  number of 
ne~essary  options.  These:  requirements  cover  the  functional  system  behaviour, 
.interfaces (ISO-OSI) and  performance.  Considerable effort is  needed  to  establish a 
framework for  the requirements work,  which win allow for checking of consistency 
and completeness. 
It..LBASIC TECHNQLQQ_lE.S .  .EQR4BC USEBS 
Present  qu~Iity TV  transmission  and  ·enhanced'/HDTV,  to  a  much  higher  degree, 
.impose  severe  transmis~iou and switching requirements. Optimum trade-offs between 
transr.aission  bit-rate  and  bandwidth  compression  have  to  ensure  a  minimum 
accept~bJe cost  for  the  user.  Extensive  work is  required  in  video signal  processing, 
coding  techniques,  system  design  etc.,  coupled  with  advances  in  semiconductor 
ted?rolt)gy in order to dt:veloD cost-effective coding/decoding devices. 
It  ACF  is  addressing  the  provi~'ion  of advanced  telecommunications  services  to  the 
;l."ncral  pubJk.  The  ueed  to  make  advanced  integrated  service<:>  available  to  the 
gew~Pi  t~ser  at an  acceptabl~ <...Dst  implies  the  functjonal  integration  with  television 
{ar;c:  l-IDTV),  telephony  (~md video-telephony) as  well as  new services such as home 
shopj.-~Hg~ c(ectronic mail etc. To achieve this at a cost lf!vel  acceptab!e  to the general 
publi·~~  represents  a  major  t.:ost-performance  chaJJenge.  The  purpo'\e  here  is  to  to 
deve!op  the  systems- conc.eprs  and  -technology  with  advanced  cordless  links  or 
ortica!  tms  for  office  ana  ilome  applications  fully  coherent  with  public  networks 
~.pecjfication basis and appVcat!ons functional requirements.  Main lines of work will 
indud~! switching and transmission. 
·r;,..;:  c!on;i•1ant  char~cteristic of lBC networks is  their ability to support mov~ng image 
~\r~+cations  up  to  HDTY  standards  and  to  supper t  high  quality  professional 
Jc..:.:J.rne.ajt5  ~Irtn:;f~J·.  Th~llefvre  wock  will  concentrate  on  the  technology  work 
r  ~~qu ir,:d  to  g~n~rat:e cost effec1ive image  processing capabilities for  the  widespread 
!=·r,..v.1swn.  of  nv:  ~1pplications,  with  particular  emphasis  on  television  and 
v  }J.~ c~dcu  hony. 
t~rg~ and  sma.H  size  high qoality  disp!ays  will  be  key  elements  in encouraging  the 
\AI  id~('~,, ead  ose  of I.BC  services.  In  this area  work  will  address  the development of 
itP-ms  nf..eded  tc'  support HDTV.  In addition  resources  will  be devoted  to  guarantee 
th;:~t  •>ptimal  economy  of  scope  is  acil.ieved  in  the  design  of  components  of  the 
v;:o  o:.m~. aclv'lnced cost-effective display systems required by IBC. 
' l  - .., 
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Digital  lmag~ Recording Technjaues 
Image  based  applic~tions of  IBC  will  require  recording  systems  designed  to  n•eet 
requiiements specific  to  IBC  networks  operations.  These  requirements  call  for  the 
development  of  both  sequential  and  continuous  video  access  methods  (both  for 
recording and reading) that need to be  realised with low  ... cost techniques before IBC 
applications can  be made available on a  sufficiently low  cost basis,  including image 
store-and--forward functions. 
This  work  relates  to  critical  components  for  the  realisation  of  advanced  HOT  .• 
concepts. 
ll~S.U::BSYS1:WS AND TECHNIQUES 
In  this  area  work  will  aim  at  developing  laboratory  models  for  IBC-subsystems 
b:-~sed, wherever possible, on technologies developed in areas II  1,-2 and -3 
ru~~· mer Accc~s RealisatiOQ. 
The  Customer  Access  System  comprises  the  physical  bearer  that  carries  the 
~~ustomer's  infonnation  together  with  the  opto-electronic  equipment  providing  the 
wultiplexing,  signal  processing,  routing,  signalling  and  other  functions  at  the 
interfac-..:s  to the Users Termi-nal and to the IBC Network. 
Optical and electronic crosspoint matrices will need to be developed and .qualified for 
ust  in  the  various  switching  applications  within  the  IBCN,  and  these  will  require 
interfacing  to  the  control/signalling  infrastructure  and  to  the 
managentent/maintenance  infrastructure.  Loss,  power  dissipation,  reliability, 
crosstalk and other parameters will need to be optimised. 
Trunk links able  to  support high  bit-rate  transmission  (exceeding 565  Mbit/s) over 
lf;ng  distances are  the  objective of the  work.  This  work  will  concentrate on  key-
components,  like  couplers,  repeaters,  transmitters,  receivers  anci  optical  fibres  with 
respect to meeting IBCN  requirements in terms of transmission quality,  -reliability, 
and -·maintenance. 
Satellite  broadba.nd  links are especially attractive for distributive traffic over a  wide 
area but im.pose severe demands upon frequency spectrum and on-board power.  In 
the IBC, satellites will probably operate as  intelligent switching machines rather than 
as  passive  relay-stations and  the  design  of on-board equipment and earth  terminals 
will fon;.v.  the rnajor s.ubject of these studies. 12 
J-Iuman  Factor and Terminal Engineering 
~1ost  IBC  users  will  be  iaymcn  nnd  tho  IDC  terminals  will  need  to  bufft~r much of 
the  lBC  complexity  from  the  user  and  provid~  a  simp~e,  userfriendly  interface 
orientated  towards  user  needs,  including  special  groups  such  as  naive  and  disabled 
users.  The study of human factors and the associated  terminal design features is  an 
essential part of the IBC workplan. 
IBC Systems Organisation~Management and  -Maintenance 
The  introduction  of IBCN  implies  the  ability  to  deal  effectively  and  economically 
with all operational aspects. The work will include 
traffic·- and  network control 
.subscriber service management (metering, charging, monitoring, .. ) 
network maintenance and configuartion management 
network fault diagnostics and recovery procedures 
provider services management 
etc. 
Part III: Pre-normative Functional Intee.ration 
The  work  is  aimed  at the  validation of standardisation  concepts  and  pre-normative 
wc•rk  as  deriving  from  work  done  in  other  parts  of RACE.  The  parts  of the  IBC 
systems  or  subsystems  will  be  tested  by  means  of  simulation  or  research-
experimentation  with  particular  reference  to  the  needs  of  technological  work  in 
preparation of standardjsatjon proposals. 
Pre-norm~tive functioilal integration serves several important functions, it will 
permit  the  verification  of  concepts,  standardisation  options,  reliability, 
security,  as  well  as  other key  functional  characteristics  by  simulation and 
testing at the research stage; 
contribute to the reduction of risks for development and implementation by 
perm.itting  the  evaluation of the  functional  features  by operators,  industry 
and where applicable service providers and users; 
provide  a  mechanisms  for  demonstrating  interoperability  features  and 
compliar.(!e  to standards and specifications. 
.; '  ~~  .I 
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The scope of the work is to 
test new technology, and devices from  projects in Part II  RACE,  ESPRIT. 
relevant national  programmes,  international  projects as  an  integral  part of 
an  IBC  system  to  evaluate  its  functionalities  and  techno-economic 
performance characteristics, 
explore  relevant  performance  parameters  and  confirm  the  feasibility  of 
meeting  the  relevant  requirements  of  the  functional  entity  as  definf'd 
within the Reference Model activities. 
where  necessary  assemble  functional  blocks  into  skeleton  nh:···vnrh 
configurations  in  order  to  test  their  interaction,  with  the  objecti\·e  of 
establishing  that  the  IBC  system  operates  as  defined,  and  to  verify  ··hat 
operation  and  maintenance  procedures  are  meeting  the  overall  network 
requirements. 
Within  the  overall  IBCN  there are  numerous functions  for  which  this  type of  wor~< 
will  need  to  be  carried  out.  Thou-gh  there  are  different  classifications  possible  th~ 
issues can be grouped according to the dominant functions. 
III. 1 CUST0~1ER FACILITIES 
Fix~d Terminal Functions 
Prototypes  of  IBC  terminals  utilising  new  technologies.  An  example  is  a 
multifunction  IBC  workstation  capable  of  accessing  a  range  of  new  services  with 
special  emphasis on  video applications (eg HDTV, video  telephone,  .. ).  The subject 
is  the  realisation  of  aspects  such  as  new  display  technologies  (eg  flat  panels),  the 
realisation  of  functional  and  modular  standardisation  concepts,  the  operation  of 
internal  bus  structures,  etc  in  the  context  of  advanced  telecommunications 
termination of the IBC network. 
CustQTl)er  Premis~s Network Functions 
To  allow  interworking  of  terminals  with  the  network  interface  (NTl)  within  the 
customer  premises,  specific  interfaces  and  telecommunications  functions  need  to  be 
realised  to  serve  the  variety  of  network  structures  and  implementations  to  be 
expected.  The  telecommunication  functions  to  be  developed  for  IBC  range  from 
simple  Customer  Premises  Networks  (eg  simple  interconnection  of  domestic 
equipment  to  external  lines)  up  to  complex  Customer  Premises  Networks  (eg 
interworking of a  variety  of terminal  equipment and  a  switching  capability  to  the 
external  lines),.  The functionalities  to  be  realised  need  to  permit  the  interoperation 
with a  variety of external networks (public, private, DBS,  ... ). 
---------------
~3)  The work  enY~nged within  thia part of the  RACE  Programme are not expected  to  have  the 
nature of demonstration  project. or field  trials.  Such  trials or  proLotype  installationz  will  be 
re-quired  before  operational  implementation  of  a  harmonised  aet  of  IBC  aervice11  can  be 
undertaken  but  are  beyond  the  ac.ope- and  1cale  of effort  under consideration for  the  RACE 
Programme. 
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.Mobile Termination 
Mobile terminals will  ne~d to  be compatible with future IBC networks and services. 
The work in this domain  will include the examination of the technical feasibility of 
overlaying or integrating various mobile radio infrastructures in IBC, and the level at 
~A'hich gateways between them and the IBC Network should exist. This work will also 
include· some work on mobile IBC terminations. 
JJI.2 USER ACCESS. 
~~tomer Access Functi,o.n 
To  connect  the  customer  premises  to  the  first  switching  node  in  the  main 
(broaJband)  network~  a  transmiSSion  link  is  required  to  carry  serveral 
channels/circuits and provide a  standardised method of connection between the two. 
Work  in  this  area  will  range  from  basic  access  experiments  (a  few  entertainment 
channels  with  a  few  telecommunication  channels)  for  typical  domestic  and  small 
business customers, up to broadband integrated-service PBX access systems for large, 
sophjsticated customer systems. 
In  the  local switching urea  typi~al functions  to  be addressed relate to the separation 
of  ~ntertainment from  telecommunication  services,  methods  of providing  selection 
behveen  entertainment  programmes~  the  mechanisms  of  choice  of  the  services 
U:e.nst:.lves, etc. 
Thi;j  v.-ork  will  address  the  funt;ons  required  for  the  collection  of  ente.rtainment 
~ervices  from  a  variety  of  source.s  (nationally  distributed  cable,  local  production 
facitit1es,  DBS~ off air,  ... ) and distributing them to dependent Local Switching Units. 
1':.1  o• ov  ide  an  interface  between  the  customers  and  the  main  broadband 
':decomrnunicat.ion.s  network a  switching, concentrating and  multiplexing function  is 
refplir•~d.  Thi3  repr~sents  the  traditional  telecommunication  exchange,  although  it 
may  ~dd.itionally  be  used  to  handle  nationally  distributed  entertainment  services. 
lnregration  orojects  tn  this  domain  would  test  new  technologies  and  concepts 
;Jarticularly associated  with P.nhanced  bandwidths  for  IBC (the broadband switching 
functlon  in  particular).,  and  alternative  methods  of  performing  the  switching 
i'1}nctwn. 
'1  ("!  (~ 
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Trunk  ~Exchange Functions 
These are to provide interconnection including switching and .  multiplexing functions  .. 
·between  trunk  transmission  cir.cuits  in  1the  loqg-distane  .part  of  the  overall 
lBC  network. Work in this areaJs :similar in .kind to that in realising enhanced Locai 
Exchange Functions, but.  relates to ·the specific .conditions of higher traffic densities 
corresponding to the higher relative. position ;  in the.  netwollk architecture. 
Transmission Functions 
The  wQJk  in  this  domain  relates  ,to .the .realisation  of  .. high  data-rate  functions 
between lQ~Xchaqges. Jt jnoludes  .. the .'.aeoessary  transmitters, '.couplers,  receivers, etc. as 
well .as >the ;t.:,ansmission ~medium  .itself  ..  It ·is :expected  that .these  links  will  need  l(: 
wor-k  at  ~transmission ·$peeds .in .excess .·of  565 :Mbie/s  using, .for ·example,  wavelength 
division :multiple.x,(WDM) :techniques ·to increase the.overall.transmission capacity. 
Ooerating jl·nd  Maintenance :Functions 
These  are  to  provide  a  monitoring  and  control  capability  for  .  the  integrated 
broadband communication ,networ,k  functions.  Integration Projects in this area would 
include  ;e](.periments  on  .networ.k  management,  .fault  ,detection  and  diagnosi~, 
maintenance,( on  .. main .netwofk :and .customer links), :etc., .and would aim to  test the 
new :technologies,  so£twa.re  and -system  cooc~pts .developed -elsewhere  within RACE, 
for ·Suitability ,and techno  .. conomic :performance in this field. ANNEX  2 
The non-member states referred to in Article 2(1) are: 
Republic of Austria 
Republic of Finland 
Kingdom of Norway 
Kingdom of Sweden 
Swiss Confederation 
'· ..  -,  "~ 
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I FINANCIAL STATEMENT 
1. Budget Headint 
7342  R&D in Advanced C,ommnnication  .. ·technoiogies in ,Europe 
(RACE) 
2. Legal Base. 
Article  ~!.'35 
3.  Description..!!.t...ktQHCt 
The thrust of RACE is  towards establishing on the  world  market  :1  strong, or even 
leading position, of the Community telecomn1unication manuf1ctui ing, operating and 
service industries  in integrated and  broadband  ~ommunications on  the  basis  of the 
accelerated  development  of  a  strong  and  competitive  Community  market  for 
telecommunications equipment and services. 
The goal of RACE is  to rnake a major contribution to the objective of th~ 
"Introductim. of lntegr"ted Broadband Communication (IBC) taking into account 
the evolving ISDN and national introduction strategies,  progr~ssing to Community-
wide services by  1995". 
The present proposa! is  the result of the RACE  Definition Phase decided on July 25 
1985 (85/372/EEC) hy the Council of ~tinisters t). 
The RACE  Programme consists of 3 parts: 
In  order  to  achievd  the  underlying  objectives  described  in  the  previous  section, 
RACE Main ,.,.·oulci  h; s~ructured into three main parts 
part  .!;__!~(;..J!EVELQPfA!bNf AND IMPLEMENTATION STRATEGIES, 
relating  tr."l  the  development  of  functional  specifications  f1)r  IBC,  the 
system.s and operations research towards the definition of propt.)Sals for IBC 
O;>en  Systems-confonning  standards,  concepts  and  conventions,  and  the 
anaJytka~ work  serving  the  objective  of estabJjshiag  interoperability  for 
IBC  ~quiL'r-r·cnt a11d  setv.ices; 
;:!!.r.LH.;,_j_~_C  1.)~C!_!~_QLOc:;IE£._ 
~overing the  technological  cooperation in pre-competitive R&D addres!iing 
key requirements with new technology for the low-cost realisations of IBC 
equipme~ts and services; and a 
1)  The  R \CE  Defini\:ivn  F'hase hu been  implemented  according  Lo  the  Dedaion  in  •~ope and 
timinc. Th-e  rnour(.;lt~ aHocat.ed  to it U  MECU und"!r Budget ltem 7336 for the I'-ar·t  II  an(\  G 
MECU  unJ~r Item 7700 foe  the Part I  were c:omplet.f!ly  engaged a.ec?rding  to the Workp!an by 
June 198l3. 2 
f.11rt  III;_ PRE-NORMATIVE FUNCTIONAL INTEGRAT~ 
relating  to  pre-normative  cooperation  in  the  realisation  of  an  "open 
verification environme~t" designed to assess  functions~ operational concepts 
and  experimental equipment  with  respect  to  functional  specifications  and 
standardisation proposals arising from the work in Part l. 
4. Justification of the proiect 
For  the  emerging  global  economy  telecommunications  represents  the  single  most 
irnp<ntant  infrastructure.  If  the  1950's  and  1960's  have  seen  the  etnt:rgence  of  a 
world  market  place  for  manufactured  goods,  and  the  1970's  and  19&0's  an 
increasingly  world-wide  manufacturing  base,  the  1990's  will  bring  in  addition  a 
world-wide  service  economy,  for  which  telecommunications  will  represent  the 
essential infrastructure and competitive factor. 
l}lis  is  the  key  element  for  the  appreciation  of  the  significance  of 
tc~ecommunications. In addition to its  importance  as  a  major  economi~ sector in  its 
own  right  (telecommunications  represented  ECU  40  billion  of  annual  sales  world 
wide in 1985, and service revenues are approximately ECU  200 billion per year) the 
telecommln"ications ir.frastructure is a  main determinant for the location of the high-
value--added  activities  of  the  future.  These  are  communication-intensive;  the 
inter~:"lljon.al  competition  for  these  service  activities  will,  therefore,  be  greatly 
inf  h:en~ed  by  the  cost-performance  of  the  telecommunication  services  which  one 
reginr .:an offer in comparison with others. 
·1 hus effective competition will  play a  decisive  role  for employment prospects. This 
extends  tv  maintaining employment in the Community, attracting entployment from 
other  parts  of  the  world  and  the  chances  of  employment  creation  due  to  the 
emergence of new economic activities. Approximately 50%  of the economically active 
population in OECD  countries work in information occupations and about 2/3 of the 
GDP  of  the  Community depends on  these  activities.  The  international  competition 
for  this  kind of  high  value-added  employment  is  strongly  dependent on  the  cost-
performance and availability of advanced telecommunication services. 
The  proposed  action  responds  to  an  urgent  need  to  facilitate  and  accelerate  the 
emergence  of  advanced  communication  equipments  and  services.  The  action  will 
benefit from synergy with on-going action in the  field  of information technologies 
(ESPRIT). 
S.  Financial implica.tions for the intervention  appropriation~ :) 
2Jt __  hnQlications for  exl.L.~!lQ.iture  (Million ECU) 
5.0.0  Total cost over the whole o{'  the expected duration of 5 years: 
From the Budget of the Communities:  800 
From other sectors at the national level:  757 
TOTAL:  1557 
2)  The  Propoaa.l  for  a  Coundl R.t!:gulation  concerning the  Framewoz-k  Programme  oC  Community 
Activities in  th111  Field of Iteseax<:h  and Technological DeveloperMnt (1978-1991} COM(86) 430 
final includes for the Action Line TelecommunicatioM the amount of 800 MECU. 
'.'  (  ·'  :  i 
) .  .. 
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5.0.1  Multiannual schedule 
Commitment Appropriations  1987  }g88  1989  1900  1991  Total 
and later 
Contract.  61.69  210.67  348.32  02.86  38.00  162.4~ 
Peraonnel Coat.  4.81  6.13  6.48  6.86  6.Z4  27.51 
Adminiatrative Coab  3.6  4.:  6.2  3.8  2.3  20. 
Total  70.  220.  360.  102.5  -47.&  800 
Payment Appropriations  1987  198&  1989  1990  1991  Total 
and later 
Contract:.  1&.00  U0.67  268.32  281.36  47.06  162.49 
27.51 
20. 
Penn. nnel Coat.a  -'.81  5.1S  5.oi8  5.85  6.24 
Administrative Coats  3.5  4.2  6.2  3.8  2.3 
----------··-----------·----------
Total  23.4  150.  :t80.  291.  55.6  800 
5.0.2  Method of C'akulation 
This  expenditure  covers  the  Community's  financial  contribution  to 
analytical  wo.rk~  systems  R&D~  and  laboratory  prototyping  of  Open 
Systems--conform.i.ng  standardisation  options  carried  out  normally  under 
shared-cost contracts (research and development for a  total of about 10000 
Man  Years)  to  be  t'oncluded  with  induC)try,  operators,  service  providers~ 
universities,  research  establishments,  undertakings,  including  small  and 
medium  sized  enterprises and other  bodies  established  in  the  Community, 
active in the field  (average Community financial contribution - about 50% 
of total costs). 
b)  Q.Qeratiorr;;J_~!QendH!!!.tl 
Administrative costs  (management  committee and  working  party  meeting~, 
consultation of experts., missions, document distribution or disse1nination of 
techniques,  use  of  data  processing,  telecommunication  and  broadcasting 
eouip1nent). 
c)  .MJtQ.ilM..f!len.t__staff ex12.enru 
The  requirements  of this  project  have  been  estimated  on  the  basis  of a 
staff  complement,  in  addition  to  the  officials  engaged  under  the 
RACE  Definhion Phase (12 temporary officials 7A+1B+4C), of: 
[31]  temporary officials - category A 
l 5}  temporary officials - category .~ 4 
[  19]  tempora.ry officials - catesory C. 
§..._figauclal lmpllg·tiou (or uaf( agd curreat adminstrative appropriations 
(See sub-pointS above- iDduded in the pneral bud&et or· the Commission) 
7. Financing of expendltum 
The appropriations  required to cover the Community's contribution  to  this  project 
ar~ to be entered in the Community's future budaets. 
LJmplicrtions lor revenue 
Communlty tax on salaries  of officials 
Officials' pensioa contributions. 
~t_of  Ccm.trol 
administrative  control  by  the  Director  General  for  Financial  Control  as 
regards budget implementation; 
Scientific Control: 
Managememt Committee 
scientific control by officials of tbe Commission 
audit by the Court of Auditors in accordance with provisions  of the 
Treaty. 
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COMMUNICATION  FROM  THE  COMMISSION  TO  THE  COUNCIL 
on  Trade  Electronic  Data  Interchange  Systems 
CTEDIS) 
Proposal  for  a 
COUNCIL  REGULATION 
ir,troducing  the  preparatory  phase  of  a  CommLnity  programme  on 
trade  electronic data  interchange  systems 
(TEDIS) 
(submitted  to  the  Council  by  the  Commission) 
COM(86)  662  final PREFACE 
The  various  steps  taken  by  the  Commission  and  the  Member  States  in  relation  to 
telecommijnications,  IT  standards  and  the  INSIS,  CAODIA,  and  CD  projects have 
led  to  the definition of  work  progra•mes  that  are  now  under  way.  Their  aim  is 
to  develop  the  technical  infrastructure needed  for  the  introduction and  use  of 
a  standardized  approach  to electronic data  interchange. 
The  first  step  planned  by  the  Commission  and  the  Member  States  towards  the 
standardized  approach  to  electronic  data  interchange  was  to  facilitate  the 
trade  administrative  procedures  needed  for  the  transmission  to  the 
~dministrative  departments  of  the  Commission  and  the  Member  States  of 
information  on  import/export  data,  financial  control  and  agricultural  market 
management  (CAODIA). 
The  purpose  of  the  new  venture  proposed  here  is  to  extend  the  concept  of  the 
standardized  approach  to electronic data  interchange  to  ALL  users  in  business, 
industry or  government. - 1  -
SI.JIURY 
_·the  ··~·ern··econct»a.y·  re·Uies  incr.etsi!o~~Y.- :~·,_t~,;  e~,~h~n~~:  o~,  .tra~~  ~ata __ or 
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servfee,  btttt•t- stotk ~na-~t  !~  tQ~ speftding-up. of'  the' salel'invc:Yieing/ 
payment  cycLe  .. ··  ...  ,  ·:,  l  .:;);)r·  •.  ·  ...  i,)·.  •  •  •  •  ;2·  •· 
I, 
In  recent  years  several  private  efforts  to  introduce  E'O't  hav~  b~'ei\
1;
1 ltade  in 
···  --~u~ope.  . Attht)tigh  the  value  of·  ..  ~ft~H.- spqrta.~~OHS. appro~~~es. shol:lld  -~ot  be 
unoer~est~m~ted,  it  has  ··.tO'·.be-:-.-t~IP,~~~~  t~t  .. t.qere  are  numer·ous  an'd'···costly 
dupl; cations  of  effort  and  harmful  difference's  of  app~r~o~cn·,  .  t!'sp~t+at.ly  as 
··c>g.1rds  ·: ·:.:mnarrli zat ion.  ·  · · · 
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T~"'"  repercussions  are  harmful  to  the  general  economy  as  well  as  to  the 
telecommUPications  and  IT  industry  and  services  in  Europe.  Whereas  EDI  is 
developing  very  rapidly  in  the  United  States,  Europe's  efforts  have  in  most 
cases  not  gone  beyond  the  design or  at  best  prototype stage. 
As  is  pointed  o~t  on  many  o_ccasions  in  the  White  Paper  on  completing  the 
internal  market,  the  ease  of  circulation  of  information  between  trade  and 
indu~try and  the  Member  States is  essential  to  the  free  movement  of  goods  and 
services  and  to  the  development  of  intercompany  cooperation  throughout  Europe. 
With  regard  to  EDI,  it  is necessary: 
- to  avoid  the  emergence  of  a  number  of  incompatible  national  approaches, 
- to  restrict  the  implementation of  watertight  systems  tnat  cannot  communicate 
with  each  other, 
- to  abolish  or  limit  the  danger  of  the  IT  market  in  Europe  becoming 
fragmented, 
- to  help  to  promote  market  unity  and  the  achievement  of  the  necessary 
economies  of  scale. 
Measures  taken  so  far  by  the  Community  have  helped  to establish  the  necessary 
basis  for  the  setting-up of  EDI  systems.  These  have  included  general  measures 
applicable  to  a  number  of  economic  sectors  and  the  commissioning  of 
feasibility  studies  or  pilot  projects  relevant  to specific  activities. 
r::-:-·--
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These  measures  have  made  it clear  that  the  main  barriers  to  the  setting-up of 
operational  trade  EDI  systems  are  of  a  transverse nature,  such  as: 
- the  inadequacy  of  standardization, 
-protocol  incompatibilities, 
- incompatibilities between  hardware  and  ~oftware, 
-the need  for  multilingualism  in  cross-frontier  information  exchange, 
the unsuitability of  the  conventional  telephone  system,  mainly  on  grounds  of 
cost  and  disparities  in  charges. 
It  has  also  been  found  that: 
- activities  of  general  interest  to  solve  the  abovementioned  horizontal 
problems  and  specific  pilot  projects  must  be  closely  linked  and  conducted  in 
parallel; 
- the  Commission  has  so  far  supported  projects  involving  solely  or·  mainly 
public  departments; 
- greater  support  should  henceforth  be  given  to  the  preparation,  development 
and  distribution  of  trade  EDI  systems  intended  for  business  users,  and 
especially  small  and  medium-sized  firms,  by  backing  the  efforts  of  private 
operators  without  usurping  their  role. 
Con~equently it  is  necessary: 
- to  put  a  stop  to  the  proliferation of  watertight  trade  EDI  networks  and  the 
widespread  in~ompatibility that  would  result; 
- to  promole  the  design  and  installation  of  trade  electronic  data  interchange 
system~ meeting  user  requirements,  especially those  of  small  businesses; 
-- to  stimulate  the  European  telecommunications  and  information  technology 
equipment  and  services  industry  so  that  it  can  meet  user  demand. 
The  proposed  programme  includes  horizontal  and  vertical  activities  with 
ccntinuous  interaction between  them.  The  horizontal  activities are  projects  of 
common  ·interest  needed  for  the  development  of  EDI;  the  vertical  activities 
consist  of  sectoral  projects.  The  intersection  of  horizontal  questions  with 
verticat  applications  gives  rise  to  specific  problems  that  have  to  be  tackled 
within  both  the  general  framework  of  the  horizontal  problem  and  the  specific 
cor.text  of  the  vertical  application.  That  is  why  coordination  in  the 
development  of  vertical  applications  is  absolutely essential. 
The  horizontal  activities needed  for  the  development  of  trade  EDI  are: 
(a)  coordination  at  Community  level  of  the  work  going  on  in  the  Member  States 
on  the  development  of  trade  EDI  systems; 
(b)  alerting  potential  users  by  giving  them  comprehensive  information  on  the 
potential  of  EDI  and  providing  the  technical  documentation  they  need  to 
set  up  trade  E~I  systems; 
(c)  aterting  Europ~an hardware  and  software  manufacturers  to  the opportunities 
offered  by  the  development  of  EDI  systems  and  the  problems  that  have  to  be 
overcome  before  they  can  be  implemented; - 3  -
(d)  logistic  support  for  European  sectoral  groups  so  as  to  help  them  prepare 
and  launch  trade electronic data  interchange  systems; 
(e)  consideration  of  the  specific  requirements  of  trade  electronic  data 
interchange  in  the  telecommunications  and  standardization polic.ies; 
carrying out  of  preparatory  work  for  that  purpose; 
(f)  in.;tially,  study  of  the  security  requirements  for  trade  electronic  data 
interchange  systems  so  as  to guarantee the  con-fidentiality of  the  messages 
transmitted;  if  appropriate  at  a  later  stage  implententation  of  the 
activities deemed  necessary; 
(g)  study  of  the  specific  problems  caused  by  the  many  different  languages  in 
the  Community  and  examination  of  the  possibility of  using,  as  regards  the 
w~ltilingual aspects,  the  results  obtained or  expected  under  the  Systran 
and  Eurotra  machine  translation programmes; 
(h)  initially,  study  of  the  advisability  of  promoting  the  development  of  the 
5pecialized  software  needed  for  trade  electronic  data 
interchange;  possibly  at  a  later  stage  financial  support  for  the 
development  of  specialized  EDI  software; 
Ci)  assistance  in  the  setting  up  of  conformance  testing  centres  for  software 
dnd  hardware  used  in  trade  electronic  data  interchange  systems  (and 
claiming  to  comply  with  an  international  or  European  standard); 
(j)  solving  of  legal  problems  that  might  hamper  the  development  of  trade 
el.ectronic  data  interchange  and  ensuring  that  restrictive 
telecommunications  regulations  cannot  inhibit  the  dev.elopment  of  trade  EDI 
systems. 
As  far  as  the vertical activities  (sectoral  projects)  are  concerned,  it would 
be  advisable  in  the early stages: 
(a)  to  draw  up  a  list  of  existing  or  potential  sectoral  projects  on  trade 
electronic  data  interchange  and  make  a  comparative  analysis  of  them,  in 
particular to  see  how  they  can  help  to  solve  horizontal  problems; 
(b)  to  identify  specific  requirements  emerging  during  the  implementation  of 
trade  EDI  systems  that  could  be  solved  more  easily  with  Community 
assistance; 
(c)  to  study  in  particular  assistance  that  could  be  given  to  small  and 
medium-sized  firms  to  enable  them  to  take  part  in  trade  electronic  data 
interchange; 
(d)  to  examine  the  possibility  of  supporting  pilot  projects,  the  gradual 
implementation  of  which  would  help  to  find  solutions  that  could  be 
extended  to  problems  of  common  interest  encountered  by  most  trade  EDI 
systems. 
') 1-'1  ['it 
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At  a  Later  stage,  should  the  preliminary studies  have  shown  the  need  for  such 
action,  it may  be  necessary: 
(e)  to  grant  special  support  for  small  businesses  to  help  them  take  part  in 
trade  EDI; 
(f)  to  support  the  development  of  certain trade  EDI  pilot projects  by  means  of 
a  form  of assistance  and  type  of  financing  yet  to  be  defined; 
(g)  to  take  action  to  meet  certain specific  requirements  identified. 
The  programme  would  be  implemented  in  two  phases: 
- the  preparatory  phase, 
- the pilot  project  phase. 
In  the  preparatory  phase  (6  million  ECU  Lasting  two  years),  the  horizontal 
activities necessary  for  the  development  of  trade  EDI  will  be  implemented  and 
the  preliminary studies on  the vertical activities  <sectoral  projects)  will  be 
carried out. 
After  the  preparatory  phase  a  progress  report  will  be  presented  to  the  Council 
before  the  pi lot  project  phase  is  started;  this  report  wiLl  also  suggest 
guidelines  for  the  continuation of  the  programme. 1. 
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1.  The  .odern  econo11y  relies  increasingly  on  the  exchange  of  data  between 
bus1ness  partners 
Commercial  operations  today,  whether  national  or  international,  involve 
numerous  exchanges  of  trade  data  or  information  between  business  partners. 
The  volume  of  data  exchanged  in  this  way  is vast,  first  because  the  data 
are transferred  to  separate  documents  at  each  stage  and  for  each  operation 
in  a  commercial  transaction  from  the  request  for  a  quotation  up  to 
invoicing  and  payment,  and  secondly  because  there  are  so  many  different 
business  partners:  manufacturers,  suppliers,  customers,  insurers,  bankers, 
carriers,  forwarding  agents, etc. 
The  operations  involved  in  the  processing  and  transmission  of  trade 
information  are  often  far  more  time  consuming  than  the  manufacture  or 
delivery  of  the  goods  <or  provision  of  services>.  This  applies  in 
particular  whenever  a  business  transaction  involves  operators  or  partners 
in  different  countries,  even  if those  countries are  members  of  the  EEC. 
The  flow  of  ·information  is  also  tending  to  increase  with  the  growing 
internationalization  of  economic  activity,  the  greater  number  of  after 
sales  serv·~es  offered  to  customers  and,  further  up  the  production  Line, 
market  services  purchased  by  companies. 
In  addition,  firms  are obliged  to  provide  several  national  departments,  in 
particutar  the  customs  services,  with  information  on  their  international 
transaction.:.. 
for  example,  it  is  quite  common  for  the  accounts  department  of  a  large  firm 
to  handle  monthly  10  000  to  20  000  invoices  and  1  000  to  2  000  pay·ment 
advices  amounting  to  some  10  000  different  documents. 
The  process~ng  is  generatly  done  in  two  successive  operations:  first  the 
information  is  processed  on  paper  (the  form  in  which  the  data  are  most 
frequently  transmitted>  and  then  the  data  are  encoded  for  computer 
processing. 
The  speed,  reliability and  relevance of  the  information  flows  exchanged  are 
increasingly  affecting  the  competitiveness  of  companies  both  small  and 
I. a rge. 
The  atdlity  to  process  and  exchange  trade  data  as  quickly  as  possible 
~ltows  stocks  to  be  reduced,  helps  to  cut  financial  costs  and  gives 
companies  a~  additional  competitive  edge  by  improving  the  service  offered 
to  their  customers:  flexibility,  speed  and  a  greater  ability  to  respond  to 
their  changing  needs  and  desires. 
In  the  view  of  European  motor  manufacturers,  it  is  by  reorgan1z1ng  trade 
data  exchanges  with  their  suppliers  along  these  lines  that  they  will  best 
be  able  to  withstand  Japanese  competition. - 7-
2.  Electronic  data  interchMp  offers  substantial  advantages  and 
!JlPOrtwn t tes 
Definition  of  EDI:  electronic  data  interchange  <EDI)  relates  to  the 
exchange  of  information  and  messages  <instead  of  conventional  documents) 
transmitted  between  business  partners  by  electronic  means  of 
communication. 
The  advantages  of  trade electronic data  interchange  include: 
(a)  Abolition of  data  re-eneoding,  thereby  cutting down  on  paper  work  and 
r-educ1ng  admin1strative  tasks.  The  first  effect  of  trade  electronic 
data  interchange  is  to  ·reduce  data  preparation  costs  since  data  are 
transmitted automatically without  human  inte·rvention;  it also  reduces 
transt:ription errors,  thereby  improving data ,ret iabi l ity. 
<b>  Improvement  of  customer  service,  mainly  through: 
faster  processing  of  orders  since  fewer  manual  operations  are 
required; 
more  a.ccurate order  chasing sinc.e  there  is  no  data  redundancy; 
bett~r  and  faster  infor·mation  for  customers  through  the 
ce,nt.ral izat ion  of  data  and  immediate  access. 
<c)  Better  st·Gck  management  because  trade  ,electronic  data  interchange 
a(lows: --
mor·e  accurate  sales predict  ion; 
shorter delivery periods; 
re-duction of  buffer  stoc·ks. 
The  aim  is  "lust  in  time"  deliv~ries  so  as  to  reduce  management  costs 
.and  the  capital  tied up  in stocks  to  a  minimum. 
(d)  Acceleration  of  the  sale/invoi.cing/payment  cycle  since  trade 
electronic  datainte-rchange  cuts  ·OUt  postal  delays  in  the  sending  of 
arders,  invoices  and  pay~ents;  the  faster  payment  that  results  helps 
to  improve  the  companies•  cas·h  position. 
The  opportunities offered by  EDI  are  considerable.  For  example: 
<a>  It  has  been  estimated  that  the costs  resulting  from  paperwork,  errors, 
data  ·redundancy,  excessive  stockhotding,  waiting  time  in  offices, 
f ac tori es  and  customs  p.os ts  could  account  for  up  to  10%  of  the  cost  of 
the  exported  finished product. 
(b)  Taking  transport  alone,  it  seems  that  the  costs  of  conventional 
documents  and  transport  delays  caused  by  the  production  and  inspection 
of  t~ese documents  make  up  10  to  15%  of  the  final  transport  cost. 
,, 0  14 
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These  overall  estimates  are  confirmed  by  more  precise  evaluations  in 
specific  branches. 
Motor  manufacturers  have  announced  a  possible  saving  of  at  least  200  ECU 
per  vehicle  ·through  the  intensive  use  of  trade  electronic  data 
interchange,  which  allows  storage  periods  to  be  reduced  by  two  to  three 
weeks.  Postage  costs  could  also  be  cut  by  75X. 
To  take  another  field,  trade  electronic  data  interchange  between  a  few 
large  supermarkets  and  some  of  their major  suppliers  in  the  USA  has  given 
savings  of  USD  300  million  in  one  year. 
ED!  is  of  at  Least  as  much  benefit  to  small  firms  as  large ones,  even  if 
the  figures  available  all  relate  to  the  latter.  Because  they  are  often 
subcontractors  and  have  a  low  credit  worth,  small  firms  suffer  more  than 
larger ones  from  the  burden  of  financing  charges,  cash  flow  problems  and 
the  tying-up  of  capital  in  stocks  as  a  result  of  the  time  required  to 
transmit  trade  data  and  pay  for  supplies. 
3.  The  current situation in  Europe  is not satisfactory 
In  recent  years  a  few  private  efforts  to  establish  EDI  have  been  made  in 
Europe.  Although  the  usefulness  of  these  spontaneous  ventures  should  not 
be  underestimated.,.  it  is  clear  that  duplication  is  frequent  and  costly, 
the  approaches  and  solutions  found  for  similar  problems  differ  widely  and 
sometimes  lead  to  conflicting  national  or  international  positions  on  the 
general  approach  and  on  the  solving  of  transverse  problems,  i.e.  those 
common  to all  ED!  systems. - 9  -
There  are  still  standardi~ation  inadequacies  in  some  fields  relevant 
to  EDI,  leaving  scope  for  several  possible  interpretations,  and 
allowing  different  types  of  products  incompatible  with  each  other  to 
be  developed.  What  is  more,  the  X25  communications  protocol, 
standardized  internationally,  has  not  yet  been  put  into  effect  in  a 
harmonized  fashion  in all  meMber  countries,  and  this  hampers  the  fast, 
reliable  and  economic  communication  of  trade  data from  one  country  to 
another. 
(c)  The  cost  of  calls  on  the  conventional  telephone  line,.  especially 
interna~ional ones,  is  still  too  high  to  encourage  intensive  use  of 
the  telephone  for  trade  electronic  data  interchange.  Users  are  also 
faced  with  charges  that  differ from  one  country  to  another. 
(d)  Data  security  and  confidentiality  is  not  always  guaranteed  to  th~ 
extent  that  busi.ness  partners  would  like  because  of  the  inadequate 
resources  allocated  to  this  question  and  the  piecemeal  efforts  being 
made  in  different  countries. 
(e)  From  the  legal  viewpoint,  too,  there  are serious  difficulties,  for 
example  with  regard  to  the  authentification  of  documents  exchanged  b] 
electronic  means,  in  particular the  proof  acceptable  in  the  event  of 
disputes,  or  with  regard  to  restrictive  regulations  on  the 
interconnection of  private networks  to public  networks. 
4.  The  conseque~es ot  this  situation are  haraful  to  the  econoay  in general 
and  to the. telec~ica.tions and  IT  industr~ and  services 1n  Europe  . 
In  the  United  States  electronic  data  interchange  in  a  homogenous 
environment  (identical  hardware  and  software)  and  in  a  very  limited 
framework  has  been  operational  for  ten  years.  Only  recently  have  the 
Americans  started working  a~tively on  trade electronic data  interchange  in 
a  heterogeneous  environment  (different  hardware  and/or  software)  and 
accessible  to companies  having different  industrial activities.  Ventures 
of  this  kind have  been  operational  only  for  about  two  years. 
The  gap  between  Europe  and  the  United  States  is  likely  to  open  up  very 
rapidly:  ventures  in  Europe  are still for  the  most  part  at  the  project  or 
at  best  prototype  stage  whereas  electronic  data  interchange  is  expanding 
fast  in  the  United  States  where  it  is already operational. 
Another  factor  is  that  the  European  industry  offering  telecommunications 
.and  IT  services  is  showing  little awareness  of  the  scope  of  the  market 
opened  up  by  trade electronic data  interchange  in  Europe  and  elsewhere. 
ry  \~·  ~ 
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In  contrast,  ther'  are  already  many  ventures  in  Europe  launched  from 
across  the  Atlantic  in  order  to  seize  the  opportunities  available  on  this 
fast  growing  market. 
The  faster  development,  better  coordinated  on  a  European  seal~,  of 
electronic data  interchange  systems  would  stimulate  the  European  supply  of 
hardware,  software  and  telecommunications  and  IT  services. 
5.  Justification for Co.-unity aid 
Ease  of  circulation  of  information  between  the  business  world  and  the 
Member  States  is  an  essential  condition  for  the  free  movement  of  goods  and 
services  and  for  the  development  of  cooperation  between  comp~nie~ 
throughout  Europe.  The  White  Paper  on  completing  the  internal  market'" 
drawn  up  by  the  Commission  for  the  European  Council  (MiLan, 
28-29  June  1985)  points this  out  many  times: 
"The  development  of  n~w  technologies  has  led  to  the  creation  and 
development  of  new  cross-border  services  which  are  playing  an  increasing 
important  role  in  the  economy.  However,  these  SPrvices  can  develop  t~teir 
full  potential  only  when  they  serve  a  large,  unobstructed  market.  This 
applies equally  to  audiovisual  services,  information  and  data-processing 
services  and  to  computerized  marketing  and  distribution  servir.Ps" 
(page  30,  section  113>.  "In addition,  the  Commission  would  stress  that  a 
market  free  of  obstacles  at  Community  Level  necessitates  the  installation 
of  appropriate  telecommunication  networks  with  common  standards"  (page  31, 
section  114)  .. 
This  circulation  of  information  between  business  partners  calls  fur  the 
adoption  of  common  standards  and  protocols  (equipment,  communicati0n~ 
network,  software)  and  the  harmonization of  charging  policies. 
-,7o~-~~ample,-McDonnell  Douglas  Electronic  Data  Systems,  using  the  world 
communications  network  Tymnet"'  is  offering  in  Europe  its  electronic  Jata 
interchange  (EDl)  system.  Geisco,  a  service  company  belonging  to  the 
Amer~ican General  Electric  Group,  set  up  in  the  United  Kingdom  in  July  1985  a 
network  ~alled Geisco's  Motornet  for  trade  data  interchange  betwe~~ suppliers 
and  manufacturers  in  the  British  motor  industry.  Geisco  is also  planning  to 
introduce  in  the  United  Kingdom  its  accelerated  trade  payments  (ATP)  system 
developed  in  the  US  with  the  First  National  Bank  of  Chicago.  The  City  Bank 
and  McGraw  Hill  have  just  got  together  in  the  Global  Electronics  Markets 
Company  (GEMCO)  to  capture  a  large  part  of  the  fast-growing  market  for  trade 
2electronic  data  interchange. 
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The  Community  is  the  r~ght  place  to  tackle  the  joint  leqdl  and  technical 
problems  because  of  the  consist,ncy,  synergy  and  economies  ot  scale  it  can 
offer.  This  is  particular~y  tru~  in  the  context  of  the  increase  in 
c ross-frontier  com mercia  l  t r ~nsac  t ions  jnd  the  completion  of  the  large 
market. 
It  is  essential  to  establish  a  harmc;mi;led  or  cotnmon  legal  environment 
within  which  EDI  systems  can  be  developed  and  used  without  hindrance. 
Technically,  too,  the  need  for  compatibility  and  for  different  hardware 
and  soft~qre  to  be  ~ble  to  commynicate  calls  for  either  the  common 
application  throughQut  the  ~EC  of  international  standards,  or  the 
international  use  9f  yniform  Eyrpp.ean  standards.  In  addition,  since 
problems  StJch  as  the  over~ll  reliability  of  communications  networks  ar.d 
the  confidentiality and  security of  trade  data  e~tend across  frontiers  and 
are of  inter~st  to  all,  it  is e$sential  to  pool  the  R&D  and  experimental 
work  needed  in  this  field  and  to  ~dopt  solutions  harmonized  at  European 
level. 
Ti1e  ,:...,n:munity  c;oordination  urgently  desired  by  current  or  potential  users 
of  trade  ~lec;tronic  d~ta inter.(:hange  is necessary  in  order  to: 
avo-id  the  emergence  of  a  nump,er  of  incompatible  national  approaches; 
restrict  the  implem~ntatiQn of  hermetic  systems  that  cannot  communicate 
with  each  other, 
-:- preveRt  or  limit  the  danger  of  the  European  IT  rna rket  becoming 
fragmented  as  a  result  of  the  diversity  of  the  systems  and  approaches 
adqpted,  ~elp  to  promote  m~rket  unity  and  the  achievement  of  the 
necessary  econo•ies of  scale. 
6.  lileasur•s  alrt,fdy  t•tten  by  the  eo.un;ty  have  est~bl  ished  the  necessary 
basis  for  the.  •etting~ of  EDI  syst ..  s  ~tween business  u$ers 
These  include  both  me~sures of  a  general  nature  applicable  to  a  number  of 
economic  sectors  and  feasibility  studies  or  pilot  projects  relevant  to 
specific activities. 
6 .. 1  Gen.eral  initiatives  and  m.easures 
(a)  Thf'  progress  made  since  1984  under  the  Community  standardization 
policy  for  information  technology  (IT)  and  telecommun1cations  can 
offer  the  following  facilities  for  the  development  of  EDI: 
a  suitable  framework  and  machinery  for  the  definition  of 
standardization  priorities,  the  production  of  standards  meeting 
tha  needs  of  carriers  and  the  uniform  application  of  these 
standards  throughout  the  Community, 
') 0  'l  ~  ' \.  ( 
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the  gradual  prov1s1on  of  a  set  of  functional  standards  that  can 
be  directly used  in  EDI  type  applications. 
In  addition  standardization  work  is  now  in  progress  in  CADDIA  Ccf. 
6.2.1(b)  below),  in order  to  adapt  and  implement  guidelines  for  trad~ 
data  interchange.  It  is  being  carried  out  in  perfect  harmony  with 
similar  work  being done  by  the  United  Nations  Economic  Commission  for 
Europe  in  Geneva. 
(b)  The  design  of  EDI  systems  will  benefit  from  the  telecommunications 
activities which  have  in particular established: 
<c)  The 
effective arrangements  for  consultation  and  study  between  network 
operators  and  Member  States, 
a  common  framework  for  the  development 
infrastructures,  services  and  terminals, 
of  strateqies, 
the  interconnection  of  national  packet-switched  networks  ir. 
furonet-Diane, 
financial  instruments  to  facilitate  the  establishment  of  advanced 
infrastructure  and  services  where  they  do  not  yet  exist  Cin 
particular  in  the  outlying  regions  of  the  Community). 
work  done  on  data  security  and  confidentiality  under  the 
multi annual  data~-process  i ng  programme  could  alGO  be  usetui.  in 
developing  thF.  procedures  and  tools  needed  for  electronic  data 
interchange  systems  so  as  to  guarantee  the  security  of  systems  dnd 
networks  and  the  integrity  of  the  software  used  in  these 
applications. 
(d)  The  development  of  the  specialized  information  market  is  helping  to 
set  up  advanced  information  services  for  research  and  industry  under 
the  five-year  programme. 
6.?  Speci tic  pi tot  projects  for  electronic  data  interchange  between  certain 
·ca-f.eg~~i es  __  ?__f ~~~rs 
(a)  A  programme  to  set  up  an  integrated  services 2interinstitutional 
information  system  (INSIS)  was  launched  in  1982. 
T;unctional  standards:  standards  capable  of  supplying  complex  functhms  based 
on  the  chaining  of  several  reference  standards  as  in  the  case  of  fiLe 
2transfer  via  a  public  network. 
Decision  82/869/EEC  of  13.12.1982,  OJ  No  L 368,  28.12.1982. 
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At  the  current  stage of  INSIS,  a  number  of  pilot  projects  are  under 
development  or  already operational.  They  include: 
INSEM:  Interinstitutional  Electronic  Mail  System, 
OVI DE  <  Organization  of  Videotex  for  European  Members  of 
Parliament)  which  will  be  the  first  Community-wide  videotex 
application, 
(b)  The  Commission  has  also  undertaken  coordination  work  for  the 
specification and  implementation of  ~omputerized CADDIA  systems  for 
use  by  the  Member  States and  itself. 
The  CAOl>tA  projects,  re  lew ant  to  customs,  agr  i ~u  l ture  and 
stat1stics,  have  so  far  resulted  in  the  establishment  or 
strengthening of  electronic data  interchange  systems  so  th~t: 
1.  the  Commission  departments  have  availabte  the  modern  tools  they 
need  to  manage  the  tust()ms  Union,  the  -common  agricultural 
policy  and  the  relevant  statisticst 
2.  these  information  systems  can  be  prepared  for  access  by 
·Aew.ber  State  admini.strations  (intera-ctive  data  banks, 
use,r-fr"iendly  intetfac·es,  integration of  data bases,  etc.> 
A  data  base  called  CANbY  (C.AODIA  Data  Interchange  Directory)  has 
been  set  l:lp  to  centratize  and  harfllOnize  data  message  definitions 
f~r  t1\"0l>IA  applications.  This  harmonization  makes  use  of  the 
United  Nations  Trade  Data  Eletnents  Oirectory  (UN/TDED)  and  is  being 
t0~tdi·hated  with  the  ·work  on  electronic  data  interchange  in  the 
hY!d~-ss \ltO·rtd  {S'e'e  ·Ob£T"f.E). 
Unde·r  the  CA001A  p·rogramme,  specific  work  is  in  progress  on  the 
cerore~Hnat·ed  development  ·of  computerized  admi ni strati  ve  procedures 
<~~  p·r:oje~t). 
Tire  Community  re~ui·rements >eXprtess~d  under  the  CD  project  include, 
e·spe:cially  for  future  ~omputerized  customs  ·systems,  the  need  to 
establish  common  ihterface.s  betwe'en  public  departments  and  private 
us-ers  (importers  and  ex.porters,  forwarding  agents,  port  or  airport 
authorities). 
6.'2.·2  Activiti'e·S  r'el'evant  to  vari·ous  private  users  and  supported  by  the 
Co.ntni ssi  on 
Three  limited activities concerning  project'S ·betwe-en  private users  were 
conducted ·under  th·e  multian·nual  data-processing  programme  (1979-83). 
The  aim  was  to  analys~  problems  specific  to  each  project  and  to 
identify  possible  solutions  by  Means  of  feasibility  studies  or  pilot 
project::... 
·---
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The  Mercator  project  was  designed  to  test  the  United  Nations  guidelines 
for  trade--·- da-ta-Tr.terchange  (UN/GTDI)  in  a  European  operational 
environment.  Although  it substantiated  the  validity of  the  guidelines 
for  trade  data  interchange,  the  project  highlighted  two  major  problems: 
(a)  the  difficulty  of  transmitting  computerized  data  on  conventional 
telecommunications  networks; 
(b)  thP  incompatibility  of  several  communication  software  packages 
claimP.d  to  be  compatible. 
The  Europe an  ODETTE  group  C  Organization  of  Data  Exchange  by 
Teletrans~~lission---,-;;-- Europe),  -formed  in  1984,  bririQs  together 
representatives  of  the-motor  manufacturers  and  associated  industries. 
One  of  its  major  objectives  is  remote  transmission  of  trade  data 
including all the  transactions  involved  in  the  procurement  cycle. 
ODETTE  has  identified  several  problems  concerning  standardization, 
telecommunications  infrastructure,  current  i~compatibility  of 
protocols,  Legal  Loopholes,  etc.  and  has  outlined  common  approaches. 
The  COST  .506  project  concerned  automatic  transfer  of  transport  data. 
Its  marn--objective  was  to  research  and  analyse  a  data  interchange 
concept  allowing  accelerated  goods  movements  through  faster  and  simpler 
data  transmission  between  business  partners.  A demonstration  project 
is  shortly  to  be  launched. 
Recently  <.June  1986)  the  ECCMF  <European  Council  of  Chemi r.al 
Manufacturers'  Federations),  in  cooperation  with  the  Commission, 
organized  in  Bruc;sels  a  workshop  on  trade  procedur-es  facilitation  and 
el.ectronir~  data  exchange.  A  working  party  whose  members  included 
Commission  officials  was  set  up  to  define  conditions  for  the 
participation  ot  the  European  chemical  industry  in  trade  electron-ic 
data  interchange. 
6.3  Review  of  past activities 
These  activities  have  demonstrated  that  the  main  obstacles  to  the  setting 
up  of  operational  trade  electronic  data  interchange  systems  lie  in 
problems  af  a  transverse  nature,  in  particular: 
the  inadequacy  of  standardization, 
protocol  incompatibilities, 
in~ompatibilities between  hardware  and  software, 
the  need  for  multilingualism  in  cross-frontier data  interchange, 
the  unsuitability  of  the  conventional  telephone  system,  mainly  on 
grounds  of  cost  and  disparities  in  charges. 
It  has  also  been  found  that: 
·~  ·:·:  j"1 
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activities  of  common  interest  designed  to  solve  the  abovementioned 
transverse  problems  and  specific pilot  projects  must  be  closely  linked 
and  conducted  in  parallel; 
the  Commission  has  so  far  supported  pf'ojects  involving  solely  or 
essentially public  departments  as  users; 
more  active  support  should  henceforth  be  given  to  the  preparation, 
development  and  distribution  of  trade  electronic  data  interchange 
systems  intended  for  business  users,  and  especially  small  and 
mPdium-sized  firms,  by  backing  the  efforts  of  private  operators 
without  usurping  their  role. 
7.  Past  activi  ti«.!s  have  to  be  e•p•nded  •ncJ  adapted  to  the  needs  of  the 
business world  for e(ectron;c deta  interchange 
The  objectives  are: 
to  put  a  stop  to  the  proliferation  of  hermetic  trade  EDI  systems  and 
the  wide$pread  incompatibility  that  would  result; 
to  promote  the  design  and  installation  of  trade 
interchange  systems  meeting  requirements  of  users, 
busi ness.es; 
electronic  data 
especially  small 
to  stimulate  the  European  telecommunications  and  IT  equipment  and 
services  industry  so  that  it  can  meet  user  demand; 
to  support  the  common  use  of  International  and  European  standards 
where  they exist,  and  in particular  the  recommendations  of  the  UN/ECE 
in  the  field  of  International  Trade  Procedures. 
To  attain these objectives it  is necessary: 
(a)  To  make  use  of  the  results obtained  in earlier or  current  activities. 
Thi5aPplies-irlPartlcular  to  the -e-xisting  telecommunications  and 
standardization  policies  which  will  have  to  take  into  account  the 
specific  requirements  of  trade electronic  data  interchange. 
(b)  To  establish  close  consultations  with  the  capital  goods  industry  and 
the  user  1nduStrlE;s  or  serv1ces.  ---- --- -----
ThTswiTL  be  done  inparticular  through  specific  sectoral  projects 
which  the  Commission  can  support,  in particular  to  promote  aspects  of 
common  or  yeneral  interest. 
(c)  To  ensure  constant  interaction  between  horizontal  and  vertical 
activities. 
The  hor1zontal  activities are activities of  common  interest  necessary 
for  the  development  of  TDI  <standardization,  charging  policy, 
multilingualism,  confidentiality,  security,  etc).  The  vertical 
nctivities are  the  sectoral  projects. 
'1  \  ~ .. , 
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7.3  Content  and  l~nes of  the  proposed  activities 
The  horizontal  activities  are 
elect rani c  data  interchange  • 
projects,  will  in  the  course  of 
which  generally  have  aspects 
(sectorat  projects>. 
necessary  for  the  development  of  trade 
Th~  vertical  act·ivities,  the  sectoral. 
development  encounter  horizontal  problems 
common  to  several  vertical  activities 
The  intersection  of  horizontal  problems  with  vertical  applications  will 
give  rise  to  specific  problems  that  wiLl  have  to  be  tackled  in  the 
general  framework  of  the  horizontal  problem  and  the  specific  context  0f 
the  vertical  application.  Consequently  coordination  in  the  development 
of  vertical  applications  is  absolutely essential. 
Some  of  these  potential  vertical  applications  may  offer  solutio.1s 
suitable  for  widespread  use  and  have  sufficient  spin-off  to  be  selected 
as  demonstration  projects. 
It  will  be  important  to  help  the  vertical  applic~tions  to  develop 
consistently  and  benefit  from  the  experience  gained  in  other  proJects  1n 
solving  horizontal  problems  that  are  relevant  to  them  alL,  so  as  to 
ensure  that  well-harmonized  solutions  are  promoted  and  implemented. 
7.4  Horizontal  activit1es  needed  for  the  development  of  trade electronic  data 
-interchange  ____  p ____  _ 
(a)  coordination  at  Community  level  of  the  work  going  on  1n  Lhe 
Member·--s-ta"fes  on  the  development  of  trade  EDI  systems; 
fb)  alerting potential  users,  in  particular by: 
---pr-eparation  and  widespread  dissemination  of  general  informatiOil  1n 
the  Community  languages; 
orgar.iLatiory  of  seminars  in all  the  Member·  States,  parti<..ularly  t1~ 
provide  information  for  small  and  medium-sized  businesses, 
preparation  and  dissemination  in  all  the  Community  Languages  of 
the  technical  documentation  needed  for  the  setting up  of  trade  EDI 
systems; 
(c)  alerting  European  hardware  and  software  manufacturers  t8  t:1e 
oppor-tunities  offered  by  the  development  of  EDI  systems  and  the 
problems  that  have  to  be  overcome  before  they  can  be  implEmented; 
(d)  logistic  support  (meeting  rooms,  interpretation,  etc)  for  Europe.-1n 
sectoral gro-ups  to  facilitate  the  preparation  and  Launching  of  trade 
electronic  data  interchange  systems; 
(e)  r:o_nsi _  _::l~ration  of  the  specific  requirements  of  trade  EDI  in 
telecommunicat·ions  and  standardization  policies;  carrying  cut  of 
preparatory  work  for  that  purpose; 
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(f)  initially,  study  of  the  security  requirements  for  trade  electronic 
data  interchange  systems  so  as  to  guarantee  the  confidentiality  of 
the  messages  transmitted;  if  appropriate  at  a  later  stage 
implementation  of  the activities deemed  hecessary; 
(g)  study  of  the  specific  problems  caused  by  the  many  different  languages 
in  the  Community  and  examination  of  the  possibility  of  using,  as 
regards  the  multi lingual  aspects,  the  results  obtained  or  expected 
under  the  Systran  and  ~urotra machine  tta~slation programm~s; 
(h)  initially,  study  of  the  advisability of  promoting  the  development  of 
the  specialized  software  needed  for  trade  electronic  data 
interchange)  ttlis  software  must  support  both  information  transfer  dnd 
the structuring,  formattihg  and  coding  of  data  in  accordance  with  thP 
selected  standard;  possibly  at  a  later  stage  financ\al  support  for 
the  development  of  specialized software  needed  for  EDI; 
(i)  assistance  in  the  setting  up  of  conformance  testing 
sof~wa-r~and  hardware  used  in  trade  electronic  data 
systems  (and  claiming  to  comply  with  an  international 
~ tandard); 
cent res  for 
interchange 
or  European 
(j)  solving  of  legal  p'roblems  that  rhight  hamper  the  development  of  trade 
electrbhit  data  interchange  and  ensuring  that  restrictive 
telecommunications  regulations  cannot  1nhibit  the  development  of 
trade  EDI  systems. 
7.5  Vertical  ~ctivi~i~s  ~  ~~ctoral  p~ojects 
tnitially it  will  be  h~ctssary: 
(a)  to  draw  up  a  list o'f  existing or  potential sectoral  projects  on  trade 
electronic data  interchange  and  make  a  comparative  analysis  of  them, 
in  particular to  see  how  they  can  help  to  solve  horizontal  problems; 
(b)  to  identify  specific  re·quir·M·nt·s  ·e·merging  during  the  implementation 
of  trade  EDI  systems  that  could  be  solved  more  easily  with  Community 
assistance; 
(c)  to  st~dy  in  particular  assistance  that  could  be  given  to  small  and 
~medium-siz'ed  fir'"'s  to  enable  them  to  take  part  in  trade  electronic 
data  interchange; 
(d)  .to  examine  'the  possibility of  supporting  pi lot  projects,  the  gradual 
Tmplerrienta'tion  of  which  would  help  to  find  ·solutions  that  could  be 
extended  to  problems  of  co'mmon  interest  encountered  by  most  ·trade  EDI 
.,;ystems. .-
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At  a  later stage,  should  the  preliminary  studies  have  shown  the  need  for 
such  action,  it  may  be  necessary: 
<e>  to  grant  special  support  for  small  businesses  to  help  them  take  part 
in  trade  EDI; 
(f)  to  support  the  development  of  certain  trade  EDI  pilot  projects  by 
means  of  a  form  of  assistance  and  type  of  financing  yet  to  be 
defined; 
(g)  to  take  action  to meet  certain specific  requirements  identified. - 19  -
• 
The  programme  could  be  imple•ented  in  two  phases: 
the  preparatory phase, 
the  pilot  project phase. 
8.1  £~.~~parator·y Pl'a_se 
!1)  the preparatory  phase- {6  mi-llion  f..CU  lasting  .t\IO  years)  t~e activities 
and  ~tudies listed  in  7.4  and  7.5  above  will~ carried out,  i.e;: 
Activitie:; 
coordination at  Co.mmunity  levet  of  exi:;ting  ~o·r.k  0n  Ef>I  C7.4 .. a}; 
alerting of  users  C7.4.b); 
alerting  of  :f:urop.ean  manufacturers  <7.1+.r>; 
l.oqistic  support  (1.4.c0; 
pn·ra  r at~ry  work  on  st4tfldard  i z at ion  and  t e l~"Comrnur. i c  ~  t inns  ( 7  .• .1 •• e); 
es~ist1nce  ·in  f)et.ting  up  conformance  te~.ting centres  <? .  .t  ... i);. 
cons ide  r-;.tt ion  of  l-egat  aspects  ( 7. 4. j); 
~~tudi~s 
stu(~Y  o:f  se<:uri ty  requirements  to  guarant€e  messaqe  ccnfidential i ty 
C7_1  •• f); 
exam\.n.-~!'t ~n'" ot  th~ possible us-e  of  the  r·esults  o~ti:\int-~cJ  tHI(kT  existing 
rn.:1-r.hir1e  tr~nstation pr·ogramme'S  (7.t  •. g); 
study  .of  Ute  advisability  of  promoting  the  d£velopment  of  special·izPd 
softw~re (/.4.h>; 
d.ist  Qf  t.eetof·~t .projects  on  trade  EOl  {7.5.a>; 
idPntifit-Jtio.n  of  specific  requirements  of  trad~  EDI  systems  (7_5.b); 
study  of l}ossibtfl  assistance  for  srnatl  businesses  (7.5.c); 
conc;ider.ation of possible support  for  pi lot  p·rojects  <7. S.d). 
After  the  preptH't!tory  pnas·e  a  progress  report  witl  be  pr":sented  to  the 
Counc~l before  the  pilot project  phase  is  started;  this  report  will  also 
suqq.est  guidel.'ines  for  the  contin•Jation of  the  programme. 
The  purpos~ of  tnis  second .phase,  the  amount  and  duration of  which  still 
has  to  he  determined,  is  to  monitor  as  far  as  possible  the 
r·ecomJM~rH.iat inns  made  after  the  studies  carri:ed  out  diJring  the  preparatory 
rh.Jse  and  also  to  continue  where ·necessary  SO'Rl~  of  the  activities atready 
r;tarted during  the  pr~parato.ry phase,. 
qn? 
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8.3  Estimated  appropriations  required  for  the  preparatory  phase 
•  •ooo  ECU 
1987  1988  Total 
- Coordination  at  Community  level  of 
existing work  500  500  1  000 
- Alerting of  users  500  500  1  000 
- Alerting  of  manufacturers  200  200  400 
- Logistic  support  50  50  100 
- Preparatory  work  on  standardization 
and  telecommunications  250  250  500 
- Conformance  testing centres  2SO  500  750 
-·  Legal  aspects  150  150  300 
- Study  of  security/confidentiality  200  2SO  4SO 
requi rernents 
- Multilingual  aspects  so  so  100 
- Study  on  promoting  the  development 
of  specialized  software  100  100  200 
-- List  of  sectoral  projects  1SO  1SO  300 
Identification of  special  requirements 
of  EDI  systems  100  100  200 
- Study  on  aid  to  small  businesses  100  100  200 
..  Study  on  support  for  pilot  projects  250  250  250  I 
I 
Total  (I 000  ECU)  T 
2 850  3  150  6  000  I 
I • DRAFT 
Proposal  for  a  Council  Regulation 
introducing  the  preparatory  phase  of  a  Community  programme 
on  trade electronic data  interchange  systems  (TEDIS) EXPLANATORY  ME~RANDUM 
Ease  of  circulation  of  information  between  business  partners  and  the 
Member  States  is  an  essential  condition  for  the  free  movement  of  goods  and 
services  and  the  development  of  Europe-wide  cooperation  between  companies. 
The  purpose  of  this  communication  from  the  Commission  to  the  Council  is  to 
demonstrate  the  importance  of  trade  electronic  data  interchange  and  the 
outstanding opportunities and  advantages  it offers. 
In  this  field  it  is  essential  to  prevent  the  emergence  of  a  number  of 
incompdtible  n~tional approaches,  to  limit  the  implementation  of  systems  that 
cannot  communicate  with  each  other,  to  prevent  or  restrict  the  danger  of  the 
IT  market  in  Europe  becoming  fragmented,  and  to  help  to  promote  market  unity 
and  the  achievement  of  the necessary  economies  of  scale. 
fhose  are  the  reasons  underlying  this  proposal  for  a  Community  programme  on 
trade  electronic  data  interchange  systems  (TEDIS)  which  is  designed  both  to 
seek  general  solutions  to  problems  of  mutual  interest  and  to  support  the 
development  of  sectoral  projects,  the  gradual  implementation  of  which  would 
help  to  find  solutions  suitable for  general  application  to  the  common  problems 
en~ountered by  trade  EDI  systems. PROPOSAL  FOR  A COUNCIL  REGULATION 
introduc)ng  the  preparatory phase  of  a  Community  programme  on  trade electronic 
data  interchange  systems  (TEDIS> 
THE  COuNCIL  OF  THE  EUROPEAN  COMMUNITIES~ 
Having  regard  to  the  Treaty establishing the  Euro,pean  Economic  Community,  and 
in  particular Article  235  thereof, 
Having  regard  to  the  proposal  from  the  Commission, 
.  h  .  .  f  h  l.  1 
Hav1ng  regard  to  t  e  op1n1on  o  t  e  Europ.ean  Par  1ament, 
Hb\tHHJ  r·egard  to  the opinion  of  the  Economic  and  Social  Committee,2 
Whereas  the  Community  has  as  its  task,  by  establishing  a  common  market  and 
progressively  approximating  the  economic  polici~s of  rwtember  States,  to  promote 
throughout  the  Community  a  harmonious  development  of  economic  activities  and 
closer  relations  between  the States belonging  to  it; 
Whereas  the  Heads  of  State or  of  Government,  meeting  in Stuttgart,  Athens  and 
Fontdinebleau,  have  eGPhasized  the  importance  of  telecommunications  as  a  vital 
driving  force  for  econo·mic  growth  and  social  development; 
Whereas  the  European  Parliament,  in  evaluating  the  situation  and  development 
of  telecommunications,  emphasized  the key  role  of the  Latter  in the  future political, social 
and  economic  development  of  the  Community  <debates  of  the  European  Parliament 
on  telecommunications  1983,  Leonardi  report,  Albert  and  Ball  report  of  1982>; 
,-----
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Whereas  on  17  December  1984  the  Council  approved  the  main  features  of  a 
Community  policy  on  telecommunications,  including  the  aim  of  developing 
advanced  telecommunication  services  and  networks  through  Community  projects; 
Whereas  the  telecommunications  sector  is  of  great  economic  importance  as 
regards  both  its  own  industrial  activities  and  its  contribution  to  efficient 
information  interchange  throughout  the  Community; 
Whereas  there.are specific aspects  to  information  technology  standards  and  the 
work  needed  to  produce  them,  and  in  particular: 
the  complexity  of  the  technical  specifications and  the  precision needed  for 
data  interchange  and  systems  interoperability; 
the  urgent  ·1eed  for  standards  in  order  to  prevent  totally  incompatible 
(trade)  electronic  data  interchange  systems  being  developed; 
• 
the  need  to  ensure  that  international  standards  are  implemented  on  a  basis 
that  makes  them  credible  for  practical  use; 
Whereas  a  general  programme  of  information  technology  and  telecommunications 
standardization  is  being  implemented; 
Whereas  the  proposal  for  a  Council  Directive  on  standardization  in  the  field 
of  information  technology  and  telecommunications1  is  intended  to establish  in 
those  sectors  a  general  framework  for  drawing  up  standards  or  common 
technical  specifications  so  as  to  facilitate  information  exchange  throughout 
thP  Community  by  breaking  down  the  barriers  created  by  the  incompatibilities 
that  stem  from  the  absence  of  standards  or  their  lack  of  precision; 
? 
Whereas  under  the C.D.project- action  is  to  be  taken  to  ensure  close 
cooper~tion  with  commercial  and  industrial  interests  so  as  to  provide 
appropriate  communications  and  information  exchange  interfaces  between 
commercial  and  industrial  systems  and  those  of  customs  administration; 
T0~~~~-~--·~----·--
2oJ  No  c 167,  6.7.1985,  P.3 
r.~  r  . 
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Whereas  the  abovementioned  objective  can  be  achieved  only  through  the 
establishment  of  close cooperation  between  commerci·al  and  industrial  interests 
in different  industries  so  as  to  ensure  the  netessary  compatibility  of  trade 
electronic  data  interchange  systems; 
Whereas  the  C.D.project  requires  that  consideration  be  given  to  the  aspects 
concerning  the security, protection a·nd  privacy  of  data  in  respect  of  imports, 
exports  artd  intra-Community  trade  $Upplied  to,  held  by,  or  in  course  of 
transmission  between  the  CoMission,  customs  administrations  and  commercial 
CIRCLE~. 
Whereas  the  above  questions  fotm  part  of  a  Much  wider  issue,  the  protection of 
intormat 1on  in  the  context  of  trade  electronic  data  interchange  between 
information  syste~~;  wh~reas it is essential  to ensure  consistency  between  the 
measures  taken  under  the c.n .. project  and  those  implemented  in. the  industrial 
context; 
Whereas  th'e  Commission•s  White  Pape·r  on  c·ompleting  the  internal  market 
underlines  the  'importance  of  the  deve lo.pfllent  of  new  cross-border  services  and 
the  part  that  telecommuni·cations  networks  based  on  common  standards  can  play 
in  creating a  market  free  of  obstacles  at  Community  level; 
Whereas  trade  electronic data  interchange  can  inc-reasingly  help  to  strengthen 
the  competitiveness ·of  European  companie·s  in  manufacturing  and  services; - 4-
Whereas  there  is  at  present  a  rapid  increase  in  public  and  private efforts at 
both  national  and  international  level  to bring  into  service  within  companies, 
groups  and  industries  trade  electronic  data  interchange  systems  that  are  not 
compatible  with  each  other; 
Whereas  the  diverse  and  piecemeal  approaches  to  trade  electronic  data 
interchange  adopted  within  a  country  or  more  generally  a  firm,  group  of  firms 
or  industry  are  likely  to  lead  to  the  establishment  of  incompatible  systems 
unable  to  communicate  with  each  other  and  to  prevent  both  users  and  suppliers 
of  equipment  and  services  from  benefiting  to  the  full  from  the  advantages 
offered by  the  development  of  trade electronic data  interchange; 
Whereas  to  ensure  that  these  trade  electronic  data  interchange  systems  be 
able  to  communicate  it  is necessary  to  adopt  a  programme  containing  an  initial 
set of  activities of  common  interest  needed  for  the  coordinated development  of 
trade electronic  data  interchange  and  a  further  set  of  activities more  closely 
linked  to  sectoral  projects  so  as  to  help  solve  in  a  coordinated  fashion  the 
common  problems  encountered  during  their development; 
Whereas  in  a  preparator~y  phase  it  is  necessary  to  carry  out  activities  and 
studies  so  as  to establish and  develop  conditions  conducive  to  the  coordinated 
development  of  trade  electronic data  interchange; 
Whereas  in  the  light  of  results  obtained  in  the  preparatory  phase  it  will  be 
necessary  to  define  the  aims  and  details  of  a  second  phase  offering  support 
for  pi lot  projects  and  continuing  some  of  the  activities  started  in  the 
preparatory phase; 
Whereas  the  Treaty  has  not  provided  the  necessary  specific  powers, 
P.  '\  ~ 
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HAS  ADOPTED  THIS  REGULATION: 
Article  1 
A  Community  programme  on  trade  electronic  data  interchange  systems  (TEDIS)  is 
hereby  set  up. 
Article  2 
l~e  preparatory  phase  shall  be  implemented  in  accordance  with  the  provisions 
of  this  Regulation.  It  shall  cover  a  period  of  t~  years  starting  on 
1  January  1987. 
Article  3 
The  aims  of  the  preparatory  phase  are: 
1.  coordination  at  Community  level  of  work  going  on  in  the  Member  States  on 
the  development  of  trade electronic data  interchange  systems; 
2.  alerting of  potential users; 
3.  alerting  of  European  hardware  and  software  manufacturers  to  the 
opportunities offered by  electronic data  interchange; 
4.  logistic  support  for  European  sectoral groups; 
5.  r.onsideration  of  the  specific  requirements  of  trade  electronic  data 
interchange  in  telecommunications  and  standardization policies;  carrying 
out  of  preparatory  work  for  that  purpose; 
6.  help  in  the  setting  up  of  conformance  testing  centres  for  software  and 
hardware  used  in  trade electronic  data  interchange  systems; 
7.  solving  of  legal  problems  that  might  inhibit  the  development  of  trade 
electronic  data  interch~nge  and  ensuring  that  restrictive 
telecommunications  regulations  cannot  hamper  the  development  of  trade 
electronic  data  interchange; 
8.  study  of  security  requirements  for  trade  electronic  data  interchange 
systems  so  as  to  guarantee  confidentiality of  messages  transmitted; 
!).  : ':  ~, 
•  t  •' 
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9.  study  of  specific  problems  caused  by  the  many  different  languages  in  the 
Community  and  examination  of  the  possiblility  of  using  of  the  results 
obtained or  expected  under  the  machine  translation programmes  Systran  and 
Eurotra; 
10.  study of  the  advisability  of  promoting  the  development  of  the  specialized 
software  needed  for  trade electronic data  interchange; 
11.  list  of  existing  or  potential  sectoral  projects  on  trade  electronic  data 
interchange  and  a  comparative  analysis  of  them; 
12.  identification of  special  requirements  emerging  during  the  implementation 
of  trade  electronic  data  interchange  systems  that  could  be  solved  more 
easily with  Community  assistance; 
13.  particular study  of  the  assistance  that  could  be  given  small  businesses  to 
help  them  to  take  part  in  trade electronic data  interchange; 
14.  possible  support  for  pilot  projects  whose  gradual  implementation  would 
help  to  find  solutions  that  could  be  extended  to  problems  of  common 
interest  encountered  by  most  trade  electronic data  interchange  systems. 
Article  4 
Activities  in  the  preparatory  phase  shall  be  carried  on  in  coordination  with 
the  existing  or  planned  policies  and  activities  in  the  Community  on 
telecommunications,  the  information  market,  value-added  networks  and  services, 
standardization and  multilingualism,  and  in  particular  with  the  CADDIA  and  CD 
projects,  so  as  to  ensure  the  necessary  interaction  with  the  specific 
requirements  of  trade  electronic data  interchange. 
,.;  .  , .. r 
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Article  5 
Contracts  for  the  preparatory  phase  shall  be  concluded  with  companies, 
including  small  and  medium-sized  firms,  research  establishments  and  other 
bodies  established  in  the  Community. 
Article 6 
1.  The  Community  shall  contribute  to  the  preparatory  phase  of  the  programme 
within  the  Limits  of  the  appropriations  entered  for  that  purpose  in  the 
general  budget  of  the  Communities. 
2.  The  amount  estimated  necessary  to  cover  the  Community's  contribution  to 
t h~  work  in  the  pre  par  a tory  phase  of  the  programme  is  6  million  ECU  for 
the  duration  of  the  preparatory  phase. 
Article  7 
The  Commission  shall  ensure  that  the  preparatory  phase  of  the  TEDIS  programme 
is  carried  out  satisfactorily  and  shall  take  the  appropriate  implementing 
measures. 
Article  8 
The  Commission  shall  submit  to  the  Council  by  1  January  1989  at  the  latest  a 
report  on  the  execution  of  the  work  defined  in  this  Regulation  and  on 
guidelines for  the  continuation of  the  TEDIS  programme. 
:;  ,-.  . - 8  -
Article 9 
This  Regulation  shall enter  into force  on  1  January  1987. 
This  Regulation  shall  be  binding  in  its entirety  and  directly  applicable  in 
all  Member  States. 
Done  at  Brussels,  For  the  Council 
The  President 
..... !"-' 
[f  •  ' 
.  ·--' FINANCIAL  RECORD 
1.  Relevant  budget  heading 
7705:  Trade  electronic data  interchange  (TEDIS) 
2.  Legal  basis 
Article  235 
Communication  from  the  Commission  to  the  Council  on  trade  electronic  data 
interchange  systems  (TEDIS)  COM(86>...  and  proposal  for  a  Council 
Regulation  introducing  the  preparatory  phase  of  a  Community  programme  on 
trade electronic  data  interchange  systems. 
3.  Proposed  classification 
Non-compulsory  expenditure  (Article 235). 
4.  Description of  and  justification for  the  project 
The  objectives  of  the  TEDIS  programme  are  to  avoid  the  proliferation  of 
watertight  trade  electronic  data  interchange  systems  with  the  inevitable 
widespread  incompatibility,  to  encourage  the  design  and  setting  up  of 
trade electronic  data  interchange  systems  meeting  users'  requirements  and 
to  simulate  the  capability  of  the  European  IT  equipment  and  services 
industry  to  meet  users'  demands.  The  TEDIS  programme  is  in  two  phases: 
the  preparatory  phase  and  the pilot  project  phase.  Only  the  preparatory 
phase  is  covered  by  this  Regulation.  The  aim  of  the  preparatory phase  is 
to  carry  out  activities  and  studies  so  as  to  establish  and  develop  the 
favourable  conditions  needed  for  the  development  of  trade  electronic  data 
interchange. 
5.  Type  of  expenditure  and  method  of  calculation 
The  appropriations  are  entered  under  item  B 7705  of  the  general  budget. 
They  will  be  needed  to  cover  the  contracts  in  the  preparatory  phase, 
expenditure  in  support  of  publicity  and  dissemination  activities  and  the 
cost  of  finding  coordinated  solutions  to  the  various  problems  of  mutual 
interest  raised  by  the  implementation  of  trade  electronic data  interchange 
systems. - 2  -
6.  Financial  implications  for operating appropriations 
6.1  Timetable  of  commitment  and  payment  appropriations  <million  ECU) 
1 
Year  Commitment  I  Payment 
I 
1987  2.85  1.425 
1988  3.15  2.25 
1989  2.325 
6.2  Share  of  Community  financing  in  the  total  cost  of  the  project 
--- ------- - ....__  - -=----=---
The  Community's  financial  contribution  will  vary  from  50  to  100% 
depending  on  the activities carried out  in  the  preparatory phase. 
6.2  Financing  of  the  programme  during  the  current  year 
In  1986  no  financing  will  be  needed  to  launch  the  TEDIS  programme. 
7.  Financing  implications  for  staff  and  current  administrative appropriations 
7.1  Staff  working  exclusively~ the  project 
3.5  officials  - Category  A 
1.5  officials  - Category  C 
7.2  Since  this  staff  will  be  included  under  the  Commission's  "operation" 
establishment  plan,  the  budgeted  posts  in  the  "operation"  section  will 
have  to  be  increased accordingly. ·  .. 
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A.  SUMMARY 
In  accordance  with  the  objectives  set  forth  by  the  Council  of 
[ 1] 
Ministers  on  17th  December  1984  and  with  the  conclusions  of  the 
European  Council  of  London  of  S-6  December  1986  which  called  for  a 
special  effort  for  the  development  and  marketing  of  digital  cellular 
radio  in  the  1990s,  the  Commission  is  proposing  an  integrated  concept 
for  the  speedy  development  of  public  pan-European •obile 
communications,  namely  : 
a  Recommendation  on  the  coordinated  introduction  of  pan-'european 
cellular  digital  mobile  communications  in  the  European  Community, 
in  order  to  substantially  accelerate  the  development  of  a  general 
pan-European mobile  communications  system 
a  Directive  on  frequency  bands  to  be  made  available  for  the 
coordinated  introduction  of  pan-European  cellular  digital  mobile 
communications  in  the  European  Community,  in  order  to  secure  the 
necessary  frequency  spectrum  resources,  without  which  a 
pan-European  system will  not  come  into existence 
additional  preparatory  actions,  in  order  to  promote  the  rapid 
development  of  pan-European  systems  for  users  'With  particularly 
urgent  needs  for  such  systems,  notably  the  communication 
requirements  of  users  in  commercial  vehicles  on  major 
trans-European  routes  and  in  trains,  and  the  need  for  telephony  in 
aircraft  and  for  truly European-wide  paging  systems. 
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The  proposed  steps will: 
a)  initiate  the  transition  from  the  present  incompatible  systems  in 
the  Community  to  a  future  second-generation  pan-European  cellular 
digital  mobile  communications  system  providing  efficient  mobile 
telephony  in the  Community  ; 
b)  allow  full  use  of  the  benefits  of  the  future  mobile  communications 
which  will  form  an  important  component  of  the  development  of 
advanced  telecommunications  services  and  networks  in  the 
Community 
c)  improve  the  integration  of  mobile  communications  with  the  evolving 
Integrated  Services  Digital  Network  (ISDN)  and,  at  a  later  stage, 
with  the general  Integrated Broadband  Communications  (IBC)  ; 
d)  substantially  benefit  the  European  user,  European  industry,  and 
European  network  and mobile  communications  operators. 
The  development  of  advanced  European-wide  public mobile  communications 
will,  in  partic~lar,  offer  small  and  medium-sized  enterprises  a  new 
degree  of  mobility  in  their  daily  transactions,  which  is essential  to 
many  of  them.  Finally,  the  propo~ed  steps  will  eliminate  the 
breakdown  of  mobile  communications  when  crossing  national  frontiers 
within  the  Community,  as  experienced  at  present  due  to  the 
incompatibility  of  systems.  They  will  thus  be  of  major  benefit  to 
Europe's  citizens as  a  whole. 
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B.  EXPLARATORY  MF.MORARDOM 
I)  INTRODUCTION 
On  17th  December  1984,  the  Council  approved  the  main  objectives  of 
a  Community  telecommunications  policy  (1].  One  of  the  m~jor 
objectives  of  this  policy  is  speeding  the  development  of  advanced 
telecommunications  services  and  networks  in the Community. 
In  accordance  with  these  objectives,  the  Group  for  Analysis  and 
Forecasting  GAP  (sub-group  of  the  Senior  Officials  Group  for 
Telecommunications  SOG-T)  has  investigated the  current  problems  and 
future  potential  of  pan-european  mobile  communications  in  the 
Community.  This  Communication  and  the  enclosed  Recommendation  and 
Directive is based  on  the  conclusions of  the work  listed in the  GAP 
report  (2]  to  SOG-T.  The  Senior  Officials  Group  has  endorsed  the 
conclusions  of  the  GAP  report. 
In  its  communication  of  June  5,  1986  [ 3]  the  Commission  set  out 
details  of  progress  towards  the  coordinated  introduction  of 
pan-european  mobile  communications.  Consul tat  ions  with  the 
Telecommunications  Administrations,  the  European  Conference  of 
Postal  and  Telecommunications  Administrations  (CEPT), 
telecommunications  industry  and  us~rs  have  now  achieved  a  broad 
consensus. 
Public  mobile  communications  will  develop  over  the  next  ten  years 
from  a  service  which  is  currently  available  to  a  relatively  small 
number  of  users,  to  a  service  essential  to  a  broad  range  of 
business  activities  and  users  in  the  private  sector.  The  telephone 
in  the  car  will  become  a  common  sight  on  the  Community's  roads. 
The  services  will  extend  to  include  portabl~  and  hand-held 
terminals  providing  more  sophisticated  functions  and  data 
communications. 6 
According  to  conservative  market  forecasts,  mobile  telephones  in 
the  Community  will  increase  from  13  per  1,000  vehicles  in  1984  to 
31  per  1,000  vehicles  in  1994.  For  international  long-haul  trucks 
alone,  not  taking  account  other  mobiles  and  hand-held  terminals, 
there  will  be  a  demand  for  at  least  250,000  mobile  stations  with 
international  roaming  facilities  by  the  year  2000.  GAP  has 
estimated  the  expected  number  of  public  subscribers  in  the 
Conununity  at  2.4  million  in  1995.  Demand  could  be  substantially 
larger  if  favourable  conditions  are  created  (see  Fig.  I,  low  cost 
scenario,  number  of  mobile  stations  per  1,000  inhabitants,  per 
Member  State). 
These  favourable  conditions  currently  do  not  exist  in  the 
Community.  Five  different  incompatible  systems  have  been 
implemented  in  the  Member  States.  Mobile  communications  break  down 
when  frontiers  within  the  Community  are  crossed.  A  car  driver 
crossing  the  Community  would  currently  need  five  different  mobile 
telephone  systems  to  be  able  to  communicate  in  all  areas  where 
mobile  services are currently provided. 
As  a  consequence,  markets  for  mobile  terminals  are  fragmented. 
Three  different  frequency  bands  are  used  in  the  Community  for 
two-way  land  mobile  radio  services  and  three  different  frequency 
bands  are  used  for  one-way  paging  services.  Economic  low-cost 
solutions  cannot  be  obtained under  these  circumstances. 
The  imminent  change  from  current  systems  to  the  second  generation 
communications  system  presents  a  unique  chance  for  Europe  to 
overcome  the  current  market  fragmentation.  The  new  system will  be 
based  on  digital  rather  than  the  analogue  technology  of  the  present 
systems,  permitting  low-cost  solutions  and  easy  compatibility with 
the  future  Integrated  Services  Digital  Network  (ISDN)  [ 4].  In( 
addition,  national  industrial  interests  are  not  as  yet  well 
developed  to  complicate  the  standardisation  of  a  pan-european 
digital mobile  communications  system in the  Community. 
The  European  Conference  of  Postal  and  Telecommunications 
Administrations  (CEPT)  has  chosen  this  change  of  technology, 
expected  for  the  end  of  this  decade,  in  order  to  work  vigorously 
towards  a  common  European  cellular  digital  mobile  solution.  It has 
created  towards  this  end,  a  special  working  group  "Groupe  Special 
Mobile",  referred  to as  GSM. 
For  its  part,  the  European  Parliament  has  requested  that  the 
current  incompatibility  of  systems  be  resolved  and  that  work 
towards  Community-wide  mobile  communications  be  carried out  [5]. 
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With  its  Recommendation  of  November  16,  1984  [6],  the  Council  has 
confirmed  the  need  for  the  introduction  of  services  from  1985 
onwards  "on  the  basis of  a  common  harmonized  approach". 
Finally,  the  European  Council  of  London  of  5-6  December  1986  has 
asked  the  Commission  and  the  Council  "to  make  a  special  effort  to 
secure  agreement  on  standards  and  the  commitment  of  operators 
necessary  to  enable  Europe  to  compete  in  the  development  and 
marketing of  digital cellular radio  in the  1990s". 
II)  TRANSITION  FROM  THE  CURRENT  INCOMPATIBLE  SYSTEMS  IN  THE 
COMMUNITY  TO  PAN-EUROPEAN  CELLULAR  DIGITAL  MOBILE  COMMUNICATIONS 
With  this objective  in mind,  the  proposals  submitted  hereunder  aim 
at  the  full  use  of  the  technological  opportunity  provided  by  the 
definition of  the  second generation  common  mobile  system  in Europe, 
to  create  a  European-wide  mobile  communications  system  and  end  the 
intolerable  incompatibility  of  systems,  thus  eliminating  the 
breakdown  of  mobile  communications  at  frontiers.  They  aim, 
therefore,  at  promoting  a  vital  future  infrastructure  for  the 
Community's  economy  through  an  orderly  and  rapid  transition  from 
the  current  incompatible  systems  in  the  Community  to  pan-European 
cellular digital mobile  communications. 
The  main  points  of  the  analysis  carried  out  by  GAP  are  the 
following 
Automatic  mobile  radio  telephone  is  still  a  relatively  new  public 
service  : 
it is an  expanding market  ; 
prices will greatly decrease  with market  growth,  particularly if 
the market  is on  a  European  rather  than  on  a  national  basis 
demand  for  portable  and  hand-held  terminals  is  important  some 
of  these  also require  international  roaming  facilities  ; 
demand  is responsive  to tariff  levels  and  terminal  cost  ; 
there  is already  a  demand  for  European  coverage,  particularly in 
the  case  of  international  truck transport 
the  principal  investment  cost  concerns  terminals  rather  than 
Base  Stations  (BS)  and  Mobile  Service  Switching  Centers  (MSC). 
(see Glossary  for  technical  terms). 
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The  existing  and  immediately  foreseen  situation  in  the  Member 
States varies greatly concerning 
frequencies  in use 
types  of  systems  presently used,  or  to be  used 
tariff regimes  to  be  applied 
level  of  market  penetration. 
The  first  two  items  above,  namely  the  current  incompatibility  in 
frequencies  used  and  the  different  types  of  systems  to  be  used;  do 
not  permit  pan-European  mobile  communications  services  to  be 
offered at present. 
The  Telecommunications  Administrations  have  agreed  within  CEPT  to 
reserve  the  frequencies  905-915  MHz  I  950-960  MHz  for  the  initial 
introductf2,>f  of  the  future  pan-European  mobile  communications 
services  •  However,  in  the  short  and  medium  term,  the  Federal 
Republic  of  Germany,  Denmark,  Italy,  Belgium  and  the  Netherlands 
Administrations  will  use  the  upper  1  MHz  of  each  to  the  two  bands 
for  cordless  telephone.  The  task  of  developing  the  specification 
of  this future  pan-European  system has  been entrusted to GSM. 
In  the  long  term  the  full  2  x  25  MHz  ( 890-915  and  935-960  MHz) 
should  be  available  for  the  future  pan-European  mobile 
communications  system. 
Outside  these  reserved  frequency  bands,  saturation  of  available 
frequencies  for  current  systems  will  be  reached  in  a  number  of 
Member  States  by  1990/1991.  In  certain countries,  local  saturation 
problems,  especially in  large cities,  may  appear  even  before  1991. 
Pressure  wi 11  therefore  increase  in  the  Member  States  to  release 
the  bandwidth  reserved  for  the  future  pan-European  mobile 
communications  system  for  use  by  current  systems.  This  would 
jeopardize  any  real  prospect  for  the  introduction  of  pan-European 
mobile  communications.  At  the  same  time,  the  saturation  problems 
expected  from  1990/1991  onwards  make  1991  the  latest  date  for  the 
availability of  the  pan-European  second generation cellular digital 
mobile  communications  system. 
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As  a  consequence,  the  proposed  pan-European  system  can  only  be 
easily  implemented  within  Europe  if  industry  is  technically  ready 
to equip  such  a  system  by  1991.  Therefore 
a  stringent  time-table  for  studies  and  experiments  must  be 
respected  and  close  cooperation  between  Telecommunications 
Administrations  and  manufacturers  is  needed  in  the  design  and 
implementation of  such  a  system  ; 
as  manufacturers  will  need  approximately  three  years  to  develop 
the  equipment  after  the  provision  of  the  detailed 
specifications  ,  it  is necessary  to  provide  full  specifications 
by  the  end of  1987  in order  to provide  services  by  1991. 
In  order  to  make  the  future  pan-European  cellular  digital  mobile 
conununications  system  possible,  a  number  of  questions  must  be 
answered with high priority,  namely  : 
choice of  transmission systems,  especially for  the  radio path 
ways  to ensure  bandwidth availability  ; 
definition  of  the  network  architecture  and  interfaces  required 
to  establish  a  European  terminal  market,  including  preparation 
of  relevant  NETS  [8]  ; 
services  to  be  offered  in relation with  ISDN  and  a  corresponding 
time-table 
signalling  process  to  be  used  at  the  user  access  and  within  the 
network  ; 
tariffs  to  be  applied,  taking  into  account  mobility  of 
terminals  ; 
legal  problems 
cooperation  between  operators  and  industry 
cooperation  between  telecommunications  operators  for  the  design 
and  the  implementation of  a  Community-wide  system. 
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III.  THE  AIM  OF  THE  PROPOSED  RECOMMENDATION 
A  Council  Recommendation  is  seen  as  the  most  appropriate  means  to 
accelerate  the  process  of  finding  common  answers  to  the  open 
questions  listed  in  the  previous  section.  The  proposed 
Recommendation  on  the  Coordinated  Introduction  of  pan-European. 
Cellular  Digital  Mobile  Communications  in  the  European  Community 
thus  aims  to  direct  and  accelerate  the  efforts  by  the  Member 
States,  Telecommunications  Administrations  and  industry  to  find  a 
conunon  solution,  within  an  acceptable  time-schedule,  in  order  to 
initiate  the  transition  from  the  current  incompatible  systems  to 
true  pan-European  public  mobile  communications. 
The  Recommendation  is  the  resu  1  t  of  in-depth  discussion  by  the 
experts  of  the  Telecommunications  Administrations  within  the 
framework  of  GAP  and  of  thorough  consultation with  SOG-T.  GAP  has 
developed  the  detailed  recommendations  which  form  the  substance  of 
this  Recommendation.  The  recommendations  have  been  submitted  to 
the  Telecommunications  Administrations,  the  CEPT  and  industry  and 
have  achieved wide  consensus. 
The  Recommendation  addresses  in  particular  the  definition  of  an 
active approach  regarding  the 
choice  of  the  particular  technical  option  within  the  digital 
mode  of  the  transmission  system  for  the  future  pan-European 
cellular  digital  mobile  communications  system.  If  the  overall 
objectives  are  to  be  reached,  such  a  choice  must  be  made  on  the 
basis  of  the  work  of  the  GSM  Group  of  CEPT  (and  its  Permanent 
Nucleus)  and  the  results  of  the  experiments  currently  under  way 
in  the  Member  States,  by  early  1977  at  the  latest  ; 
defined  interfaces  both  for  the  user  and  within  the  network 
architecture.  Commonly  defined  interfaces  between  Mobile 
Stations  (MS),  Base  Stations  (BS)  and  Mobile  Switching  Centers 
(MSC)  are  the  pre-condition for  a  Community-wide  market  for  this 
equipment.  Taking  into account  that  the  base  stations represent 
a  significant percentage of  the  total mobile  radio network cost, 
it will  be  of  particular  interest  to  encourage  and  support  the 
creation  of  a  European  market  not  only  for  mobile  stations,  but 
also  for  base  stations  ; 
start-up  of  provision  of  service  from  1991  onwards  at  the 
latest.  Firm political  commitment  to  European-wide  provision is 
essential  for  the  credibility  of  a  pan-European  system.  Only 
such  credibility will  allow  the  market  participants  users, 
network  operators,  mobile  system  opera tors,  industry  to 
properly plan  and  develop  the  transition to  the  new  system. 
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It  is  recognized  that  the  starting  date  1991  for  the  pan-European 
cellular digital mobile  communication  system calls for  adherence  to 
the  tough  time  schedule,  as  set  out  in  detail  in  the 
Recommendation.  Bearing  this  in  mind,  GAP  has  estimated  that 
manufacturers  should  effectively  contribute  to  and  participate  in 
CEPT.  The  constitution of  the  CEPT's  GSM  permanent  nucleus  should 
provide,  within  the  framework  of  CEPT  decisions,  a  good  opportunity 
to  solve  technical  problems  with  the  collaboration  of 
manufacturers. 
GAP  has  also  identified VLSI  technology,  particularly in respect  of 
cost  complexity  I  power  consumption  performance,  as  a  risk area  for 
the  timely  introduction  of  hand-portable  sets  within  the 
pan-European cellular digital mobile  communications  system which  is 
to  support not  only mobiles  but also hand-portable stations. 
GAP  has  recommended  that  the  results  from  that  part  of  the  RACE 
Definition  Phase  which  has  a  bearing  on  the  VLSI  implications  of 
various  digital  radio  technology  options  should  be  made  available 
to  the  CEPT/GSM  in  order  to  a~sist  in  its decisions  on  standards. 
The  programme  priorities  should  contribute  to  a  technology  base 
permitting  the  timely  and  unrestricted  availability  of  the 
necessary  VSLI  chips  from  at  least  several  European  sources.  This 
recommendation  will  be  considered  during  the  execution  of  the  RACE 
programme. 
While  the  necessary  investments  for  the  implementation  of  the 
pan-European  cellular  mobile  communications  system  will  largely 
fall  to  the  network  and  system  operators  and  the  private  users 
in  exchange  for  the  major  commercial  benefits  which  they  will 
derive  however,  it is  important  that  the  Community's  financial 
instruments  play  their full  role  in  the  establishment of  this major 
Community  infrastructure.  For  certain  less-favoured regions  of  the 
Community,  a  special  contribution  to  this  effort  will  be  made  by 
the  programme  STAR,  in  accordance  with  the  agreed  objective  of 
improved  access  for  the  less  favoured  regions  of  the  Community  to 
advanced  services  and  networks. 
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As  an  accompanying  measure,  the  Commission  intends  to  raise 
Conununity-wide  awareness  in  both  the  business  and  the  private 
sectors,  by  sponsoring  information  dissemination  relating  to  the 
development  of  services  and  standards.  Given  the  tight 
time-schedule  for  the  full  specification of  services  and  standards, 
the  Commission  proposes  to  support  the  work  of  the 
Telecommunications  Administrations  within  the  CEPT,  in  the 
framework  of  its agreement with  this organisation. 
As  regards  the  specifications  for  terminals  mobile,  portable, 
or  hand-held  the  Conunission  will  give  high  priority  to  this 
issue  within  the  framework  of  the  implementation  of  the  Directive 
on  the  first  phase  of  the  establishment  of  mutual  recognition  of 
type  approval  for  telecommunications  terminal  equipment  [7]  and  the 
related  elaboration  of  NETS  [8]  for  this  type  of  equipment,  in 
order  to  permit  international  roaming  and  to  promote  the  European 
market  for  terminals. 
The  Commission  will  further  see  to  the  strict  application  in  this 
area  of  Council  Directive  83/189/EEC,  laying  down  a  procedure  for 
the  provision  of  information  in  the  field  of  technical  standards 
and  regulations  and  of  the  proposed  Council  Directive  on 
standardization  in  the  field  of  information  technology  and 
telecommunications  as  soon  as it will  be  approved  by  Council. 
In  addition,  the  Commission  will  investigate  together  with  the 
Administrations  and  the  Custom  Authorities  any  other  measure 
necessary  for  ensuring  the  free  circulation  and  unrestricted usage 
of  mobile  stations  within  the  Community.  The  Commission  will 
propose  appropriate measures  as  required. 
IV.  THE  AIM  OF  THE  PROPOSED  DIRECTIVE 
The  availability  of  sufficient  frequencies  is  the  indispensable 
resource  requirement  for  any  mobile  communication  system. 
GAP  has  identified  the  availability  of  sufficient  frequency  bands 
for  the  future  pan-European  cellular  digital  mobile  communications 
system  as  a  pre-condition  for  the  implementation  of  a  pan-European 
system.  As  stated  pre  iously,  certain  Member  States  have  started 
or are planning  to  to  allow operation of national  systems  in 
parts  of  the  frequency  bands  recommended  by  CEPT  for  reservation 
for  the  pan-European  mobile  communications  system.  At  the  same 
time,  there  is  indication  of  growing  pressure  to  release  further 
parts of  these  frequency  bands  for  national  applications. 
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To  summarize,  the  findings  and  recommendations  of  GAP  regarding 
availability  of  frequency  bands  for  the  pan-European  mobile 
communications  system are  the  following  : 
in  order  to  offer  pan-European  cellular  mobile  communications 
services,  GAP  recommends  that  the  full  availability  should  be 
ensured  of  both  the  905  - 915  (914)  MHz  and  the  950  - 960  (959) 
MHz  band  for  the  initial introduction of  the  future  system  ; 
a  further  objective  is  to  progressively allocate  the  full  890  -
915  MHz  and  935  - 960  MHz  to  the  system.  This  should  be  done  on 
a  market-led  basis  noting  that  old  obsolete  first  generation 
equipment will eventually fall  into disuse  ; 
GAP  identifies further  a  need  for  additional  spectrum for  future 
mobile  services  possibly  including  non-public  telephone 
services.  Administrations  should  therefore  consider  whether  the 
1987  World  Administrative  Radio  Conference  (WARC)  on  mobile 
services  should  be  used  to  obtain  additional  allocation  in  the 
UHF  band  (300  - 3000  MHz)  for  land mobile  services. 
The  prov1s1on  of  frequencies  in  the  Member  States  is  laid  down  by 
law,  regulation,  or  administrative  action.  Considering  the  above 
situation  and  the  role  of  frequencies  as  the  most  critical  factor 
for  the  future  availability  of  ~he  pan-European  mobile 
communications  in  the  Community,  a  Council  Directive  is absolutely 
necessary. 
The  proposed  Council  Directive  on  the  Frequency  Bands  to  be  made 
available  for  the  Coordinated  Introduction of  Pan-European Cellular 
Digital  Mobile  Communications  in  the  Community,  has  the  primary 
objective  to ensure  the  timely availability of  sufficient  frequency 
resources  for  the  future  pan-European  mobile  communications 
service,  which  is  indispensable for  an orderly and  rapid  transition 
from  the  current  incompatible  national  systems  to  the  future 
Community-wide  compatible  system.  The  Directive  is proposed  on  the 
basis  of  Article  100.  This  legal  basis  may  be  replaced  by  Article 
lOOa,  as  soon  as  the  Single Act  enters  into  force. 15 
V.  ADDITIONAL  PREPARATORY  SPECIAL  ACTIONS  FOR  THE  RAPID  DEVELOPMENT  OF 
PAN-EUROPEAN  SYSTEMS  FOR  SPECIAL  USER  REQUIREMENTS 
In addition  to  the  overiding  requirement  for  the  speedy  development 
of  the  pan-European  cellular  digital  mobile  communications  system, 
as  the  future  broad  base  of  pan-European  mobile  communications  for 
the  nineties,  GAP  has  identified  urgent  requirements  of  certain 
users  for  special  pan-European  mobile  systems.  The  Commission 
therefore  intends  to  undertake,  in  close  cooperation  with  the 
Telecommunications  Administrations,  special  preparatory actions,  in 
order  to  respond  to  these needs. 
1.  Mobile  radio  communications  services  for  vehicles  o·n  major 
pan-European transit routes 
GAP  recommends  that  the  Telecommunications  Administrations  set 
up  a  working  group  at  an  appropriate  time  to  study  mutual 
priorities  for  coverage  in  order  to  stimulate  the  maximum 
pan-European  traffic  as  early  as  possible.  This  should  take 
into  account  particularly  the  needs  of  vehicles  on· major 
European  routes  and  the  needs  of  air  travellers  located between 
city centers  and  international airports. 
The  Commission  fully supports  this goal.  The  objective of early 
coverage  of  pan-European  transit  routes  by  public  mobile 
communications  has  been  set  out  in  the  proposed  Council 
Recommendation.  For  its  part  the  Commission  will,  in  the 
context of its concern  for  facilitating European-wide  transport, 
investigate  together with  the Telecommunications  Administrations 
and  the  CEPT.  the  best  ways  to  reach  this  objective  as  soon  as 
possible. 
2.  Public  radio  telephone  in trains 
Several  European  national  railway  networks  are  already offering 
a  telephone  service.  However,  no  pan-European  telephone  service 
exists. 
GAP  recommends  that  the  technical  solution  for  providing 
pan-European  service  should  be  based  on  the  future  pan-European 
cellular digital mobile  communications  system. 
The  Commission  agrees  with  this  recommendation.  It  will 
consult,  in  the  context  of  its  concern  with  promoting 
European-wide  transport,  with  the  Telecommunications 
Administrations,  CEPT  and  the  railway  operators  concerned,  to 
achieve  rapid  coverage  of major  trans-European  railway routes. 
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3.  Public  radio  telephone  in aircraft 
Market  studies  have  revealed  a  two-tiered  demand  :  a  demand  for 
calls  on  intra-European  flights  ;  and  a  demand  for  calls  on 
inter-continental  flights. 
The  technical  solutions  currently  considered  vary  substantially 
according  to  the  different  requirements. 
Two  technical  solutions  are  considered  in  Europe  :  one  based  on 
satellite,  supported  by  INMARSAT  ;  and  an  another  solution based 
on  a  terrestrial  system,  or  a  combination  of  satellite  I 
terrestrial communications. 
In  the  US  air  routes  are  covered  by  an  experimental  commercial 
terrestrial  system.  There  is  strong  demand  for  telephone 
service,  even  during  short  flights of  less  than one  hour. 
According  to  the  findings  of  GAP,  satellite  systems  will 
continue  for  some  time  at  least  to  be  about  3  to  6  times  more 
expensive  than  a  terrestrial  system.  However,  they  can  provide 
world-wide  coverage while  a  terrestrial  system will only  provide 
continental  and  coastal  coverage within a  range  of  about  300  km. 
As  stated,  there are  two  markets  :  a  market  for  intercontinental 
flights,  and  another market  for  continental flights.  There  may, 
therefore,  be  a  need  for  a  combined  terrestrial  and  satellite 
system. 
Developing  such  a  system  will  require  :  firm  commitment  by  the 
airline  carriers  concerned  ;  a  common  position  by  the 
Telecommunications  Administrations  and  availability  of 
frequency  bands. 
It  is  therefore  necessary  to  associate  airline  carriers  and 
Telecommunications  Administrations at  a  European  level,  in order 
to  develop  the  establishment  of  a  Community-wide  system. 
GAP  recommends  that  the  Telecommunications  Administrations 
should  endeavour  not  to  introduce  aeronautical  public  telephone 
services  in frequency  bands  below  960  MHz.  It further  recommends 
that  the  Administrations  should  urgently  consider  the  need  for 
spectrum  for  a  terrestrial  and/or  satellite  aeronautical  public 
telephone  system  in  appropriate  frequency  bands,  and  reach  a 
common  position  in  time  for  the  1987  ITU  WARC  for  mobile 
services. 
If  a  common  position  is  not  reached  within  this  time  scale,  no 
other  possibility will  occur  before  the  ITU/WARC  meeting  at  the 
end  of  the  century,  and  such  a  telephone  service will  not  then 
be  offered  in  the  Community  before  the  beginning  of  the  next 
century. 
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For  its  part,  the  Commission  intends  to  investigate,  together 
with  the  Telecommunications  Administrations,  CEPT,  and  the 
airline  carriers,  the  best  means  of  promoting  the  establishment 
of  a  common  system. 
4.  Public  paging 
Several  Member  States are already operating or are  intere.s·ted  in 
offering a  public  radio paging  service. 
As  stated  previously,  existing  services  do  not  use  the  s.ame 
code,  nor  even  the  same  frequencies.  A  certain  number  of 
countries  intend  to  offer  future  radio  paging  services  us·i.n& 
POCSAG  code  or  a  faster  version  thereof.  A  few  countries  a~e 
considering an  international service in the very short  term  . 
• 
In  the  longer  term,  demand  will  be  oriented  towards  the 
requirement  to  transmit  alphanumeric  messages.  CEPT  bas 
initiated  studies  regarding  the  characteristics  to  be 
recommended  for  a  future  harmonised  European  public  personal 
radio-paging  system  capable  of  entering  into  service  towards 
1990,  with  particular  reference  to  the  following  aspects 
services  offered  ;  frequencies  utilised  ;  and  coding  and 
modulation procedures. 
Regarding  the  implementation  of  a  European-wide  service,  the 
Commission  will  investigate,  together with  the 
Telecommunications  Administrations  and  CEPT,  the  best ways  : 
to  reach  an  agreement  to use  the  same  radio  frequencies. 
to  reach  an  agreement  related  to  a  more  advanced  code  and  a 
common  radio  interface  by  1990,  with  a  view  to  a  European 
service being  introduced as  soon  as  possible afterwards. 
to  promote  a  common  position  regarding  tariff  problems, 
numbering  schemes,  mutual  accounting  and  free  circulation of 
terminals. 
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5.  Road  information for  motorists 
The  possibility  of  receiving  road  information  is  considered  to 
be  highly  desirable.  Such  information  is  of  two  main  types  : 
information  valid  for  a  certain  period  of  time  (e.g. 
meteorological  conditions)  ;  and  information  only  valid  for 
short  time  periods  (e.g.  information on  accidents). 
Both  types  of  information  are  required  in  local  areas,  within  a 
range  of  about  30  km,  and  should  be  provided  with  a 
multi-European  language  facility for  the various users. 
the  future  pan-European 
system will  not  be  suited 
Nevertheless,  the  system 
For  economic  and  technical  reasons, 
cellular digital mobile  communications 
to  provide  broadcasting  information. 
could  be  utilised  to  gain  access  to 
by  using  the  telephone  service  or 
information on  road  conditions. 
relevant  databanks,  either 
a  data  service  to  obtain 
The  European  Broadcasting  Union  (EBU)  has  already  established 
specifications  for  radio-data  systems  to  be  used  in  conjunction 
with  the  existing  VHF /FM  broadcasting  networks.  Such  systems 
need  special  car  radio  receivers.  Where  possible,  these 
receivers  should  have  common  features  with  the  data  receivers 
designed  for  the  future  pan-European  cellular  communications 
system in order  to  reduce  costs. 
For  this  reason,  GAP  recommends  close  cooperation  between  CEPT 
and  EBU  in this area. 
The  Commission  intends  to  study,  together  with  the 
Telecommunications  Administrations,  CEPT,  EBU,  and  industry,  the 
best  ways  to  reach  European  harmonization  of  the  associated 
information  transmission  system. 
6.  Other  user  requirements 
The  Commission  will  continue  to  monitor  and  analyse  further 
special  user  requirements  for  pan-European  mobile 
communica.tions,  such  as  communications  for  boats  and  small  ships 
in  cert~ih  coastal  areas  of  the  Community.  It  will  also 
investigate  additional  measure  for  facilitating  the 
international  use  of  mobile  systems,  such  as  general 
availability  and  applicability  of  electronic  payment  devices. 
It will  consult  with  the  Senior  Officials  Group  on 
Telecommunications  on  specific actions  as  needs  arise  . 
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VI  CONCLUSIONS 
The  attached  Recommendation  and  Directive  aim  at  the  coordinated 
introduction  of  public  pan-European  cellular  digital  mobile 
communications  in  the  Community  and  the  availability  of  frequency 
bands  as  a  pre-condition for  their  introduction.  They  aim at using 
the  unique  opportunity  offered  by  the  introduction  of  the  second 
generation  digital  mobile  communications  system,  to  establis·h  a 
general  broad  base  for  a  truly  future  pan-European  mobile 
communications  system. 
The  proposals  have  been  based  on  the  careful  analysis  and  work  of 
the  Senior  Officials  Group  on  Telecommunicati:Qns  (SOG-T)  and  its 
sub-group  GAP.  The  Telecommunications  Administrations  and  the 
telecommunications  industry  have  positively  responded  to  the 
analysis  and  recommendations.  The  Commission,  besides  the 
application of  Community  measures  relevant  to  the  sector,  will  take 
all  useful  steps  in  order  to  assist  in  the  application  of  the 
present  Recommendation  and Directive and  to  follow it by additional 
appropriate proposals. 
The  proposals  will  ensure  an  important  step  forward  towards  a 
Community-wide  pan-European  mobile  communications  system.  The 
proposals  thus  aim  to  substantially  improve  the  development  of 
advanced  telecommunications  services  and  networks  as  requested  by 
the  Council  of  Ministers  on  17th December  1984. 
The  Council  is therefore  requested  : 
to adopt  the  attached proposal  for  a  Recommendation 
to  adopt  the  attached proposal  for  a  Directive  ; 
to  take  note  of  the  additional  preparatory  actions  which  the 
Commission  will  undertake,  in  close  cooperation  with  the 
Telecommunications  Administrations  and  the  European  Conference 
of  Postal  and  Telecommunications  Administrations,  in  order  to 
satisfy  the  specific  urgent  requirements  of  certain  users  for 
pan-European mobile  communications. 
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[7]  Council  Directive of  24th July  1986  on  the  initial stage of  the mutual 
recognition  of  type  approval  for  telecommunications  terminal 
equipment,  5.8.1986  (O.J.  L217/21). 
[8]  NET  (Norme  europeenne  de  telecommunications)  is  an  approved  technical 
specification  recommendation  of  the  CEPT  or  part  or  parts  thereof 
which  the  signatories  of  the  Memorandum  of  Understanding,  established 
at  the  meeting  of  Directors-General  of  CEPT  Administrations,  in 
Copenhagen  on  15th  November  1985,  adopted  in  accordance  with  the 
procedure  set  down  in that Memorandum. 
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APPEJIDIX 
Glossary of technical teras 
The  following  list of  technical  terms  is included  for better  understanding of 
the  Recommendation. 
B +  D structure 
Base Station  ( BS) 
Bearer service 
Calling line 
identification 
Cellul~ Mobile 
Conununications 
System 
two  channels  structure, 
signalling. 
B  for  voice, 
Fixed  equipment  for  the  area radio  coverag~. 
D  for 
A  type  of  telecommunication  service  that  provides 
the  capability  for  the  transmission  of  signals 
between  user  network  interfaces. 
(ref.  ( 1)). 
Supplementary  service.  Indicates  the  identification 
of the calling user  line. 
(ref.  ( 1)). 
Radiomobile  system characterized  by  : 
.  Accomodation  of  more  than  one  base-station  in  a 
service area  and  thus  the  expansion  of  the  service 
area  of  the  system  beyond  the  coverage  that  a 
single site  provides 
.  hand-over  ; 
•  re-use  of  the  same  radiofrequency  assignment 
simultaneously  by  more  than  one  base-station  and 
for  more  than  one  message  ;  this  is  the 
~ornerstone of the  spectral  utilization efficiency 
of cellular systems  ; 
.  the  system  must  be  able  to start with  a  few  large 
cells  and  gradually grow  until  many  small  cells 
are  created at the  points  of highest  traffic 
density  ; 
roaming. 
430 Digital Cellular llobile 
eo..mications Systea  · 
Hand~ver 
ISDN 
Mobile Station (MS) 
Nobile Switching Center 
(MSC) 
Paging 
PSTN 
Roaaing 
S reference point 
SS  (Signalling System) 
N°  7 
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Cellular mobile  communications  system working on  the 
basis of digital  techniques 
Transfer of  the  conversation  and  responsibility  for 
radio  coverage  of  a  mobile  or  hand-held  unit  from 
one  site to another,  i.e.  from  one  radiofrequency 
to another. 
Integrated Services Digital Network  -
Network,  providing end-to-end  digital connectivity 
to support a  wide  range of services,including  voice 
and  non-voice services,  to  which  users have  access 
by  a  limited set of standard  multipurpose 
user- network interfaces. 
(ref.  {1)) 
Subscriber  equipment  (mobile  or  portable  or  hand 
held unit). 
Switching Center for mobile  communications. 
A non  speech,  one  way,  personal  selective calling 
system with  alert,  without  message  or  with  defined 
message  such as numeric  or alphanumeric. 
Public Switched Telephone  Network 
Automatic  locating of mobile  subscriber. 
Possible  location  of  access  for  Bearer  Services. 
(ref.  (1)). 
The  new  CCITT  system allowing two  switching 
to  exchange  information,  e.g.  information 
for  establishing a  telephone call. 
(ref.  ( 1)). 
centers 
needed 
431 Subscriber call charge 
aeter 
SUpple.entary service 
Teleservice 
23 
Supplementary service which  gives  the possibility 
to send to the user the accumulated tariff charge. 
A  type  of  service  which  supplements  basic 
telecommunication  services. 
A  type  of  telecommunication  service  that  provides 
the complete  capability including terminal  equipment 
fUnctions,  for communication  between  users  according 
to  protocols  established  by  agreement  between 
Telecommunications  Administrations. 
(ref.  ( 1)). 
(1)  Council  Recommendation  on  the  Coordinated  Introduction  of  the  Integrated 
Services Digital Network  (ISDN)  in the European  Community 
OJ  N°  C157,  246.86~  p.3 
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C.  PROPOSAL  FOR  A COUNCIL  RECOMMENDATION  ON  THE  COORDINATED  INTRODUCTION 
OF  PUBLIC  PAN-EUROPEAN  DIGITAL  MOBILE  COMMUNICATIONS  IN  THE  COMMUNITY 
PROPOSAL  FOR  A COUNCIL  RECOMMENDATION 
on  the  coordinated  introduction of 
public  pan-European digital mobile  communications 
in the  Community 
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THE  COUNCIL  OF  THE  EUROPEAN  COMMUNITIES 
Having  regard  to  the  Treaty  establishing  the  European  Economic  Community, 
in particular Article  235  thereof, 
Having  regard to  the  proposal  from  the  Commission, 
Having  regard  to  the Opinion of  the  European  Parliament 
[ 1] 
Having  regard  to  the Opinion of  the  Economic  and  Social  Committee 
[2] 
Whereas  Council  Recommendation  84/549/EEC(
3 c~lls  for  the  introduction  of 
services  on  the  basis  of  a  common  harmonized  approach  in  the  field  of 
telecommunications ; 
[ 1] 
[2] 
[3]  OJ  No  L298,16.11.1984,  p.  49 
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Whereas  the  resources  offered  by  modern  telecommunications  should  be 
utilized to  the  full  for  the  economic  development  of  the  Community  ; 
Whereas  mobile  radio  services  are  the  only  means  of  contacting  users  on 
the  move  and  the  most  efficient  means  for  those  users  to  be  connected  to 
the  public  telecommunications  networks 
Whereas  the  mobile  communications  systems  currently  in  use  in  the 
Community  are  largely  incompatible  and  do  not  allow users  on  the  move  in 
vehicles,  boats,  trains  or  on  foot  throughout  the  ·community  to 
reap  the  benefits of  European-wide  services  and  European-wide  markets 
Whereas  the  change-over  to  the  second  generation  cellular  mobile 
communications  system will  provide  a  unique  opportunity  to establish truly 
pan-European mobile  communications 
Whereas  the  European  Conference  of  Postal  and  Telecommunications 
Administrations  (CEPT)  has  set  up  a  special  Working  Group,  referred  to  as 
GSM  ("Groupe  Special  Mobile"),  for  planning all  system aspects  of  a  second 
generation cellular mobile  radio  infrastructure 
Whereas  such  a  future  system,  offering both voice  and  data  services,  is  to 
be  based  on  digital  techniques,  thereby  facilitating  compatibility  with 
the  general  digital  environment  as  will  evolve  with  the  co-ordinated 
introduction  of  the  Integrated  Services  Digital  Network  (ISDN)  in  the 
Community  in accordance  with  Council  Recommendation  86/659/EEc<4>; 
(4]  OJ  No  L 382,  31.12.1986,  p.  36. 27 
Whereas  a  co-ordinated  policy  for  the  introduction  of  a  pan-European 
digital cellular mobile  radio service will  make  possible  the establishment 
of  a  European  market  in  mobile,  portable  and  hand-held  terminals.  Whereas 
such a market wiLl be capable of creating, by virtue of its size#  the necessary 
development  conditions enabling  the  European  telecommunications  industries 
to maintain  and  increase their share of  the world  market  ; 
Whereas  it  is  appropriate  to  implement  Council  Directive  83/  189/EEC of 
28  ~1ar:-ch  1983  Laying  down  a  procedure  for  the  provision of  information  in 
the field of  technical  standards  and  regulations<S>; 
Whereas  it  is  necessary  to  work  out  rapidly  all  agreements  necessary  to 
allow unrestricted access  to mobile  communications  and  free circulation of 
mobile  terminals  everywhere  in the  Community  for  the  European  user  ; 
Whereas  the  rapid  implementation of  Council  Directive 86/361/EEC  of 
24  July  1986  on  the  initial stage of  the  mutual  recoqnition of  type 
L f  l  .  .  .  L  .  t (6)  . L  l  k  approva  or  te ecommun1cat1ons  term1na  equ1pmen  w1  ma  e  an 
important  contribution  towards  this goal  ; 
Whereas  consideration  should be  given  to  the  Council  Directive  relating 
to  standardization  in  the  field of  information  technology  and  telecommuni-
cations,  and  to  any  Later  proposal  for  Directives  that  the  Commission  may 
make  ; 
[5]  OJ  No  Ll09,  26.4.1983,  page  8 
[6]  OJ  No  L217,  5.8.1986,  page  21 
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Whereas  it  is  appropriate  to  make  full  use  of  the  potential  of  the 
Community's  financial  instruments  in  order  to  promote  the  development  of 
the Member  States'  infrastructure 
Whereas  special  attention  should  be  paid  to  the  urgent  requirement  of 
certain  users  for  pan-European  mobile  communications,  regarding  in 
particular  the  communication  needs  of  users  in  vehicles  on  major 
pan-European  routes  and  in trains,  and  those  users  who  would  benefit  from 
the  development  of  telephony  in  aircraft  and  of  a  truly  pan-European 
paging  system  ; 
Whereas  the  implementation  of  such  a  policy  will  lead  to  closer 
cooperation,  at  Community  level,  between  the  telecommunications  industry, 
on  the one  hand,  and  the  telecommunications  administrations  and  the 
recognized  private ooerating agencies offering public  mobile  telecommunications 
services,  hereinafter  referred to as  "telecommunications  administrations" on 
the other  ; 
Whereas  a  favourable  opinion  has  been  delivered  by  the  Senior  Officials 
Group  on  Telecommuni~ations  (SOG-T),  according  to  which  the 
recommendations  drawn  up  by  the  Analysis  and  Forecasting  Group  (GAP) 
provide  a  strategic  basis  for  the  development  of  public  mobile 
communications  in  the  Community  enabling  European  users  on  the  move  to 
communicate efficiently and  economically  ; 
Whereas  favourable  opinions  on  these  recommendations  have  been  delivered 
by  the  telecommunications  administrations,  by  the  European  Conference  of 
Postal  and  Telecommunications  Administrations  (CEPT)  and  by  the 
telecommunications  equipment  manufacturers  in  the Member  States  ; 
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Whereas  these measures  will allow  the  economic  benefit  and  rapidly  increasing 
market  potential of  public  mobile  communications  to  be  fully  realised in the 
Community  ; 
Whereas  the Treaty  has  not  provided  the  necessar~ powers, 
[7] 
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HEREBY  RECOMMENDS 
1.  That  the  telecommunications  a.dministrations  carry  out  the  detailed 
recommendations  concerninq  the  co-ordinated  introduction of  public 
pan-European cellular digital mobile  communications  in  the  Community, 
as  described  in  the  Annex  ; 
2.  In  so  doing,  special  consideration shall  be  given to 
the  choice  of  the  transmission  system  and  network  interfa~es ; 
the  time  schedule  set out  in the  Annex  ; 
the start of  service at the  Latest  from  1991  onwards,  with 
geographical  coverage  and  penetration  objectives  compatible  with 
commercial  strategies 
3.  That  the  telecommunications  administrations  continue  the  cooperation 
within  the  European  Conference  of  Postal  and  Telecommunications 
Administrations  (CEPT),  particularly  concerning  the  objectives  and 
time  schedule  drawn  up  in  the  Annex  for  the  completion  of  the 
specifications  of  the  pan-European  cellular  digital  mobile 
communications  system  ; 
4.  That  the  telecommunications  administrations  plan  for  a  gradual 
evolution  from  any  existing  public  mobile  radio  systems  to  the 
pan-European  cellular  digital  mobile  communications  system  so  as  to 
ensure  a  transition  which  meets  the  needs  of  users, 
Telecommunication~ ;Administrations.···and  the  European  manufacturing 
industry  ; 
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5.  That  Member  State  Governments  and telecommunications  administrations 
rapidly  complete  all  technical  arrangem.ents  necessary  to  allow 
unrestricted access  to mobile  communications  ; 
6.  That  the  Community's  financial  instruments  and  the  Community's 
technological  research  and  development  programm~s  ta~e  this 
Recommendation  into  account  within  the  fram~work of  their 
interventions,  particularly  as  regards  investments  req~ir~d  for  the 
implementation  of  the  pan-European  cellular  digit~l  ~pbile 
communications  system  and  the  development  of  the  required 
technological  base  ; 
7.  That  Member  State  Governments  invite  the  telecomm~pications 
administrations  to carry out  this Recommendation  ; 
8.  That  Member  State  Governments  inform  the  Commission  at  the  end  of 
each  year,  from  the  end  of  1987  onwards,  of  the  measures  taken  and 
problems  encountered  in  the  course  of  implementing  this 
Recommendation.  The  progress  of  work  will  be  exami~ed  by  the 
Commission  and  the  Senior Officials Group  QJl  T.elecoqnoln.ic_a,ti9J\S  .~h.ich 
was  set up  by  the  Council  on  4  November  1983. 
Done  at Brussels,  ....  For  the Council, 
The  President. 
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ANNEX  ro  THE  RECOMMENDATION 
Detailed recommendations 
concerning 
the  coordinated introduction 
of  public  pan-European  cellular digital mobile  communications 
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1.  GENERAL  REQUIREMENTS 
The  future  pan-European  cellular  digital  mobile  communications  system 
should  fulfill  the  following  general  requirements  : 
be  suitable  for  operation  in  the  frequency  bands  890  - 915  and  935  -
960  MHz  to  be  made  available  for  the  pan-European  cellular  digital 
mobile  communications  system  ; 
2 
permit  a  traffic  flow  (measured  in  E/KM  /MHz)  greater  than,  or  equal 
to,  existing  systems,  bearing  in  mind  the  scarcity  of  the  bandwidth 
resource  allowed  for  these  systems  ; 
provide  the  user  with  a  voice  transmission  quality  at  least  equal  to 
the  best  of  the  existing systems  ; 
allow  for  efficient use  of  hand-held  terminals 
be  sufficiently  flexible  to  facilitate  the  introduction  of  new 
services  related  to  ISDN. 
The  cost  of  the  system  should  be  considered  in  terms  of  the  cost  of  the 
fixed  infrastructure  to  be  met  by  the  Telecommunications  Administrations, 
taking  into  account  both  urban  and  r.ural  areas  and  the  cost  of  the 
mobile  equipment,  usually  met  by  the  mobile  subscribers.  Both  costs 
should  be  within  affordable  limits  and  in  any  case  these  costs  must  not 
exceed  those  for  the  existing  earlier  public  mobile  telephone  systems 
working  in  the  900  MHz  band.  Since  the  cost  of  the  mobile  communication 
equipment  will  constitute  the  main  portion of  the  total  system cost,  it is 
preferable  for  the  mobile  equipment  cost  (for  quantities  in  excess  of 
!00  000)  to  be  lower  than  that  for  existing  earlier  public  mobile 
telephone  systems  working  in  the  900  MHz  band. 
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2.  CHOICE  OF  TRANSMISSION  SYSTEM 
The  transmission  mode  for  the  pan-European  mobile  system  should  be 
digital.  The  final  choice  of  the  particular  technical  option  (radio 
subsystem  multiple  access  method)  within  the  digital  mode  should  be  maae 
by  the  Administrations  not  later  than  May  1987,  on  the  basis  of  work 
carried-out  by  the  CEPT  and  particularly  its  special  group  for  mobile 
communi.caticns,  referred  to  as  GSM  (Groupe  Special  Mobile). 
3.  NETWORK  ARCHITECTURE 
The  principles  of  the  network  structure  and  the  definition  and  allocation 
of  f:mctions  between  the  various  system  components  Mobile  Stations 
(MS),  Base  Stations  (BS),  and  Mobile  Switching  Centers  (MSC)  must  be 
defined  by  July  1987.  In  the  course  of  this  work,  the  appropriate 
interfaces  between  the  various  system  components  (MS-BS-MSC)  should  be 
completely  specified  for  all  OSI  layers  applicable  to  the  relevant 
services,  and  for  all  applications  using  those  interfaces  (call  processing 
funct.·ions,  maintenance,  etc ... ).  The  system  must  be  able  to  support 
geographically  co-located digital  cellular mobile  radio  operators. 
4.  MOBILE  INTERFACES  TO  BE  DEFINED  AND  SPECIFIED  IN  DETAIL  BY  END  1987 
a)  S  reference  point,  with  B  (N  kbits/s)  +  D  (N'  kbits/s)  structure  (N 
a11d  N'  to  be  d~fined)  ; 
b)  Interface  between  MS  and  BS 
c)  lnterface  between  BS  and  MSC. 
A m1nimum  set of  man  machine  interface specifications  (control  procedures) 
should  be  established. 36 
S.  MOBILE  SERVICES  TO  BE  DEFINED  AND  SPECIFIED  IN  DETAIL  BY  END  1987  AND 
AVAILABLE  FOR  PROVISION  IN  ALL  MEMBER  STATES  STARTING  FROM  1991,  WITH 
HAND-OVER  AND  NATIONAL  /  INTERNATIONAL  ROAMING. 
Although,  initially,  voice  telephony capabilities will  constitute  the  most 
important  service  required,  the •nobile  system must  nevertheless  be  open  to 
[ 1 1 
an  overall  evolution  towards  ISDN  services  .  Therefore,  the  following 
mobile  services  should  be  defined  and  specified  in  detail  by  end  1987  and 
available  in all Member  States starting from  1991  : 
a)  Bearer  services 
Non-transparent  bearer  service  for  speech  ; 
Transparent  bearer  service  for  data  transmission  at  N  Kbit/s 
switched  in  the  network at  64  Kbit/s.  (N  to  be  defined). 
b)  Basic  services 
Hand-over  ; 
National  I  International  roaming. 
c)  Teleservices 
Telephony  at  3.1  KHz  (corresponding  toN  Kbit/s  on  B  channel.  N  is 
to  be  defined). 
d)  Supplementary  services 
Calling  line  identification 
Subscriber  call  charge  meter  ; 
Speech  encryption  . 
This  list  may  be  added  to  by  CEPT. 
[J)  OJ  No  Cl57,  24.6.1986,  page  3 
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6.  SIGNALLING 
User  access  signalling  (subscriber  signalling)  should  be  defined  along  the 
principles  of  the  existing  CEPT  reconunendations  for  ISDN,  and  should  be 
able  to  permit  supplementary  services of  ISDN/PSTN. 
Network  and  inter-network  signalling  processes  should  be  defined  in  the 
framework  of  the  SS  No  7.  in  such  a  way  that  international  roaming  a·nd 
hand  over  facilities are  safeguarded. 
7.  TARIFF  CONSIDERATIONS 
The  Telecommunications  Administrations  are  invited  to  consider  within  the 
CEPT  framework  the  following  tariff proposals  : 
Given  the  scarcity  of  frequency  resources,  the  service  should  be 
charged  basically  according  to  the  duration  of  the  radio  channel 
use  ; 
The  tariffs  should  take  into  account  the  current  trend  towards  less 
distant  dependence  considering  that  : 
the  transmission  costs  for  long  distance  telephone  calls represent 
a  relatively  small  part  of  tota-l  costs,  and  therefore  the  tariffs 
for  telephone  calls  will  become  more  and  more  independent  of 
distance  ; 
In  general  there  is  no  practical means  at  present  for  the  calling 
subscriber  to  know  the  location  and  the  status  of  the  called 
subscriber  in  another  country,  namely  whether  the  called 
subscriber  is  a  mobile  or  fixed. 
By  July  1987,  the  basic  framework  of  charging  principles  should  be 
identified,  so  that  the  network  implications  can  be  identified  and 
resolved  in  a  timely manner.  .. '  t 
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8.  GEOGRAPHICAL  COVERAGE 
The  introduction  date  of  the  pan-European  cellular  digital  mobile 
conununications  system  should  be  1991  at  the  latest.  Major  urban  areas 
should  be  covered  by  1993  at  the  latest.  The  main  1 inks  between  these 
major  urban  areas  should  be  covered  by  1995  at  the  latest. 
Further,  the  Administrations  should  study  jointly  mutual  priorities  for 
coverage  in  order  to  stimulate  the  maximum  pan-European  traffic  as  early 
as  possible.  This  should  take  into account  the needs  of  users  in vehicles 
on  major  European  routes,  and  the  needs  of  air  travellers  located  between 
city centers  and  international airports. 
447 •  w 
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D.  PROPOSAL  FOR  A COUNCIL  DIRECTIVE  ON  THE  FREQUENCY  BANDS  TO  BE  MADE 
AVAILABLE  FOR  THE  COORDINATED  INTRODUCTION  OF  PUBLIC  PAN-EUROPEAN 
DIGITAL  MOBILE  COMMUNICATIONS  IN  THE  COMMUNITY 
Proposal  for  a 
COUNCIL  DIRECTIVE 
on  the  frequency  bands 
to  be  made  available  for  the  coordinated  introduction of 
public  pan-European  digital  mobile  communications 
·in  the  Corm~unity 
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THE  COUNCIL  OF  THE  EUROPEAN  COMMUNITIES 
Having  regard  to  the Treaty establishing  the  European  Economic  Co~unity, 
and  in particular Article  100  thereof  ; 
Having  regard  to  the  proposal  from  the  Commission 
[ 1 1 
Having  regard  to  the  opinion of  the  European  Parliament 
Having  regard  to  the  opinion of  the  Economic  and  Social  Committee 
[2) 
[ l ]  ..................................  . 
[ 2 J  ....••••••.••••••••••••••••••••.••• 
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Whereas  Council  Recommendation  84/549/EEC  {3]  calls  for  the  introduction 
of  services  on  the  basis  of  a  common  harmonized  approach  in  the  field of 
telecommunications 
Whereas  resources  of  modern  telecommunications  should  be  utilised  to  the 
full  for  the  economic  development  of  the  Conununity  ; 
Whereas  mobile  radio  services  are  the  only  means  of  contacting  users  on 
the  move  and  the  most  efficient means  for  those  users  to  have  connections 
to  the  public  telecommunications  networks 
Whereas  mobile  communications  depend  on  the  reservation  and  availability 
of  frequency  bands,  in  order  to  transmit  and  receive  between  fixed  base 
stac..i-:>rls  and  mobile  stations  ; 
Whereas  frequencief:  and  systems  currently  in  use  in  the  Corrununity  vary 
'"'idely  and  do  not.  allow  the  benefits  of  European-wide  services  and 
Enropean-wide  markets  to  be  reaped  for  all  users  on  the  move  throughout 
the  Community,  whether  in  vehicles,  boats,  trains, or·on foot; 
1!-'hPred~,  the  change-over  to  the  second  generation  cellular  digital  mobile 
::on~mn~1ications  system  will  provide  a  unique  opportunity  to  establish  a 
t n11 y  pan--European  mobile  communications  system  ; 
( 3 J  OJ  No  L298,  16. 11. 1984,  p.  49 42 
Whereas  the  European  Conference  of  Postal  and  Telecommunications 
AdMinistrations  (CEPT)  has  recommended  that  frequencies  890  - 915  and  935  -
960  MHz  be  set  aside  for  such  a  system#  in accordance  with  recommendations 
by  the  International  Telecommunications  Union  ( ITU)  allocating  such 
frequencies  to  mobile  radio services  use  ; 
Whereas  par~of these  frequency  bands  are  being  used  or  are  intended  for 
use  by  certain Member  States  for  inte-rim  systems  and  other  purposes  ; 
Whereas  the  progressive  availability  of  the  full  range  of  the  frequency 
bands.  set out  above  will  be  indispensable  for  the  establishment  of  truly 
pan-European  mobile  communications  ; 
Whereas  the- imp leou:nt ati  on of  Council  P.ecommend_a ti  on  • • • • • • • • •  of  ••••••••• 
on  t:he  coordinated introduction of  public  pan-European  cellular digital 
b - l  .  .  .  h  c  •t  (4)  .  .  .  mo  1  e  co~un1cat1ons 1n  t  e  omnun1  y  ~  a1m1ng  at  start1ng  a  pan-European 
system  b-y  1991  at the  latest,  will  allow  the  speedy  specification of  the 
radio  transmission path  ; 
( 4 J  ..••.•.••...•••••.••••.••..•••••.•••. 
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Whereas  Council  Directive  86/361/EEC  on  the  initial stage of  the 
mutual  recognition  of  type  approval  will  allow  the  rapid 
establishment  of  common  conformity  specifications  for  the  pan-European 
cellular digital mobile  conununications  system  ; 
Whereas  it  is  appropriate  to  review  the  current  radio  frequency 
allocations  considering  the  importance  of  the  future  pan-European  cellular 
digital  mobile  communications  system  ; 
Whereas  it  is  necessary  to  strengthen  the  international  coordination  in 
this  field,  in  accordance  with  the  radio  regulations  of  the  ITU  ; 
Whereas  a  common  position  should  be  reached  regarding  availability  of 
freqt.>ency  resources  with  regard  to  the  ITU's  World  Administrative  Radio 
Conferences  ; 
Whereas  the  report  on  public  mobile  communications  drawn  up  by  the 
Analysis  and  Forecasting  Group  (GAP)  for  the  Senior  Officials  Group  on 
Telecommunications  (SOG-T)  has  drawn  attention  to  the  availability  of 
adequate  frequency  resources  as  a  vital  pre-condition  for  pan-European 
cellular digital mobile  conununications  ; 
Whereas  f'lvourable  opinions  on  this  report  have  been  delivered  by  the 
tE?]e,:·otnmunications  administrations,  by  the  European  Conference  of  Postal 
and  Telecommunications  Administrations  (CEPT)  and  by  the 
tPlecommunications  equipment  industry  in  the  Member  States  . 
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HAS  ADOPTED  THIS  DIRECTIVE 
Article  1 
1.  Member  States  shall  ensure  that  the  frequency  bands  905  - 914  MHz  and 
950  - 959  MHz  or  equivalent  parts of  the  bands  mentioned  in paragraph 
2  are  made  available  exclusively  for  a  public  pan-European  cellular 
digital  mobile  communications  service by  1  January  1991. 
2.  Member  States  shall  ensure  that  plans  are  prepared  for  the  public 
pan-European  ce 11 ular  digi ta  1  mobile  communications  service  to  be 
able  to  occupy  progressively  the  whole  of  bands  890  - 915  and  935  -
960  MHz  according  to  commercial  demand  but  at  the  latest  within  a 
period  of  ten  years  starting  from  1  January  1991. 
Article  2 
For  the  purposes  of  this  Directive,  a  public  pan-European  ceLlular digitaL 
mobile  communications  service  means  a  mobile  communications  service which 
allows  mobile  terminals  to  communicate  efficiently with  mobile  and  fixed 
terminals  in  all  parts  of  the  Community  using  digital  techniques 
according  to  common  specifications. 
,!i  4-~ 4 
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Article  3 
1.  Member  States  shall  bring  into  force  the  provisions  necessary  to 
[6] 
comply  with  this  Directive  on  ...........  at  the  latest  .  They 
shall  forthwith  inform  the  Commission  thereof. 
2.  Member  States  shall  conununicate  to  the  Conunission  the  text  of  the 
provisions  of  national  law  which  they  adopt  in  the  field  governed  by 
this Directive. 
ARTICLE  4 
This  Directive  is addressed  to  the  Member  States 
Done  at  Brussels,  For  the  Council, 
The  President. 
[6]  Not  late~  than  one  year  following  adoption  thereof. 46 
FINANCIAL  OUTLINE 
1.  BUDGET  LIRE 
7700  Actions  related  to advanced  telecommunications  infrastructure. 
2.  LEGAL~ 
Communications  to  the  Council  :  COM(84)277,  Council  Recommendation~ 
of  12.11.84,  conclusions approved  by  the  Council  on  the  basis  of  a 
Communication  from  Mr  Davignon  17.12.84. 
Council  Recommendation  on  the  Coordinated  Introduction  of  Public 
Pan-European  Digital  Mobile  Communications  in  the  European 
Community  (proposed). 
Council  Directive  on  Frequency  Bands  to  be  made  available  for  the 
Coordinated  Introduction  of  Public  Pan-European  Digital  Mobile 
Communications  in  the  European  Community  (proposed). 
3.  CLASSIFICATION 
Non-obligatory  spending. 
4.  DESCRIPTIOit 
This  action  aims  at  the  promotion  of  the  rapid  introduction  of 
pan-European  public  mobile  communications  in  the  European  Community. 
It  aims  at  raising  Community-wide  awareness  of  the  new  potential  by 
sponsoring  information  dissemination  related  to  the  development  of 
pan-European  public  mobile  communications  services  and  standards,  and 
supporting  the  work  of  bodies  such  as  CEPT  for  the  full  specification 
of  services and  standards.  It further  aims  at  undertaking  preparatory 
special  actions  for  the  rapid  development  of  pan-European  systems  for 
special  user  requirements,  including  investigations  regarding 
feasibilility,  technological  conditions,  and  market  potential. 
Additionally,  necessary  technical  work  and  study  regarding 
availability  of  frequencies  is  foreseen.  Network  and  operators  of 
mobile  systems  are  directly  concerned  by  th1s  action.  Its 
justification  lies  in  the  necessicity  of  giving  industry  and  services 
a  broad  base  for  the  markets  and  of  establishing  coherent  advanced 
telecommunications  networks  and  services  in  the  Community  for  the 
benefit  of  the  business  and  private  sector  user  population. 47 
5..  COSTS  AND  ME1110DS  OF  CALCULATION 
The  credits  involved  concern  budget  line  7700.  They  will  be  required 
to  cover  information  dissemination  relating  to  the  development  of 
public  mobile  communicat1ons  in  the  European  Conununity,  as  well  as 
~  contribution  to  the  work  of  bodies  such  as  CEPT  in  order  to  provide 
detailed  specifications  according  to  schedule.  They  will  further  be 
required  for  undertaking  preparatory  special  actions  for  the  rapid 
development  of  pan-European  systems  for  special  user  requirements, 
including  jnvestigations  regarding  feasibilility,  technological 
conditions,  and  market  potential.  Additionally,  necessary  technical 
work  and  study  regarding availability of  frequencies  is  foreseen.  The 
work  foreseen  will  involve,  amongst  others  :  annual  reviews  of  the 
introduction  of  mobile  public  communications,  country  by  country, 
within  the  Community  and  world-wide  ;  studies  and  analysis  required 
for  the  proper  monitoring  of  the  implementation  of  the  Reconmendation 
and  Directive  sponsoring  of  related  newsletters,  conferences  and 
seminars  contracts  and  commissioning  of  specifications 
investigations,  analysis  and  studi.es  regarding  feasibilility, 
technological  conditions,  market  potential  and  frequencies  ;  provision 
of  experts'  services  ;  as  well  as  committee  and  working  group  meetings 
and  auxilia~y and  temporary  staff. 
6.  FINANCIAL  IMPLICATIONS  FOR  THE  INTERVENTION  CREDITS 
. 
b. 1.  !im~_ta~~e  for  commitrnent~-~ayments (millions  of  ECU) 
-1--Y~-a-r~~~~~~-===--t==fommitments  ~Payments  ________  -+ 
ll987  __________  ._  1. 5 _____  ,.__0_.  7_5 ___  ----+ 
i  1988  2  1.75 
Hff~=-=~=----=---+----~--.---~----===~:__- __ -_  -_  -_  ---++  _---~=.-~7=s==~~----=--=--=--+-
1_19~----------~--------------------~--o_._7_s  _____________  ~ 
The  Community's  financial  contribution  will  vary  bP.tween  30  to 
100%,  accordjng  tc  type  of  work  and  type  of  cooperation  with  the 
l'TTs  and  industry. 
·; II e  in  i t i a t ion  of  t h i s  a c t ion  in  1  9  8 7  w i 1 1  be  f i nan  c e d  f rom  1 in  e 
7100  of  the  1987  budget. 7.  Fllt.&NCIAL  IMPLICATION  OF  STAFF  COSTS  AND  RUNNING  EXPENSES 
7.1.  Staff  required exclusively  for  this action 
2  officials 
1 official 
l  official 
category A 
category  B 
category  C 
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7.2.  The  additional  staff  requirement  will  be  provided  for  either  by 
internal  re-arrangement,  or  in  the  framework  of  the Rolling Plan 
(posts). 
The  appropriations  required  to  cover  the  Community's 
contribution  to  this  project  are  to  be  entered  in  the 
Community's  future  budgets. ';  I  1\  T I  M l  N l  () N  I' 0  ~.  :~  I Ill  I  i  ~  f  i  \  1 ·, 
1 1 N  S f'i A L L  A N Ll  M l  D l  U M  S 1 L l:.  [}  t. N 1 t.  ~~ f' R 1 ~ , t  :, 
CF  THE  DRAFT  RECOMMENDATION  AND  DlRECTIVE 
ln  accordance  with  the  objectives  set  by  the  Council  of  Ministers 
on  17th  December  1984  (1),  the  Commission  is  proposing  an 
integrated  concept  for  the  speedy  development  of  a  pan-European 
cellular  digital  mobile  communications  system,  namely  : 
a  Recommendation 
European  cellular 
Community,  in 
development  ; 
on  the 
digital 
order  to 
coordinated  introduction  of 
mobile  communications  in 
substantially  accelerate 
pan-
the 
the 
a  Directive  on  frequency  bands  to  be  made  avai labl.e  for  the 
coordinated  introduction  of  pan-European  cellul~r  digital 
mobile  communications  in  the  European  Community,  1n  order  to 
secure  the  necessary  frequency  spectrum  resources  without  which 
a  pan-European  system  will  not  come  into  existence  ; 
adJitional  specific.  preparatory  actions  to  promote  the  rapid 
dP.velopment  of  pan-European  communications  systems  for  vehicles 
on  major  trans-European  routes,  telephony  1n  trains  and 
aircraft  and  a  truly  furopean-wide  paging  system. 
The  ~bove  Recommendation,  Directive  and  preparatory  actions  will 
bene~it  the  small  and  mPdium  sized  enterprises  in  the  Community 
;ly  greatly  improving  communications  between  these  enterprises  aGd 
their  sales/marketing  personnel  travelling  on  business  within  the 
Comrnun1ty.  These  improved  communications  would  other1,.Jise  only  be 
available  to  large  enterprises  using  their  branch  offices. 
ihe  early  avaiLability  of  improved  communications  between  the 
headquarters  of  small  and  medium  sized  enterprises  and  their 
travelling  personnel  within  the  Community  will  encourage  such 
enterprises  to  increase  their  activities  in  the  Community. 
i.. n  c u n c L  u s i o n ,  t h e  R  e c o m  m  e n d a t i o n ,.  D  i r e c t i v e  a n d  p r e p a r a t o r y 
6Ctions  will  substantially  reduce  the  gap  between  the  small  and 
medium  sized  enterprises  relative  to  large  enterprises  in  their 
abil~ty  to  compete  for  markets  in  the  Community. 
(1)  Conclusions  of  the  Council  of  17th  December  1984 
(ref./11477/84)  and  Communication  by  the  Commission  to  the 
CounciL  on  Telecommunication  of  18.5.1984  (COM(84)277) ... ow 
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COUNCIL RECOMMENDATION 
of  15  June  1'1  1 
on  the  coordinated  introduction of public  pu-European cellular digital  land-
based  mobile communications in the  Community 
(87/371/EEC) 
THE  COUNCil OF  TilE EUROPEAN  COMMUNITIES. 
No  L  19€-/81 
Having  regard  to  th~ Treaty  establishing  the  European 
• Economic  Cnmmunity,  and  in  particular  Article  235 
thereof, 
make possible  the establishment of  a European market  in 
mobile and  portable  terminals which  will  be  capable  of 
creating, by vinue of  its  size,  the  necessa-ry  development 
conditions to enable undertakings established in  Commu· 
nity countries to maintain and  improve  their presence  on 
world  markets ; 
Having regard to the proposal from  the. Commission (1), 
Having  re-gard  to  the  opinion  of  the  European  Parli-
ament (2), 
Whereas  Council  Regulation  84/  549/EBC (l) calls  for the 
introduction of ·servicett on the basis of a common harmo-
nized  approach  in· the  field  of telecommunications; 
Wherns the  resources  offered  by  modem tdecommuni-
cations  networks  should  be  utilized  to  the  ful1  for  the 
economic  d~velopment of the  Community  ~ 
Whereas  mobile  radio  services  are  the  only  means  of 
contacting  usrn  on  t,lle  move  and  the  most  efficient 
means for  thos~ users to be conn~cted to  the public tele-
communications  networks; 
Whereas the  land.-bascd  mobile communications systems 
CUI'n!nt!y  in  us~ in  the  Community art largely  incompa-
tible  and  do  not  allow  users  on  the  move  in  vehicles, 
boats, tra.inr.  or on foot  throughout the  Comn:aunity, indu· 
ding inland C"r  coastal waters to reap the benefits of Euro-
pean·wide  services  and  European-wide  markets;  · 
Whereas  the  change-over  to  the  second  generation 
cellular  digital  mobile  communications  system  will 
provide  a  unique  opportunity  to  establiih  truly  pan':' 
Butopean  mobil~ communications ; 
Whereas  the  European  Conference  of  Postal  and  Tele· 
communications  adm~nistrations  (CEP1)  has  set  up  a 
special  Working  Group,  ~ft:rred  to  as  GSM  (Groupe 
Special  Mobile),  for  planning  a.ll  system  aspects  of  a 
second·seneradon  cellular  mobile  radio  infrastructure ; 
Whereu such  a future  system~ offering  both  voice  and 
data  servic~s. is  to  be based on  digital  technique, thereby 
facilitating compatibility with the general digital  environ-
ment that will  envolve with the coordinated introduction 
1,f  the  Integrated  Services  Digital  Network  (ISDN)  in 
accordance  with recommendation  86/659/EEC e); 
#Whereas  •  coordinated  policy  for  tht introduction  of  a 
pan-Europ¢an  cellular  digital  mobile  radio  service  will 
~ 
OJ  No  C  69.  17.  3.  1987,  p.  s.  01  No  C  H..S,  1 L  5.  1987t  p.  159. 
0  No L  2.98,  J,,  ll. 1984,  p.  -49. 
0  No  L  382.  31.  12.  1986,  p,  36. 
Whereu it is  ne,essary co  work out rapidly all agret!n'lr-nts 
' netel&*ry to  llli0'9.'  unrestricted  act.~tss  to mobile conurru· , 
nications  and  free  circulation  of  mobile  terminiils 
thro~JghQut the  Community  for  the  European  user ; 
Wherhs the  rapid  implementaion  of  Council  D1recove 
86/361/BEC  of  24  July  1986  on  the  initial  stage  of  the 
mutual  recognition  of  type  approval  for  telecommunica-
tions 'terminal  equipment(~  will  mak.e  an  important 
contribution  towards  this  goal ; 
Wberets consideration should be  given  to  Council Dnec· 
tive 83/189/EEC of  28  March  1983  laying  down  a proce· 
dure for  the provision of  informacion  in  the  field  of tech· 
nical  staridards  and  regulations(') and tht"  Council  Deci-
sion 87/95/EEC of 22 December  1986 on  standardization 
in the field  of information technology  and telecommum· 
cations ('), and to any other proposal that the  Commission 
may  make; 
Whereu"'it is  appropriate to  make  use  of  the  potential  of 
the  Community's  existing  fin~J'lcial  instruments  m  order 
to promote the  ckvelopm~nt of  Community's  infrastruc-
ture; 
:Whereas  special  attention  should  be  paid  to  the  urgent 
requirement of certain  us~rs for  pan-European  land-bas~d 
communications : 
WherH$ the Commission will  in  the  future  submit other 
proposals  in  t~e field  of  mobile  communicatJons,  inclu· 
ding  radio-paging  systems ; 
Wh~reas the implementation of such a policy will  lead  to 
closer cooperation, at  Community level, between the  tele-
communications industry, on the one hand, and the tide-
communication&  admini$trations  and  the  recognized 
priv.te  operating  egenci~!t  off~ring  public  mobile  tdc· 
communications services,  hereinaher refured  to  as  'tele~ 
communication$  administ.nations'  on  the  other; 
~ 
0~ No  L 21?,  5.  8.  1986,  p.  21. 
0  No  l  109,  26.  ~.  1983,  p.  8. 
0  No  L 3,, 7.  2..  1987,  p.  31. 
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',, 
\Yihrreu  a  favourable  opinion has  been .delivered  by  th~ 
Senior Officials Group on Trlecommunications (SOG·'l), 
eccording to which thr detailed recommendations drawn 
bY  the Analy$is  •nd Forecasting  Group (GAP)  provide  a 
stratepc  buis  for  the  development  of  public  mobile 
tommunkations  in  the  Community  enabling  Buropean 
users on the move to communicate efficiently and etol'lO· 
mically; 
WherNs  f1vourabJe  opinions on  these  recommendations 
have  been delivered  by  1he  telecommunications adminis· 
trations, by  the European  Conference of  Postal and Tele-
communications Administrations (CEPT) and by telecom. 
munications  equipment  manufacturers  in  the  Member 
Suks;  · 
Whereas the envisaged  measur~s will  allow  the economic 
benefit and rapidly  increasing market  potential of  public 
mobile  "communications  to  be  fully  reaHzed  in  the 
Community; 
Whereas  me  Treaty  has  not  provided  the  necessary 
powers.  other than  those  of Article  235, 
HBI\EBY  RECOMMENDS: 
1.  that  the  teleccmmunic-.tions  administrations  implc· 
ment  the  detailed  recommendations  concerning  the 
coordinated  introduction  of  public  pan-European 
cellular  digital  land·bascd  mobile  communications in 
the  Community  as  described  in  the  Annex ; 
2.  that, in so doing, they give spedal consideration to : 
(a)  the choice of the  transmission system  and network 
interface~ ; 
(b)  thf'  time  schedule  set  out  in  the Annex ; 
(c)  the start of service at the latest !rom 1991  onwards.  · 
w1th  geographical  coverage and penetration objec-
tives  compatible  with c9mmerdal strateJies ; 
3.  that the telecommunications  administrations continue 
the  cooperation  within  the  European  Conference  of 
Postal  and  Telecommunications  Administrations 
(CBP'l').  ptnie\ilatly  concerning  the  objectives  and 
time achrdule s.et out in the Annex for  the  compl~tion 
of  tht  specifications  of  the  pAn-Europetn  cellular 
digital  mobile  communications  system ; 
.f.  that the  tele~ommunications administrations plan  for  a 
pdual  eyolution  from  any  exis~(ng  pu~lic  mobile 
ndio  systems  to  the  pan-E.uropean  cciJular  dig11al 
mobile communications system so l.s  to  ~nsure a tO'n· 
sition which  mee-ts  the  needs of  U:set1i,  telecommumca· 
tions  administrations.  an,d  undertakings  estAblished 
within  Community  courttries ; 
S.  that Member StAte  Govemmtnt!  arid  tekcommuniCJ· 
tions  administrations  rapidly .  co~P,~ete  the  tech meal 
amn.mcnts necessary  to  allow  unrestricted access  ro 
cellular  digital  mobile  communications i 
6.  that the  Community's financial  instrument£  take  rhis 
recommendation into account within the framework  of 
their  incer:ven~ions. particularly .a.s  ~gard~ investments 
11quired for  the  implemf:ntation of the  pan-European 
cellular  digital  mobile  communications  syst~m  and 
that the Community's technological  re~earch and devtr 
' lopment  programmes do  likewise  as  regards  the  deve-
lopment  of  the  requited  technological  base ; 
7~·that Member State Governrnt-nts invite the telecommu-
nications  administrations to carry  out thi$  recommen-
dation i  i 
8.  that  Member State  GovernmentS  int'orrr.  th~ Commis· 
sion  at  the end  of  each  year.  form  the  end  of  1  ~87 
on.,.rd&, of the measures taken  and  problems c:ncoun· 
ttted in  the  cou~e of  implementin! this Recommen-
dation. The progress of work will  be  examined by the 
Commission with  the Senior Officials Group on Tele-
communications (SOG·l) set  up by  the Council on  4 
November  1983. 
Do~e at  luxembourg.  25  June  1987. 
For  the  Council 
Tht  Prtsidtnl 
H.  DE  CROO 
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ANNBX 
I.  General tequircrneno 
The  futurt  pan·European  c:dJuh•r  disital  mobile cQmmunieetions: Sf$tem  $hould  fulfil  the  following 
~ncre1 requirtmtnts : 
- ~  suitable for  use  in  the  890-915  and  935·960 MHz  frequency btnds to be  mad~ tvlrilabl«:  for tht 
ptti·Europcan  cellular  di~iul  mobile communications  syatem ; 
- pe-rmit  a trafie  flow (measured in  E/KM1/MH~)  greater thaOy or equal  to.,  e~totin1 networks,  ~anng  in 
mind  tht  sc.arr:ity  of  the  bandwidth  resource  allow~d for  these  systems ; 
- providt the user with a voice  transmission quality 1t leut equal to that of the cristing system~ ; 
- allow for efficient use of h5lnd·hel.d terminals by encouf13in1 competition amongst manufacnaers : 
~  to  be:  sufficiently  fiexlblc  to  fJdlitate  the  introduction  of  nt'Yi  &ervices  rtlated  to  ISDN. 
Tht C:Ofit  of the system  should be considered in terms of me cost of me  fi:x:ed  infrutru~ture to bf:  met  by 
tht telecommunications adminiftl'*tions, taking into .ccount both  urban  and rural  ares,  a.nd  the  cost  of 
the mobile equipment. All  the5-f costs $hould be within efford.bk limits and in any cQ( must not txceed 
the  c~t or txistins public mobile tt-ltphone 'YJtems workinl in the 900 MHz band. Sinct thr COst  of the 
mobile  c;::ommunication  t-quipmcnt wilJ  constitute  the  mein  poltion  of  the  total  cost,.  it is  prdcrable for 
the mobile equipme-nt cost  (for  quantitiM in  cxcns of  100 000)  to be  lowtr  than  that  for  mobtlt  ~quip­
rnent  use-d  in  exi5tin&  public  mobile  telephone  systtms  wc.trking  in  tht 900  MH1  bend. 
2.  Choice of transmission tyStem  ,. 
The  tram:mission  mode  for  the  pan-Buro~an mobile  J)'Stem  should be  digital.  The=  basis  for  th~ final 
(hoice  of  tht  technical  option  common  tO  •II  the  Membt-r  States  (r~dio subsystem  multiple  ac~::es~ 
method) within the digital  modt 'tfu. e$tabished by tht- tcl~ommunitations adminisr.tttioru  i.n  M~y 1987, 
on  r.he  8ui5  of  work  cetrit-d  out  by  CBPT  (Eutopc=an  Conferen~ of  Postal  and  Tdccommunication~ 
Admini5trations)  and  patticularly  its  sp«ial FUP for  mobilt- communications.  refemd  to  as  GSM 
(Groupe  Special  Mobilf). 
3.  Network  lllt'Chitecture 
The principles of the network sttucturr and the de-finition and allocation of  fun~::tions benvttn the vuio\Js 
system  components - Mobil~ Stations  (MS~ Base Stations (BS~ &nd  Mobile  S9fitchin&  Centre-s  (MSC) -
should be  defined  by the  middle of  1987. In  the  (;OUIW of this worlit,  the  appropnak interfaces between 
the various system  c;:omponents {MS-BS-MSq should  bt completely defined  for  all  Open  System$  Inter· 
c:ont)~ctions Standards (OSI)  Jay~n applicable to  the rt'lmnt settictst and  fo;  art applications using those 
int~tfacl!t (call  proc~s&inJ function•.  maintenance,  etc.~ The  tyitt:'tn must  be  able  to suppon geognphl-
~ally co-located  cellular  diptal  mobile- radio  Operaton.  ,  , 
4.  Mobile  interface•  to be speeified  in  detail by  dll!  end o!.  ~-'•! 
(a)  S referenct  point, with  B (N  KbiU/&)  + 0  (N'  Kbits/s) swctuR (N  111nd  N'  to be  d~fined) ; 
(b)  lnktfate between  MS  and  BS; 
(')  Interface  lxtwecn  BS  and  MSC. 
A minimum  sr:t  of  man/machine  int~rfac:e  s~cificationJ (control  procedure$)  should  be  e-sU!blishtd. 
5.  Mobile  1ervi~et to be specified in detail by tbe t-nd of 1"7 t.Dd  •vailable for  pro'riaion in all 
Member States atartinc  from  t99l, with band..over and national/intf:fGatioaaal  rQ&ming 
Although.  initially,  voict trlephony c.Jplbint.i.ts  'Will  constitute  tht most  important &ttvit(' requutd. thr: 
mobitt tyitem must ntvt>rthdes.s be  o~n  to an  ovttraU evolution urw.rds ISDN sttvicr$ ( 1~ Theti'forc, the 
follO'MnJ  mobile  suvites should be  specifitd in  detlil by the end of  1987 and available  in  all  Mcm~r 
Sr.tcs  swrtina  from  199 J .: 
(1)  Beartf'  strCJt·,~s 
~  Non-tnuuparent  beater  &ervice  for  spe~ch ; 
- Ttanlparent  beuer  .ervic~  for  data  tl8n&mi55ion  It  N  Khits/s  switchnt  in  the  ntt'trOr~ at  6-4 
Kbit5/&  (N  to  bt ckfined). 
(1)  OJ  No  C  151,  24.  6.  1986,  p.  3. 
433 No L  196/8-4 
(b)  Basi' Jtrvirts 
- Hand·ovn; 
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- National/international  roaming. 
(<:)  Ttltstf•vi"s 
Ttltphony at  3.1  kHt (corresponding  to  N  Kbits/s  on  B  chann~l. N  ~ to  be  defined). 
(d)  S14ppltmtntary  1t'Niitt! 
- Calling  linC"  identification ; 
- Advice  of  tall  duration ; 
-- S~cth encryption.  . 
Thilli  li;t  may  be  added  to  by  CEPT. 
6.  Signallina 
U5er  a~;cess signaJJing  (su~cribu signalling) should be defined at-one tht prinCtipits of tht- -txitti'1-8  CEPT 
recomm~ndations for  ISDN.  1nd  should  be  tble  to  permit  suppltmt!rttary  services  of  ISDN!PSTN. 
Nttwork and inte-r  .. nttwork signalling pl'O("ess should be dtfiMd in the fnmcwork of the  s..c;  No 7 in such  ·-
a way  that  internation•l  tWmin,g  t~nd hand·ovn facilities  are  saleptded. 
7.  Tariff conaiduationt 
. The  tele('ommunkations adminiitrations are  invired  ro  considtr within  tht CEP'T  framework  the  foUo-
...-ing  tarifl  printipi~& ;  , 
- g1v~n the  Karcity of  frequency resources,  the  ~mtc  should  be  tharged  basically  according  ro  the 
durJtion  of  th~ radio  ch•nne)  usc ;  ~· 
- the  tariffs  •hQuld  take  into  account  the  ~rent cnmd  towards  leu distance  de:ptnd~nct. 
By  thr end of  1987, the basic framework of charJin& priO(ipJe5 should be indentified, so that  th~ nettNOrk 
imrlkations can  bf  id~ntified and  re~olved in  an  apppropiatt  manner. 
8.  Geograpbi(:al  covenge 
The  iotroduction  date  of  the  pan·Surope•n  cellultt diJital  mobilf'  communicllltiOrt$  sy-strtn  should  be 
1991  at  the  ltt~sr. Major  urban  utas should be  coverN by  1993 at  the  latest. The main  link~ berwttn 
thes~ areas  should  be  covt.-eod  by  1995  at  the Jateat. 
Punhtr, tht teltcommunicatioru. administrations should collaborate in  studyin1 these rcs~ctivt pnoritits 
for  tovtnat, in  order ro  stift)Ulart  tht muimum pan-European t:rJffk  u  early  ll.f\  possible.  Thi~ should 
take into account the needs of lJSt!rs·in  vehitles on major European  routes, and tht needs  of air  ttavelltn 
IQCated  betwe-en  city  c~ntre5 and  intem•tional  lirporu.  •  · 
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COUNCIL DlltECI'IVE 
of  15  June  1.917 
on the frequency bands to be reserved fof the coordinated introduction of public 
pan-Eutopean  cellular  digital  land-bued  mobile  communications  in  the 
Community 
'  (87/37UEEC) 
•  THE  COUNCIL  OF TH£  EUROPEAN  COMMUNITIES.  tions  allocating such frequencies  to  mob1le  rad1o  servtces 
use  as  wen ; 
Htving  regard  to  the  Treaty  establishing  the  European 
Economic  Community,  and  in  particular  AJ1icle  100 
thereof. 
Having regard to the proposal from the Commission('), 
Having  rrgard  to  the  opinion  of  the  European  Parli· 
ament (2), 
Whe~ recommendation  84/549/EEC (~)  calls  for  the 
introduction of services en the basis of a common harmo-
nized  approach  in  the  field  of  telecommunications; 
Whereas  th~ resources  offered by  modem tdecommuni-
cations  ne~orks should  be  utilized  to  the  fulJ  for  the 
economic  development  of  the:  Community ; 
Whereas  mobile  radio  services  are  the  only  means  of 
contacting  users  on  the  move  and  the  most  efficient 
means  for those users to be conne(:ted to public  telecom· 
munication&  netttorks ; 
Whereas  mobile  communications depend on  the alloca-
tion  and  availability  of  frequency  bands  in  order  to 
tnn1mit  and  receive  be~en fixed-base  stations  and 
mobil~ static>ns ; 
Wh~reas the frequencies and land-based  mobile commu& 
nicadons systems cunently in use in the Community vary 
widely and do not allow all  users on the move in vehicles, 
boats,  trains,  or  on  foot  mrou&hout  the  Community, 
including on inland or coastal waters. to reap the benefits 
of  Buropean-wide  services  and  European·wide. markets ; 
Whereas  the  change-over  to  the  second  generation . 
cellular• digital  mobile  communications  system  will 
provide  a  Ui'1ique  opportunity of establishing  truly  pan-
1  European  mobile  communications;  . 
Whereas parts of  these frequency  bands art being used or 
are  intended for use  by certain Member States  for  intt>rim 
system$  and  other  radio  s~rvices ; 
Whereu the  progressive  availability  of  the  full  range  of 
the  freqpency  bands set out  abovC'  wiH  b~ indispensable 
for  the  establishment  of  truly  pari-European  mobtle 
conur~unications; 
WhtfS:'$ the implementation of Council  recommendation 
87/371/EEC of  25  June  1987  on  the  cootdinatrd  intro· 
duction.  of  public  pan-European  cellular  digjtal  landr 
based  mobil~  communications  in  the  Community(~). 
aimins at starting  a pan-European  system  by  1991  at  the 
latest.  will  atlo'N  thr  speedy  specification  of  the  radio 
tnnsmission  path ; 
.Whereas on  th~ basis of present technological and market 
trends  it  would  appear  to  be  realistic  to  envisage  the 
exclusive  occupation  of  th~ 890·915  and  935-960  MHz 
frequet1c:y  bands  by  the pan-European  system  witi!in  10 
yean of  l  January  1991  ; 
.  .  . 
Wbereis  CounciL Directiv~ 86/36] iEEC  of  24  july 1986 
on  the  initial  stage  of  the  mutual  recognition  of  type 
approval  for  telerommuoicatio'ns  tenninal  equipment (S) 
will allow·tbe npid establishment of common conformity 
s~cifications for the pan~European cellular digital  mobile 
communications  system ; 
Whereas  the  report  on  public  mobile  communications 
drawn  up  by  the  Analysis  and  Forecasting  Group  (GAP) 
for  the  Senior  Officials  Group  on  Telecommunications 
(SOG-1) has  drawn  attention to  the necessity  for  the  avaj. 
)ability of adequate frequencies a  a -vitAl  pre-condition for 
pan-European  cellular  digital  mobile  comunications ; 
-·  ~ Wheras the  European  Conference  of  Postal  and  Tcle-
, ~communications  Administrations  (CE.P'T)  has  recom-
"'  <- nended  that frequencies  890-91$  and  935r6~0 MHz  ~ 
'.; allocated  to 1uch a system. in  '-ccordance with  the  Inter-
national Telecommunications Union (m.J) Radio  R~aula-
Whereas  favourable  opamons  on  thts  report  hav.e  been 
dcli~ered by  the  tt-lecommunications  admimst.rations,  by 
the  European  Conference of  Posta)  and  Telecommunica-
tions  Administrations  (CEPT)  and  the  telecommunica· 
tion.s  equipment  manufacturers  in  the:  Member  States, 
~ 
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HAS  ADOPTED  THIS  DIRECTIVE : 
Artidt 1 
I.  Member  States  shall  ensure  that  the  90S-9lo4  and 
950-959  MHz frequency bands or l!.'quivalent  paau of the 
bands  mentioned  in  paragraph  2  are  r•served  e:rchisi-
vely (1)  for  a  public  pi.n-Buropean cellular digital  mobile 
communications  service  by  1 January  1991. 
2.  Member States shalJ  ensure that  the necessary  plans 
are  prrpart"d  for  the public  pan-European cellular digital 
mobile communications service  to  be  able  to occupy the 
whole  of  the  890-915 and  935-960  Mhz  bands aecordina 
to  commericaJ  demand  as  quickly ·u  pos~ible. 
.Article 1 
The  Commission  shall  report  to  the  Council  on  the 
implementation of the Directive not later than the end of 
199ft. 
Artie-It  J 
For the purposes of this  Directive, a public pan-European 
cellular di,gitaJ  land-based mobile communication$ service 
shall mean  a public cellular radio &ervice  provided in each 
r•e·~t1'o  n  of cht  us.t  of these frtCJuendts  for  point-
ntoetions  niscing wht-n  the  Du-ec:t.ivt  ~raters into 
they  do  not  lnterfett  with  the  public;  pan· 
diJiraJ  mobile communications servict &nd 
it1  establishment  or czten•ion. 
of the Member  Stat:~!~ to  a common  specification.  W>hich 
indudea the  featu~ that an vcict" signals are  encod~d into 
binary diaits prior to radio transmission, and whtre users 
provid~ with a service in one Member State can also gain 
access  to  the  le'MCe  in  any other ~m  ber State. 
.A f'li(/t  ., 
1.  Member States  shall  brin&  into. forct  the  pn?'VJsions 
nec:esiuy to comply with this Directi\l't within 18 months 
of  its  notification(~.  Thcoy  shall  forthwith  infonn  the 
Commission  thrt'o!. 
l.  Member  Stites shall  communt¢acc  to  the  Commis· 
sion the k~t of the- ptovisions oi nttron•l  law  which they 
ldopt in  the  field  governed  by  this  Directive: . 
.A ,.lit:lt  5 
This  Directive  js  addressed  to  the  M~mber States. ·  · 
Done  at  Luzembourg,  25  June  1987. 
,. 
• 
For  tht Counc-il 
Tbt  Prt sident 
H.  DE  CROO 
M  This  Directive  was  notifi~d to  the  Membt:'r St.ate5  on  26  Jun~ 
198?. 
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